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1
Mass Analysis
Gene Hart-Smith and Stephen J. Blanksby

1.1
Introduction

Moderndaymass analyzer technologies have, togetherwith soft ionization techniques,
opened powerful new avenues by which insights can be gained into polymer systems
using mass spectrometry (MS). Recent years have seen important advances in mass
analyzer design, and a suite of effectivemass analysis options are currently available to
the polymer chemist. In assessing the suitability of different mass analyzers toward
the examination of a given polymer sample, a range of factors, ultimately driven by the
scientific questions being pursued, must be taken into account. It is the aim of the
current chapter to provide a reference point for making such assessments.

The chapter will open with a summary of the measures of mass analyzer
performancemost pertinent to polymer chemists (Section 1.2). How thesemeasures
of performance are defined and how they commonly relate to the outcomes of
polymer analyses will be presented. Following this, the various mass analyzer
technologies of most relevance to contemporary MS will be discussed (Section 1.3);
basic operating principles will be introduced, and the measures of performance
described in Section 1.2 will be summarized for each of these technologies. Finally,
an instrument�s tandem and multiple-stage MS (MS/MS and MSn, respectively)
capabilities can play a significant role in its applicability to a given polymer system.
The capabilities of different mass analyzers and hybrid mass spectrometers in
relation to these different modes of analysis will be summarized in Section 1.4.

1.2
Measures of Performance

When judging the suitability of a given mass analyzer toward the investigation of a
polymer system, the relevant performance characteristics will depend on the scientific
motivations driving the study. Inmost instances, knowledge of the followingmeasures
of mass analyzer performance will allow a reliable assessment to be made: mass
resolving power, mass accuracy, mass range, linear dynamic range, and abundance
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sensitivity. How these different performance characteristics are defined, and how they
relate to the data collected from polymer samples is expanded upon in the sections
below.

1.2.1
Mass Resolving Power

Mass analyzers separate gas-phase ions based on their mass-to-charge ratios
(m/z); how well these separations can be performed and measured is defined by
the instrument�s mass resolving power. IUPAC recommendations allow for two
definitions of mass resolving power [1]. The �10% valley definition� states that,
for two singly charged ion signals of equal height in a mass spectrum at masses
M and (M�DM) separated by a valley which, at its lowest point, is 10% of the
height of either peak, mass resolving power is defined as M/DM. This definition
of mass resolving power is illustrated in portion A of Figure 1.1. The �peak width
definition� also defines mass resolving power as M/DM; in this definition, M

Figure 1.1 Methods of calculating mass resolving power. Portion (A) illustrates calculation via the
10% valley definition. Portion (B) illustrates calculation via the FWHM definition.
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refers to the mass of singly charged ions that make up a single peak, and DM
refers to the width of this peak at a height which is a specified fraction of the
maximum peak height. It is recommended that one of three specified fractions
should always be used: 50%, 5%, or 0.5%. In practice, the value of 50% is
frequently utilized; this common standard, illustrated in portion B of Figure 1.1,
is termed the �full width at half maximum height� (FWHM) definition. The
mass resolving power values quoted for the mass analyzers described in this
chapter use the FWHM criterion.

In the context of polymer analysis, the mass resolving power is important when
characterizing different analyte ions of similar but nonidentical masses. These
different ions may contain separate vital pieces of information. An example of this
would be if the analytes of interest contain different chain end group function-
alities; characterization of these distinct end groups would allow separate insights
to be gained into polymer formation processes. Whether or not this information
can be extracted from the mass spectrum depends on the resolving power of the
mass analyzer. The importance of mass resolving power in this context has been
illustrated in Figure 1.2 using data taken from a study conducted by Szablan et al.,
who were interested in the reactivities of primary and secondary radicals derived
from various photoinitiators [2]. Through the use of a 3D ion trap mass analyzer,
these authors were able to identify at least 14 different polymer end group
combinations within am/z window of 65. This allowed various different initiating
radical fragments to be identified, and insights to be gained into the modes of
termination that were taking place in these polymerization systems. It can be seen
that the mass resolving power of the 3D ion trap allowed polymer structures
differing in mass by 2Da to be comfortably distinguished from one another.

Figure 1.2 A 3D ion trap-derived mass spectrum of the polymer obtained from an Irgacure 819-
initiated pulsed laser polymerization of dimethyl itaconate, adapted from Figure 12 of Szablan
et al. [2].
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1.2.2
Mass Accuracy

Mass accuracy refers to them/zmeasurement error – that is, the difference between
the truem/z and themeasuredm/z of a given ion – divided by the truem/z of the ion,
and is usually quoted in terms of parts per million (ppm). For a single reading, the
term �mass measurement error� may be used [3]. It is usual for mass accuracy to
increase withmass resolving power, and a highermass accuracy increases the degree
of confidence in which peak assignments can bemade based upon them/z. This lies
in the fact that increases in mass accuracy will result in an increased likelihood of
uniquely identifying the elemental compositions of observed ions.

When attempting to identify peaks in mass spectra obtained from a polymer
sample, it is common for different feasible analyte ions to have similar but non-
isobaric masses. If the theoreticalm/z�s of these potential ion assignments differ by
an amount lower than the expected mass accuracy of the mass analyzer, an ion
assignment cannot be made based on m/z alone. Ideally such a scenario would be
resolved through complementary experiments using, for example, MS/MS or
alternate analytical techniques, in which one potential ion assignment is confirmed
and the others are rejected. However if such methods are not practical, the use of a
mass analyzer capable of greater mass accuracy may be necessary. An example of the
use of ultrahigh mass accuracy data for this purpose can be found in research
conducted by Gruendling et al., who were investigating the degradation of reversible
addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) agent-derived polymer end groups [4].
These authors initially used a 3D ion trap instrument to identify a peak atm/z 1275.6
for which three possible degradation products could be assigned. To resolve this
issue, the same sample was analyzed using a Fourier transform ion cyclotron
resonance (FT-ICR) mass analyzer. As illustrated in Figure 1.3, the ultrahigh mass
accuracy obtained using FT-ICR allowed two of the potential ion assignments to be

Figure 1.3 An FT-ICR-derived signal from the
degradation product of a RAFT end group
containing polymer chain. The gray chemical
formulas describe potential ion assignments
ruled out based on higher than expected mass

measurement errors. The black chemical
formula describes the ion assignment
confirmed via an acceptable mass
measurement error. Image adapted from
Figure 2 of Gruendling et al. [4].
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ruled out based on higher than expected mass measurement errors; the mass
measurement error of the third ion was reasonable, allowing a specific degradation
product to be confirmed.

1.2.3
Mass Range

Themass range is the range ofm/z�s overwhich amass analyzer can operate to record
amass spectrum.Whenquotingmass ranges, it is conventional to only state an upper
limit; it is, however, important to note that for many mass analyzers, increasing the
m/z�s amenable to analysis will often compromise lower m/z measurements. As
such, themass ranges quoted for themass analyzers described in this chapter do not
necessarily reflect an absolute maximum; they instead provide an indication of the
upper limits thatmay be achieved in standard instrumentation before performance is
severely compromised.

The mass range is frequently of central importance when assessing the suitability
of a givenmass analyzer toward a polymer sample. Formanymass analyzers, there is
often a high likelihood that the polymer chains of interest are of a mass beyond the
mass range; this places a severe limitation on the ability of the mass spectrometer to
generate useful data. Becausemass analyzers separate ions based on theirm/z�s, the
generation of multiply charged ions may alleviate this issue. Relatively high mass
resolving powers are, however, required to separate multiply charged analyte ions,
and efficient and controlled multiple charging of polymer samples is generally
difficult to achieve. As such, the generation of multiply charged ions is not a reliable
method for overcoming mass range limitations, and for many studies, mass range
capabilities will ultimately dictate a mass analyzer�s suitability.

1.2.4
Linear Dynamic Range

The linear dynamic range is the range over which the ion signal is directly
proportional to the analyte concentration. This measure of performance is of
importance to the interpretation of mass spectral relative abundance readings; it
can provide an indication of whether or not the relative abundances observed in a
mass spectrum are representative of analyte concentrations within the sample. The
linear dynamic range values quoted within this chapter represent the limits of mass
analysis systems as integrated wholes; that is, in addition to the specific influence of
the mass analyzer on linear dynamic range, the influences of ion sampling and
detection have been taken into consideration. In many measurement situations,
however, these linear dynamic range limits cannot be reached. Chemical- or mass-
based bias effects during the ionization component of an MS experiment will
frequently occur, resulting in gas-phase ion abundances that are not representative
of the original analyte concentrations. When present, such ionization bias effects
will generally be the dominant factor in reducing linear dynamic range. Only in the
instances in which ionization bias effects can be ruled out can the linear dynamic
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range values quoted in this chapter provide an indication of the trustworthiness of
mass spectral abundance data.

In most polymer analyses, ionization bias effects will be prevalent. There are,
however, specific scenarios inwhich ionization bias effects can rightfully be assumed
to be minimal. One example can be found in free radical polymerizations in which
propagating chains are terminated via disproportionation reactions. When consid-
ering such a system, it can be noted that disproportionation products are produced in
equal abundances, but identical reaction products may also be generated from other
polymerization mechanisms; accurate relative abundance data are therefore needed
to infer the extent to which these other mechanisms are occurring. Because the
products in question are chemically similar and have similar masses, depending on
the chosen ionization method, it may be possible to conclude that these chains will
not experience chemical- or mass-based ionization bias relative to each other. Under
these circumstances, the linear dynamic range of the mass analysis system is crucial
to the determination of accurate relative abundances for these products. This
scenario can be seen in research conducted by Hart-Smith et al. [5], who used a
3D ion trap instrument to analyze acrylate-derived star polymers. Themass spectrum
illustrated in Figure 1.4, taken from this research, shows two peaks, A and B, which
correspond to disproportionation products. Based on the comparatively high relative
abundance of peak B and the linear dynamic range of the 3D ion trap, these authors
were able to infer that another mechanism capable of producing peak B, intermo-
lecular chain transfer, was up to two timesmore prevalent than disproportionation in
the polymerization under study.

1.2.5
Abundance Sensitivity

Abundance sensitivity refers to the ratio of the maximum ion current recorded at an
m/z of M to the signal level arising from the background at an adjacent m/z of

Figure 1.4 A 3D ion trap-derivedmass spectrum of star polymers obtained from a RAFT-mediated
polymerization of methyl acrylate, adapted from Figure 6.3.8 of Hart-Smith et al. [5].
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(M þ 1). This is closely related to dynamic range: the ratio of the maximum useable
signal to theminimumuseable signal (the detection limit) [1]. Abundance sensitivity,
however, goes beyond dynamic range in that it takes into account the effects of peak
tailing. By considering the abundance sensitivity of a mass analyzer, one can obtain
an indication of the maximum range of analyte concentrations capable of being
detected in a given sample.

In the analysis of polymer samples, it is often the case that the characterization of
low abundance species is of more importance than the characterization of high
abundance species. For example, it is well established that polymer samples
generated viaRAFTpolymerizationswill often be dominated by chainswhich contain
end groups derived from a RAFTmediating agent; if novel insights are to be gained
into these systems, it is often required that lower abundance polymer chains are
characterized. This can be seen in work conducted by Ladavi�ere et al. using a time-of-
flight (TOF) mass analyzer [6]. The spectrum shown in Figure 1.5, taken from this
research, indicates the presence of chains with thermal initiator derived end groups
(IUNa

x ; IYK
x , and IYNa

x ) and chains terminated via combination reactions (CNa
x ), in

addition to the dominant RAFT agent-derived end group containing chains. The
peaks associated with termination via combination are one order ofmagnitude lower

Figure 1.5 An electrospray ionization-TOF-derivedmass spectrumof the polymer obtained from a
RAFT-mediated polymerization of styrene, adapted from Figure 1 of Ladavi�ere et al. [6].
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than the most abundant peak within the spectrum and are clearly discernable from
baseline noise. When attempting to characterize low abundance chains in such a
manner, the abundance sensitivities listed in this chapter can provide some indi-
cation of the extent to which this can be achieved when using a given mass analyzer.

It is, however, important to note that the ability to observe relatively low abundance
chains will also be influenced by components of the MS experiment other than the
mass analyzer. The ionization method being used may, for example, be inefficient at
ionizing the chains of interest, reducing the likelihood of their detection. Themethod
used to prepare the polymer sample for ionization may also have an impact; for
instance evidence suggests that issues associated with standard methods of polymer
sample preparation for matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) experi-
ments reduce the capacity to detect relatively low abundance species [6, 7], and that
these issues significantly outweigh the influence of mass analyzer abundance
sensitivities [7]. The mass analyzer abundance sensitivities quoted in this chapter
should therefore be contemplated alongside other aspects of MS analysis, such as
those mentioned above, when designing experimental protocols for the detection of
low abundance polymer chains.

1.3
Instrumentation

Since the early twentieth century, when the analytical discipline of MS was being
established, many methods have been applied to the sorting of gas-phase ions
according to their m/z�s. The following technologies have since come to dominate
mass analysis in contemporaryMSandare all available fromone ormore commercial
vendors: sector mass analyzers, quadrupole mass filters, 3D ion traps, linear ion
traps, TOF mass analyzers, FT-ICR mass analyzers, and orbitraps. This section
presents the basic operating principles of these instruments and summarizes their
performance characteristics using the measures of performance discussed in
Section 1.2. As cost and laboratory space requirements are often a determining
factor in the choice of instrumentation, these characteristics are also listed.

For each mass analyzer presented in this section, the summarized performance
characteristics do not necessarily represent absolute limits of performance. The use
of tailored mass analysis protocols in altered commercial instrumentation, or
instrumentation constructed in-house, can often allow for performance beyond
what would typically be expected. The listed figures of merit, therefore, represent
a summary of optimal levels of performance that should be capable of being readily
accessed using standard commercially available instrumentation.

1.3.1
Sector Mass Analyzers

Sector mass analyzers are the most mature of the MS mass analysis technologies,
having enjoyed widespread use from the 1950s through to the 1980s. The
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illustration in Figure 1.6 demonstrates the basic operating principle of magnetic
sectors, which are employed in all sectormass analyzers.Magnetic sectors bend the
trajectories of ions accelerated from an ion source into circular paths; for a fixed
accelerating potential, typically set between 2 and 10 kV, the radii of these paths are
determined by the momentum-to-charge ratios of the ions. In such a manner, the
ions of differing m/z�s are dispersed in space. While dispersing ions of different
momentum-to-charge ratios, the ions of identical momentum-to-charge ratios but
initially divergent ion paths are focused in a process called direction focusing.
These processes ensure that, for a fixed magnetic field strength, the ions of a
specificmomentum-to-charge ratiowill follow a path through to the ion detector. By
scanning the magnetic field strength, the ions of different m/z can therefore be
separated for detection.

When utilizing a magnetic sector alone, resolutions of only a few hundred can be
obtained. This is primarily due to limitations associated with differences in ion
velocities. To correct for this, electric sectors can be placed before or after the
magnetic sector in �double focusing� instruments, as illustrated in Figure 1.7.
Electric sectors disperse ions according to their kinetic energy-to-charge ratios,
while also providing the same type of direction focusing as magnetic sectors.
Through the careful design of two sector instruments, these kinetic energy
dispersions can be corrected for by the momentum dispersions of the magnetic

Figure 1.6 An illustration of the basic components of amagnetic sectormass analyzer system, and
the means by which it achieves m/z-based ion separation.
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sector. This results in velocity focusing, where ions of initially differing velocities
are focused onto the same point. As both sectors also provide direction focusing,
differences in both ion velocities and direction are accounted for in this process of
double focusing.

Theperformance characteristics of double focusing sector instruments, as listed in
Table 1.1, are unrivaled in terms of linear dynamic range and abundance sensitivity,
while excellent mass accuracy and resolution are also capable of being obtained [8].
Despite these high-level performance capabilities, which have largely been estab-
lished in elemental and inorganic MS, the use of sector mass analyzers in relation to
other instruments has declined. This is because the applications of MS to biological
problems, which have driven many of the contemporary advances in mass analyzer
design, do not place an emphasis on obtaining ultrahigh linear dynamic ranges or
abundance sensitivities. When coupled with the prohibitive size and cost of sector
mass analyzers, this has seen other mass analyzer technologies favored by com-
mercial producers of MS instrumentation. As such, sector mass analyzers have not
been widely implemented in the analysis of macromolecules, such as synthetic
polymers.

Table 1.1 Typical figures of merit for double focusing sector mass analyzers.

Mass resolving power 100 000
Mass accuracy <1 ppm
Mass range 10 000
Linear dynamic range 1� 109

Abundance sensitivity 1� 106–1� 109

Other High cost and large space requirements

Figure 1.7 The operating principles of a double focusing sector mass analyzer.
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1.3.2
Quadrupole Mass Filters

Since the 1970s quadrupole mass filters have been perhaps the most widely utilized
mass analyzer. The basic features of this method of mass analysis are illustrated in
Figure 1.8. Quadrupole mass filters operate via the application of radio frequency
(RF) and direct current (DC) voltages to four rods: the combination of RF and DC
voltages determine the trajectories of ions of a givenm/zwithin themassfilter; stable
ion trajectories pass through to the detector while ions of unstable trajectories are
neutralized by striking the quadrupole electrodes. By increasing themagnitude of the
RF and DC voltages, typically while keeping the ratio of these two different voltages
constant, the ions of differing m/z can sequentially pass through the mass filter for
detection.

In discussing the operation of quadrupolemass filters, Mathieu stability diagrams
are often of great utility. These diagrams, an example of which has been shown in
Figure 1.9, allow one to obtain a ready visualization of the ions which will pass
through to the detector and the ions which will not. The equations of ionmotion in a
quadrupole mass filter are second-order differential equations – this is because the
RF voltages applied during mass analysis are time varying – and Mathieu stability
diagrams are graphical representations of general solutions to these second-order
differential equations. They are produced by plotting a parameter related to the RF
voltage, q, against a parameter related to the DCvoltage, a. These parameters are also
determined by the frequency of the RF voltage, the size of the quadrupole rods and
the m/z�s of the ions under scrutiny. As the size of the quadrupole rods remain
unchanged and the frequency of the RF voltage is usually held constant, one can
therefore readily observe voltage combinations that will lead to stable trajectories for
ions of a specified m/z. These areas in the Mathieu stability diagram are termed
stability regions, and are labeled A, B, C, and D in Figure 1.9.

Figure 1.8 An illustration of the basic components of a quadrupole mass filter system, and the
means by which it achieves m/z-based ion separation.
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Typical figures of merit for quadrupole mass filters have been listed in Table 1.2.
Though quadrupole mass filters are a mainstay of contemporary mass analysis, they
are low-performance instruments when judged in terms of mass resolving power,
mass accuracy, andmass range. The vast majority of quadrupole mass filters operate
within the first stability region, labeled A in Figure 1.9, and improvements in mass
resolving power have been demonstrated when operating in higher stability
regions [9, 10]. These improvements, however, come at the expense of mass range.
Likewise, mass range extensions, which have been achieved through reductions in
the operating frequency of the RF voltage [11–14], come at the expense of mass
resolving power. The inability to maximize mass range, mass resolving power, or
mass accuracy without compromise has ensured that, when operating quadrupole
mass filters under standard conditions, these performance characteristics remain

Figure 1.9 The Mathieu stability diagram. Stability regions are labeled A, B, C, and D.

Table 1.2 Typical figures of merit for quadrupole mass filters.

Mass resolving power 100–1000
Mass accuracy 100 ppm
Mass range 4000
Linear dynamic range 1� 107

Abundance sensitivity 1� 104–1� 106

Other Low cost and low space requirements
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modest. Despite these limitations, quadrupole mass filters are capable of producing
excellent linear dynamic ranges and abundance sensitivities. Along with their low
cost, ease of automation, low ion acceleration voltages, and small physical size, these
performance capabilities have contributed to the continued popularity of these
instruments.

1.3.3
3D Ion Traps

Quadrupole ion traps are close relatives of the quadrupole mass filter and may be
employed as 2D or 3D devices. The present section focuses upon the 3D ion trap, an
example of which has been illustrated in Figure 1.10. The operating principles of 3D
ion traps are similar to those of quadrupolemass filters. 3D ion traps, however, apply
their electric fields in three dimensions as opposed to the two dimensions of mass
filters; this is achieved through the arrangement of electrodes in a sandwich
geometry: two end-cap electrodes enclose a ring electrode. This arrangement allows
ions to be trappedwithin the electricfield.When considering the operating principles
of 3D ion traps, theMathieu stability diagrammay once again be used to visualize the

Figure 1.10 An illustration of the basic components of a 3D ion trap system.
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ions selected for detection.Unlike quadrupolemassfilters, however, it is the unstable
ions that are detected in standard 3D ion trapmass analysis.Mass selective instability
is introduced by scanning the RF voltage applied to the device; as the voltage
increases, the ions of sequentially higher m/z�s are selected for detection by being
ejected through an end-cap opening.

3D ion traps are generally capable of achieving moderate levels of performance in
terms of mass resolving power, mass accuracy, andmass range, as can be seen in the
figures ofmerit listed in Table 1.3. Innovativemodes of operation can, however, allow
these performance characteristics to be improved. For example, mass range exten-
sions can be achieved by using resonance ejection, inwhich resonance conditions are
induced by matching the frequency of ion oscillations in the trap with the frequency
of a supplementary potential applied to the end-cap electrodes. Large enough
amplitude of the resonance signal will allow ions to be ejected from the trap. Mass
ranges of approximately 70 000 have been observed in conventional 3D ion traps
using resonance ejection [15, 16], though this mode of operation is not readily
supported by commercial instrumentation. The substantial lowering of RF voltage
scan rates is another method by which 3D ion trap performance can be improved.
Using this technique, resolutions of up to 107 have been achieved [17]. Such high
levels of performance, however, come at the expense of analysis time and are
generally performed over narrow mass ranges. As such, practical operating condi-
tions result in significantly lower mass resolving powers.

The linear dynamic ranges of ion trappingdevices, such as 3D ion traps, are limited
bymass discrimination effects associatedwith ion/ion interactions or charge transfer
to background gases. The extents to which these effects occur are influenced by ion
trap storage capacities. In 3D ion traps, mass discrimination effects can ultimately
lead to quite low performance. Though methods based around the selective accu-
mulation of specific ions have been shown to increase linear dynamic range up to at
least 105 [18], these methods rely upon preselection of ions for analysis and are
therefore unlikely to be practical for most polymer studies.

The abundance sensitivities of 3D ion traps are also relatively low. As with the
linear dynamic range, the abundance sensitivity is related to the ion storage capacity
when an ion trapping device is employed. The ion storage capacity of a specific device
will depend on its dimensions and operating parameters, but in general, commercial
3D ion traps can be estimated to be capable of trapping 106–107 ions [19]. Though
attempts at increasing abundance sensitivity have been made [20, 21], the inherent

Table 1.3 Typical figures of merit for 3D ion traps.

Mass resolving power 1000–10 000
Mass accuracy 50–100 ppm
Mass range 4000
Linear dynamic range 1� 102–1� 103

Abundance sensitivity 1� 102 – 1� 103

Other Low cost and low space requirements
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limitations of 3D ion trap storage capacity ensure that the abundance sensitivities of
these instruments remain a weakness.

Despite their relatively modest performance capabilities, commercial ion traps are
highly robust, have impressive MS/MS and MSn capabilities (as expanded upon in
Section 1.4) and are also remarkable for their attractively low size and cost. As such,
3D ion traps continue to see widespread use as workhorse-type instruments.

1.3.4
Linear Ion Traps

The operation of a quadrupole ion trap as 2D device – a linear ion trap – was first
described in the late 1960s, but it is only in recent years that linear ion traps have
emerged as a prominent form of mass analyzer. In contemporary stand-alone linear
ion traps [22], an example of which has been illustrated in Figure 1.11, ions are
trapped radially in a central section by an RF voltage, and axially by static DC
potentials applied to end trapping elements. As with 3D ion traps, ions associated
with unstable regions in theMathieu stability diagram are selected for detection. The
mass selective ejection of ions occurs radially through slots in central section rods and
is achieved via the application of alternating current (AC) voltages. In addition to
these stand-alone radial ejection devices, axial ejection linear ion traps have also
foundutility in contemporaryMSby enhancing the performance of triple quadrupole
(QqQ) mass spectrometers [23]; the basic capabilities of QqQ instruments will be
discussed in Section 1.4.

Typical figures of merit for linear ion traps have been listed in Table 1.4. The mass
resolving powers, mass accuracies, andmass ranges of linear ion traps are controlled
by many of the processes associated with 3D ion trap mass analysis; as such, the
capabilities of these two forms of mass analyzer are comparable when using these
measures of performance. Linear ion traps do, however, feature ion storage capacities

Figure 1.11 An illustration of the basic components of a radial ejection linear ion trap.
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that are over an order of magnitude higher than those of 3D ion traps [24]; the
associated decreases inmass discrimination [22] suggest that greater linear dynamic
range capabilities should be expected from these instruments. The trapping effi-
ciencies of linear ion traps have also been demonstrated to be superior to those of 3D
ion traps [22]. This advantage, in concert with their superior ion storage capacities,
leads to relatively high abundance sensitivities. Like 3D ion traps, linear ion traps also
feature high levels of robustness, excellent MS/MS and MSn capabilities, favorably
small size, and relatively low costs. When coupled to their superior performance
capabilities, these features suggest that linear ion traps will likely supplant 3D ion
traps as the dominant technology in quadrupole ion trap mass analysis.

1.3.5
Time-of-Flight Mass Analyzers

The 1980s witnessed the development of the revolutionary pulsed ionizationmethod
ofMALDI. Themass analysis technique that saw the greatest increase in prominence
as a result of this development was the TOF process, which requires a well-defined
start time and is therefore ideally suited to being interfaced with pulsed ion sources.
Though various important advances have been made to the TOF process since the
development of MALDI, the basic operating principles underlying this method of
mass analysis remain conceptually simple. These basic principles of operation can be
seen in the illustration shown in Figure 1.12. All TOFmass analyzers rely upon the
acceleration of ions obtained from an ion source through a fixed potential into a drift
region of a set length. This process of ion acceleration results in all ions of the same
charge obtaining the same kinetic energy, and as kinetic energy is equal to 0.5 mv2,
withm representing themass of the ion and v the velocity of the ion, lowermass ions
will obtain a greater velocity than higher mass ions. Lower mass ions will therefore
traverse the distance of the drift region in a shorter amount of time than heavier ions,
resulting in the separation of ions according to their m/z. As the length of the drift
region is known, ion velocities can be determined bymeasuring the time they take to
reach the detector, allowing the m/z of the ions to be determined.

An important source of error in a TOF experiment stems from small differences in
the kinetic energies of ions of the samem/z; whenMALDI ion sources are used, these
kinetic energy distributions can be traced to aspects inherent to the complex processes
involved in gas-phase ion generation [25]. To correct for these differences, almost all

Table 1.4 Typical figures of merit for linear ion traps.

Mass resolving power 1000–10 000
Mass accuracy 50–100 ppm
Mass range 4000
Linear dynamic range 1� 103–1� 104

Abundance sensitivity 1� 103–1� 104

Other Low cost and low space requirements
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TOF mass analyzers employ a single ion mirror, as illustrated in Figure 1.12. These
reflectron TOF instruments operate by sending ions down one flight distance toward
an electrostatic mirror, which then reflects the ions down a second flight distance
toward a detector. In addition to compensating for differences in ion kinetic energies,
the use of an ion mirror has the additional advantage of increasing the total flight
distance without having to significantly increase the size of the mass spectrometer.
These improvements lead to significantly increased mass resolving power and mass
accuracy [26]. Kinetic energy distributions can also be corrected for through theprocess
of delayed extraction, in whichMALDI is performed in the absence of an electric field;
ions are subsequently extracted using a high voltage pulse after a predetermined time
delay. This process of delayed extraction has also been demonstrated to produce
significant improvements in mass resolving power and mass accuracy [27–29].

Another major advance in contemporary TOF mass analysis has been the inven-
tion of orthogonal acceleration for coupling to continuous ionization sources [30], the
basic principles ofwhich are also illustrated in Figure 1.12. This techniquemakes use
of independent axes for ion generation and mass analysis; a continuous ion source
fills an acceleration region, and when full, an orthogonal acceleration process sends
the ions into the TOF drift region. While the ions are being separated in the drift
region, a new set of ions is collected in the acceleration region; this produces great
experimental sensitivity. Importantly, orthogonal acceleration TOF has allowed
ionization methods other than MALDI, most notably electrospray ionization (ESI),
to benefit from the strong performance characteristics of TOF mass analysis.

Typical figures of merit for TOF mass analyzers are given in Table 1.5. Most
contemporary TOF mass analyzers are reflectron instruments; the quoted mass
resolving power and mass accuracy values are based upon the capabilities of these
mass spectrometers. The mass accuracy values obtained from contemporary instru-
mentation have also benefited from the development of increasingly fast electronics;
the nanosecond time resolution that is now routinely available contributes to the
potential for achieving excellentmass accuracy. Increasingly fast electronics have also

Figure 1.12 An illustration of the basic components of an orthogonal acceleration TOF mass
analysis system featuring an ion mirror, and the means by which it achieves m/z-based ion
separation.
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contributed toward increases in linear dynamic range. As there is a trade-off between
the speed of the electronics and dynamic range, the capabilities of digital electronics
improve the point at which this trade-off occurs. In terms of abundance sensitivity,
the phenomenon of detector ringing as a result of higher abundance ion detection
can have an adverse impact [31]. This problem is, however, minor when compared to
the issues related to ion storage capacities in ion trapping instruments; TOF mass
analyzers therefore typically feature higher levels of abundance sensitivity when
compared to ion trapping devices. Of particular importance to polymer chemists is
themass range of TOFmass analyzers, which is theoretically unlimited.Mass ranges
of 2000 kDahave beendemonstrated in a cryodetectionMALDI-TOFinstrument [32],
and in practice, mass ranges of >70 000 can be readily achieved using commercial
instrumentation. In combination, these performance characteristicsmakeTOFmass
analysis an incredibly attractive option for many polymer studies.

1.3.6
Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Analyzers

Mass analysis by FT-ICR was first described in 1974 [33], and the method has since
growntobecomethestateof theart intermsofmassresolvingpowerandmassaccuracy
capabilities. The basic operating principles of FT-ICR mass analysis are illustrated in
Figure 1.13. In a similar manner to magnetic sector-based mass analysis, FT-ICR
utilizes a magnetic field in its determinations ofm/z. The kinetic energies of the ions
measuredbyFT-ICRare, however, significantly lower than those analyzedbymagnetic
sector mass analyzers; this has the important consequence that, rather than being
deflected by the magnetic field, the ions are trapped within the magnetic field. These
trapped ions orbit with �cyclotron� frequencies that are inversely proportional to their
m/z. Following the trappingof ions,RFvoltagesonexcitationplatesheldperpendicular
tothemagneticfieldareswept througharangeoffrequencies; thiscausesthesequential
resonance excitation of ions into higher radii orbits. The oscillating field generated
by these ion ensembles induces image currents in circuits connected to detection
plates; the resultant time-domain signals of ionmotion are converted into frequency-
domain signals via a Fourier transform, which leads to the generation of a mass
spectrum. If lowpressuresaremaintainedwithin theFT-ICRcell, the cyclotronmotion
can be held formany cycles, reducing the uncertainty of the frequencymeasurements
and thereby allowing m/z to be determined with great accuracy.

Table 1.5 Typical figures of merit for TOF mass analyzers.

Mass resolving power 1000–40 000
Mass accuracy 5–50 ppm
Mass range >100 000
Linear dynamic range 1� 106

Abundance sensitivity 1� 106

Other Moderate cost and moderate space requirements
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A summary of typical figures of merit for FT-ICR mass analyzers is given in
Table 1.6. The mass resolving power and mass accuracy capabilities of these
instruments are unparalleled in contemporary MS, and significant opportunities
exist for these capabilities to be improved even further [34]. FT-ICR instruments also

Figure 1.13 The operating principles of FT-ICR mass analysis. White arrows represent illustrative
ion paths.
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offer increased mass ranges relative to other ion trapping devices. Ion storage
capacities, however, remain to be a determining factor in limiting linear dynamic
ranges and abundance sensitivities. Despite this, FT-ICR mass analyzers are the
highest quality option for the analysis of polymer samples when ultrahigh mass
accuracy and resolving power are required. These advantages do, however, come at a
premium in terms of instrument cost and laboratory space requirements.

1.3.7
Orbitraps

Orbitraps represent the most recently developed form of mass analyzer in wide-
spread contemporary usage, having been first described in 2000 [35]. The general
principles of operation associated with orbitrap mass analysis are illustrated in
Figure 1.14. These mass analyzers, like FT-ICR instruments and quadrupole ion
traps, function as ion trapping devices. Unlike these other mass analyzers, however,
orbitraps perform their trapping functions in the absence of magnetic or RF fields
and instead utilize a purely electrostatic field generated by an outer barrel-like
electrode and an inner axial spindle. Ions are injected tangentially into this field.
The electrodes are carefully shaped such that the electrostatic attractions of the ions to

Table 1.6 Typical figures of merit for FT-ICR mass analyzers.

Mass resolving power 10 000–1000,000
Mass accuracy 1–5 ppm
Mass range >10 000
Linear dynamic range 1� 103–1� 104

Abundance sensitivity 1� 103–1� 104

Other High cost and large space requirements

Figure 1.14 An illustration of the basic components of anOrbitrapmass analyzer. The black arrow
represents an illustrative ion path.
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the inner electrode are balanced by their centrifugal forces, causing them to orbit
around the spindle, while the axial field causes the ions to simultaneously perform
harmonic oscillations along the spindle at a frequency proportional to (m/z)0.5. Image
currents induced by the oscillating ions are detected by the outerwall of the barrel-like
chamber, and in a similarmanner to FT-ICR, the resultant time-domain signals of ion
motion are converted into frequency-domain signals via a Fourier transform, which
allows a mass spectrum to be produced.

A summary of typical figures of merit associated with orbitrap mass analyzers is
presented in Table 1.7. As with FT-ICR, the mass resolving powers obtained using
orbitraps are proportional to the number of harmonic oscillations that are detected. As
the maximum acquisition times in orbitraps are more limited than those of FT-ICR
instruments, their mass resolving power ceilings are not as high. Nevertheless,
orbitraps are still capable of achieving mass resolving powers of up to 150000 [36],
which places them among the most powerful instruments available today. The mass
accuracy values capable of being obtained using orbitraps approach those of FT-ICR
instruments; mass accuracies within 2 ppm can be expected when internal calibration
is performed [37]. Though issues relating to ion storage capacity still place significant
limitations on the capabilities of orbitraps in relation to linear dynamic range and
abundance sensitivity, they nonetheless feature larger ion storage capacities [35–38]
and greater space charge capacities at highermass [39]when compared toFT-ICRmass
analyzers and 3D ion traps. As such, orbitraps have been shown to compare favorably
with these instrumentswhen judgedby these particularmeasures of performance [36].
A major advantage of orbitraps is that their functioning does not require the use of
superconducting magnets; they are therefore significantly less costly than FT-ICR
instruments and have far more modest laboratory space requirements. These factors
may ultimately ensure that orbitraps become favored over FT-ICR instruments for
ultrahigh mass resolving power and mass accuracy polymer in analyses.

1.4
Instrumentation in Tandem and Multiple-Stage Mass Spectrometry

Developments in ion source, mass analyzer, and detector technologies have signif-
icantly improved the performance characteristics of modern mass spectrometers
(vide supra).While these improvements have contributed greatly to the utility ofMS in

Table 1.7 Typical figures of merit for orbitrap mass analyzers.

Mass resolving power 10 000–150 000
Mass accuracy 2–5 ppm
Mass range 6000
Linear dynamic range 1� 103–1� 104

Abundance sensitivity 1� 104

Other Moderate cost and low space requirements
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polymer science bymore sensitive and accuratemeasurement ofm/z, understanding
the structural connectivity of molecular species cannot be established by molecular
mass alone nomatter how accurately measured. In other disciplines, MS/MS as well
as MSn have greatly expanded the scope and utility of MS by providing structural
elucidation. Nowhere is this more apparent than in proteomics where the sequences
(i.e., molecular structure) of peptide biopolymers are now established, almost
exclusively, by this approach. Comparatively, the implementation of MS/MS and
MSn in polymer characterization has been modest and this can be attributed to two
key reasons: (i) the yield of product ions observed is often low and (ii) the greater
heterogeneity in synthetic polymer samples makes interpretation of the data chal-
lenging [40, 41]. While MS/MS andMSn of polymers is the topic of a further chapter
of this book, here we discuss the key performance criteria of different combinations
of mass analyzers and highlight some contemporary developments that may play a
role in overcoming some of the current challenges in generating information-rich
tandem mass spectra of polymers.

MS/MS involves two stages of MS: precursor ions are mass-selected in the first
stage (MS-I) of the experiment and are induced to undergo a chemical reaction that
changes theirmass or charge, leaving behind a product ion and aneutral fragment (or
possibly another product ion if the precursor ionwasmultiply charged); in the second
stage (MS-II), the product ions generated from these chemical reactions are mass
analyzed. Some instruments allow this process to be repeatedmultiple times inMSn

experiments, where n refers to the number of stages ofMS performed. The chemical
reactions that proceed between the different MS stages are most frequently unim-
olecular dissociation reactions initiated by an increase in internal energy. Such ion
activation is most commonly affected by collision-induced dissociation (CID),
whereby the mass-selected precursor ion undergoes an energetic collision with an
inert, stationary gas (e.g., N2, Ar, or He) [42]. The amount of energy imparted in the
collision is related to the translational kinetic energy of the precursor ion (most easily
considered as the product of the number of charges on the ionizedmolecule and the
accelerating potential applied within the instrument) and its mass. Thus, for ionized
oligomers if the mass increases without a concomitant increase in charge, the
internal energy will be less resulting in a lower product ion abundance.

Various different scan types can be executed inMS/MS andMSn experiments, and
each type can be used to extract different pieces of information from the sample
under investigation. These scan types, as summarized in Figure 1.15 for MS/MS
experiments, depend upon the static (i.e., transmission of a singlem/z) or scan (i.e.,
analysis of all m/z) status of each stage of the experiment. How these different scan
types apply to investigations concerning polymer systems are expanded upon below.

Selected reaction monitoring is generally implemented for the purposes
of selective ion quantification and involves passing a known precursor ion through
MS-I, and a known product ion (or ions) through MS-II. In this manner, precursor
ions of indistinguishable mass to other ions generated from the sample can be
selectively monitored if they produce unique product ions. Added specificity can be
obtained by undertaking multiple-reaction monitoring experiments where, for
example, several product ions are monitored in MS-II. Such analyses are usually
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performed as a mechanism for highly selective and sensitive detection in online
liquid or gas chromatography (i.e., LC-MS/MS and GC-MS/MS). Though these
experiments can be of enormous utility for various purposes, for example, in the
quantification of pharmaceutical compounds in human plasma, selected reaction
monitoring has limited value in the majority of conventional MS investigations
into polymerization systems. This lies in the fact that polymerization experiments
typically couple poorly to conventional chromatographic methods and often
fragmentation of the systems in question has not previously been established.

As with selected reaction monitoring, the precursor ion scan type requires
knowledge of the preferred modes of fragmentation for the precursor ions. This
particular scan type allows for the selective detection of particular classes of precursor
ions, namely, precursor ions which dissociate to form common product ions. The
precursor scan type can be of use in the analysis of polymer samples if the
fragmentation behavior for a given ion obtained from the sample is known. Using
this information, other structurally similar ions can be identified, potentially sim-
plifying the identification of products in the sample. In a similar way, the constant
neutral loss scan monitors a neutral mass loss between precursor and product ion
and thus can also be used formonitoring formoleculeswith a similar structuralmotif
in the presence of other, more abundant but structurally unrelated compounds. In a
neutral loss scan, MS-I andMS-II are scanned to maintain a constantm/z difference
associated with the neutral fragment of interest. In a similarmanner to the precursor

Figure 1.15 A summary of the scan types available to MS/MS experiments.
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scan, the constant neutral loss scan can be used to identify ions of a common
structural background, which can potentially aid in product identification.While this
combination of scan types has been used to great effect in other fields, notably lipid
MS [43], it has yet to bewidely applied inpolymer characterization because of thewide
range of polymer structures and only a limited knowledge of fragmentation behavior.

Of the four scan types inMS/MS, the product ion scan is themost directmethod of
obtaining structural information from a previously unidentified ion and is thus
perhaps the most widely applicable to samples associated with investigations into
polymer systems. The product scan type isolates a specific precursor ion and analyzes
all of the resulting product ions; careful interpretation of the fragmentation pathways
indicated by the product ions can allow insights into the structural make-up of the
precursor ion.

The instruments capable of undertaking MS/MS experiments can be classified
into two groups: tandem-in-space instruments and tandem-in-time instruments.
Tandem-in-space instruments require separatemass analyzers to be utilized for each
MS stage and are associated with beam-type technology such as sector mass
analyzers, quadrupole mass filters, and TOF mass analyzers. The earliest MS/MS
instruments used sectors for the twoMS stages [44], and the promise shown by these
instruments led to the development of the cheaper andmore user-friendly QqQ [45].
These QqQ instruments, which are still heavily in use today, operate the first and last
quadrupoles as the actual mass filters, with the middle quadrupole acting as a CID
cell. Since the introduction of QqQ instruments, various hybrid instruments, in
which distinct mass analysis methodologies are applied at each stage of the MS/MS
experiment, have been developed. Of these instruments, the quadrupole-TOF
(Q-TOF) mass spectrometer [46] has become a mainstay of MS/MS technology.
Q-TOF instruments have the disadvantage of not being able to perform the precursor
and constant neutral loss scans that QqQ instruments are capable of, as the
TOF method of separating ions in time is not conducive to these screening-type
scans; however, these instruments remain advantageous for the speed in which
MS/MS experiments can be conducted and their ability to provide accurate mass
measurements on product ions. In contrast to the tandem-in-space instruments,
tandem-in-time instruments separate the different MS stages by time, with the
various stages of MS/MS being performed in one mass analyzer. These instruments
are associated with ion trapping technology such as quadrupole ion traps, FT-ICR
mass analyzers, and orbitraps. Though tandem-in-time instruments are incapable
of performing precursor ion or constant neutral loss scans, they have the advantage
of being able to readily perform MSn experiments, as the separate MS stages do not
require the implementation of multiple mass analyzers. This can be advantageous
in providing detailed structural information by elucidation of secondary or even
tertiary product ions. More recently, hybrid instruments have been developed that
combine both in-space with in-time mass analysis leading to a fascinating array of
combinations, as summarized in Figure 1.16.

While a detailed discussion of the relative capabilities of the instrument geom-
etries listed in Figure 1.16 is beyond the scope of this chapter (see Ref. [47]), one key
criterion that should be considered in the context of MS/MS is the collision energy
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regime (an excellent tutorial on the full range of figures of merit in ion activation is
found in Ref. [48]). Depending on the instrument configuration, CID is generally
considered as either high or low energy depending on whether the translational
energy of the precursor ion is > or <1 keV, respectively. Early sector-based mass
spectrometers operated in the keV energy range, and thus the mechanism of ion
activation and the amount of internal energy imparted to a precursor ion was
significantly different to that of a contemporary QqQ orQ-TOFgeometry instrument
(typically <100 eV). Interestingly, more recent developments in TOF-TOF geome-
tries have, almost serendipitously, provided renewed interest in the high-energy CID
regime. This holds out some promise for polymer analysis where oligomers can be of
high mass and may be only singly charged [49]. Furthermore, the current research
into alternative approaches to ion activation and their implementation into com-
mercial instrumentation (e.g., electron capture dissociation, electron transfer dis-
sociation, and photodissociation) augurs well for future development of tandem
mass spectrometric methods for polymer science.

1.5
Conclusions and Outlook

Recent and continuing advances in mass analyzer design have ensured that the field
of polymer chemistry remains well positioned to see increased benefits from MS.
Workhorse-type instruments, such as quadrupole ion traps, are nowwell established,
and their role in providing readily accessible, informative polymer characterizations

Figure 1.16 A summary of mass analyzers and mass analyzer combinations used for MS/MS and
MSn.
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is unlikely to be displaced in the near future. With the growing accessibility of high
performance mass analysis options, a general increase in the depth of mass
spectrometric-based polymer characterizations can, however, be envisaged. In this
regard, the benefits of ultra highmass accuracy andmass resolving power, previously
obtained solely fromFT-ICRs for polymer samples, are likely to becomemore broadly
appreciated with the advent of orbitrap mass analysis. The increasing power of TOF
technologies is also of note; progressively higher mass accuracies and resolving
powers are being achieved over broad mass ranges. Along with their potential to
produce excellent abundance sensitivities, these improving performance character-
istics suggest that TOF mass analyzers will continue to play an important role in
polymer chemistry. Though continued progress in individual mass analyzer design
can be expected, the dominant trend in contemporary MS instrument development
has been in mass analyzer hybridization. The specific benefits of these hybrid
instruments will become more apparent as the role of MS/MS and MSn in polymer
chemistry is further established.Given this suite of newanddeveloping technologies,
an intriguing array of mass analysis options is now primed to be more thoroughly
explored by the polymer chemistry community.
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2
Ionization Techniques for Polymer Mass Spectrometry
Anthony P. Gies

2.1
Introduction

Over the past 60 years, there has been a rapid expansion in the application of mass
spectrometry (MS) to synthetic polymer analysis. This is mainly due to the devel-
opment of macromolecular ionization techniques such as matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization (MALDI) and electrospray ionization (ESI), as well as the
instruments becomingmore affordable. Historically, size exclusion chromatography
(SEC), vapor pressure osmometry (VPO), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), light
scattering, infrared spectroscopy, and ultraviolet/visible spectroscopy have been used
for polymer characterization. However, these �classical� methods have the disad-
vantage of being averaging techniques, which provide general information about the
�average� polymer mixture as a whole, instead of providing selective information
about individual oligomers within the mixture. Further, these classical averaging
techniques are rarely capable of providing information about the various oligomers
and impurities that may be present within the polymer mixture. In contrast, MS can
be used for molecular mass determination, architectural elucidation, end-group
analysis, quantification at trace levels, analysis of complex mixtures, and determi-
nation of degradation mechanisms [1]. Additionally, most of the classical techniques
are �relative� methods that rely on calibration standards, such as polystyrene, poly
(ethylene glycol), and poly(methylmethacrylate), which inmany cases do not possess
properties similar to the specific polymer that is being studied, and inferences must
be made to yield �estimated� characterization information. Alternatively, MS is an
�absolute�methodwhich does not rely upon polymers� standards for calibration; this
is an important advantage when standards do not exist for the polymer of interest.

The purpose of the mass spectrometer is to act as a tool for converting the
sample into measureable products that are indicative of the polymer of interest [2].
The products analyzed by the mass spectrometer are gaseous ions (positive and/or
negative), whose masses and relative abundances are displayed in the mass spec-
trum. Figure 2.1 shows the three basic components of a mass spectrometer: (A) a
source for converting the analyte into gaseous ions; (B) amass analyzer for separating
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ions based upon their mass-to-charge ratio; and (C) a detector to convert analyte
ions into an electrical signal for computer processing. In order for this process to
work, it is essential for the analyte to yield charged species in the gas phase [2]; these
can be formed in a wide variety of ion sources and will form the basis of our
discussion.

2.2
Small Molecule Ionization Era

During the early development of polymer MS ionization techniques (1950s–1960s –
the �small molecule ionization era�), the application ofMS to synthetic polymers was
limited due to their low volatility and thermal instability of these materials. Ion
sources used during this era generally consisted of electron ionization (EI) and
chemical ionization (CI).

2.2.1
Electron Ionization (EI)

Electron ionization, initially devised by Dempster [3] and improved by Bleakney [4]
and Nier [5], was the earliest commercialized technique used for polymer analysis.

Mass Analyzer Detector

Data Processing 
System - Generates 
the Mass SpectrumIonization Source

Vacuum System

A B C

Figure 2.1 Block diagram showing the basic components of a mass spectrometer.
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Electron Emitter
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Electron Trap

M+. Trajectory

Ionization Chamber

Figure 2.2 Schematic diagram of an electron ionization (EI) source.
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In EI (Figure 2.2), the sample is initially vaporized and, upon entering the EI source,
the gaseous samplemolecules (under low-pressure conditions of�10�5 to 10�6 Torr)
collide with an electron beam of �70 eV kinetic energy. (The electron beam is
generated by �boiling off� high-energy electrons from an incandescent filament and
forcing them to travel through the ion chamber to an anode (�electron trap�) on the
opposite side [2].) Energy transferred to the analyte molecule will primarily be stored
in internal modes, such as vibration and electronic excitation; each of these modes is
capable of several electron volts uptake. (Translational and rotational excitation
cannot store significant amounts of energy.) If the electron, in terms of energy
transfer, collides effectively with the neutral, the energy transferred can exceed the
ionization energy (generally in the range of 7–15 eV) of the neutral. The result of
collision of the analyte molecules (M) with the electron beam causes analyte
molecule ejection of an electron, leading to the formation of intact molecular radical
cations, Mþ :

Mþ e� !Mþ þ 2e�

This process has a low ion yield (0.001%) [2] and leaves the newly createdmolecular
radical cations with a range of internal energies; therefore, the radical cations with
high energies break apart and form a number of fragment ions through decompo-
sition reactions. As a result of this ionization, the EI mass spectrum usually consists
of a molecular ion peak and a number of fragment ion peaks. The fragmentation
pattern thus obtained is an indication of the structure of the samplemolecule – it is a
�fingerprint� of the compound being analyzed. The degree of fragmentation can be
lowered by reducing the electron energy.

Limitations

Although EI is a simple and sensitive technique for the analysis of small molecules
(<1000Da), it suffers from the drawback that many compounds are not stable
under EI conditions. For example, when 2–8 eVof energy is transferred to amolecule
during ionization, certain types of molecules fragment so extensively that the
molecular ion (the intact analyte molecule) is either absent or of very little signi-
ficance.Without the presence of amolecular ion, it is a difficult task to determine the
molecular mass of an unknown compound. A further pitfall of EI is its incompa-
tibility with thermally labile and nonvolatile compounds. For example, the thermal
energy, required to disrupt the intermolecular bonding in polar compounds and
volatize them, may also induce decomposition. In some cases, chemical derivatiza-
tion of polar analytes may be used to �block� polar functional groups from parti-
cipating in intermolecular hydrogen bonding and help to overcome the difficulties in
volatilizing the intact analyte molecule. However, chemical derivatization requires
additional sample-handling steps and has potential for introducing an uncertainty,
when determining the molecular mass of the original compound, due to the
possibility of incomplete derivatization or not knowing the exact number of
derivatization sites [1].
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2.2.2
Chemical Ionization (CI)

Chemical ionization (Figure 2.3), introduced as an analytical technique by Munson
and Field in the mid-1960s [6–9], is similar to EI, except that a reagent gas is used to
promote ionizationof theanalytemolecules insteadof anelectronbeam.Additionally,
the source is kept at a higher pressure (0.1–2 Torr) than an EI source (10�5 Torr) [2].
The ionizationprocess inCI involves ion–molecule reactionsof the samplemolecules
with reagent gas ions. The reagent gas (RH), for example,methane, is introduced into
the source and is ionized by EI to form reactant ions (RHþ

2 , for example, CHþ
5 for

methane) that reactwith analytemolecules (M) to formstable protonated analyte ions,
which representundissociated samplemolecules. (The103–104-fold excess of reagent
gas also shields the analyte molecules from competing for direct EI.)

RHþ þRH!RHþ
2 þRðreagent ion formationÞ

RHþ
2 þM!RHþMHþ ðproton transferÞ

The most common CI process is a proton transfer from the reagent gas to form
MHþ ions; however, the electrophilic addition of the reagent ion can also occur to
form [M þ RH2]

þ . The ion formation process occurswith controlled internal energy
deposition, because the energy is attenuated via collisions with the neutral reagent
gas molecules; therefore, molecules ionized with CI generally exhibit less fragmen-
tation than EI. Also, the ions formed by CI are called �even-electron quasi-molecular
ions� and, unlike EI-formedmolecular ions, their masses are different from those of
their neutral source molecules [1]. Two important features of CI are that (1) the
extent of fragmentation can be controlled by a proper choice of reagent gas and
(2) the feasibility of the selective ionization of a specific compound. Through proper
selection of the reagent gas, only those compounds with a high proton affinity
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Electron Trajectory

Mass Analyzer
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Figure 2.3 Diagram of a chemical ionization (CI) source.
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greater than that of the reagent gas will be ionized [1]. For example, amines and
ethers usually give abundant MHþ ions, while saturated hydrocarbons generally
yield (M-1)þ ions [2]. Both types of ions are useful for indicating the molecular
weight, because they are often present in the CI spectra of compounds whose EI
spectra show nomolecular ions [2]. Chemical ionization produces a much simpler
mass spectrum than EI since it contains primarily themolecular ion signal and only
a few fragment ions. Thus, the primary use of CI is to confirm or determine the
molecular mass of volatile compounds and act as a complimentary ionization
technique to EI.

Limitations

Like EI, a major limitation of CI is its inability to handle nonvolatile compounds, and
thus, it is restricted to compounds with molecular masses below 1000Da. Another
obvious limitation is the lack of structural information in the CI spectrum. An
innovative approach to circumvent this difficulty is to acquire both EI and CI spectra
on the same injection of the sample; this is accomplished by evacuating the reagent
gas from the chamber on every alternate scan.

2.2.3
Pyrolysis Mass Spectrometry (Py-MS)

Themain problemwith using EI and CI is that the sample must first be vaporized by
heating. It is important to note that polymerswithmasses greater than a fewhundred
Daltons are not readily volatile; therefore, it is difficult to introduce polymers into a
mass spectrometer in the gas phase. This would appear to limit the utility of these
techniques to that of monomer analysis. However, high-molecular-weight polymers
canbemade amenable to EI andCIanalysis through the use of a pyrolyzer. (Figure 2.4
shows a modern furnace pyrolyzer interfaced with a GC/MS.) This works by
thermally degrading a polymer (generally at temperatures between 400 and 600 �C)
into its unimer, dimer, trimer, and so on and introducing the low molecular weight
degradation products into an EI or CI source for MS analysis.

Limitations

Though pyrolysis was a valuable breakthrough for identifying the basic components
of polymers, it still was not the ideal analysis technique for studying intact synthetic
polymers. For example, in the early stages of pyrolysis-mass spectrometry (Py-MS),
pyrolysis data lacked reproducibility and consistency of results in characteristic
degradation of polymeric materials. This was primarily solved by the introduction
of Curie-point pyrolyzers and other advanced pyrolyzers (such as the microfur-
nace) [10–12]. Another limitation of pyrolysis was that it only provided indirect
analysis information since it required degradation of the polymer chains before
analysis. Many times the really useful information that is generated during Py-MS
analysis is only observed as trace level peaks which are difficult to interpret or yield
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questionable results. Ideally, polymer chemists would like information about the
intact oligomers and their distribution; this is not possible by pyrolysis, and therefore
prompted the search for new direct ionization methods for analyzing higher
molecular weight species.

2.3
Macromass Era of Ionization

The next era of polymer MS is the �macromass� ionization era (1970s–1980s). This
era led to the ability to acquire mass spectra of intact polymer oligomers by direct
analysis without the use of a pyrolyzer [13]. There were a number of ionization
techniques introduced in this era for polymer analysis: field desorption (FD), fast
atom bombardment (FAB), secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), and laser
desorptionmass spectrometry (LD-MS). Thesemethods involved bombardment of a
prepared sample with fast atoms, ions, or laser photons, or in the case of FD, a high
electric field combined with gentle heating.

2.3.1
Field Desorption (FD) and Field Ionization (FI)

Field desorptionmass spectrometry (FD-MS) was introduced by Beckey in 1969 [14].
This technique is derived from field ionization (FI) MS which was originated by

Figure 2.4 Conceptual representation of a pyrolysis-gas chromatography/mass spectrometry
(Py-GC/MS) setup.
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Inghram and Gomer in 1954 [15]. The main differences between FD and FI are that,
in FI (Figure 2.5), analyte molecules must first be desorbed into the vapor state, from
a sample cup, before they enter an electric field between two electrodes; in FD
(Figure 2.6), the sample is desorbed directly from the surface of a probe or electrode
when it enters a high electric field of 107–108 Vcm�1. Due to its simpler design, FD is
a much more sensitive technique for polymer analysis than FI. Further, FD
circumvents many of the sample volatility limitations associated with other techni-
ques in the MS of synthetic polymers. It is especially useful for obtaining mass
spectra of nonvolatile polymers such as low-molecular-weight polyethylene up tom/z
3500 [13]. In FD ionization, an intense electric field (on the order of 108 Vcm�1) is
created by applying a voltage of 10–20 kV to an �emitter� (a thin tungsten wire
supported by twometal posts with a ceramic base), onwhich carbonmicroneedles, or
�whiskers� have been grown. These whiskers (approximately of 1mm diameter) are
grown on a thin wire filament by pyrolyzing the vapors of benzonitrile [1]. A polymer
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Figure 2.5 Schematic diagram of a field ionization (FI) source.
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Figure 2.6 Diagram of a field desorption (FD) source.
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solution is deposited via a syringe onto the emitter, and the emitter is placed in the
mass spectrometer source (approximately 1mmaway from the cathode). The emitter
is held at high positive voltage a few millimeters away from a counter electrode
held at a potential about 10 kV more negative than the emitter. This setup produces
high field strengths at the tips of the whiskers, causing ionization and desorption
of primarily intact polymer oligomers ions. Field desorption of the analyte
molecules produces ions mainly of the [M þ H]þ and [M þ Na]þ charge states.
The ion–molecule reactions of Mþ with the sample molecules produce [M þ H]þ

ions, and the presence of sodium impurities (or by intentionally introduction during
sample preparation) produces the [M þ Na]þ ions [1]. The influence of the strong
electric field desorbs these ions from the emitter surface and draws them toward the
extraction lens for introduction into the mass analyzer. Since only a small excess
internal energy is imparted to the analyte molecule, FD is considered a �soft�
ionization method, with little or no fragmentation seen in FD mass spectra, an
advantage when determining polymer molecular weight.

Applications of FD-MS to the direct analysis of synthetic polymers date back to the
1970s. In 1979,Matsuo et al. [16] reportedmass spectra of polystyrene up to 11 000Da
with this technique. Additionally, series of poly(ethylene glycol)s, poly(propylene
glycol)s, and poly(tetrahydrofuran)s were examined by Lattimer and Hansen [17].
The fact that hydrocarbon polymers like polybutadiene, polyisoprene, and even
polyethylene can be ionized by FD [18] hasmaintained interest in this technique. It is
also worth noting that FD-MS is versatile enough to handle polar and nonpolar types
of polymers.

Limitations

Despite the success of FD in analyzing nonvolatile compounds, it has not enjoyed
wide popularity, mainly owing to operational difficulties inmaking reproducible and
effective emitters [1]. Two other factors have hindered the acceptance of FD: (1) it is a
very demanding technique that requires an experienced operator to achieve useable
polymer mass spectra and (2) sample ion currents are low and short lived [19]. This
technique was practically abandoned soon after the discovery of FAB, in 1981.
However, it is worth mentioning that FD-MS has a higher mass limit
(10 000–15 000Da for polystyrene [20, 21]) than either EI- or CI-MS and has the
advantage of virtually no background chemical noise.

2.3.2
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS)

Static SIMS was introduced in 1969 by Benninghoven as a method to produce quasi-
molecular ions (e.g., [M þ Ag]þ ), as opposed to dynamic SIMS, which is used for
elemental analysis and depth profiling of materials [22, 23]. The name static SIMS is
used to distinguish the set of operating parameters that allows only the surface layers
of a solid sample (�2 nm) to be analyzed from the parameters of dynamic SIMS used
to �burrow� into internal layers of a solid sample (�depth profiling�) [13]. Static SIMS,
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as shown in Figure 2.7, is achieved by using low primary-ion dose densities at
ultralow pressure (10�10 Torr) [13]. Higher ion fluxes are used in dynamic SIMS to
effect depth profile measurements [13]. For one mode of static SIMS analysis, a
polymer solution is placed on a metal substrate target [24]. The solution evaporates
leaving a solid, thin polymer overlayer. The target is bombarded by a primary ion
beam, typically argon or cesium ions, and the primary ion beam implants primary
ions anddisrupts the polymer surface leading to the sputtering of secondary particles.
The sputtered particles include secondary positive ions, negative ions, electrons, and
neutrals. More than 99% of the sputtered particles are neutrals. Either positive or
negative ions are extracted and sent to the mass analyzer. A second mode of SIMS
operation is to ion-bombard thick films directly. This produces small fragment ions
(<500Da) that can be useful for polymer identification, impurity detection, and to
study surface modification and other surface reactions.

Limitations

SIMS ionization is �harsher� than FD-MS; more fragment parks appear in SIMS
mass spectra. Typically, quasi-molecular ion peaks up to 10 000Da can be seen in
static SIMS mass spectra acquired with a time-of-flight (TOF) mass analyzer; these
results are comparable to FD-MS [25]. Similar to FD-MS, static SIMSmass spectra of
polymer oligomers with masses greater than about 12 000Da contain only fragment
ion peaks. The fragment ions from FD-MS are due to pyrolysis of the polymer from
heating; however, in SIMS the fragment ions are formed from bombardment by the
primary ion beam [25]. Information such as monomer units, end groups, and
fragmentation patterns can be determined from fragment peaks [26]. SIMS has
enjoyed awide popularity as a surface characterization technique.However, itsmajor
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Figure 2.7 Illustration of the secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) process.
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disadvantage, with respect to analytical applications, is the short-lived sample
current.

2.3.3
Fast Atom Bombardment (FAB) and Liquid Secondary Ion Mass
Spectrometry (LSIMS)

Introduced in 1981, FAB is an ionization technique similar to SIMS [27, 28].
However, unlike SIMS, FAB is considered a �soft� ionization technique because
the intact analyte ion undergoes relatively little fragmentation [13]. The main
differences between FAB and SIMS are that, in FAB (Figure 2.8), the sample is
dissolved in a polar liquid matrix (e.g., glycerol), which results in a sample current
that lastsmuch longer than observed in SIMS. The second difference is that FABuses
a beam of high-energy (6–10 keV) atoms rather than ions, which are used in SIMS.
When first introduced, the MS community immediately recognized FAB as being a
major breakthrough in the analysis of condensed-phase samples. The FAB process
begins by mixing a polymer solution with a liquid matrix, such as glycerol, and
placing the resultingmixture onto a substrate. Next, a FAB gun, using argon or xenon
gas atoms, produces a beam of fast atoms [1]. (Xe is the preferred gas because the
impact of its massive atoms enhances the yields of secondary ions). The atom gun
uses a three-step process for forming fast atoms: (1) neutral gas atoms are first
ionized by collisions with electrons, (2) accelerated to the requisite potential
(2–10 kV), and (3) neutralized in a dense cloud of the excess neutral gas atoms by
resonance electron capture; thus, fast ions are converted to fast atoms. The sample
is then bombarded with these neutral fast atoms. The bombarding atoms ionize
the sample, and ions are extracted and mass analyzed. It should be noted that
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Figure 2.8 Sketch illustrating the fast atom bombardment (FAB) ionization process.
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the collision rate within a few molecular dimensions of the surface (termed the
�selvedge�) is extraordinarily high causing estimated pressures of 1000 atm and
temperatures near 1000 �C [13]. This leads to ion/molecular reactions and collisions
which generate protonated molecules (and other adduct ions) that have been
sputtered from solution and robbed of excess energy throughmultiple collisions [13].
The liquidmatrix attenuates the damage to the sample by absorbing the impact of the
bombarding fast atoms, reduces the binding energy of the sample molecules, and,
most importantly, provides a medium in which the ionization of the sample can be
facilitated. It is worth noting that the proper choice of a liquid matrix is crucial to
obtain a good-quality FAB mass spectrum and to optimize ion current. Further,
the use of a liquid matrix continuously replenishes the sample to avoid depletion,
a potential problem in SIMS when used with scanning instruments, such as
quadrupole and magnetic sectors.

If primary ions (such as Csþ ) instead of neutrals are used to provide the energy for
secondary ion ejection from the liquid matrix, the technique is called �liquid
secondary ion mass spectrometry� (LSIMS) [29]. The main difference between FAB
and LSIMS is in the way that the primary beam is generated. In LSIMS, the current
generation of ion guns contains a pellet of cesium aluminum silicate, which when
heated to an incandescent temperature, emits Csþ ions. These ions are then
accelerated through an electric field to produce a beam of high-energy (25–40 keV)
Csþ ions. LSIMS offers certain advantages over FAB. Because of the high-
translational-energy ion beams used in LSIMS, high-mass ions are easily sputtered.
Furthermore, it is easier to obtain a well-defined electrically focused primary ion
beam (which is not possible with a neutral atom beam), resulting in enhanced
secondary ion yields. Also, there is no gas load in a LSIMS ion source, and thus,
background noise is lower. These advantages lead to an improvement in the
detection sensitivity and high-mass analysis capability. As a result of these
advantages, more mass spectrometers are outfitted with LSIMS sources than
FAB sources.

Limitations

The upper mass limit for a routine FAB operation is 4000 Da; above this mass, the
molecular ion signal usually is very weak. Also, it should be noted that the conditions
of the FAB processes have the potential to promote unwanted reactions between
analyte and matrix. Nowadays, many of the tasks performed in the past by FAB are
performed byMALDI and ESI. This is becauseMALDI and ESI can analyze the same
classes of polymers at much higher mass ranges and faster throughput times.

2.3.4
Laser Desorption (LD)

Another ionization technique developed in the late 1970s and early 1980s was
LD-MS. For LD ionization, a sample is deposited onto a substrate, sometimes with
an added salt, and is then ablated with a submicrosecond laser pulse. Energy transfer
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to the analyte is achieved with lasers emitting in the ultraviolet range to cause
electronic excitation (or in the infrared to cause vibrational excitation) and ionization
of the analyte [13]. Ionization occurs mainly by cation attachment to the desorbed
molecules. The ions are extracted into a mass analyzer. Laser desorption found
commercial application in the LAMMA (laser micro mass analyzer) instrument by
Leybold-Heraeus, Germany [30]. This instrument wasmainly used for the elemental
analysis of biological tissue (e.g., Ca-, K-, and Na-distribution).

Limitations

The extent of energy transfer is difficult to control and often leads to excessive thermal
degradation. Another pitfall of LD is that not all compounds absorb radiation at the
laser wavelength. As a consequence, LD is applicable to a limited number of
compounds, usually those with molecular mass of <1000 Da, and has not gained
acceptance for synthetic polymer characterization.

2.3.5
Plasma Desorption (PD)

The principle of desorption by bombardment of organic samples with the fission
products of the 252Cf nuclear decay, later called plasma desorption (PD), was
published by Macfarlane in 1974 [31]. Subsequently, the groups of Sundqvist and
Roepstoff greatly improved the analytical potential of this technique by the addition
of nitrocellulose, which not only cleaned up the sample but was also suspected
of functioning as a signal-enhancing matrix [32]. In this ionization technique
(Figure 2.9), the sample deposited on a small aluminized nylon foil is exposed in
the source to fission fragments of 252Cf having an energy of several megaelectron-
volts [19]. When the radionuclide 252Cf decays, it produces two fission products
(e.g., 142Ba18þ and 106Tc22þ ), which move apart in opposite directions. One portion
of the nuclear fission fragments moves toward a timing trigger for the TOF clock
and serves as a time marker for the fission event and hence the onset of ionization.
The other portion of the nuclear fission fragments travels toward a sample, which is
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Figure 2.9 Conceptual diagramof a 252Cf plasmadesorption (PD) source interfacedwith a time-of-
flight mass spectrometer.
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coated on a very thin support foil. Each highly energetic ion passes through the foil
and, on impact with the sample, causes a localized �hot spot� (about 10 000K) [33].
The sudden uptake of energy into the sample results in rapid desorption before
decomposition can occur. Subsequently, in the positive ion mode, most substances
give protonated molecules, [M þ H]þ , with little, if any, observed fragmentation.

Limitations

The sample ion flux is usually low; therefore, to obtain sufficiently high ion statistics,
a large number of scans (5� 105–106) are summed and averaged. Aproblemwith this
method is the quenching of the spectrumby involatile compounds present on the foil
as impurities. This can be overcome by first coating the foil with a thin layer of
absorbant, which is selective to the given class of analyte, followed by a washing step
to remove impurities from the surface. Plasma desorption has allowed the obser-
vation of ions in the mass range of 10 000Da [34]. However, nowadays it is of limited
use and has been replaced mainly by MALDI [19].

2.3.6
Other Ionization Methods

Several other ionization techniqueswere introduced in this era that had some success
for polymer MS, including desorption chemical ionization (DCI) [35], electrohydro-
dynamic ionization (EHI) [36–38], thermospray ionization (TSP) (Figure 2.10) [39],
and atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) using a 63Ni-based source
[40, 41]. However, none of these methods readily produces oligomer ions in the
high-mass range. The next step in the advancement of polymer MS was to develop
ionization techniques that would readily ionize molecules larger than 10 000Da.

2.4
Modern Era of Ionization Techniques

The �modern era� of polymerMS (late 1980s to present) beganwith the development
of ESI [42] and MALDI [43, 44] in the late 1980s. These two ionization techniques
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Figure 2.10 Sketch of a thermospray (TSP) source.
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significantly enhanced synthetic polymer characterization by increasing the molec-
ular weight range for MS well into the mega-Dalton range [45]. Whereas chain
entanglement presented a huge problem for previous ionization techniques,MALDI
and ESI kept the polymer dilute, thereby minimizing this effect. To emphasize the
impact these techniques had upon MS of macromolecules, the 2002 Nobel Prize in
Chemistry was awarded to John Fenn and Koichi Tanaka for their developments of
electrospray [42, 46] and MALDI [43], respectively.

2.4.1
Electrospray Ionization (ESI)

ESI was first reported by Malcolm Dole in 1968, to examine polystyrene oligo-
mers [47]. However, Dole was using a rather primitive mass analyzer, which did
not compensate for droplet freezing during solvent evaporation. These problems
were overcome by John Fenn in 1984 [42]. Fenn based his ESI source on the
general design originated in the 1960s by Dole, but added a drying gas to help
evaporate solvent from the ions [42]. The electrospray ionization process begins by
forcing a dilute polymer solution through a needle held at high potential (approx-
imately 4 kV) at atmospheric pressure. A schematic of an ESI source interfaced to
a mass analyzer is shown in Figure 2.11. The high potential on the needle
produces solvent droplets that are highly charged. The electric field is important
for several reasons, one being that it keeps the droplets from freezing (during
endothermic loss of solvent by evaporation) by causing the charged droplet to
endure many collisions through which some translational energy is converted to
internal energy, thereby warming the droplet [13, 48]. At the onset of electrospray,
the electric field establishes an electrostatic force sufficient to pull liquid and
droplets out of the nozzle toward the ground plate, thereby forming an elliptically
shaped fluid cone into the so-called Taylor cone, which tapers to a relatively sharp
point [13]. As charged aerosol droplets of solution are ejected from theTaylor cone, the
droplets shrink as the solvent evaporates and retain ions (which are relatively
involatile) within them. Droplet shrinkage continues, as shown in Figure 2.11b,
until the surface charge on the droplets exceeds the Rayleigh limit of instability
(the point at which repulsive forces between like charges in an electrolytic
solution overcome the cohesive forces of the solvent), then the droplets burst into
even smaller droplets through a series of coulombic �explosions.� Continued
explosions reduce the droplet size until fully desolvated charged polymer molecules
are ejected. For positive ESI, protons presumably associated with sites of high Lewis
basicity [13]. The electrosprayed ions are then introduced into a mass analyzer.
Positively charged electrosprayed ions generally consist of [M þ zH]zþ or [M þ
zCation]zþ or various combinations of the two, where z is the number of charged
adducts.

ESI has two major advantages over other ionization techniques: (1) it drastically
increases the upper limit form/zmeasurement,making it amenable to a large variety
ofmass spectrometers [2] and (2) the ability to directly couple liquid chromatographic
methods such as SEC or HPLC to MS [20]. The eluent from the chromatographic
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column flows directly into the ESI source for online separation. Polymers are
separated according to chemical structure or molecular size by chromatography,
and molecular weight information can be obtained by MS.

Limitations

Since ESI generally produces highly charged species (sometimes up to 25 charge
states), the polydispersity of polymeric samples can present at problem due to the
variety of overlappingmass peaks produced. To increase reliability, interpretability of
the spectra, anddiscrimination of highermass species, it is generally necessary to use
a chromatographic preseparation before polymer sample introduction into the ESI
source. Optimum conditions for obtaining ESI mass spectra vary significantly
depending on the solvent system used to deliver that analyte to the interface. The
composition of the buffer solution can also greatly influence the appearance of the
mass spectrum. Solutions of millimolars of Naþ do not cause deterioration of
chromatographic performance or fouling of the ion source although such additives
may attenuate the ESI signal. Solvent adducts can also �dilute� the analytical signal by
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splitting the mass peaks. Increasing the electric field between electrodes in the
interface often breaks up ion/solvent adducts. It is generally necessary to seek a
balance between dissociation of solvent adducts and conditions underwhich covalent
bonds in the analyte can undergo dissociation. In general, electrolyte solutions more
concentrated than 100mM will adversely affect an ESI analysis.

2.4.2
New Trends

Trends observable in ESI are the reduction in flow rate and droplet size. This was
initially pioneered in 1994 by Wilm and Mann [49], and the latest advances in
�nanospray� have reduced theflow rate to nlmin�1 and the droplet size also to the nm
range to allow for characterization in the subpmol range of detection. Use of the
nanospray ESI source offers several analytical advantages over conventional electro-
spray: (1) the consumption of analyte solution is only nanoliters per minute, so very
little sample solution is required to yield usefulmass spectral information for lengthy
experiments [50]; (2) since the bulk flow of analyte solution is so low, nanospray is
more tolerant of electrolytes than conventional electrospray; and (3) nanospray has a
much higher ion transfer efficiency than conventional ESI, giving rise to enhanced
sensitivity [51].

Another electrospray variation that shows great promise for rapid analysis of solid
polymers is desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) (Figure 2.12), developed by
Cooks and coworkers [52]. DESI is a surface analysis technique requiring little or no
sample preparation. A solid polymer sample is simply introduced between the angled
emitter and extended nozzle, as shown in Figure 2.12, to obtain amass spectrum; the
ion formation process is similar to that of conventional ESI [53].
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2.4.3
Atmospheric Pressure Chemical Ionization (APCI)

In APCI ion–molecule reactions occurring at atmospheric pressure are employed to
generate ions – it represents a high-pressure version of conventional CI. The CI
plasma ismaintained by a corona discharge between a needle and the spray chamber
serving as the counter electrode. The ions are transferred into the mass analyzer by
use of the same type of vacuum interface that is employed in ESI (Figure 2.11a).
Therefore, ESI ion sources can easily be switched to APCI by use of modular source
interfaces. In the APCI modular source, the ESI sprayer is replaced with a heated
pneumatic nebulizer and a spray chamber with a needle electrode is positioned in
front of the orifice [54, 55]. The major advantage of APCI, over conventional
electrospray, is that it actively generates ions from neutrals. Therefore, it has the
capability of making low to medium polarity analytes, eluting from a liquid chro-
matograph, accessible for ionization.

Limitations

Early APCI sources, originally developed in the mid-1970s [40, 41], suffered from
poor ion formation, due to their 63Ni-based sources; source upgrading to a corona
discharge needle has significantly overcome this problem and lead to wider use of
this technique. The nature of the APCI plasma varies widely as both solvent and
nebulizing gas contribute to the composition of the CI plasma; this explains why
APCI conditions suffer from comparatively low reproducibility to that of other
ionization methods. In contrast to its development as an ionization method, the
application of APCI has seriously lagged behind that of ESI. It was not until the
mid-1990s that the use of APCI rapidly grew, primarily due to the vacuum
interfaces developed for ESI technology. Nowadays, APCI is used where LC
separation is required, but ESI is not applicable to the compound class of
interest [56–58].

2.4.4
New Trends

Recently, atmospheric pressure photoionization (APPI) has been introduced [59].
APPI can serve as a complement or alternative to APCI for the analysis of nonpolar
samples [57, 60]. In APPI (Figure 2.13), a UV light source replaces the corona
discharge-powered plasma, while the pneumatic heated sprayer remains almost
unaffected [61–63].

2.4.5
Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization (MALDI)

The introduction of matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry
(MALDI-MS) was quite possibly the most significant advance in the history of
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polymer MS [64]. Two research groups, Karas and Hillenkamp [44] and Tanaka and
coworkers [43], concomitantly reported the development of MALDI in 1988. The
primary difference between MALDI and LD ionization of the analyte is that, in
MALDI sample preparation, a large excess of organic matrix is mixed with a small
quantity of analyte. It is this use of an organic matrix (discovered by professors Karas
andHillenkamp) thatmakesMALDIa �soft� ionization technique [65]. In their initial
work, Karas andHillenkamp used nicotinic acid as thematrix to ionize proteins with
masses up to 67 000Da [44], whereas Tanaka and coworkers used a slurry of analyte,
cobalt nanoparticles (10 nm size), and glycerol to examine molecular ions of poly
(ethylene glycol)with amass of 20 000Da [43]. Thematrix performs two functions: (1)
it absorbs photon energy from the laser beamand transfers it into excitation energy of
the solid system and (2) it serves to dilute the analyte molecules, so that their
intermolecular forces are reduced and their aggregation is minimized.

During MALDI sample preparation of synthetic polymers (e.g., via the �dried-
dropletmethod�), a dilute polymer solution ismixedwith amore concentratedmatrix
solution (e.g., dithranol or 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid) and a cationization agent (e.g.,
a metal salt such as sodium iodide or silver trifluoroacetate). Note that the main
criterion for choosing a matrix is that it absorbs energy at the wavelength of laser
irradiation (e.g., 337 nm).A smaller aliquot of themixture is applied to a sample plate,
and the matrix and polymer cocrystallized as the solvent evaporates, leaving the
polymer dispersed in the solid sample-matrix crystals. It should be noted that the
more homogeneous and fine-grained themorphology of the crystal formationwithin
thematrix, themore intense is theMALDI spectrum of the analyte [13]. A laser pulse
(3–10 ns duration) is focused onto a small portion of the sample-matrix crystals,
which is typically 0.05–0.02mmindiameter, causing thematrixmolecules absorb the
laser energy, vaporize, and rapidly expand until they explode, carrying the analyte into
the gas phase, usually ionized by proton or metal ion addition. A schematic of the
MALDI desorption process is shown in Figure 2.14. When performed correctly, very
little energy should be transferred to the analyte and MALDI should be considered a
�soft� ionization technique because very largemolecules can be desorbed into the gas
phase without undergoing thermal degradation. Also, unlike in ESI, the ions
produced by MALDI are predominantly singly charged.
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Figure 2.13 Sketch illustrating an atmospheric pressure photoionization (APPI) source.
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Limitations

MALDI sample preparation, involving choice of the appropriate polymer/matrix
mixture, is critical in obtaining useable MALDI spectra of synthetic polymers, and is
considered by many to be an art form. For example, the use of a dithranol matrix to
analyze 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-N-oxyl (TEMPO)-capped polystyrene gener-
ates fragment ions, without the presence of a TEMPO end group [66, 67]. By simply
changing the MALDI matrix from dithranol to 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB),
and repeating the MALDI analysis, polystyrene fragmentation is eliminated and
intact TEMPO-capped polystyrene ions will be observed [66]. To assist MALDI
users, considerable effort has been made over the past years to identify the
optimum matrix-to-polymer �matches� and report these recipes on websites
(e.g., the Polymers Division of the National Institute of Standards and Technology
homepage – http://polymers.msel.nist.gov/maldirecipes). In addition, it should be
noted that direct molecular weight distribution (MWD) determination using
MALDI-TOF MS is typically limited to polymers with low polydispersity indices
because ofmass discrimination effects where high-mass components are generally
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Figure 2.14 Illustration of (a) a typical matrix-assisted laser/desorption ionization (MALDI)
source along with (b) a conceptualization of the MALDI process of ion formation.
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under-represented compared to low-mass components in the mass spectra. It is
often quoted that MALDI MWD measurements are accurate for samples with a
polydispersity index of <1.2 [68]. High-mass ions produce a lower detector
response than low-mass ions; therefore, molecular weight averages are typically
skewed for broadly dispersed oligomers. Nevertheless, Malvagna et al. reported
accurate MWD determinations for poly(vinylpyrolidone) with masses of 40 000
and 160 000Da and polydispersity indices of 1.8 and 2.2 using sample prepara-
tion techniques involving flash-freezing and freeze-drying of the sample
preparations [69].

2.4.6
New Trends

Surface-assisted laser desorption/ionization (SALDI), developed by Sunner and
coworkers, uses dry carbon and graphite substrates to generate polymer
mass spectra [70]. Similarly, Wallace et al. developed �reactive MALDI MS,� which
uses a molecular solid of fullerene intercalated with cobalt cyclopentadienyl
dicarbonyl as the MALDI matrix, to obtain mass spectra of oligomeric polyethy-
lene [71]. Another technique which has found much interest for the analysis
of smaller molecules was reported by Siuzdak [72]. This method termed
�desorption/ionization on silicon� (DIOS), uses preparations of neat organic sam-
ples on porous silicon. Yoctomole (10�21 mole) sensitivity has been achieved in this
way with a perfluorophenyl-derivatized DIOS system for a small hydrophobic
peptide [73].

Recently, MALDI-MS quantification of polymers has been demonstrated. Yan
quantified poly(dimethly siloxane) samples with different molecular weights [74].
Murgasova coupled SEC andMALDI-MS to quantify a blend of polystyrene and poly
(a-methylstyrene) [75]. MALDI-MS was used to characterize narrow polydispersity
SEC fractions because SEC could not differentiate the two polymers.

If an analyte is insoluble, or only soluble in solvents which are not compatible
with the standard dried-droplet MALDI sample preparation method, it can alterna-
tively be ground together with a solid matrix. This form of MALDI sample prepa-
ration can be accomplished by a variety of �solventless� techniques such as the
evaporation-grinding method [76], vortexing method [77], or the mini-ball mill
solvent-free method [78]. Presently, the upper mass limit for insoluble polymer
analysis is 6 kDa; this was accomplished using the evaporation-grinding
method to analyze poly(para-phenylene terephthalamide) (PPD-T) [79]. Generally,
the limiting factor for this type of analysis is the degree of inter-chain entanglement,
due to hydrogen bonding or pi-stacking, in the case of PPD-T [79] or poly(para-
phenylene sulfide) [80, 81], respectively. As with any ionization technique, the
MALDI user simply chooses the sample preparation that best solves their problem.
It is worth noting that care should be taken when using mechanical grinding
methods to mix the matrix and analyte; vigorous mixing generates enormous
amounts of sheering force and heat, which can cause macromolecules to undergo
main-chain cleavages.
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2.5
Conclusions

In conclusion, the preceding sections demonstrate that there are a variety of ion
sources available for the practicing polymer mass spectrometrist. It is important to
stress that the most effective use of MS in synthetic polymer analysis relies upon
matching up the sample to be investigated, alongwith the information to be obtained,
with the ionization technique best suited for solving the problem. However, based
upon the inherent limitations of each ionization technique, it should be evident
that there is no universal ionization principle. Yet, given the number of review
articles [82–89] and books [29, 65, 90] written specifically onMALDI characterization
of polymers, one could argue that it is the most versatile technique for synthetic
polymer analysis, especially when enabled with ion mobility [91, 92] and CID
fragmentation [93, 94] capabilities.

Themajor challenge of polymerMSis using conventional electrospray andMALDI
ionization to analyze the wide variety of polymer classes, which keeps growing each
year. In an effort to keepupwith the fast-paced development of newpolymers, and the
rigorous demands for their characterization, a future path for polymer ionization
techniques will lie in the developmental modification of the pre-existing electrospray
and MALDI sources. Custom tailoring of ionization sources, to address the specific
analysis issues associated with a polymer class of interest, shows great potential for
the discovery of new characterization information,whichwould have been previously
unavailable using conventional ESI or MALDI techniques.
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3
Tandem Mass Spectrometry Analysis of Polymer Structures
and Architectures
Vincenzo Scionti and Chrys Wesdemiotis

3.1

Introduction

The development of soft ionization techniques, in particular electrospray ionization
(ESI) [1] and matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) [2–4], set a major
cornerstone in mass spectrometry history. These methods enabled the formation of
gas-phase ions from nonvolatile molecules, thereby radically expanding mass
spectrometry applications to different and diverse fields. Compounds that had been
characterized by other platforms started becoming analyzable and more precisely
identifiable bymass spectrometry (MS). The potential of this analytical techniquewas
rapidly recognized by polymer scientists, conscious of the great contribution that it
can offer to synthetic polymer andmaterials studies [5, 6]. The growing need for new,
inexpensive, and green synthetic routes to both widely used and newly designed
polymers has made MS the tool of choice compared to other alternative and less
sensitive or selective techniques, such as IR and NMR [7, 8]. MS can rapidly provide
the molecular weight distribution (MWD) of the polymer, (co)monomer composi-
tions, and end-group identification. The unique dispersive character ofMS allows for
the detection of a single component within convoluted polymer distributions arising
from different end groups, varied structural arrangements, unpredicted byproducts,
or degradation products [9]. Because of these benefits, MS applications to synthetic
polymers have increased enormously [10–14].

Single-stage mass spectrometry, also referred to as one-dimensional MS, provides
the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) of each polymer component, from which the
corresponding mass can be obtained depending on the size of the polymer and
the mass accuracy of the instrumentation used. For new or known polymers
prepared via established synthetic procedures, the mass information is often
sufficient to derive the elemental composition of the product�s constituents and
predict their structure. If new synthetic concepts are evaluated or the origin of the
sample is unknown, mass data alone may not permit unequivocal compositional or
structural assignments. In such cases, two-dimensional or tandem mass spectrom-
etry (MS/MS or MS2) offers a means to collect additional analytical information, so
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that the problem can be solved. In MS2, ions of the samem/z ratio corresponding to
a specific n-mer are first isolated and then energetically activated in order to
undergo structurally diagnostic fragmentations. Detection and interpretation of
the resulting fragment ions allows one to reconstruct the primary structure
(connectivity) of the selected n-mer. The successive isolation and fragmentation
events can take place either in physically separated regions of the mass spectrom-
eter (MS2 in space) or in the same location at different times (MS2 in time),
depending on the type of mass spectrometer available. MS2 in space is performed
with beam instruments, while the ions travel from the source to the detector;
inversely, MS2 in time is performed in ion traps (ITs), while the ions are stored in
the trapping region. The MS2 in-space experiment requires the coupling of at least
two mass analyzers having a collision cell or different excitation section in between.
The first analyzer is set to transmit only ions of a specificm/z ratio. After exiting this
analyzer, the selected ions (precursor or parent ions) enter the excitation section,
where their internal energy is perturbed by collisions with an inert gas, or other
reactive species (for example, ions of opposite charge), by collisions with a surface,
or by photons. This process increases the ions� internal energy, so that they undergo
unimolecular fragmentations. Consecutively, the newly formed fragments and any
residual precursor ions travel to the second mass analyzer, which deconvolutes and
transmits them to the detector according to theirm/z ratio. Instruments performing
MS2 in space may contain quadrupole (Q), time-of-flight (ToF), or IT mass
analyzers. Different instrument manufacturers have assembled diverse combina-
tions of these analyzers to achieve enhanced transmission, sensitivity, and resolu-
tion of both the selected ions and the fragments generated from them; the most
common arrangements have been QqQ, Q-ToF, ToF/ToF, and IT/ToF (q designates
a quadrupole used as collision cell).

In the case ofmass spectrometers containing trapping analyzers, all ions generated
in the source are injected and stored inside the trapping device by electric ormagnetic
fields. The isolation of a specific precursor ion, its fragmentation, and the dispersion
of the resulting fragment ions are executed in time by varying one of these two fields.
Examples of such analyzers are the quadrupole (3D) IT, the linear (2D) IT, the
orbitrap, and the ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) trap. With quadrupole or linear ITs,
the trapped ions are ejected sequentially bym/z value for detection. In contrast, ions
stored in an orbitrap or ICR trap are detected nondestructively, based on the image
currents induced by the orbiting ions on specific trapping elements; the currents of
all ions can be detected simultaneously and converted to mass spectra by Fourier
transformation (FT). An advantage of the trapping instruments, compared to the
beam instruments, is that the isolation/fragmentation processes can be iterated on
the fragment ions in triple-stage MS experiments (MS/MS/MS or MS3). Theoret-
ically, n stages (MSn) can be carried out in the same trapping analyzer, provided a
sufficient number of ions remain trapped to yield measurable signals. On the other
hand, each tandemmass spectrometry stage in beam instruments requires onemass
analyzer. To minimize pumping volume and ion losses due to scattering and
maximize sensitivity, the vast majority of in-space tandem mass spectrometers
contain only two mass-analyzing devices.
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3.2
Activation Methods

3.2.1
Collisionally Activated Dissociation (CAD)

The most widely used ionization techniques, namely MALDI and ESI, are charac-
terized as soft, because they generate prevalently molecular ions (Mþ orM�) or quasi-
molecular ions ([M þ H]þ , [M�H]�, [M þ X]þ where X¼metal), with little or no
fragmentation. These species represent the precursor ions that are mass-selected and
energetically activated inMS2 experiments in order to generate fragments indicative of
the precursor ion structure. Since ion fragmentation is the core of tandem mass
spectrometry,many differentmethods for promoting this process have beendeveloped
during the past few decades. Collisionally activated dissociation (CAD), also known as
collision-induced dissociation (CID) [15], is one of the most common fragmentation
methods in use nowadays. Activation of themass-selected precursor ions is effected by
accelerating them, so that they undergo energizing collisions with gaseous targets,
commonly argon or helium atoms. During the collision, a fraction of the kinetic
(translational) energy of the precursor ion is converted into internal energy, which is
redistributed rapidly among the rotational–vibrational degrees of freedom of the ion
before it fragments (ergodic process). As a consequence, the weakest bonds in the
precursor ion have a higher predisposition for cleavage. Also, unimolecular rearrange-
ment mechanisms are triggered, because they tend to produce stable fragment ions
and, hence, have favorable energy requirements.

CAD can be performed in both beam and trapping mass spectrometers. The
maximum amount of kinetic energy that can be converted into internal energy after a
single collision depends on themasses of both the precursor ion and the collision gas
atom or molecule involved, as well as on the kinetic energy of the ion before the
collision. This relationship is expressed as follows:

E ¼ N
mp þN

Ek ð3:1Þ

N identifies the atomic/molarmass of the neutral collision gas,mp is themolarmass
of the selected precursor ion, and Ek is the laboratory-frame kinetic energy of the
precursor ion before the collision. E is often termed the center-of-mass kinetic energy
(Ecom). It is the type of instrument and analyzer that set the initial kinetic energy, Ek,
according to which CAD can be classified as �high energy� or �low energy.�

High-energy CAD is generally performed with ToF-type instruments or older
instruments that contain magnetic and electric sectors. The kinetic energies of the
ions subjected to CAD are in the order of several keV, and collisions take place at
relatively low pressure (10�2mbar). Under these conditions, each precursor ion
experiences on average 1–10 collisions [16] that can deposit high enough energy to
cause electronic excitation; generally, this process is followed by randomization of the
excess energy over the rotational–vibrational degrees of freedomof the precursor ion,
which ultimately leads to fragmentation, as mentioned above. With large precursor
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ions (for example, from polymers), direct excitation of rotational–vibrational modes
ismore probable at keVcollision energies, because the corresponding center-of-mass
kinetic energies are too low to access excited electronic states.

Low-energy CAD involves ions with much lower initial kinetic energies (usually
�200 eV) that are required with quadrupole and trapping analyzers for efficient
precursor ion selection and fragment ion dispersion. One consequence of using low-
energy CAD, compared to high-energy CAD, is that the internal energy transferred
during one collision is not enough to cause fragmentation. Multiple collisions are
needed, which can be achieved by increasing the pressure of the collision gas (mbar
range) or the time of excitation (in ITs). For example, a He pressure of 1mbar can
cause up to 106 collisions in a quadrupole IT within tens of milliseconds [16]. Low-
energy CAD can only cause rotational–vibrational excitation of the precursor ion.

3.2.2
Surface-Induced Dissociation (SID)

The amount of internal energy that can be transferred to a precursor ion in a collision
with a gaseous target depends on themass of the target atom (ormolecule), cf. Eq. (3.1).
If the collision gas is substituted with a solid surface, more energetic collisions result
because of the much higher mass of the surface compared to that of the gas atom (or
molecule). The precursor ion undergoes strictly one collision during SID, gaining a
narrower internal energy distribution than upon CAD. Moreover, lower background
pressures are maintained, as no collision gas is required, which enhances the
reproducibility of the fragmentation process. The first SID experiments were carried
out on sector-type instruments [17]. More recently, SID has been adapted to mass
spectrometers containing quadrupole, ToF, and ICR analyzers [18]. Since SID deposits
higher average internal energies than CAD, but CAD allows for multiple activating
collisions, these two activation methods tend to yield comparable fragmentation
patterns. SID has not yet been employed to the analysis of synthetic polymers.

3.2.3
Photodissociation Methods

Alternative activation methods that do not require collision(s) of the precursor ion
with atomic or larger entities have been considered and developed. The absorption of
photons by isolated, mass-selected ions can easily induce excitation that ultimately
causes fragmentation. Here, the wavelength of the exciting photons can be varied in
the UV, vis, and IR regions, providing different levels of molecular excitement.

IR photons are most widely used to activate mass-selected ions. This radiation has
frequencies that fall in the range of molecular vibrational frequencies; hence, the
absorption of IR photons increases the vibrational energy. Multiple photon absorp-
tion is required to trigger fragmentation due to the low energy transferred by a single
photon. Low-power, continuous-wave (cw) CO2 lasers have servedmost frequently as
the source of radiation, which must intercept the precursor ions for moderately long
times (milliseconds or higher) in order to produce fragments with measurable
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intensities. Trapping instruments are most suitable for such IR multiphoton pho-
todissociation (IRMPD). Note that the background pressuremust bemaintained low
during the absorption window to minimize collisional relaxation. For this reason,
IRMPD is performed mainly with FT-ICR mass spectrometers (which operate at
ultrahigh vacuum; �10�9 bar) and electrostatic trapping instruments that require
very lowHe bath gas pressure inside the trap device. IRMPD applications have so far
focused on biological analytes [19].

3.2.4
Electron Capture Dissociation and Electron Transfer Dissociation (ECD/ETD)

Activation methods that exploit the interaction between isolated precursor ions and
thermal electrons werefirst investigated byMcLafferty et al. [20]. The process, named
electron capture dissociation (ECD), involves the capture of thermal electrons
(<0.2 eV), emitted from heated tungsten filaments, by isolated multiply charged
cations. This reaction gives rise to incipient radical cations that dissociate rapidly via
radical-induced decompositions and rearrangements at the site of electron attach-
ment, before energy redistribution occurs (nonergodic process) [21]. Thus, ECD is
site-specific, whereas CAD (ergodic process; vide supra) induces bond cleavages that
require low activation energy. ECD is almost exclusively performed in FT-ICR
instruments, where thermal electrons can be trapped over long periods to produce
detectable fragments and where the background pressure is sufficiently low to
suppress competitive CAD pathways. The necessity to have multiply charged
precursor ions makes ESI the only suitable ionization technique for ECD studies.

The first ECD applications concerned biological analytes, especially proteins and
peptides, and documented considerable differences between ECD and CAD frag-
mentation pathways. The major fragments from ECD of proteins and peptides are
c/z-type ions from cleavages at the N�Ca backbone bonds, while CAD on the same
species mainly gives rise to b/y-type ions from cleavages at the C(¼O)�N backbone
bonds. An important feature of ECD is that it generally preserves labile posttrans-
lationalmodifications at the protein/peptide side chains during fragmentation due to
the rapid, nonergodic nature of energy transfer. ECD has been applied on select
synthetic polymers, including polyestereamide, poly(alkene glycol), and polyami-
doamine samples [22–25].

An alternative, closely related activation method, is electron transfer dissociation
(ETD) [26–28]. The inability to store thermal electrons in trapping instruments
utilizing strong radiofrequency (rf) fields, such as the 3D and 2D quadrupole IT, has
been overcome by employing ion–ion reactions between reagent radical ions (for
example, from anthracene or similar substances) and multiply charged precursor
ions of opposite charge, both confined in the same trapping device. It is during such
reactions that electrons are transferred. Most widely used are ion–ion reactions
between reagent anions andmultiply charged cations. The negatively charged radical
reagents are generated in a separate negative chemical ionization (nCI) source and
transmitted to the ITwhere they are left to react with themass-selected precursor ions
for the necessary time interval. The fragment ions arising from ion–ion reactions are
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very similar to the ones observed in ECD; an important feature of both methods is
that, unlike CAD, they preserve posttranslational modifications in peptides and
proteins [29]. Although no ETD application to synthetic polymers has yet been
published, preliminary studies on polyethers [30] and polyesters [31] have been
reported, based on which increased future use is anticipated.

3.2.5
Post-Source Decay (PSD)

This type of fragmentation takes place in reflectron ToF or ToF/ToF instruments
equipped with a MALDI source. A high laser power is utilized to generate ions with
enough internal energy to decompose spontaneously after exiting the source but before
reaching thedetector (�metastable ions�). PSDexperimentswerefirst demonstratedon
reflectron ToFmass spectrometers, in which the fragments formed from a particular
precursor ion in the field-free region between the MALDI source and the reflectron
were dispersed by appropriate scanning of the reflecting lens potentials [32]. Precursor
and fragment ions have the same velocities due to the principles of conservation of
mass and momentum; hence, they travel as a packet to the reflectron. Selection of the
desired precursor ion (together with its coherently moving fragments) was achieved
with an ion gate that allowed only packets within a specific velocity window, corre-
sponding to a precursor ion resolution of �20m/z units, to pass through [33].

The use of the reflectron as mass-analyzing device became obsolete with the
introduction of commercial MALDI-ToF/ToF mass spectrometers, in which a short
linear ToF analyzer is axially interfaced with a reflectron ToF device. Here, the first
(linear) ToF analyzer and an ion gate are used for selection of the precursor ion (and
its fragments), while mass analysis of the fragmentation products occurs in the
second (reflectron) ToF analyzer. MALDI-ToF/ToFmass spectrometers have signifi-
cantly improved precursor ion resolution (<5m/z units below m/z 3000). Addi-
tionally, ToF/ToF instruments may be equipped with collision cells along the beam
path from the ion source to the second ToF analyzer to combine PSD with CAD and
enhance the fragmentation yield [34].

Mainly biological samples, such as proteins peptides and oligosaccharides [35–37],
have been analyzed by MALDI PSD. Investigations on select polymer classes have
also been reported [5, 38–41]. MALDI-ToF/ToF instrumentation improved markedly
the quality of MALDI MS2 spectra, as compared to PSD spectra acquired with a
simple reflectron ToF mass spectrometer, leading to increased applications of
MALDI-ToF/ToF MS2 to synthetic polymers [42–51].

3.3
Instrumentation

In trapping instruments, the isolation and fragmentation processes take place in the
same section (analyzer) of themass spectrometer but in temporal sequence, whereas
in beam instruments, isolation, fragmentation, and deconvolution of the resulting
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fragments occur in different parts of the mass spectrometer, while the ions travel
from the source to the detector. This section provides brief descriptions of the
trapping and beam instrument setups which, at the present, experience widespread
use in synthetic polymer analyses.

3.3.1
Quadrupole Ion Trap (QIT) Mass Spectrometers

Quadrupole ion traps (QITs) are storage devices. They are comprised of a ring
electrode and two end caps having small holes for injection of the ions produced in an
external ion source or ejection of the stored ions to a detector (Figure 3.1) [52].
Trapping is achieved by grounding the end caps and applying an rf field of fixed
frequency (n) to the ring electrode, W0¼V cos vt, where V is the amplitude of the
applied rf potential (�30 kV) and v the angular frequency (v¼ 2pn; n� 0.75–1.2
MHz). The trappablem/z range is determined by the rf amplitude.QITs are normally
filled with helium bath gas (�10�3mbar), which cools down the ions with collisions
and forces them to move to the center of the trap, so that they are not accidentally
ejected due to the kinetic energy acquired during the injection step or due to the
repulsive forces between ions of the same charge.

The ion motion inside the trap is described by the dimensionless parameter
qz ¼ 8 zeV=mðr20 þ 2z20Þv2, which is derived from the Mathieu equation and repre-
sents ameasureof the rf amplitudeV;m and z are themass and charge of the ion, and r0
and z0 the radial and axial dimensions of the trap, respectively [53]. Since modern IT
instruments do not utilize dc fields for trapping (U¼ 0), the parameter az (also derived
from the Mathieu equation and representing U) is equal to zero. In rf-only traps, the

Figure 3.1 Schematic view of a QIT (Bruker HCT ultra). Reproduced from [52] with permission.
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ions are confined in the qz axis, as shown in Figure 3.2 for four ions differing inmass.
Only ions with qz� 0.908 have stable trajectories inside the trap and can be stored.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the pseudo-potential well that defines the stability region; ions
outside this region have unstable trajectories and are ejected. Scanning V successively
causes ions of increasing m/z to reach qz> 0.908, at which point they are ejected
through the end caps for detection (mass-selective axial instability mode) [53].

The limit value qz¼ 0.908 determines the low-mass cutoff of a QIT; ions below this
mass cannot be stored and analyzed. In addition to the mass-selective axial instability
mode (vide supra), stored ions can be ejected and detected via resonant ejection. Inside
the trap, ions oscillate with a secular frequency (vs) that is lower than themain rf field
frequency (v) and inversely proportional to theirm/z value. By applying an auxiliary rf
voltage to an end cap that has the same angular frequency as a trapped ion (vs), this ion
will come into resonance and will be ejected from the trap. Scanning the frequency of
the auxiliary field allows for the successive ejection (and detection) of all ions stored in
the QIT. Instead of a single frequency, an rf signal composed of multiple frequencies
canbegenerated and applied onanend cap to excite and ejectmanydifferent ions at the
same time; this principle is used to isolate specific precursor ions forMS2 experiments.

Once the precursor ion has been chosen, ions with lowerm/z values can be ejected
by a rapid scan and ions with higherm/z values by resonance ejection; alternatively,
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all but the selected ion can be ejected by resonance ejection. The isolated precursor
ions are accelerated by an auxiliary rf field, applied to the end caps, which increases
their kinetic energy via resonance excitation. The amplitude of the auxiliary field is
kept small (�1V) to avoid ejection of the mass-selected ions from the trap. The
excitation time usually is in the range 20–60ms; during this time, the precursor ions
undergo activating collisions with the He bath gas inside the QIT analyzer. Because
ion kinetic energies are low in QITs, compared to beam instruments, a higher
number of collisions is required to promote efficient CAD. Themain fragments arise
fromdissociations that are associatedwith low activation energies. Since the auxiliary
rf field is in resonance with the selected precursor ions but not their fragments,
consecutive fragmentations proceed inefficiently unless they have lower energy
requirements than competitive pathways. After the excitation time has elapsed, the
CAD products are scanned by resonant ejection to render the corresponding MS2

spectrum. The individual steps of an MS2 experiment are generally preprogrammed
into a scan function, as shown in Figure 3.3, which sets the order and duration of the
events taking place during the acquisition of an MS2 spectrum.

A specific MS2 fragment can be isolated and excited to undergo further CAD by
repeating the isolation, excitation, and ejection/detection steps outlined above. This
procedure leads to the respective MS3 spectrum; further MSn cycles are possible,
depending on the efficiency of fragmentation and the amount of ions remaining in
the trap. The result of a MS3 experiment, along with the pertinent fragmentation

Figure 3.3 QIT MS2 scan process for
precursor ions produced in an external ESI
source. 1: clear trap (all stored ions are ejected);
2: accumulation time (ions are injected);
3: isolationdelay (cooling time); 4: precursor ion

isolation; 5: fragmentation delay (cooling time);
6: fragmentation; 7: scan delay; 8: mass
analysis. Reproduced from ref. [52] with
permission.
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mechanism, is provided in Figure 3.4, which shows the MS3 spectrum of the largest
and most abundant fragment from the lithiated 23-mer from poly(ethylene oxide)
dimethacrylate (PEO-DMA), namely b23 (m/z 1087.7) [54, 55]. The information
provided by the combined MS2 and MS3 data permits the identification of both end
groups and the repeat unit (cf. Figure 3.4).

A shortcoming of CAD experiments in QITs is that fragment ions withm/z ratios
smaller than �1/3 of the precursor ion m/z are not efficiently retained in the trap
because the resonance excitation step moves their m/z ratios below the low-mass
cutoff. By modulating the QIT electronics, the cutoff can be reduced to <1/4 of the
precursor ionm/z, the trade-off being lower sensitivity. Alternatively, a MS2 method
that does not accelerate the precursor ions, such as ETD may be used (see below).

QITs can also be adapted to carry out ETD experiments. Instruments with this
capability are equipped with two external ion sources, one ESI source to produce
multiply charged precursor ions and one chemical ionization (CI) source to produce
reagent ions of opposite charge [26]. In the Bruker HCT model, the CI source is
located above the octapole lens used to transfer ESI-generated ions to the IT, cf.
Figure 3.5 [56, 57].

In the vast majority of ETD experiments, the CI source is operated in negative
mode (nCI), furnishing anions that react with multiply charged cations (as shown in
Figure 3.5). Inside the nCI source, 70 eV electrons are emitted from a tungsten
filament in a chamber filled with methane at a pressure of 2.0–2.6 bar. The methane
gas acts as a mediator that cools down the electrons to thermal energies, so that they
attach to the reagentmolecules to form intact radical anion species [56, 57]. Different
reagents have been tested and utilized for ETD experiments, including 9-anthrace-
necarboxylic acid, 2-fluoro-5-iodobenzoic acid, 2-(fluoranthene-8-carbonyl)benzoic
acid, and fluoranthene [56–58].

Although the ESI and nCI sources operate continuously, the respective ions are
transmitted to theQITalternately. During the transfer of the ions from the ESI source
to the IT, the reagent radical anions from the nCI source are blocked at the gate lens by
the application of a voltage (cf. Figure 3.5). After a specific ion accumulation time, the
ion flow from the ESI source is stopped at the skimmer and the QIT optics start
operating partially in the negativemode tomove the radical anions formed in the nCI
source to the trap. Ion–ion reactions between the two species follow for a specific time
interval (ms), which is generally sample-related. Figure 3.6 provides a comparison
between the CAD and ETD spectra of polybutylene adipate [31].

Figure 3.4 ESI-QITMS3 mass spectrum of the
b23 fragment (m/z 1088) generated by CAD of
the lithiated 23-mer (m/z 1174) from poly
(ethylene oxide) dimethacrylate (PEO/DMA).
All fragments are generated by 1,5-hydrogen
rearrangements (1,5-rH) at the chain ends [54,
55]. MS2 of m/z 1174 (spectrum not shown)
yields predominantly b23 by loss of methacrylic
acid (86Da) fromone chain end (>75%of total
fragment current). Consecutive fragmentation
of b23, via MS3 (top), proceeds by a series of

1,5-hydrogen rearrangements from either
chain end, which release (bottom) the second
methacrylate end group (86Da) and C2H4O
repeat units in the form of acetaldehyde
(44 Da), resulting in fragment series bn
(terminal fragments with one methacrylate
and one vinyl end group) and series Jn (internal
fragments with two vinyl end groups). The
combined MS2 and MS3 spectra identify both
end groups and the repeat unit. Courtesy of
Nil€ufer Solak [54].

3
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Figure 3.5 QIT with external ESI and CI sources for ETD experiments; the most widespread mode
involves ETD between multiply charged cations produced by ESI and reagent anions produced by
nCI, as shown. Reproduced from Ref. [57] with permission.
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3.3.2
Quadrupole/time-of-flight (Q/ToF) Mass Spectrometers

A tandemmass spectrometer composed of quadrupole andToFmass analyzers offers
the high-mass accuracy and resolving power of double focusing sector mass spectro-
meters. Moreover, unlike sector instruments, which do not function optimally with
pulsed ionization methods (MALDI) or ionization methods requiring high voltages
(ESI), Q/ToF instrumentation can be interfaced with almost any ionization
technique, including MALDI, ESI, atmospheric pressure chemical ionization
(APCI), atmospheric solid analysis probe (ASAP) [59], and desorption electrospray
ionization (DESI) [60]. The instrument set up takes advantage of the mass selection
and transmission properties of the quadrupole and the resolution andmass accuracy
capabilities of the ToF analyzer. Generally, the ToF part is orthogonal to the
quadrupole, a geometry imposed by the different features of these devices: a
quadrupole transmits ions continuously, whereas a ToFanalyzer functions in pulsed
mode, by resolving packets of ions having the same initial kinetic energy [33].

A Q/ToF mass spectrometer equipped with a MALDI source and a collision cell
between the two mass analyzers is depicted in Figure 3.7 [61]. After passing the
quadrupole and the collision cell, precursor and fragment ions are pushed down the
ToF tube with an acceleration voltage of �10 kV, provided by a pusher, which is
synchronized with the detector in order tomeasure accurately the time elapsing after
every push until the ions reach the detector. For the acquisition of regular mass
spectra, the quadrupole is set in the rf-onlymode to transmit all ions generated in the
ion source to the ToF segment, where they are accelerated and dispersed by theirm/z

Figure 3.7 Schematic of a MALDI-Q/ToF tandem mass spectrometer (the Waters� Q-ToF
Ultima� MALDI). Reproduced from Ref. [61] with permission.
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ratios. Conversely, in the MS2 mode, both dc and rf voltages are applied to the
quadrupole and tuned to transmit only the desired precursor ion, which is frag-
mented in the ensuing collision cell. The collision cell is an rf-only quadrupole or
hexapole, filled with a collision gas (typically Ar) to promote CAD. For this, the
potential energy of the collision cell, which sets the laboratory-frame collision energy,
is raised to several tens of eV (up to �200 eV), so that the entering precursor ions
undergo energizing collisions and dissociate. The resulting fragments can be mass
analyzed in the ToF segment with mass accuracies of <10 ppm if the mass scale is
calibrated immediately before mass analysis.

The precursor ion isolationwindow canbe tunedby adjusting the dc and rf voltages
applied to the quadrupole rods. This makes it possible to isolate either the complete
isotope cluster or a single isotope of the precursor ions. Keeping the isolationwindow
large enough to transmit the entire isotope cluster of the precursor ion is advan-
tageous for the identification of polymers containing elements with unique isotope
distributions, such as halogens and sulfur. In these cases, the isotope pattern of the
resulting fragment ions unveils not only the presence of a specific atom, but also how
many of these atoms are contained in the fragment, which significantly facilitates
MS2 spectral interpretation; Figure 3.8 exemplifies this benefit with the CAD mass
spectrumof the 5-mer frompoly(dichlorophosphazene) [62]. This polymer carries an
alternating backbone of nitrogen and phosphorus atoms, with two chlorine atoms
attached at each P atom. The isotope distribution of each fragment ion in the MS2
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spectrum unambiguously provides the number of chlorine atoms. This information
is essential for elucidating the fragmentation mechanism and the architecture of the
polymer [62].

Recently, Q/ToF instrumentation has become available that enables the combi-
nation ofMS orMS2 experiments with ionmobility spectrometry (IMS) [63, 64]. This
capability is offered by the Waters Synapt HDMS� mass spectrometer, which
contains a traveling wave (T-wave) section at the interface of the Q and ToFanalyzers,
consisting of three cells in the order trap cell, ion mobility (IM) cell, and transfer cell
(Figure 3.9) [65]. By activating the ion mobility device, ions can be separated first
according to their size/shape within the IM chamber and, later, according to their
mass-to-charge ratio in the ToFmass analyzer. If a precursor ion is mass-selected by
the quadrupole, it can be fragmented in the trap cell, which is operated as a normal
collision cell using, typically, Ar as collision gas.When the IM device is also activated,
the fragments formed by CAD remain trapped for a short period of time and then are
released in the adjacent ion mobility cell. This trapping and release process is
synchronized with the pusher located at the entrance of the ToF analyzer, so that the
drift time of an ion through the ion mobility cell is matched with the corresponding
m/z ratio. Once the ion packet released from the trap cell enters the ion mobility
region, the ions move under the influence of a traveling wave electric field in the
presence of a drift gas (N2) which flows in the opposite direction of the ions� motion.
Isobaric or isomeric fragments are separated according to their size, shape, and
charge state and displayed in a 2-D ionmobility diagram ofm/z versus drift time [66].
Alternatively, the mass-selected precursor ions may first be separated in the IM cell
before entering the transfer cell for CAD; this way the individual MS2 spectra of
overlapping isobaric or isomeric components can be acquired [54, 67]. An example,
documenting the dispersion and characterization of isobaric components of a
nonionic surfactant is given in Figure 3.10 [54, 55, 68].

Figure 3.9 ESI-Q/ToF tandemmass spectrometer (the Waters� Synapt HDMS�), equipped with
ionmobility spectrometry (IMS) anddouble-reflectronToF (Wmode) capabilities. Reproduced from
Ref. [65] with permission.
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3.3.3
ToF/ToF Instruments

Tandem ToF mass spectrometers are comprised of two axially interfaced ToF
analyzers (vide supra). Several models are commercially available; all are equipped
with a MALDI source attached to a linear ToF tube, which in turn is interfaced with a
reflectronToFdevice (cf. Figure 3.11) [69–73].Mass selection of the desired precursor
ion is effectedwithin the linear ToFsegment with the help of an ion gate for timed ion
selection (TIS). Only fragments formed in the linear drift tube, namely after the
precursor ion has left the ion source, are transmitted; since these fragments move
with the same velocity as their precursor ion, TIS can take place anywhere within the
linear ToFpart. The TIS device consists of two deflection gates, which are opened in a
synchronized manner for a narrow time window, to allow for passage of only the
desired precursor ion and its fragments. Usually the complete isotope distribution is
transmitted, as precursor ion selection at higher resolution is accompanied by
significant sensitivity losses. ToF/ToF instruments contain dedicated collision cells
for CAD, which may be located anywhere in the linear ToF segment [71, 73].
Fragmentation is induced by raising the laser intensity, to cause laser-induced
dissociation, as well as by CAD.
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Figure 3.10 MS2 (CAD) spectra of the
[M þ Na]þ ions of two isobaric components in
sorbitan trioleate, acquired with the Synapt
HDMS� ESI-Q/ToF mass spectrometer. Ions
ofm/z 525 were mass-selected by Q, dispersed
through the ion mobility chamber, and
subjected to CAD; ToF analysis of the resulting
products gave rise to the spectra shown [54].
The component drifting at 1.45ms (top)
undergoes the 44- and 88-Da losses
characteristic for poly(ethylene glycol) [55] and,

thus, was assigned to the poly(ethylene glycol)
11-mer (calcd.m/z¼ 525.29). The component
drifting at 2.17ms loses oleic acid (�282Da)
and forms fragments with the repeat unit of
44Da (m/z 217 and 243), which agree well with
the monooleate of the poly(ethylene glycol) 5-
mer (calcd.m/z¼ 525.38) [54]. The signals at
315–371 are due to sodiated HO�
(CH2CH2O)5�C(¼O)�(CH2)nCH¼CH2

(n¼ 0–4), formed via charge-remote pathways
at the oleate chain [68].
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In the design shown in Figure 3.11, ions formed by MALDI are accelerated to
8 keV and decompose within the linear ToF, primarily due to laser-induced
dissociation [71]. Adding CAD increases the yield of low-mass fragments, but also
causes scattering losses and, thus, is useful only if the low-mass fragments provide
irreplaceable structural insight, as in de novo peptide sequencing studies [71, 72].
After the desired precursor ion and its fragments are separated from all other ions
by the TIS gates, they enter a reacceleration region that postaccelerates (�lifts�)
them by þ 19 keV for mass analysis by the reflectron ToFanalyzer. Shortly after the
�lift� device, a postlift metastable suppressor (PLMS) is located, which is timed to
deflect the remaining precursor ions, so that fragmentation is stopped after
postacceleration.

In a different design, a time-selected 8-keV precursor ion (or precursor/fragment
packet) are decelerated to 1–2 keV as they enter a floated collision cell for CAD [73].
After exiting this cell, precursor and fragments reach a postacceleration region that
raises the kinetic energy to 15–20 keV formass analysis by the reflectronToFanalyzer.
In two designs discussed, the reacceleration step reduces the spread of kinetic
energies of precursor and fragment ions, so that all can pass the reflectron and reach
the detector. In a third design, the ions leave theMALDI source at 20 keVandundergo
CAD at this high kinetic energy; the resulting larger range of kinetic energies is
accommodated with a curved-field reflectron [70, 74].

The ToF/ToF instruments described can be used to acquire regular mass spectra
by grounding the TIS gates and (if present) the deceleration/postacceleration lenses.
Further, ToF/ToF equipment can provide information about the absolute MW
and MWD of synthetic polymers. Q/ToF or QIT instrumentation is less suitable
for such measurements because quadrupolar fields skew the MWD. On the
other hand, Q/ToFs and QITs permit the selection of much narrower m/z ranges
in MS2 experiments and offer better control of the energy deposited in CAD than
ToF/ToF instruments. Nevertheless, the superior MW and MWD data accessible
with ToF/ToF instrumentation and the capability to perform MS and MS2 analyses

Figure 3.11 A MALDI-ToF/ToF mass spectrometer (the Bruker UltraFlex). Reproduced from [71]
with permission.
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within the same experimental setup (vide supra) make this type of tandem mass
spectrometer essential for the compositional and structural characterization of
synthetic polymers.

The MS2 capabilities of ToF/ToF instrumentation are documented in Figure 3.12,
which compares the MALDI MS2 spectra of the [M þ Ag]þ ions from a linear and a
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cyclic polystyrene (PS) oligomer [44, 45, 55]. Silverated polystyrenes dissociate via
random homolytic C�C bond cleavages along their backbone, which create charged
radicals that decompose further by typical radical site reactions, namely hydrogen
rearrangements (backbiting), bond migrations (phenyl shifts), and b scissions.
Because of their distinct connectivities, linear and cyclic architectures give rise to
unique fragment distributions, based on which they can be conclusively differen-
tiated and identified [55, 75].

3.4
Structural Information from MS2 Studies

3.4.1
End-Group Analysis and Isomer/Isobar Differentiation

MS analysis of a polymer provides the m/z values of its n-mers. From this
information, one can deduce the repeat unit and combined end groups of linear
polymers. The addition of MS2 data makes it possible to elucidate individual end
groups [44, 45, 76, 77]. For example, the ESI MS2 spectrum in Figure 3.10b
ascertains the presence of an oleate end group [54]. Similarly, the an/yn fragments
in the MALDI MS2 spectrum of Figure 3.12a reveal that the chain ends must carry
C4H9 and H substituents [44].

Fragmentation patterns are sensitive to the polymer composition and the sub-
stituents present [55]. As a result, isobaric macromolecules are readily distinguished
by their MS2 spectra, as shown in Figure 3.10. If they coexist and overlap, however,
prior separation by mass (if the required resolution is available), chromatography, or
IMS (which was employed for the data in Figure 3.10) is called for [54].

The characterization of isomers is more challenging and is most facile by
interfacing MS2 with a separation method (see above). If only one isomer is
present, the correct structure may be derived by spectral interpretation; for
example, amino alcohol and amino methyl ether isomers can be unequivocally
identified, because the former lose water and the latter methanol in ESI MS2

experiments [78].

3.4.2
Polymer Architectures

The MS2 spectra of the cyclic and linear polystyrene in Figure 3.12 clearly show that
the corresponding architectures can be distinguished based on the fragmentation
patterns ensuing after CAD [49, 55]. Similarly, linear and branched polyacrylates have
been differentiated by the fragments observed in their MS2 spectra [46]. In these
studies, the existence of reference spectra for at least one of the architectures was
essential. Expansion of the library of MS2 spectra, as a result of the tandem MS
instrumentation that has become available, will certainly benefit spectral compar-
isons aiming at the determination of unknown architectures.
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3.4.3
Copolymer Sequences

Proteomics studies extensively rely on the sequence analysis of peptides and proteins
by tandem mass spectrometry [79–81]. This method could similarly assist in the
determination of copolymer sequences, at least for simpler systems containing a
limited number of sequence variations [8]. Again, the availability of reference spectra,
namely knowledge of the correspondinghomopolymer characteristics, is critical for a
meaningful analysis of the copolymer fragment distributions. This will be illustrated
for a copolymer of styrene and eithermeta- or para-dimethylsilylstyrene [82]. Liþ was
used for cationization, because Agþ , which is commonly utilized with polystyrenes,
oxidizes the silane group [83]. The sequences of chains with only one dimethylsilyl-
styrene unit were examined. The copolymers were produced by mixing the como-
nomers; hence, the question raised is, where is the substituted styrene incorporated?

The MS2 spectrum of the homopolymer (Figure 3.13a) shows a series of an and yn
fragments, which result from radical-induced decompositions (vide supra) and carry
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one original end group (C4H9 or H, respectively) as well as a methylene end group
produced during fragmentation (cf. top spectrumof Figure 3.12) [44, 55]. Copolymeric
oligomers containing the same number of styrene units (14) plus one dimethylsilyl
substituent, either inmetaor inparaposition, show the same series of fragments, some
with and some without the dimethylsilyl group. For the oligomer containing themeta-
substituted styrene (Figure 3.13b), the an/yn fragments increasingly incorporate the
comonomer as their mass increases; the higher the mass, the more likely that the
substituted comonomer is present inboth an and yn. In sharp contrast, for the oligomer
containing the para-substituted styrene (Figure 3.13c), only copolymeric an fragments
are observed; the yn fragments (n¼ 4–11) remain essentially homopolymeric [84].
These results are reconciled if themeta-substituted styrene is incorporated randomly in
the polymer chain, but the para-substituted styrene preferably near the initiating C4H9

group and, consequently, is missing from the majority of yn fragments. The system
discussed underscores that copolymer sequence analysis by tandem mass spectrom-
etry presupposes that the fragmentation characteristics of the corresponding homo-
polymer(s) are well understood. With this information at hand, one can not only
distinguish isomeric sequences, but also determine specific sequence motifs.

3.4.4
Assessment of Intrinsic Stabilities and Binding Energies

Using QIT or Q/ToF mass spectrometers, MS2 (CAD) spectra can be acquired as a
function of the center-of-mass collision energy (Ecom). Plotting relative fragment
intensities versus Ecom leads to break-down graphs [85], which reveal insight about
the energy requirements of the various fragmentation pathways and, hence, also
about the relative bond strengths in the polymer molecule. This strategy could be
used to elucidate the intrinsic stabilities of polymers with different functionalities or
different backbones.

An alternativemeans to probe the stability of a polymer system is tomonitor how the
intensity of the correspondingprecursor ionchangeswithcollisionenergy.A less stable
precursor is depletedmore readily and vice versa. Such experiments aremost tractable
with supramolecular polymers and noncovalent polymer–biomolecule conjugates,
which tend to fragment more easily than covalently bonded materials [86, 87]. For
a quantitative evaluation, the relative intensity of the precursor ion is plotted versus
Ecom to obtain a fragmentation efficiency curve [88]. The Ecom value causing 50%
dissociation (called E50) can be used as ameasure of the stability of the polymer system
being analyzed [89]. As an example, Figure 3.14 shows the fragmentation efficiency
curves for the complexes between poly(ethylene imine) 400 (PEI) and three different
oligodeoxynucleotides (ODNs), constructed from the MS2 spectra of the corre-
sponding doubly protonated PEI/ODN assemblies [90]. The ODNs included in the
plot are d(AAAAA), d(TTTTT), and d(GCGAT), where d symbolizes �deoxy� and A,
C, G, and T are nucleotides bearing adenine, cytosine, guanine, and thymine,
respectively. The E50 values measured reveal the stability order PEI-d(TTTTT) >
PEI-d(GCGAT) > PEI-d(AAAAA) (cf. Figure 3.14). PEI has been explored as a
delivery vehicle for oligonucleotides or genes to cells [91]; the information provided
by the E50 data can help to understand the delivery profiles of different ODNs.
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Similar experiments could benefitmanymore drug delivery studies using synthetic
polymers as the transport medium.

3.5
Summary and Outlook

Tandem mass spectrometry studies of synthetic polymers can be conducted on a
variety of mass spectrometers and provide a wealth of information about the
macromolecular structures examined, in particular about their end groups, archi-
tectures, and sequences.MS2 (andMSn) experiments probe the degradation behavior
of ionized polymers. Most synthetic polymers ionize most efficiently by metal
cationization. Since metal-cationized macromolecules preferentially decompose via
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Figure 3.14 (a) MS2 (CAD) spectrum of the
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charge-remote pathways [55], the fragments observed in tandem mass spectra also
unveil insight about the degradation properties of the neutral polymer. Indeed, the
MS2 spectra of silverated polystyrenes were shown to contain abundant low-mass
products that have also been detected in pyrolysis studies [44, 47]. Hence, MS2

experiments can be useful beyond structural characterization, to determine the
degradability of synthetic polymers. Dissociations in the mass spectrometer are
purely unimolecular, making it easier to elucidate the corresponding degradation
mechanisms,which canbeused as the basis for understanding themore complicated
pathways occurring at ambient conditions, where bimolecular and unimolecular
processes compete. Further, evaluation of the dissociation energetics of polymer-
biomolecule complexes through MS2 adds insight that can be beneficial for the
planned in vivo use of the polymer, as mentioned in Section 3.4.4.

A significant challenge in current MS2 studies is that they are limited to
m/z< 3000 because larger ions cannot be effectively activated to dissociate within
their residence time in the mass spectrometer (generally ms or less). Unfortu-
nately, a large number of polymers designed for commercial applications have
molecular weights much larger than 3000Da. For such polymers, appropriate ESI
conditions must be developed, so that they can be multiply charged to yield ions
with m/z< 3000 [92]. An alternative and promising approach for ionizing large
polymers could be the recently discovered laser spray ionization method [93],
which resembles MALDI, can be performed solvent-free, and produces multiply
charged ions, all characteristics that might extend the MS2 applicability to much
larger polymers; moreover, multiply charged ions can also be examined by ETD
(namely ion–ion reactions).

TheCAD fragmentation characteristics ofmany different classes of polymers have
been determined and provide the template on how to interpret tandemmass spectra
to deduce the correct structure with confidence [44–49, 54, 55]. Incorporation of
these interpretation rules into algorithms for MS2 spectral interpretation is in its
infancy [94], but continued development of such programs would further facilitate
and advance tandem mass spectrometry applications to synthetic polymers.
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4
Matrix-Assisted Inlet Ionization and Solvent-Free Gas-Phase
Separation Using Ion Mobility Spectrometry for Imaging and
Electron Transfer Dissociation Mass Spectrometry of Polymers
Christopher B. Lietz, Alicia L. Richards, Darrell D. Marshall, Yue Ren, and Sarah Trimpin

4.1
Overview

This chapter relates to developing analytical technology to probe polymer chemistry
and establish more comprehensive analysis methods useful in, for example, con-
sumer product testing. Specifically, methods are presented that have the potential for
rapid reliable analyses irrespective of solubility. Total solvent-free analysis (TSA) [1–3]
is an approach for which initial results demonstrate ionization [4–16], separation
[17–21], andmass analysis of even insoluble compounds. TSAconsists of solvent-free
ionization and solvent-free gas-phase separation. A newly developed ionization
approach, matrix-assisted inlet ionization (MAII) [22, 23] using solvent-free sample
preparation methods [3] is combined with solvent-free separation using ionmobility
spectrometry (IMS) mass spectrometry (MS) to decouple ionization, separation, and
mass analysis from the solubility ofmaterials. For detailed theory and applications of
IMS-MS including synthetic polymers, the interested reader is also referred to a
recent book on Ion Mobility Spectrometry–Mass Spectrometry: Theory and Applica-
tions [24].Wemake use of the ability to produce singly ormultiply charged ions using
MAII, the parent classification of laserspray ionization inlet (LSII) at atmospheric
pressure (AP), previously called laserspray ionization (LSI), and intermediate pres-
sure (IP) and high vacuum conditions laserspray ionization/vacuum (LSIV), to help
characterization of polymeric materials. TSA hyphenated with collision-induced
dissociation (CID)/electron transfer dissociation (ETD) fragmentation and IMS-MS
drift time analysis [3, 25–28] has the potential to provide insight into sequence and
structure (shape) of synthetic polymers directly from surfaces. For the reader�s
convenience, the molecular structures of polymers discussed in this chapter are
shown in Scheme 4.1.

Mass Spectrometry in Polymer Chemistry, First Edition.
Edited by Christopher Barner-Kowollik, Till Gruendling, Jana Falkenhagen, and Steffen Weidner
� 2012 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2012 by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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Scheme 4.1 Chemical structures of polymers.
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4.2
Introduction

Ideally, to gain a deeper understanding of material composition and to relate these
findings to property and function relationships, the entire set of molecules in any
polymeric system should be ionized in a quantitative manner. Sample preparation
and desorption-ionization in MS is vital for successful comprehensive analyses. The
heart of TSA and this book chapter is IMS-MS [1].We provide detailed descriptions of
emerging developments that can improve and expand the utility of IMS-MS for
polymer characterization. Solubility-restricted and labile materials, especially when
in complexmixtures, are extremely difficult to analyze. No current analytical method
is able to master this task. Difficult analytical problems include analysis of cellulose,
hemicellulose, lignin, polyelectrolytes, and especially materials directly from sur-
faces, forwhich solvent-based separation is not applicable.Our focus is to developMS
techniques to address these daunting materials analyses issues and apply them to
mass specific surface imaging with high spatial resolution, specificity, speed of
analysis, as well as the potential to characterize solubility restricted and complex
materials directly from their native state.

Desorption/ionization and sample preparation/separation methods are currently
the most crucial needs for extending analytical capabilities in MS. Solvent-free
matrix preparation methods have been extensively used for polymer, organome-
tallic, and asphaltene analyses [29–41]. One important application of interest is
analysis of synthetic polymers in electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs) [42–44]. The poly
(electrolyte) [45, 46] commercially used in PEFCs is typically Nafion� (DuPont), a
highly fluorinated polymer with sulfonic acid groups having the needed proton
conducting properties. Considerable industrial effort is devoted to develop
improved polymeric electrolytes. Research aimed at commercially more attractive
polymers [47–53] is hampered by lack of suitable analytical technology for such
complex and frequently solubility restricted materials. For this kind of analyses,
emphasis needs to be placed on developing a set of physical sample preparation
tools that operate independent of solubility to allow for the chemical make-up of
solubility-restricted materials to be unraveled, and to provide insight for under-
standing material properties.

Besides the interest in analyzing solubility restricted materials, for which
electrospray ionization (ESI) is not suited, solvent-free sample preparation has
significant advantages over solvent-based methods with regard to reproducibility of
surface imaging and obtaining higher spatial resolution [1, 2, 15, 54, 55]. The
solvent matrix preparation method [4–16] is now used extensively for synthetic
materials characterization using matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization
(MALDI) [29–41, 56–59], and more recently was extended to other areas such as
lipids analysis [60] and imaging MS [61–66]. Matrix crystal sizes, thickness of the
matrix, and new means of producing a uniform surface coating of a desired
thickness are currently being developed as are methods for relative quantitation
using a sample-to-sample comparison along with appropriate standards similar to
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studies of biological surfaces [65, 66]. Solvent-free sample preparation of polymers
produces singly charged ions using LSII (Scheme 4.2 I) whenmatrix and analyte are
combined under nonvigorous homogenization conditions using 1mmmetal beads
to achieve grinding/homogenization as is shown for poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-
970 in Figure 4.1 [67], whereas more vigorous homogenization frequencies and
longer homogenization times, combined with increased temperature of the atmo-
spheric pressure (AP) to vacuum inlet, produce highly charged ions [3].

IMS separates ions according to the number of charges and the cross section
(defined by size and shape). In otherwords, ionswithmore charges and smaller cross
sectionswill travel through the drift tube faster [68]. In the studies discussed here, the
separation in the ion mobility region is achieved by using an electric field to pull or
push ions against a flow of gas held at a constant pressure and temperature.
A homebuilt IMS-MS instrument uses a constant field gradient and operates with
a heliumgas pressure of about 10 Torr [69, 70]. Advantages of this instrument include
high-resolution ion mobility separations, multidimensional IMS, and the ability to
calculate ion cross sections. The multidimensional character of the instrument is
achieved by incorporation of up to three drift regions. Sensitivity ismaintained by the
use of ion funnels between each drift region. The utility of multidimensional ESI-
IMS-MS for the analysis of polymers [17, 18], lipids [19], human plasma [20], and
glycans [21] has been demonstrated on this homebuilt instrument. Using
this methodology, isomeric polymers having the same size and number of

Figure 4.1 LSII-MS analysis of PEG-970 using a dithranol and NaCl matrix. (Reproduced with
permission from Analytical Chemistry [67]).
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charges [18, 24, 71, 72] have been separated in the gas-phase according to differences
as little as their shape.

Two-dimensional (2D) gas-phase separation of drift time versus mass-to-charge
(m/z) has been used to produce �snapshot� images of complex polymer systems [17,
18]. The visual pictorial analysis is exemplified in Figure 4.2 for PEG� 4250Da and
PEG � 3400Da. The differences between the two very similar polymer samples,
differing only in the number of repeating units, are obvious without detailed
interpretation. For more comprehensive interpretation, one can extract a wealth of
information embedded in the 2D plot, including mass spectra, and drift time
distributions of the whole dataset or inset values only. Making use of these
interpretation options, the differences in Figure 4.2 c1 and c2 relate to the high-mass
component in PEG� 3400Da. Contrary to the ESI-IMS-MS results, MALDI-time-of-
flight (TOF)-MS (Figure 4.2b1 and b2), the preferred ionization method for polymer
chemists, did not show the differences between these two samples. In agreement
with ESI-IMS-MS, size exclusion chromatography (SEC) shows the high mass
component of PEG � 3400 (Figure 4.2a), exemplifying the need of additional
separation power for unequivocal characterization, as is shown here for low-abun-
dance high-mass components present in a sample. IMS-MS relative to SEC is
sensitive, fast and does not require calibration standards to obtain separation and
mass values.

It is also of interest to note that the analyses of PEG samples show two unique
characteristics: charge versus drift time inversions and folding transitions in the
IMS dimension. Charge states traditionally fall into families with each charge
state forming a straight diagonal line. This, however, is not the case with PEGs
ionized with Csþbecause the higher charge state families travel slower rather than
faster as expected, but with increasing mass each charge state goes through a
folding transition, apparent by a sigmoidal shape of charge state(s) in which the
end result is an inversion to the expected drift time versus charge state behavior,
common to ions from biological materials and, at this point, most synthetic
polymers. This unusual observation relates to drastic changes of the cross section
(defined by size and shape) caused by the reorganization of the Csþ cation
attached to the polymer backbone [18]. Plotting the IMS dimension drift time
versus the MS m/z yields a plot that is unique for PEG. Such plots of size and
charge versus m/z are frequently unique for each polymer system allowing rapid
visual observation of small differences in polymer systems. Further, it is exactly
the region of the folding transitions, drift times 40–50ms and m/z 750–900,
where the best solvent-free gas-phase separation enabled by IMS is achieved for
the various charge states. IMS-MS is able to obtain the distribution of each charge
state. The snapshot approach is considerably enhanced by multiple charging.

Though the drift time resolution of the homebuilt IMS-MS instrument is excep-
tional, to address possible challenges the broader polymer community faces, this
chapter focuses on recent advances of commercially available instrumentation, spe-
cifically the Waters Corporation SYNAPT G2. While this instrument has lower IMS
resolution than the homebuilt IMS-MS instrument, it has advantages of faster and
more sensitive data acquisition and higher resolution in theMS. This instrument uses
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traveling wave-ionmobility that uses a traveling low-voltage pulse to push ions against
the countercurrent gas flow. Focusing maintains good ion transmission resulting in
high sensitivity. A disadvantage besides the lower, but adequate, IMS resolution is the
difficulty calculating ion cross sections relative to drift tube IMS measurements.

Figure 4.3 shows the gas-phase separation of linear poly(e-caprolactone) (l-PCL)
�2200 and cyclic poly(e-caprolactone) (c-PCL) �2300 using ESI-IMS-MS on the
SYNAPT G2 [71, 72]. The pictorial snapshot of the 2D plot rapidly discerns the two
different isomeric architectures (right panel) whereas the mass spectra show only
slight differences in the formation of charge states (left panel). l-PCL accommodates
the attachment of up to three Li cations, whereas c-PCL attaches only two due to size
limitations. Similar to linear PEG samples (Figures 4.2 and 4.9), l-PCL shows folding
transitions (Figure 4.3a2) indicating significant structural rearrangements of the
cations bound to the polymer backbone. Extraction of the IMS andm/z data of the þ2
charge state for both isomers shows notably different drift time distributions atm/z
�500 to �900 which converge to nearly identical drift time values at m/z �1100 to
�1400. Interestingly, for any givenm/zbetween�500 and�1300notable differences
in drift-time distributions for charge states þ3 between l-PCL and c-PCL are
observed, indicating very different architectural arrangements of these isomeric
gas-phase ions. Polymer researchers have started accepting IMS-MS as an analytical
tool summarized in review articles [73, 74]. Recent research articles are included for
comprehensiveness [75–79].

Using homebuilt or commercial instrumentation, a complete dataset can be
obtained and displayed in seconds allowing small changes to be visually obvious
nearly instantaneously. However, to increase the ion abundance, IMS-MS experi-
ments are commonly acquired in a 1 to 10min timescale. The new inlet ionization
methods, MAII (Scheme 4.2 II) and LSII, coupled with commercial IMS-MS and
Thermo Fisher Scientific LTQ-ETD mass spectrometers provide similar achieve-
ments from the solid state. Results can be obtained with high spatial resolution and
high throughput from single laser shots [3, 25–28, 54, 55, 67, 80].

Figure 4.2 Analyses of two different samples,
(1) PEG� 4250 (green) and (2) PEG� 3400Da
(blue), which only vary slightly in molecular
composition, utilizing a variety of polymer
analyses methods. (a) SEC determines the bulk
composition, for example, polydispersities of
� 1.0 were determined for both samples;
however, SEC also provides evidence for the
high-mass tail of sample 2; dots versus lines
indicate different detectors. (b) MALDI-MS of
the samples doped with Csþprovides singly
charged ions of the oligomer chains of similar
ion intensity permitting end-group analysis;

however, MALDI-MS does not permit the
detection of the high-mass tail of sample (2). (c)
ESI-IMS-MS 2D plots (color coding: redmost to
light blue least abundant) of the samples doped
with cesium chloride as charge provider
(homebuilt 3m drift tube instrument by
Clemmer and coworkers). Multiple charge-state
families are denoted for charge-state families
þ2 through þ5 (sample 1) and þ2 through þ11
(sample 2), extracted from the mass spectra
that are obtained by integration along a diagonal
in the [td(m/z)] distribution. (Reproduced with
permission from Analytical Chemistry [18]).
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Figure 4.3 ESI-IMS-MS 2D plot of (a) l-PCL,
(b) c-PCL, and (c) an intentionalmixture of l-PCL
and c-PCL using a commercial IMS-MS mass
spectrometer (SYNAPT G2, Waters). The
intensity of the ions detected is incorporated as
a false color plot with red as the most abundant
and blue as the least abundant ions. The same
charge state families are observed for each
species in the mixture (c) as shown in (a)

and (b). Inset c3 shows the drift time
distribution for the mass selected ion at
m/z 893.13, corresponding to the doubly
charged of both isomeric species. The drift time
distribution is distinctly bimodal, indicating that
two different isomeric architectures are present
at m/z 839.13 and baseline seperated [72].
Reproduced with permission from
Macromolecules [72].
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4.3
New Sample Introduction Technologies

More than 30 new direct ambient ionization mass spectrometric approaches were
introduced over the past 7 years [81–84]. These include desorption electrospray
ionization (DESI) [85–97], direct introduction probe chemical ionization
(DAPCI) [98], direct analysis in real time (DART) [99], atmospheric solids analysis
probe (ASAP) [15, 100–104], laser ablation electrospray ionization (LAESI) [105–107],
electrospray-assisted laser desorption/ionization (ELDI) [108], matrix-assisted laser
desorption electrospray ionization (MALDESI) [109], desorption sonic spray ioniza-
tion (ESSI) [110], desorption atmospheric pressure photoionization (DAPPI) [111],

Scheme 4.2 Representation of I. Laserspray
ionization inlet (LSII), former laserspray
ionization (LSI) at atmospheric pressure (AP),
and in transmission geometry (TG): (A) a laser
beam fires through (B) the glass slide sample
holder a (C) solid-state matrix/analyte mixture
at a 180� angle and (D) ablates clusters to form
molten droplets of matrix and analyte. The
ablated material is (E) caught in a flow
entrapment near the mass spectrometer
entrance orifice and travels through a (F)
pressure gradient drop from AP-to-vacuum
through a (G) heated transfer capillary.
Ionization occurs during the heated pressure
drop. II. Matrix-assisted inlet ionization (MAII)
is similar to LSII but does not use laser ablation

as means to transfer sample to the inlet of the
ion transfer capillary; thus, the pressure drop/
heated transfer region. Matrix/analyte
samples are deposited on a surface that is
manually �tapped� against the inlet for
subsequent ionization. III. Solvent Assisted
Inlet Ionization (SAII) uses solvent to transfer
sample directly into the heated inlet capillary
of the mass spectrometer by a fused silica tube
and produces multiply charged ions without
the use of a voltage, a laser or a matrix
compound. IV. Laserspray Ionization Vacuum
(LSIV) is an extension of LSII that produces
highly charged LSI ions under vacuum
conditions using a commercial MALDI-TOF-
MS instrument.
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and electrospray ionization (EESI) [112]. Some of these methods are now commer-
cially available. All these methods are based on previously known ionization
methods, and those capable of analyzing nonvolatile compounds use ESI.
AP-MALDI is also capable of ionizing nonvolatile compounds, but its predominant
production of singly charged ions limits themethod to compounds that fall within the
m/z range of themass spectrometer being employed.Mostmass spectrometers used
for AP-MALDI have a limited m/z range.

DESI, LAESI, ELDI, and MALDESI are also capable of chemical analysis and
imaging. However, only DESI has been shown capable of obtaining mass spectra of
large molecules with similar sensitivity to that currently available with the new
ionizationmethods discussed below. DESI has the advantage of requiring little or no
sample preparation, and has a spatial resolution >200 mm. The other ambient
techniques that use an ultraviolet (UV) laser to ablate the sample, such as
MALDESI [109], are capable of high spatial resolution for imaging as well as analysis
of nonvolatile compounds, but have been limited by sensitivity issues. According to
literature accounts, these methods require well over an order of magnitude more
sample to achieve equivalent results.

A schematic of the LSII method as currently practiced on high-performance
instruments, including the Orbitrap Exactive, LTQ/ETDVelos, and SYNAPTG2, is
shown in Scheme 4.2 [3, 25–28, 54, 55, 67, 80, 113–118]. This new ionization
method for MS uses laser ablation to produce highly charged ions similar to ESI,
but directly from the solid state. Them/z range of mass spectrometers is extended
and enhanced structural information through improved fragmentation as well as
IMS separation is achieved as a direct result of multiply charged ion formation. For
example, using ETD combined with LSII, almost complete sequence coverage of
ubiquitin (�8.5 kDa), a small protein, was obtained [26]. LSII-ETD has more
recently been used to identifymyelin basic protein fragment directly from a surface
(tissue section) [25]. LSII-MS achieves attomole sensitivity for peptides and low
femtomole sensitivity for small proteins making the high spatial resolution
provided by the laser practical [26, 55]. Figure 4.4 is the LSII mass spectrum
of PEG-6690 obtained on a high-resolution Orbitrap mass spectrometer using
m/z of 2000 as the upper limit and demonstrates the utility of this technique for
polymer analysis.

An AP-to-vacuum desolvation region was found to be necessary to generate the
conditions required for multiply charged ion formation [25, 117]. Further, at 250 �C,
fewmultiply charged protein ions are observed using 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (2,5-
DHB) as matrix, but at 425 �C, the ion abundance increased more than 100 fold. It
initially seemed reasonable that the generation of matrix/analyte droplets by laser
ablation initiated the ionization process in LSII [25, 117]. However, fundamental
studies of the LSII process showed that ionization occurs after the neutral matrix/
analyte clusters/droplets enter a heated ion transfer region between AP and vacu-
um [117]. This finding has led to a number of additional ways to transfer matrix/
analyte samples to the ion entrance orifice of the mass spectrometer for subsequent
ionization. For example, sample can be transferred from a surface using a piezo-
electric effect, by laser-induced acoustic desorption from a thin metal surface, by a
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shockwave applied to a metal plate, or by tapping the matrix/analyte sample holder
against ion inlet orifice using simply a spatula or glass slide [22]. Further, any laser
capable of ablating the surface provides a means of transferring the sample to the
ionization region, as was shown for nitrogen and Nd/YAG lasers operated at
ultraviolet (UV, 337 and 355 nm), visible (Vis, 532 nm), infrared (IR, 1064 nm) using
the same UVmatrix (2,5-DHB). The matrix absorption at the laser wavelength is not
necessary ionization. These new inlet ionization method (Scheme 4.2), capable of
producing highly charged ESI-like ions from large nonvolatile compounds within a
heated AP to vacuum transfer regionwithout the use of photons, electrons, or voltage
are called MAII [22, 23], and solvent assisted inlet ionization (SAII), Scheme 4.2 III.
Multiply charged ions enhance IMS separation [27, 28] and fragment ion yields using
CID and ETD [25, 26, 55].

The key to observation of multiply charged ions lies in the mechanism of
ionization that appear to be similar to ESI but without the use of a voltage. These
clusters are charged within the heated transfer region between AP and vacuum by a
mechanism that is unknownbutmay involve statistical charging upon rapid shearing
of clusters or othermeans [22, 23]. Formultiply charged ion formation, evaporation of
the matrix (MAII, LSII) or solvent (SAII) but not charge similar to the ionization
mechanism ESI results in highly charged unstable surfaces (>109 Vm�2) [119] that
create smaller clusters and eventuallyfield evaporation ofmultiply charged ions. This
mechanism, however, does not appear to satisfy all observation, and other, yet to be
identified mechanisms may be involved.

Figure 4.4 LSII mass spectrum of PEG-6690 using a 2,5-DHB and NaCl matrix and the
commercially available heated ion transfer capillary of the Orbitrap mass spectrometer.
(Reproduced with permission from Analytical Chemistry [67]).
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4.3.1
Laserspray Ionization – Ion Mobility Spectrometry-Mass Spectrometry

The transmission geometry (TG) ion source used for LSII is field-free (Scheme 4.2).
However, it has now been determined that multiply charged ions can be produced
with reflective geometry, even using commercial AP-MALDI ion sources [28, 115,
120]. High abundance multiply charged polymer ions are observed on the Orbitrap
Exactive (Figure 4.4) and the LTQ Velos (Figure 4.5) using laser ablation of matrix/
analyte directly from a surface. In Figure 4.5, we demonstrate the versatility of
LSII to ionize polymers (Scheme 4.1) using various matrixes and cations, including
2,5-dihydroxyacetophenone (2,5-DHAP) (Figure 4.5a and c), 2-nitrophloroglucinol
(Figure 4.5b), and 2,5-DHB (Figure 4.5d) with NaCl (Figure 4.5a and d) and LiCl
cations (Figure 4.5b and c). Similar to what is seen with ESI analysis [18], PEG-1000
and 4-arm PEG-2000 readily form multiply charged LSII ions, while the smaller
pentaerythritol ethoxylate (PEEO)-800, a 4-arm branched polymer-2000 with PEG
repeating units, and poly(tert-butylmethacrylate) (PtBMA)-1640 preferentially form
singly charged ions. Initial results with synthetic polymers produced low abundant
ions using LSII/MAII on the SYNAPT G2, while high abundances were observed
with the same sample preparation on a Velos or Orbitrap mass spectrometer, about
equal abundance of peptide ions were observed for the various instruments. It is not

Figure 4.5 LSII-MS analysis of polymers on
the LTQ-Velos mass spectrometer with 500 : 1
salt: analyte molar ratios and a 400 �C ion
transfer capillary: (a) PEG-1000 using a
2,5-DHAP and NaCl matrix, (b) 4-arm

PEG-2000 using LiCl and 2-nitrophloroglucinol,
(c) Pentaethyritol ethoxylate (PEEO) 800 using a
2,5-DHAP and LiClmatrix, and (d) PtBMAusing
a 2,5-DHB and NaCl matrix.
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entirely obvious where or how the ions are formed in the new inlet ionization
methods (LSII, MAII and SAII) in the different instruments. However, clearly
instrument dependence is observed with the significant difference being the current
inability to provide sufficient heat for ionization on the SYNAPT G2.

Of fundamental and practical interest is the observed temperature dependence of
matrixes for the formation of highly charged LSII ions. Two matrixes have produced
multiply charged negative ions, and both required substantially higher temperatures
(�450 �C) on the LTQ Velos than what was required for their positive ion mode
measurements (�300 �C). These findings point to amechanism that is similar to ESI
wherein the solvent needs to evaporate to obtain the highly charged analyte ions.
Preliminary work with inlet pressures above and below AP show that pressure, like
heat [23, 25, 117], is another important variable. The importance of the heat applied to
the inlet capillary was demonstrated using 2,5-DHB on the Thermo mass spectro-
meters equipped with a commercial heated transfer capillary (room temperature to
�450 �C) [25, 113, 117]. Multiply charged ions are essentially not observed below a
transfer capillary temperature of 225 �Cusing 2,5-DHBbut at higher temperature the
abundances increase rapidly.Highermolecularweight (MW) analyses (�29 kDa)was
obtained at >325 �C using 2,5-DHB as matrix [80]. Subsequent studies show that
using a matrix that requires less thermal energy for sublimation or evaporation such
as 2,5-DHAP the need for thermal energy in the ion transfer region is reduced [25].
Various desolvation device materials (copper, stainless steel, and glass), shapes,
lengths and diameters were employed, all of which provided highly charged LSII ions
with 5 pmol bovine insulin applied in 2,5-DHAP [23]. This matrix is less sensitive to
synthetic polymers than is 2,5-DHB [25]. However, 2,5-DHAP is capable of produ-
cing multiply charged polymer ions when higher salt: analyte molar ratios are used,
ranging from 200 : 1 to 2000 : 1. Additional improvement in ion abundance occurs
using helium gas on the inlet side of the ion transfer capillary.

We attribute insufficient heating abilities (commercially max. 150 �C) on the
SYNAPT G2 nano-ESI source, even when modified with a homebuilt desolvation
device (�250 �C) [113], as the primary reason for lower sensitivity relative to
instruments with desolvation tubes that can be heated to 450 �C (Orbitrap Exactive
and XL; LTQVelos). A systematic study ofMAII/LSIImatrixes that lower the thermal
requirements and carry specificity for ionizing synthetic polymers is in progress. We
have discovered a number of compounds useful as matrix materials for MAII and
LSII. The best andmost versatile discovered for synthetic polymer characterization so
far requiresmuch lowerAP to vacuum transfer capillary temperature to producehigh
abundant multiply charged ions. As seen in Figure 4.5b, 2-nitrophloroglucinol
produces abundant singly, doubly, and triply charged ions with the capillary at
325 �C. 2,5-DHAP and 2,5-DHB produce optimal polymer spectra closer to 400 �C.
This newmatrix extends the concept of LSII to high vacuumMALDI-TOF/TOFmass
spectrometers, laserspray ionization vacuum (LSIV), Scheme 4.2 IV [120].

LSII-IMS-MS of a model polymer blend of PEG-1000 and PtBMA-1640 using this
new matrix and NaCl salt in a 500 : 1 salt: analyte molar ratio is shown in Figure 4.6
displays the mass spectrum without incorporating the IMS dimension. A notable
convolution of charge states of the blend composition is observed causing difficulties
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in interpretation. The convoluted and isobaric overlap demonstrates the need for
IMS-MS analysis. In Figure 4.7, the same mixture is analyzed by LSII-IMS-MS.
Figure 4.7a shows a typical 2D display of drift time versus m/z. The ion intensity is
displayed as an arbitrary color plot with yellow being the highest abundance. As is the
case with ESI-IMS-MS, the larger PEG oligomers form the doubly charged ions. The
deconvolution of blend composition and charge state distribution is enhanced when
multiply charged ions are produced as is observed in Inset A for PEG þ1 and þ2
versus PtBMA þ1 charge states. Baseline separation is achieved for the þ2 charge
state, while only half height separation is obtained for the þ1 charge state. Better
separation of the þ1 charge state is attained for the larger PEGand PtBMAoligomers

Figure 4.7 LSII-IMS-MS2Dplot of a PEG-1000andPtBMA-1640mixturewith the full spectrumand
(a, b) convoluted regions. (C) shows low abundance folding transition of þ2 PEG-1000.

Figure 4.6 LSIImass spectrumofaPEG-1000andPtBMA-1640mixture acquiredon theSYNAPTG2
using 2-nitrophloroglucinol and a 500 : 1 salt: analyte ratio and amodified heated desolvation device.
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(Inset B), although the separation falls short of the baseline separation of the
þ2 charge state. Multiple charging in MS convolutes mass spectra complicating or
sometimes even inhibiting interpretation especially in polymer analyses, however, as
shown here, multiple charging enhances the IMS separation. It also provides unique
2Ddatasets of the blend composition that can be used as pictorial �snapshots� similar
to ESI-IMS-MS [17, 18].

MALDI is generally less applicable for small molecule analysis because of the
extended background caused by the application of matrix material. LSII (and MAII
and LSIV at IP) suffers less from these limitations as the matrix and matrix cluster
background can be minimized under proper conditions including sample prepara-
tion and deposition, inlet temperature (and low laser fluence at IP and vaccum).

MALDIMShas generally been shown to be a higher energy ionization process than
ESI, resulting inmore fragmentation. This is especially problematic with ionization of
labile compounds and noncovalent complexes. Producing multiply charged ions in
LSII, even at ion transfer capillary temperature exceeding 350 �C, no fragmentation is
observed. A peptide with a labile c-myc modification and not applicable to MALDI
analysis because of fragmentation was shown to producemultiply chargedmolecular
ions very similar to ESI and even allowed ETD fragmentation [115] with identical
results to ESI-ETD. Further, IMS-MS of ubiquitin ionized by LSII shows almost
identical drift timedistributions under similar ion source conditions toESI; thus, both
methods produce similar conformations [118]. Thismay have important implications
for characterization and imaging of labilematerials including noncovalent complexes
and conformations directly from surfaces [27, 28].

The LSII method appears to be as generally applicable as either ESI or vacuum
MALDI, sensitively producing mass spectra of synthetic polymers. Additionally, the
LSII method, even in its current early stage of development, is simple to operate;
switching between LSII or MAII and ESI, or vice versa, requires less than 2min.
There are numerous reasons why a simple-to-use, high sensitivity AP-ionization
method could provide a paradigm shift in materials analysis. The advantages over
high-vacuum MALDI include the absence of losses in mass resolution or mass
measurement accuracy associated with high laser power, fast analysis as a result of
high laser fluence and high single shot ion abundances (versus signal averaging),
interfacing with common API instruments which often also have advanced MS/MS
capabilities (electron capture dissociation [121–123], and ETD [124, 125]), and the
potential to use various atmospheres in studying catalysts and surface activity.
Advantages over ESI include speed of analysis, less dependence on solvent, sim-
plicity, and high spatial resolution for imaging analysis.

4.3.2
Matrix Assisted Inlet Ionization (MAII) and Solvent Assisted Inlet Ionization (SAII)

A number of experiments conducted with LSII suggested that ionization might not
directly involve the laser energy. At 337nm, two photons and energy pooling [126]
would be necessary to ionizematrix compounds successfully usedwith LSII. Multiply
charged ions of peptides andproteinswere observedusing aNd/YAG laser at 1064nm
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and frequency doubled at 532nmwith 2,5-DHAPmatrix, a compound with very poor
absorption at those wavelengths. This experiment eliminated the possibility of photo-
induced ionization. As noted above, shockwaves produced with a projectile against a
metal plate onto which matrix/analyte sample had been dried on the opposite side,
identical to LSII, was shown to transfer sample from the plate to the inlet region of the
mass spectrometer and produce MAII mass spectra identical to LSII mass spectra
[22, 23]. For more practical use of MAII (Scheme 4.2) we showed a variety of ways to
transfer sample, the most simple being tapping the analyte/matrix sample cocrys-
tallized on a surface against the orifice of the mass spectrometer. Mass spectra of
peptides, proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, and a variety of small molecules were
produced using this field and laser-free ionization method. In Figure 4.8, a MAII
mass spectrum of PEG-dimethyl ether (PEGDME)-2000 acquired with a single
acquisition with an inlet temperature of 350 �C shows distributions of singly, doubly,
and triply charged species very similar towhat is obtainedbyLSIIwith theuse of a laser
andESIwith theuse of solvent anda voltage.The samplewas preparedwith2,5-DHAP
matrix and LiCl salt at a salt-to-analyte ratio of 400 : 1. Potential applications may
include polymers that are light sensitive and portable mass spectrometers.

4.3.3
LSIV in Reflection Geometry at Intermediate Pressure (IP)

To our knowledge, LSIV is the first example of highly charged ESI-like mass spectra
produced under vacuum conditions (subambient ESI has been reported [127]). This
discovery is of immense fundamental importance and extremely promising in terms
of applications because vacuum conditions eliminate much of ion transmission
losses inherent with AP ion sources enhancing sensitivity. LSIV-IMS-MS produces
abundantmultiply charged ions using the newmatrix as is shown for PEGDME-2000
(Figure 4.9); the dataset was acquired using a 500 : 100 : 1matrix : LiCl : analytemolar
ratio. The þ2-charge state forms folding transitions as was previously observed for
ESI-IMS-MS of PEG (Figure 4.2 and 4.3) and PEGDME [18]. The structural changes
are related to conformational changes of the two cations attached to the polymer
backbone and dependent on the size of the polymer (see also Figure 4.7, PEG-1000)
and the cation. The analytical importance is that the doubly charged ions have a
significantly faster drift time than the singly charged ions so that the clean exaction of
charge sates become possible. Further, these transitions are easily visualized,
speeding data interpretation. These 2D �snapshots� are sufficiently unique that
computer programsmay help analyses of polymeric materials rapidly and reliably in
product control and consumer product safety.

Singly charged MALDI ions are described to be produced close to the sample
holder surface (�15mm) [128], while the multiply charged LSIV ions, as in LSII, are
formed after a delay downstream in the instrument [28]. The results are very similar
andMAIImatrixes are used so that we can conclude thatmultiple charging in LSIV is
a MAII process. There is a pressure drop of similar magnitude to that occurring
between AP and the IP region used in inlet ionization (LSII, MAII and SAII);
however, there is currently nomeans of adding heat to the IP pressure drop zone [28].
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Dependence on gas and flow conditions as well as laser fluence is observed at AP
and IP conditions.Under certain conditions, onlymultiply charged ions are observed
at relative low laser fluence, while only singly charged ions along with metal
adduction and chemical background are detected at higher laser fluence [28],
common drawbacks in MALDI [9]. Figure 4.10 exemplifies the lack of matrix

Figure 4.8 A) MAII-MS spectrum from a single acquisition scan of PEGDME-2000 using a 2,5-
DHAP and LiCl matrix (400 : 1 salt: polymer molar ratio) on the LTQ-Velos mass spectrometer with
an ion transfer capillary temperature of 350 �C. B) SAII-IMS-MS 2-D plot of drift time vs. m/z of
PEGDME-2000 (5 pmolmL�1) with LiCl (2mM). Insets showextractedmass spectra of charge states
þ2, þ3, and þ4. LiCl backgroud is apparent below m/z 450.
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background in LSIVof PEG-400 using 2,5-DHB and LiCl at a 500 : 10 : 1 matrix: salt :
analyte molar ratio.

A number of highly charged peptides and small proteins were observed directly
from tissue using LSIV, suggesting an entirely new approach to surface analyses and
imaging. The highest mass protein observed using LSIV to date is lysozyme
(14.3 kDa) but in low abundance [28]. Again, the ionization mechanisms of these
unusual observations are unknown including where the ionization events occur, but
certainly of immense importance. Critical to this work, however, is the potential to
substantially improve the signal for multiply charged ions that we hope to achieve by
appropriate matrix choice or more serious instrument modifications.

Figure 4.9 LSIV-IMS-MS 2D plot of PEGDME-2000 acquired with LiCl (100 : 1 salt: analyte)
and a newmatrix on the SYNAPT G2. (a) Full spectrum. (b) Region of overlapping þ1 and þ2 ions.
(c) þ2 and þ1 ions with baseline separation.

Figure 4.10 LSIV-MS spectrum of PEG-400 using 2,5-DHB and LiCl acquired on the SYNAPT G2
mass spectrometer.
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4.4
Fragmentation by ETD and CID

Traditional CID fragmentation provides information on polymeric structures, but is
limited in scope, especially with singly charged MALDI ions [129]. Figure 4.11a
shows the CIDmass spectrum of PEGDME-2000 using 2,5 DHAP and LiCl in a salt:
polymermolar ratio of 400 : 1. Themass spectrum is shown in Figure 4.8. The parent
ion of 727.5 (þ3) was selected and collisionally activated with helium in a linear ion

Figure 4.11 A single (a) CID-LSII-MS/MS and
(b) ETD-LSII-MS/MS scan of PEGDME-2000
with (I) full and (II) Inset fragment ion mass
spectra using a 2,5-DHAP and LiCl matrix
(400 : 1 salt: polymer molar ratio) on an LTQ-
Velos mass spectrometer. The triply charged

m/z 727.5 was selected with a� þ0.7 Da
window. (a) CID fragmentation was induced
with collision energy of �50.� (b) ETD
fragmentation was obtained by permitting the
reagent gas fluoranthene to react for 500ms.
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trap (LTQ Velos). Abundant fragment ions are observed for CID (Figure 4.11a) and
ETD (Figure 4.11b). Below the selected parent ion, the dominant signals in CID are
comprised of a combination of singly, doubly, and triply charged fragment ions, each
representing a successive cleavage of the PEG repeating unit (D 44, 22, and 14.7,
respectively). The fragment ions above the parent ions are doubly and singly charged
ions and correspond to successive repeating unit cleavages, aswell as loss of a lithium
cation. ETD of the same parent ion (Figure 4.11b) produces alternative fragment ions
after it receives a single electron from a fluoroanthene radical anion using the same
instrument. The interpretation of the fragment ions for structural elucidation of the
polymer is currently under way. We also include traditional ESI-MS-MS using CID
and ETD on the SYNAPT G2 confirming the radically different fragmentation
between CID and ETD (Figure 4.12). The mass spectrum shows charge states þ3
to þ5 (Figure 4.12I). Two different parent ion selections were performed from the
charge state þ3,m/z 727 and 624 (Figure 4.12II.1 and II.2). For both selections, CID
fragment ionmass spectra (Figure 4.12a) show high abundance fragment ions with a
wealth of cleavage sites as was seen for LSII-CID (Figure 4.11a). Similarly, ETD
fragment ions (Figure 4.12b) provide only a few cleavage sites but those obtained are
complementary to CID as can be best seen in the Insets (Figure 4.12a and b, right
panel). Themost abundant ETD fragment ions atm/z 1143.8 and 989.6 for the parent
ionsm/z 727 and 624, respectively, provide the samemass difference of�114 and are
tentatively assigned to the loss of two monomer units including the OMe end group.

Relative to fragments commonly observed from singly charged MALDI ions, a
wealth of CID and ETD fragment ions are observed because of the ability to form
multiple charging by LSII and ESI. ETD fragment ion spectra may provide a simple
means of end-group determination. Just as in protein and peptide MS/MS analysis,
fragmentation from both CID and ETD will provide the most complete structural
analysis of synthetic polymers. Hopefully, in the future, interpretation programs of
CID and ETD data will be available for assignment of polymer structure, similar to
biological MS/MS interpretation [73, 74].

4.5
Surface Analyses by Imaging MS

Understanding surfaces, whether geological, environmental, biological, or synthetic,
has enormous utility. Spectrometric methods are commonly applied for chemical
analysis. However, only mass spectrometry is capable of compound specific analysis
of chemically complex surfaces, and until now only mass spectrometric techniques
with ionization based on ESI or MALDI were capable of analyzing surfaces for large
nonvolatile compounds such as proteins, polymers [130], petroleum, carbohydrates,
and ionicmaterials. ESI-based surfacemethods such as DESI are promising because
of the range of compounds that can be ionized and its use with high performance
mass spectrometers, but it currently suffers from low-spatial resolution in imaging.
Mass spectrometry in combinationwith laser ablation offers a directmethod ofmass-
specific surface imaging with high spatial resolution. MALDI, while capable of
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analysis of a wide range of compounds with good spatial resolution, suffers from the
difficulty of identifying the molecular species observed because it is more difficult to
obtain structural information by MS/MS from low charge state ions. MALDI is also
limited by its inherent need to acquire �100 shots per mass spectrum, making
imagingmass spectrometry slow (frequentlymany hours) [131–133]. Improvements
to this end have been made by the use of expensive 1000Hz lasers instead of 20 and
60Hz lasers [134]. Further, the mass resolution and mass accuracy of the TOF
instruments usedwith vacuumMALDIare often insufficient.High spatial resolution

Figure 4.12 An average of 2min acquisitions
of (a) ESI-MS, (b) CID-ESI-MS/MS and (c) ETD-
ESI-MS/MS of PEGDME-2000 with (left panel)
full and (right panel) Inset mass and fragment
ion mass spectra using LiCl and 50/50 ACN/
water on an SYNAPT G2 mass spectrometer.

Triply charged m/z (I) 727.2 and (II) 624.4 ions
were selected, respectively. (b) CID
fragmentation was induced with collision
energy of �61.� (c) ETD fragmentation was
obtained with the reagent gas nitrosobenzene.
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or low sensitivity and the difficulty of analyzing surfaces composed of complex
mixtures and solubility-restricted components are shortcomings of current
technology.

Surface imaging is an area in which there is high current interest and a method
with high spatial resolution, high sensitivity, and the ability to detect high-mass
components would be enormously important; initial LSII results have been pre-
sented [26, 55]. Typically,mass-specific images are acquired, but for true unknowns, a
molecular weight, even if acquiredwith high-mass accuracy, is insufficient to identify
the compound. Further, isomeric compositions cannot be differentiated by MS
(Figure 4.3). LSII and LSIV offer the potential for high spatial resolution, postioniza-
tion separation even of isomers using IMS, high-resolution mass separations, high
mass accuracy, and structural analysis using a variety of fragmentation methods,
including ETD. As noted earlier, accurate mass measurement and ETD fragmen-
tation allowed database identification of the basic myelin protein end terminal
fragment directly from biological surfaces (tissue sections) [26]. Ablations of 15 mm
were achieved using a single laser shot per mass spectrum, thus per pixel.

4.5.1
Ultrafast LSII-MS Imaging in Transmission Geometry (TG)

We have found that LSII in TG operation mode, in which the laser beam passes
through a glass slide before striking the sample (Scheme 4.2), has favorable
implications for imaging including simplicity of laser alignment, higher potential
spatial resolution, and speed of analysis enabling use of low-cost lasers. Under AP
conditions, mass resolution is not related to laser fluence so that high laser fluence
can be used to ablate the entire matrix within the focused area of the laser beam in
a single shot, thus potentially drastically reducing the overall imaging acquisition
time.

The ability to image the spatial distribution of a model polymer film by LSII in
transmission geometry (Scheme 4.2) is demonstrated in Figure 4.13. PtBMA-1640

Figure 4.13 TG-AP-LSI-MS images of a crudely preparedmixed-polymer film using a 2,5-DHB and
NaCl matrix shows the location of (a) PtBMA-1640, (b) 4-arm PEG-2000, and (c) 3-arm PEG-2000.
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was dissolved in a 50 : 50water: acetonitrile solution containing 10%by volume 0.1M
NaCl, and mixed with a 2,5-DHB solution and subsequently spotted on a glass slide.
Individual solutions of 4-arm and 3-arm PEG-2000 were spotted side-by-side on the
PtBMAmodel surface. The acquisition time was approximately 50min. The images
displaym/z 835.8 for PtBMAas the background of thefilm (Figure 4.13a),m/z 1015.6
for 4-arm PEG (Figure 4.13b), andm/z 1103.9 for 3-arm PEG (Figure 4.13c) showing
separate distributions in the center. This technique could possibly be extended to
commercial films and surfaces where the properties of the material depend on a
homogenous or ordered distribution of its constituent polymers. We are working on
ways to apply the matrix without the use of any solvent so that a maximum
preservation of a surface is achieved [2].

4.5.2
LSIV-IMS-MS Imaging in Reflection Geometry (RG)

Two isomeric polymers, poly(alpha-methylstyrene) (PAMS) 1500 and poly(para-
methylstyrene) (PPMS) 2480, have a single structural difference in the location of
amethyl substituent (Scheme4.1). Because theirmolecularweights are identical,MS
and imaging MS of a mixture of the two isomeric polymers without prior separation
is impossible. MS/MS requires sufficiently different fragmentation pattern which is
unlikely formany polymers.However, the application of LSIV-IMS-MSmayprovide a
solution.

The mass spectra obtained for the blend and the individual isomers showed
only þ1 charge state distributions and were indistinguishable. The molecular
weight distribution of the pure and the blend samples show relatively low values in
the m/z range of 600 to 1000. The mass spectra were obtained using 2,5-DHB
matrix and silver trifluoroacetate (500 : 10 : 1 matrix: salt: analyte molar ratio). Use
of IMS for the unequivocal characterization of the isomeric blend is demonstrated
in Figure 4.14. The analysis is obtained by extracting the drift times of m/z 755. In
Figure 4.14a, the PAMS and PPMS blend are displayed, showing near baseline
separation in the drift-time dimension allowing unambiguous discrimination of
the drift-time distributions of the two isomers. The successful separation of both
isomers was verified by measurement of each pure isomeric polymer, respectively.
The alpha isomer (Figure 4.14c) exhibits the smaller cross section, which is
defined by molecular size and shape, and travels faster at an average time of
6.72ms, while the para isomer (Figure 4.14b) exits the IMS after an average of
7.27ms.

In a final set of experiments, the same isomeric blend was examined for the utility
of LSII and LSIV-IMS-MS imaging. By separately dissolving each isomer in
tetrahydrofuran (THF), 2,5-DHB, and silver trifluoroacetate solution at a
500 : 10 : 1 matrix: salt: analyte molar ratio and then, spotting each solution side
by side on a glass microscopy slide, we demonstrate that LSIV-IMS-MS imaging of
isomeric polymer blends is possible using the SYNAPT G2 mass spectrometer in
the reflection geometry. The resulting images are shown in Figure 4.15. Each
colored pixel represents the abundance of a selected signal, here m/z 755, without
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(Figure 4.15a) and with (Figure 4.15b and c) the use of the IMS dimension. Results
without the incorporation of the IMS separation reflect the ion abundance of both
isomers at the signal m/z 755. Distinction between the isomeric blend is achieved
employing the drift-time separation. In Figure 4.15b, the image was exclusively
created for m/z 755 with a drift time of 6.72ms, corresponding to the alpha isomer.
Figure 4.15c shows an image of m/z 755 signals that exited the IMS after 7.27ms,
corresponding to the para isomer. Chemical analysis and spatial imaging MS is only
achieved for this isomeric polymer blend because of the solvent-free gas-phase
separation provided by IMS. Interestingly, the ion abundance of both isomers is
observed on the outskirt of the sample spot for the blend and both individual
polymers. Undesired inhomogeneities have been reported for polybutyleneglycol
(PBG-1000) using a MALDI-TOF imaging MS approach [130].

Solvent-free samples of the isomers were also prepared side-by-side using a ball
mill device according a published procedure [15]. The polymers were dissolved in
THF and spotted on 1.2mm stainless steel beads. The samples were dried at 35 �C
to ensure the full solvent evaporation and the polymer coated beads were placed in a

Figure 4.14 LSIV-IMS-MS drift time
distributions for (a) the isomeric blend of
PPMS-2480 and PAMS-1500 and pure samples
(b) PPMS-2480 and (c) PAMS-1500 using a 2,5-
DHB and silver trifluoroacetate matrix (50 : 1

salt: polymer molar ratio). Nitrogen gas in a
T-Wave ion mobility drift tube was used for
separation, applying a 652m s�1 wave velocity
and 42-wave height.
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ball mill device with powdered 2,5-DHB and silver trifluoroacetate (50 : 1 matrix: salt
molar ratio) and ground for 5min at 25Hz, homogenizing and transferring the
polymer/matrix/salt sample directly to the glass plate surface. Identical to the
solvent-based approach, the solvent-free approach was analyzed without
(Figure 4.15d) and with the use IMS for which the drift-time distributions of
m/z 755 were extracted for the alpha (Figure 4.15e) and the para isomer
(Figure 4.15f). Contrary to the solvent-based LSIV-IMS-MS approach, solvent-free
LSIV-IMS-MS, a TSA approach, shows ion abundance throughout the entire sample
spot. The solvent-free samples lack the segregation at the edge of the spot seen in
Figure 4.15a–c, demonstrating the homogenous shot-to-shot reproducibility inher-
ent to solvent-free ionization [4–16]. As shown here, solvent-free LSIV ionization
combined with solvent-free gas-phase separation is a powerful approach for not only
characterizing blends, but also blends of isomeric polymers that are impossible to
characterize by any sole MS approach.

Figure 4.15 LSIV-IMS-MS imaging of a
blend of PPMS-2480 and PAMS-1500 isomers.
A 2,5-DHB and silver trifluoroacetates matrix
(50 : 1 salt: polymer ratio) was used. The
solvent-based preparations were obtained in
THF and show the image (a) without respect to
drift times, (b) with drift times corresponding to

PAMS-1500 drift times, and (c) with drift
times corresponding to PPMS-2480. The
solvent-free preparations show (d) the image
without respect to drift times, (e) the imagewith
PAMS-1500 drift times, and (f) the image with
PPMS-2480 drift times.
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4.6
Future Outlook

Agreatmany advances in polymer characterization have been achieved using various
mass spectrometric approaches [73, 74]. Nevertheless,methods that can be applied to
more intractable polymeric compositions still need developing. As noted in the
introduction, there are numerous materials, synthetic and natural, that fit this
description that are polymeric. In an effort to begin to address these issues, we are
using an IMS-MS approach for solvent-free gas phase separation and analysis.
Identification of polymeric constituents is enhanced by CID and ETD fragmentation
methods. IMS, MS, CID, and ETD are all enhanced in one way or another by
formation of multiply charged ions. Preliminary results indicate that SAII permits
the use of solvents not amenable to ESI. SAII-MS [135], SAII-IMS-MS and the utility
of LC-SAII [136] open entire new ways of solvent-based analysis approaches without
the use of voltage (ESI) or a laser (MALDI).

Because solubility issues are common with intractable materials, solvent-free
sample preparation suitable for solvent-free ionization needs attention. Newmatrix-
assisted ionization processes which likely have common mechanistic elements that
work under AP and IP conditions and produce multiply charged ions directly from
the solid state are being developed. Initial work shows that these ionization
approaches are applicable to soluble polymers. Further, the multiple charging allows
advanced mass spectrometers with high-mass resolution, accurate mass measure-
ment, ion mobility separation, and collision induced and electron transfer dissoci-
ation to be applied to polymers. Solvent-free sample preparation methods originally
developed for MALDI analysis of polymers is now shown to also work well with the
new ionization approaches. New solvent-free methodology is being explored for
surface imaging. Combining solvent-free sample preparation with LSII, MAII, and
LSIV for ion production and IMS-MS for separation and analysis provides total
solvent-free analysis. Directing such technology toward intractable materials and
extended to tertiary structural analyses (shape, topology) even obtained directly from
surfaces is an important goal. Such studies will be need to be augmented by detailed
cross-sectional analysis using experimental data obtained by IMS-MS matched by
theoretical cross sections obtained by modeling studies to determine if native
structures are sampled directly from complex environments on surfaces so that the
polymer chemist ideally not only learns about theMWbut the spatial distribution on a
surface of a respective polymer topology.
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5
Polymer MALDI Sample Preparation
Scott D. Hanton and Kevin G. Owens

5.1
Introduction

Since the development of matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) mass
spectrometry, the data has been valued for the relative ease of the experiments, the
usefulness of the results, the sensitivity of the technique, and the diversity of
materials that can be analyzed [1–8]. Early during the development of MALDI,
polymer applicationswere discovered.MALDIexperiments canbe used to determine
the repeat units of polymers, measure the molecular mass distribution, and provide
information about the end groups. While the data generated by successful experi-
ments was important in the development of new polymers and the application of
existing ones, the key was getting the experiments to work.

With the development of powerful time-of-flight mass spectrometers (TOF MS),
the instrumental portion of the MALDI experiment has largely been resolved.
Modern mass spectrometers provide high mass accuracy, high mass resolution, a
highmass range, and rapid data collection. The key remaining area to investigate for
MALDI is sample preparation. In many ways, the expensive TOFMS instrument
becomes a detector of the quality of the sample preparation completed at the
lab bench.

MALDI sample preparation essentially entails the appropriatemixing of an analyte
with a matrix, resulting in a solid sample to be analyzed. For relatively pure, low-
molecular-mass molecules with high solubility in common solvents, the sample
preparation is easy and straightforward.Unfortunately for the polymer chemist,most
polymer samples are not included in that description. A typical polymer sample is a
complex combination of closely related molecules with molecular masses that can
range over orders of magnitude in mass and with limited solubility in only a few
solvents.

Because of the difficulty involved in successfully preparing many polymer materi-
als for MALDI, a misconception that MALDI sample preparation is art or magic has
developed. Through the study of the MALDI process, it has been possible to replace
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the art of sample preparation with the science of sample preparation. It is the
intention of this chapter to carefully examine each portion of polymer MALDI
sample preparation to shed light on the process. While examined as a whole,
polymer sample preparation for MALDI looks complicated; taken in steps, it can
beunderstood andutilized to enable the solution of difficult polymer characterization
questions.

5.2
Roles of the Matrix

The matrix really defines the MALDI experiment. In most other analytical techni-
ques, the matrix is the generic background holding the precious analyte. It can be
viewed from being an innocent bystander in the experiment, simply taking up space
and diluting the analyte, to being an active interference to the experiment, something
which must be accounted for to generate accurate results. In MALDI, however, the
matrix is a necessary component of the experiment that must be chosen with care to
obtain a successful result. Instead of being viewed with either disdain or suspicion,
the matrix is now a central part of the experiment.

Before the development of MALDI, plenty of successful laser desorption (LD)
experiments had been reported. While LD experiments were effective at analyzing
atoms and small molecules, there were relatively few successes in the analysis of
higher molecular mass species, like polymers, and those were generally limited to
molecular masses below about 2000 Da. There were several issues facing LD
experiments on complex, highermass analytes. Some of the key challenges included
efficient absorption of the laser light, nondestructive desorption of the intact analyte,
and effective ionization routes for intact molecules. The addition of substantial
impurities or matrices to LD experiments was the spark that led to MALDI as it is
practiced today.

One interesting aspect of the matrix in the MALDI experiment is that it is present
in huge molar excess (discussed below in Section 5.9). The presence of the matrix
enables the MALDI experiment to be extremely sensitive to the analyte. Researchers
have now published detection limits by MALDI into the low fmole mm�2 of sample
surface range for some specific biological molecules and synthetic polymers [9, 10].
While it can be counterintuitive, one way to optimize a poorly performing MALDI
experiment is to increase the amount of matrix present. The increased number of
matrix molecules can enable improved desorption for some analytes and dilute
interfering impurities in other experiments. Despite increased dilution for the
desired analyte, the exquisite sensitivity of MALDI often enables a successful
experiment.

In all MALDI experiments, the matrix must fulfill four different functions to
generate a successful result:

. generate intimate contact with the analyte

. absorb the laser light
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. desorb into the mass spectrometer

. produce an ionization path for the analyte

5.2.1
Intimate Contact

There is debate in theMALDI community about the absolute nature of the interaction
of thematrix and the analyte. The debate centers on the degree of incorporation of the
analyte within the matrix, and the degree of crystallinity of the matrix in the final
MALDI sample. Despite this debate, it is clear that the matrix must closely interact
with the analyte. To be successful, the MALDI sample preparation method must
generate intimate contact between the analyte and the matrix. The exact nature of
this contact is not yet proven. In cases where the analyte significantly separates from
thematrix, or if the analyte is significantly agglomerated, preventing intimate contact
with the matrix, then the MALDI experiment typically fails.

As will be discussed in greater depth below, other factors besides the direct
choice of the matrix play key roles in developing and maintaining intimate contact
between the matrix and the analyte. The choice of solvent and deposition method
both strongly contribute to generating the appropriate level of contact for a successful
experiment.

5.2.2
Absorption of Laser Light

The MALDI matrix must efficiently absorb the laser light used in the MALDI
experiment. The laser is the only source of energy available to convert the solid-
phase sample into gas-phase ions ready for mass spectrometric analysis. Most
commercial MALDI instruments use ultraviolet (UV) lasers, so most MALDI
matrices have functional groups that are strongly absorbing in the UV. Typical
matrices have significant unsaturation that results in strong UV absorbance.

Of course, assuming that the presence of an aromatic ring will generate the
needed absorbance can be problematic. Early in the history of polymer MALDI,
papers were published questioning the usefulness of MALDI to analyze simple
polymers [11]. They reported the use of gentisic acid as the matrix. Unfortunately,
gentisic acid has different isomers. One of the isomers is the well-used MALDI
matrix, 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB). Unfortunately, another isomer is the
closely related 2,4-DHB. Figure 5.1 shows MALDI mass spectra of a polymethyl-
methacrylate (PMMA) 2900 sample prepared with 2,5-DHB (Figure 5.1a) and 2,4-
DHB (Figure 5.1b).

The 2,5-DHB produces a typical MALDI mass spectrum and the 2,4-DHB
produces noise. While both species are aromatic acids, only the 2,5-DHB
absorbs the 337 nm light generated by the nitrogen laser used in the experiment.
The 2,4-DHB absorbs very poorly at 337 nm resulting in a failedMALDI experiment.
This was the problem faced by those early researchers. It was not a failure of polymer
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MALDI. It was a failure of the specific sample preparation method used to explore
polymer MALDI.

5.2.3
Efficient Desorption

The energy of the laser that is absorbed by the matrix must efficiently deliver intact
analytemolecules into the gas phase inside themass spectrometer. The interaction of
the laser with the solid breaks the relatively weak intermolecular bonds in the matrix
crystal. However, there is sufficient energy available to break covalent bonds in the
matrix molecules themselves; for example, many of the most popular MALDI
matrices are alpha hydroxy acids (like 2,5-DHB), which readily decompose to produce
water. Breaking of both the inter- and intramolecular bonds results in the generation
of a localized high pressure at the sample surface during the few nanoseconds of the
laser pulse. The material in this high-pressure region then expands into the vacuum
chamber, resulting in a large number of analyte molecules being ejected into the
mass spectrometer. The characteristics of this expansion closelymirror those of a gas
beam created by a pulsed valve typically used in supersonic molecular beam
experiments [12]. In many ways, the polymer analytes are simply bystanders to the
matrix/laser interaction and find themselves transiting to the gas phase along with
the volatiles created by the decomposition of the matrix.

The desorption event created by thematrix/laser interaction is a key to the polymer
MALDI experiment. This event does not directly involve the analyte. The analyte does
not significantly absorb the laser light. The matrix/laser interaction does not impart
significant energy to the analyte. The desorption event creates a �cold� process to
transition the polymer analyte into the gas phase. One of the key results of this
desorption event is intact, individual gas-phase polymer molecules ready for mass
spectrometric detection.

1000

(a)

(b)

2000 3000 4000 5000 m/z

50004000300020001000 m/z

2,5 - DHB

2,4 - DHB

Figure 5.1 MALDI mass spectra of PMMA 2900 prepared with 2,5-DHB (a) and 2,4-DHB (b). The
2,5-DHB is an effectiveMALDImatrix due to excellent absorbance of the 337 nm laser light. The 2,4-
DHB is not effective due to poor absorbance of the laser light.
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If something in the sample preparation method interferes with the desorption
process, the MALDI experiment will fail. Figure 5.2 shows MALDI mass spectra
of PMMA 2900 prepared with 2,5-DHB (Figure 5.2a), and the potassium salt of
2,5-DHB (KDHB, Figure 5.2b).

Using the acid form of the matrix, a typical MALDI mass spectrum of the PMMA
2900 is observed. If the salt form of thematrix is used, however, vastly reduced signal
intensity for the polymer is observed. The salt form of thematrix appears to no longer
readily decompose to produce the intense gas pulse which drives the desorption
event. Interestingly, the trace of analyte signal observed in the bottommass spectrum
of Figure 5.2 is thought to be derived from the residual acid form matrix present in
the sample.

5.2.4
Effective Ionization

The last major role of the matrix is to ensure that the molecules injected into the gas
phase have a route to ionization. The mass spectrometer requires charged species to
separate. If the analyte is a preformed ion, like a quaternary amine, then this role of
the matrix is not needed. Most polymers, however, are naturally neutral and require
assistance to ionize.

Typical neutral polymers will readily cationize with different ions, depending on
their chemical structure:

. Basic species, like amine functional polymers, will protonate (þ Hþ ).

. Oxygen-containing species, like polyethers and polyesters, will adduct with alkali
ions (þ Naþ , for example).

. Unsaturated hydrocarbon polymers, like polystyrene or polybutadiene, will
adduct with transition metal ions (þ Agþ , for example).

m/z

1000

(a)

(b)

1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 m/z

1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

DHB

KDHB

Figure 5.2 MALDI mass spectra of PMMA 2900 prepared with DHB (a) and the potassium salt of
DHB (KDHB, b) as the matrix. The DHB effectively desorbs the polymer analyte while the KDHB
does not.
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In the MALDI experiment, there is a ready supply of protons available. If the
analyte is basic, nothing further is required to ensure a route to ionization. In this
case, there is similarity to MALDI of peptides or proteins, which very often have a
basic amine site that drives ionization through protonation.

For nonbasic, neutral polymers, however, another route to ionization is required
for a successfulMALDIexperiment. Typically, ametal salt will be added to the organic
matrix to provide the ionization. For solvent-based sample preparation methods,
trifluoroacetate (TFA) salts aremost commonly used due to their solubility in solvents
commonly used in polymer MALDI. The most common cationization agents are
NaTFA and AgTFA.

The need for a cationization agent for polymer MALDI is illustrated in Figure 5.3.
The figure clearly shows the impact on the MALDI analysis of polystyrene (PS)

5050 preparedwith andwithout the AgTFA cationization agent.With the presence of
the metal salt, the PS mass spectrum is clearly observed. Without the metal salt
present to provide cationization, the MALDI experiment fails.

Therehas been significant debate in theMALDI community about the origins of the
ions observed. The two main camps in the debate are proponents of preformed ions
andpost-desorption formed ions.Thepreformed ionposition is that themajority of the
ions observed in the MALDI mass spectra are formed in solution during the sample
preparation step. These ions are stabilized by the organic matrix and then liberated
during the desorption step. Thepostdesorption ionposition claims that themajority of
the observed ions are formed from reactive collisions in the transition from the solid
phase to the gas phase during the desorption step. This positionwould require neutral
species during the sample preparation process and rely on the thousands of collisions
that occur during desorption. We tend toward the postdesorption camp and view the
MALDI source as a powerful chemical reactor. The key products of this reactor are the
cationized polymers that are observed in the MALDI mass spectra.

In the early days of polymerMALDI, a considerable effort was expended to find the
perfect matrix, a single compound that would provide all of the needs of the
experiment. By understanding the different roles of the matrix, it has been shown
that different molecules can be added to the sample preparation method to account
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Figure 5.3 MALDI mass spectrum of PS 5050 prepared with (a) and without (b) the silver
trifluoroacetate (AgTFA) cationization agent. Without the addition of the Ag, no ionization is
observed.
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for each of the roles. There is no longer a need or desire for a �silver bullet� matrix
compound that does everything.

5.3
Choice of Matrix

With the diversity of small molecule chemistry, there is a considerable list of
molecules that will significantly absorb the laser light and decompose into volatile
fragments. This list then constitutes the starting point for a decision of whatmatrix to
choose for a specific polymer MALDI experiment [13]. The decision about which
matrix to choose for the experiment at hand is then driven by the need to generate
intimate contact between the matrix and the analyte. Intimate contact can be
generated in different ways. For MALDI experiments, there are two primary path-
ways to intimate contact, either solution chemistry using appropriate solvents and
deposition methods, or solvent-free sample preparation. Each of these approaches
will be discussed below.

Tobetter understand thenature of the relationships between the analyte andmatrix
in the solid samples introduced to the MALDI instrument, a combination of solvent
solubility and time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) experi-
ments were conducted [14, 15]. The results of these experiments enabled the
generation of a guide to selecting the matrix for polymer MALDI. Figure 5.4 shows
the relative hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity for a series of common polymer MALDI
matrices (Figure 5.4a) and common polymer materials (Figure 5.4b).

Figure 5.4 can be a very effective guide to selecting the first best choice for a novel
polymer for MALDI analysis. The guide works in two steps. First, understand the
dissolution characteristics of the polymer in common solvents and compare it to the
common polymers on the right side of the figure. Choose the common polymer with
dissolution characteristics closest to the newpolymer. Second,move across thefigure
to the left side and choose the matrix with a similar relative hydrophilicity/hydro-
phobicity. This guide can be used to dramatically reduce the development time for
new sample preparation methods for polymer MALDI [16]. What may have once
taken several weeks to develop can now be done in hours.

To help new practitioners of polymer MALDI, there are a couple of listings of
previously observed MALDI results [5, 17]. The list of polymer MALDI recipes
published online by the polymer group at NIST [17] is particularly helpful.

5.4
Choice of the Solvent

For solution-based MALDI sample preparation, clear consideration must be given to
making good solutions of the analyte, the matrix, and any cationization agent needed
for the experiment. Partially dissolved materials are a clear sign of trouble for the
MALDI experiment. Especially for complex analytes, partial dissolution can leave
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behindawhole set of components andblind theMALDIexperiment to the full extentof
the material to be analyzed. If using solvent-based sample preparation, it is worth the
search for effective solvents that fully dissolve all of the components of the experiment.

Due to the fact that the solvent must be evaporated from the sample prior to
analysis, there is significant advantage from an intimate contact perspective to using
a single solvent or an azeotrope for the entire experiment. The use of multiple
solvents, either as mixtures to dissolve the analyte or from the use of different
solvents for the analyte and the matrix, leads to sequential evaporation during the
deposition step. This sequential evaporation can lead to sequential precipitation from
solution, which can result in clear separation of the key components for the MALDI
experiment, and to failure of the experiment. Separation has been observed expe-
rimentally by several groups, including by fluorescence microscopy [18], time-of-
flight secondary ion mass spectrometry [14], and MALDI imaging [19].

In addition, superior results are obtained by using solvents that evaporate rapidly.
As the solvent evaporates, thematrices will start to recrystallize. Recrystallization is a
method of purification familiar to most synthetic organic chemists. Purification is
exactly the opposite of what is desired for successful MALDI sample preparation.
To have the intimate contact required for a good MALDI experiment, the recrystal-
lization processmust be prevented. By evaporating the solvent rapidly, the process of
going from the liquid phase to the solid phase can be driven by the kinetics of the
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Figure 5.4 Relative matrix and polymer
solubility scale. The more hydrophilic matrices
and polymers are at the top of the figure and the
more hydrophobicmatrices and polymers are at
the bottom of the figure. Best MALDI results
occur when the matrix is a good match of
relative hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity to the
polymer analyte. Abbreviations:
DPBD¼ diphenylbutadiene, Dith¼ dithranol,
Ret A¼ all-trans retinoic acid, FA¼ ferulic acid,
TU¼ thiourea, DHB¼ 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic

acid, IAA¼ indole acrylic acid,
CHCA¼a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid,
PEG¼polyethylene glycol,
PPO¼polypropylene oxide,
PEF¼ polyethynylformamide,
PVAc¼polyvinylacetate,
PTMEG¼ polytetramethylene glycol,
PMMA¼ polymethylmethacrylate,
PS¼ polystyrene, PBD¼polybutadiene.
Reproduced from Ref. [15] with
permission.
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solvent leaving. If the solvent evaporates slowly, then the process will be driven by
thermodynamics, resulting in the most energy optimized end point, which is likely
the relatively pure matrix crystal with the analyte excluded. Some very effective
solvents which can dissolve a wide range of polymer analytes and rapidly evaporate
include methanol, tetrahydrofuran (THF), isopropanol, and acetone.

5.5
Basic Solvent-Based Sample Preparation Recipe

After the specific choices of solvent, matrix, and cationization agent are made, for
relatively low mass polymers (up to about 15 000 u), a relatively simple basic recipe
works for many polymer samples:

. 5mgml�1 solution of the analyte;

. 0.25M solution of matrix;

. 5mgml�1 solution of the cationization agent;

. mix the three solutions by volume 1 : 10 : 0.5 (analyte: matrix: cation).

This simple recipe assumes success with a number of other variables. Some of
the most important will be discussed below, such as matrix-to-analyte (M/A) ratio,
salt-to-analyte (S/A) ratio, and deposition method. Understanding these more
complex parameters of polymer MALDI sample preparation will enable the analysis
of more complex analytes and generate more quantitative results.

5.6
Deposition Methods

Certainly the simplest method of sample deposition is the dried-droplet method
originally developed by Karas andHillenkamp [2], where a small volume (0.5–2ml) of
sample solution is deposited on the MALDI sample target and the solvent is allowed
to evaporate at room temperature and pressure. Several modifications to this basic
depositionmethod have been developed, most by those preparing peptide or protein
samples for analysis from high water content solutions. The simplest modifications
of the dried-droplet method involve accelerating the evaporation of the solvent.
Increased solvent evaporation can be obtained by heating the sample, placing the
samples under vacuum, or by flowing dry air or nitrogen over the sample surface.
The �fast-evaporation method� described by Vorm and coworkers involves prede-
positing a layer of smallmatrix crystals froma fast-drying solvent such as acetone [20].
The analyte is then deposited from a high water content solution on top of this
previously deposited layer. Analysis of this layered sample yields a more consistent
analyte signal across the sample spot. An advantage in polymer MALDI is that most
polymer samples require the use of nonaqueous solvents, many of which are
significantly more volatile, and thus faster drying than water. Preparing a polymer
sample in a dried-droplet fashion from a fast-drying solvent results in the production
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of smaller matrix crystals and more intimate contact of the various sample compo-
nents by decreasing the amount of time for sample separation to occur during the
drying step. In contrast, while solvents such as water, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO),
and dimethyl formamide (DMF) can be effective solvents for a wide range of polymer
materials, their low volatility and slow evaporation rates make them problematic for
dried-droplet MALDI analyses.

Note that due to the higher rate of evaporation, it is generally preferable to premix
the sample components, rather than spotting them down on the sample plate
sequentially. It is the high rate of evaporation that produces a more uniform sample
surface composed of smaller matrix crystals; these crystals are also more impure, as
less time is available for thermodynamically driven separation of the different sample
components. This is particularly important for those MALDI matrices that were
initially developed for the analysis of proteins. One of the advantages of the widely
used CHCA matrix is its ability to segregate alkali salts while drying [21], which
reduced the quantity of alkali salt adducts in the observedmass spectrum. This ability
of CHCA to segregate salts would be detrimental to the analysis of polymer samples
which require the alkali cations to ionize. The use of a fast-drying solvent is an
effective means to preserving the required intimate contact between the different
sample components.

Generally, more reproducible MALDI signals are observed from smaller
sample crystals. Smaller crystals can also be produced by the use of smaller
droplets of solution, which dry faster due to their correspondingly higher surface
area. Faster evaporation of these smaller sample droplets has the additional advantage
of allowing even less time for undesired sample segregation to occur. Electrospray
deposition is an excellentmethod to produce highly reproducibleMALDI samples. It
has been used to analyze samples of low-molecular-weight peptides [22, 23],
proteins [24], as well as synthetic polymers [15, 25]. The extremely small droplets
of solution produced by the electrospray process (a few mm in diameter) effectively
dry in the short distance of travel (�2 cm) between the tip of the electrospray needle
and the sample plate. The remarkable uniformity of MALDI samples created by
electrospray deposition has been studied using advanced microscopy techniques,
such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and
imaging secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) [25]. For example, Figure 5.5
shows an SEM image of a MALDI sample prepared by electrospray deposition
of PMMA 2900 using DHB as the matrix and methanol as the solvent and spraying
from a height of 15mm. Figure 5.6 is the corresponding AFM image of the same
sample surface.

The resulting solid droplets on the surface (which appear as flattened spheres
�250 nm in diameter for DHB) contain the matrix, analyte, and additives (including
the cationization agent) in extremely close proximity. Even if the sample components
are segregated within these solid droplets, the distance between the materials is
insignificant compared to the size of the desorption laser spot, which is generally on
the order of 50mm in diameter. With adequate laser intensity entire solid droplets
(which are amorphous solids, not small crystallites) are desorbed from the sample
surface. These homogeneous samples often generatemuchmore consistentMALDI
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data than even the best attempts at dried-droplet deposition. The reproducibility of
the polymer analyte signal can be significantly improved using electrospray depo-
sition [25]. Calculated values ofMn andMwwere shown to exhibit a 3� improvement
(from0.51 to 0.17% relative standard deviation, RSD), while the reproducibility of the
absolute signal area showed an �10� improvement from 45 to 4% RSD. The
absolute peak area also increased by a factor of 3 for the electrospray deposited
samples.In addition to electrospray deposition, there are a number of other tech-
niques that may be employed to produce homogeneous MALDI samples which
are sometimes preferred because they do not involve the use of high voltages.
These include the aerospray device described byWilkins and coworkers [26, 27], and
the oscillating capillary nebulizer (OCN) device reported by Browner and co-
workers [28–30]. In the aerospray device, the flow of gas past the end of a small
capillary immersed in an analyte solution is used to entrain small droplets of the

Figure 5.5 SEM images obtained from a
PMMA2900 sample prepared usingDHBas the
matrix and methanol as the solvent
electrosprayed from a height of 15mm
under low magnification (a) and high

magnification (b). The images show
solid droplets on the surface with an
approximate diameter of 250 nm.
Reproduced from Ref. [25] with
permission.

Figure 5.6 AFM images from a sample of PMMA 2900 prepared using DHB as the matrix and
methanol as the solvent, electrosprayed from a height of 15mm. The images show solid droplets on
the surface with an approximate diameter of 250 nm. Reproduced from Ref. [25] with permission.
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sample in the nebulizing gas through theVenturi effect [26]. In essence, the sample is
�painted� on the sample target plate surface in a manner similar to an �air-brush�
technique. The OCNwas originally developed by Browner to produce small (i.e., low
micrometers size) monodisperse aerosol droplets for coupling low-flow rate devices
such as HPLC to an inductively coupled plasma for trace metals analysis [28]. In the
OCN, a lowflow of sample (low ml min�1) is pumped using a syringe pump through a
small diameter flexible fused silica capillary which is coaxially mounted in a slightly
larger internal diameter (i.d.) fused silica capillary through which a high gas flow is
passed. The gasflow induces an oscillation in the internal liquid-filled capillarywhich
acts to break the exiting liquid stream into very small and reproducible dropletswhich
are then entrained in the expanding gasflow.Anumber of groups have used theOCN
to prepare samples for MALDI analysis [31, 32]. Dally recently described a sample
preparation device that appears to be a cross between the aerospray and OCN
device [33]. The liquid sample is pumped through the inner capillary using a syringe
pump; however, no specific attention was paid to the flexibility of the inner capillary
and the inner diameter of outer tubing used for the gas sheath was much larger than
that used in a traditional OCN. Holcomb and coworkers have investigated the use of
this �modified aerospray device� to produce high salt content MALDI samples for
analysis and found that excellent reproducibility can be obtained by proper optimi-
zation of the experimental variables [34].

Not all samples require the use of one of these spray deposition techniques; highly
reproducible results can be obtained using the dried-droplet method with a good
match of matrix, analyte, cationization agent, and solvent. The basic solvent-based
sample preparation recipe described above can be effectively used, for instance, for a
low molecular-mass analyte such as polyethylene glycol (PEG) 1500, using DHB as
the matrix, sodium trifluoroacetate (NaTFA) as the cationization agent, and THF as
the solvent. However, as the match betweenmatrix, analyte, cationization agent, and
solvent becomes less, the advantage of use of one of the spray deposition techniques
increases.

5.7
Solvent-Free Sample Preparation

As the polymer MALDI community learned about the importance of effective
dissolution and intimate contact with the matrix for the success of polymer MALDI
experiments, it became clear that to analyze some materials, a solvent-free approach
would be needed. Work on some very difficult to dissolve and even insoluble
polymers and copolymers couldnot proceedwith the solvent-basedmethods.Around
the same time, several different labs published initialmethods to prepare samples for
MALDI without the use of solvents [35–38]. These different methods were all
developed independently and shared some important aspects. With evaluation by
the broader polymer MALDI community, most labs now follow the lead of Trimpin
and coworkers [39]. The solvent-free methods show two very significant advantages
compared to the more traditional solvent-based methods:
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1) No solvent is used, which leads to noworries about choosing the right solvent, or
dealing with analyte solubility issues.

2) The experiments produce high-quality mass spectra.

The solvent-free sample preparation methods opened up a significant variety of
newmaterials toMALDI analysis.Many different kinds of poorly soluble or insoluble
polymers could now be analyzed. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show novel electrolytically
polymerized materials that were completely insoluble in any organic solvent tried in
previous attempts of analysis.

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show high-quality MALDImass spectra of novel materials that
were very difficult to analyze due to solubility issues. The solubility issues greatly
limited the usefulness of other typical analytical methods like NMR and chroma-
tography. The bulk of the chemical structure information determined for these novel
materials came from MALDI, which was only possible through application of the
solvent-free sample preparation methods.

One of the interesting side results of the development of solvent-free MALDI
sample preparation methods was the observation of excellent mass spectral quality
for both sample preparation methods.

Figure 5.9 showsMALDImass spectra of PS5050preparedwith both a solvent-free
sample preparation method and a typical solvent-based method. The matrix was
retinoic acid and the cationization agent was AgTFA in both experiments. The only
difference was the use of THF in the solvent-based method, and dry grinding with
mortar and pestle in the solvent-free method. Not only does the solvent-free
method work very well to analyze this polymer material, it generates mass spectra
with just as highmass spectral quality. Both experimentswere conducted on the same
instrument in back-to-back experiments.
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Figure 5.7 MALDI mass spectrum of a novel insoluble polymer. The experiment was done with
solvent-free methods from <0.1mg of material.
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5.8
The Vortex Method

While the solvent-free experiments worked very well, two different issues were
encountered. Since poorly soluble materials were being analyzed, cleaning the tools
became very difficult, and the expensive ball mill specified by Trimpin and coworkers
was not accessible to all labs. The problems with clean up manifested as carryover of
one material into the next experiment. To address these issues, Parees and Hanton
developed the vortex method [40]. The vortex method took the basic tenants of
Trimpin�s method and used simpler, more available tools, and cheaper components
that could be readily discarded, rather than cleaned after use.

The basic recipe for the vortex method is the following:

600 1000 1400 1800 2200 2600 3000 3400 m/z

1080 1100 1120 1140 1160 1180m/z
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Figure 5.8 MALDI mass spectrum of a novel insoluble polymer produced with solvent-free
methods from an emulsion containing <1% solids in water.
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Figure 5.9 MALDI mass spectra of PS 5050 prepared using a solvent-free method (a) and typical
solvent-based method (b). The solvent-free method produces mass spectral quality just as high as
the traditional solvent method.
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. Add <0.1–1.0mg of analyte to a small glass vial.

. Add 20–100mg of solid matrix to the vial.

. If needed, add <0.1–0.5mg of cationization agent to the vial.

. Add 2 BBs to the vial (small round shot used in air rifles, otherwise known as BB
guns in the United States).

. Vortex at high speed on a standard lab vortex mixer for �1min.

. Remove a small amount of material with a metal spatula.

. Apply the material to the target plate to form a thin film.

The vortex method has been shown to be a simple method that is applicable to a
wide range of analytes. Figure 5.10 shows different PEG analytes analyzed with the
vortex method using DHB as the matrix.

The PEG standards shown in Figure 5.10 range from liquids to waxes to partially
crystalline solids. The vortex method is sufficiently robust to prepare successful
MALDI samples from each of these materials.

The key to the vortex method is the grinding andmixing effect of the two BBs. The
solid analyte,matrix, and cationization agent are allmixed together and ground into a
very fine powder. During the grinding and mixing, the conditions are created for
intimate contact between the analyte and the matrix. Studies of the morphology of
samples prepared by the vortex method show that thematrix crystals are ground into
remarkably uniform and small particles [41]. This same study also demonstrated that
the MALDI samples produced from the vortex method, despite it is apparent
simplicity, are remarkably smooth and complete thin films. Figure 5.11 shows a
scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a vortex prepared sample for MALDI
at 2000� magnification.

Even at 2000�, it is difficult to measure the particle size of the dithranol matrix in
the sample shown in Figure 5.11. One of the benefits of the solvent-free sample
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Figure 5.10 MALDI mass spectra of different PEG standards prepared using the vortex method
with DHB as the matrix and mixing for about 60 s.
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preparation methods is that they create a very diverse morphology. This diversity
increases the chances that whatever environment will generate the best MALDI
experiment for that combination ofmatrix, analyte, and cationization agentwill occur
somewhere within the laser volume.

It seemed remarkable that this much work can be accomplished in the vortex
method by the two BBs in only 60 s until experiments with the vortexing time were
done. Further studies have shown that high-quality MALDI data can be acquired
using as little as 10 s of vortex time and that recognizable MALDI spectra can be
obtained from as little as 2 s of vortex mixing [42]!

So far, most of the solvent-free MALDI experiments have been done on relatively
low-molecular-mass polymers, less than about 10 000Da. It seems that the Trimpin
ball mill method has greater applicability to highermass analytes. The vortexmethod
may not impart sufficient energy to the system to prepare higher mass analytes.

5.9
Matrix-to-Analyte Ratio

The requirement for a matrix separates the older LD technique, which is generally
only successful for low MW analytes, from the MALDI technique. While it was
understood early in the development ofMALDI that a significant excess ofmatrixwas
required, the propermatrix-to-analyte ratio (M/A) was not well understood. Different
results can be obtained from the MALDI experiment, even with the same analyte,
matrix, and cationization agent if the relative concentrations of thematrix and analyte
are significantly different. Early work by Chavez-Eng on the quantitative analysis of
peptides and proteins byMALDI showed that the proper choice of theM/A is key to a
successful analysis [24]. Figure 5.12 was obtained by creating a series of samples

Figure 5.11 SEM image of a vortex prepared sample of PS 2450 with dithranol as the matrix and
silver trifluoroacetate (AgTFA) as the cationization agent. The sample was vortexed for 60 s. The
sample shows a very diverse morphology. Used by permission from Ref. [41].
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where the quantity of matrix (in this case 4-hydroxy 3-methoxycinnamic acid or
ferulic acid) is fixed and the amount of analyte (DDAVP¼ desamino-8-d-arginine
vasopressin, MW¼ 1069Da or bovine insulin, MW¼ 5733Da) is varied to create
samples with varying M/A. The analytes were dissolved in distilled water while the
matrix was prepared inmethanol; the final sample solutions weremixed in a volume
ratio of 5 : 95, respectively, and prepared for analysis via electrospray deposition. The
peak areas for the observed protonated peptide/protein species are measured and
plotted with M/A increasing while moving to the right in the figure. The M/A curves
observed in Figure 5.12 are typical of the results observed formany different analytes,
including polymers. Figure 5.13 shows theM/Aplot for a PEG 3400 sample obtained
using DHB as the matrix, NaTFA as the cationization agent, and methanol as the
solvent. Electrospray deposition is used to create the samples. In our experience, the
M/A plots for polymer samples are not as �peaked� as those observed for peptides or
proteins, but show a similar trend that the peak signal for higher MW polymers is
observed at higher M/A values. These M/A plots support the empirical observation
that more matrix is required to get the more difficult to analyze, higher molecular
mass analytes to generate a significant signal in the MALDI experiment.Under-
standing the M/A plot is also critical to extending MALDI to successful quantitative
experiments. In contrast to a �traditional� analytical calibration curve, smaller
quantities of analyte present in the sample occur on the right in these M/A plots.
Note in Figure 5.12 that each of the analytes exhibits a linear range for analysis (e.g., at
M/A >10 000 for bovine insulin); however, it is also noted that the protein analyte
signal �saturates� at theM/Avalue of�8000 for bovine insulin and 1000 forDDAVP,
and then decreases quickly at lower M/A values. Presumably at low values of M/A,
there is not enough matrix present in the MALDI sample to effectively desorb and
ionize the analyte. The exact position of the peak in the M/A plot as well as the
steepness of the curves before and after the peak is found to be both analyte and
matrix dependent. Note that it is difficult to obtain such informative M/A curves
without using some type of spray deposition, as the large spatial variability in the
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Figure 5.12 Matrix-to-analyte plots for DDAVP and bovine insulin in the ferulic acid matrix using
methanol as the solvent. The samples were prepared using electrospray deposition. Reproduced
from Ref. [24] with permission.
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analyte signal obtained from dried-droplet samples leads to extremely large error
bars that generally obscure the shape of the observed M/A plots. As will be
discussed below concerning the analysis of polymer blends, when wishing to
quantitate, it is important to work to the right of the saturation point of the M/A
curve where the measured MALDI peak areas change linearly with the amount of
analyte present.

5.10
Salt-to-Analyte Ratio

Most polymer analytes are not observed to readily protonate or deprotonate in the
MALDI experiment. They require the presence of an alkali or transitionmetal cation
in the MALDI sample to efficiently ionize. For those polymer analytes that have an
affinity for alkali cations (e.g., oxygen-containing materials such PEG, PPG, and
PMMA),mostmatrices contain sufficient adventitious sodium that strong signals are
readily observed. Other polymers (such as PS and PBD) require the addition of
transition metal cations such as Ag or Cu in order for any MALDI signal to be
observed. While it is understood which cationization agents to add to efficiently
generateMALDI ions frompolymer samples, little work had been done to investigate
the effect of the amount of cation added to the sample on theMALDI signal observed.
Hoteling�s initial work in this area involved the study of PMMA 6300 as an analyte
with a number ofmatrices (DHB, dithranol and trans-indole acrylic acid, IAA), using
NaTFA as the cationization agent and THF as the solvent [43]. To undertake these
studies, a series of MALDI samples are prepared with a constant amount of matrix
and analyte, and an increasing amount of the chosen cationization agent. In these
studies, the M/A is held constant (note that the M/A plot for the analyte/matrix
composition needs to be defined first) while the salt to analyte ratio (S/A) increases
from sample to sample. In effect, the analyte is being �titrated� with salt, and the

Figure 5.13 Matrix-to-analyte plot for PEG 3400 in the 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid matrix, using
sodium trifluoracetate as the cationization agent and methanol as the solvent. The samples were
prepared using electrospray deposition.
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expectation is to observe a plotmuch like a traditional titration curve. An example S/A
plot determinedusingDHBas thematrix (at anM/Aof 1227) is shown in Figure 5.14.
This is an ideal case, as the peak area of the various PMMA telomers increase linearly
to S/A �1, and then remain constant as excess alkali was added to the sample.
Surprisingly, the signal seems to level off at a value very close to the stoichiometric
1 : 1 ratio, indicating a highly sensitive determination.

Unfortunately, not all combinations of analyte,matrix, and cationization agent lead
to an ideal case. As shown in Figure 5.15, when titrating a PMMA 6300 sample with

Figure 5.14 Peak area plotted versus salt-to-
analyte ratio for three telomer peaks of PMMA
6330 (square: 4430Da, circle: 6532 Da, triangle:
5531Da) using 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid as the

matrix (prepared at a matrix-to-analyte ratio of
1227) and sodium trifluoracetate as the
cationization agent. Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [43].

Figure 5.15 Peak area plotted versus salt-to-
analyte ratio for three telomer peaks of PMMA
6330 (square: 4430Da, circle: 6532 Da, triangle:
5531 Da) using indole acrylic acid as the matrix

(prepared at a matrix-to-analyte ratio of 1010)
and sodium trifluoracetate as the cationization
agent. Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [43].
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IAA as amatrix atM/A¼ 1010 andNaTFA as the cationization agent, a nonideal case
is obtained. In this example, the analyte signal increases as the S/A increases, but
after reaching a maximum at S/A �1, the analyte signal is observed to steadily
decrease as additional salt is added. This is significant, as the analyte signal decreases
if too much cationization agent is added to the sample. If the amount of analyte
present in the sample is not known, it would be difficult to determine the correct
amount of cationization agent to add. This is further complicated by the fact that the
amount of residual alkali present in the matrix, or extracted from the glassware used
in the sample preparation, is often completely unknown. It was found in the case of
IAA that this nonideal S/A curve could be converted into an ideal curve by increasing
the M/A. Conversely, decreasing the M/A for DHB to �300 converted the originally
ideal S/A curve (Figure 5.14) into a nonideal case. It is proposed that the observation
of ideal versus nonideal S/A curves is related to the interactions between the matrix
and the salt during the MALDI experiment, such as by the observation of the ease of
creation of matrix salt clusters [43].

This initial S/Awork was extended by Erb who studied the combination of PMMA
6800 as the analyte with four commonly used MALDI matrices (CHCA, DHB,
dithranol, and DCTB) and three alkali cations (Li, Na, and K) added to the sample
preparation as the TFA salts [44]. All of these samples were prepared by electrospray
deposition and the peak area reproducibility (as measured by the % CV) for most
samples was found to be 10% or less. Erb observed both ideal and nonideal S/A
curves, as well as a third case, which showed the analyte signal to increase linearly
until reaching a plateau at S/A significantly higher than 1. The exact cause for this is
still under study, but may be due to competition between the analyte and matrix for
the alkali cations available in the MALDI sample. Through this work, it has been
found that the MALDI analyte signal is often nonlinearly related to the amount of
cationization agent present, suggesting that control of the amount of salt added to a
sample is critical for an optimumanalysis, and especially for experiments attempting
to generate quantitative results.

5.11
Chromatography as Sample Preparation

As described in more detail in the Hyphenated Techniques chapter of this book,
chromatography is one of several well-established analytical methods that can be
used in combination with MALDI. Early investigations into the analysis of polymers
by MALDI showed that the best results were obtained from narrow polydispersity
polymers [45]. The rule of thumb for MALDI analysis of polymers of different
polydispersity is as follows:

. PD< 1.25: excellent MALDI mass spectra with excellent molecular mass
quantitation;

. 1.25<PD< 1.5: good MALDI mass spectra with reasonable Mn determination,
but errors in the Mw measurements;
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. 1.5<PD1.75:OKMALDImass spectra with errors in bothMn andMw;molecular
mass measurements erring low significantly;

. 1.75<PD< 2.0: poor MALDI mass spectra with no ability to measure molecular
masses;

. PD> 2.0: often no recognizable MALDI mass spectra.

One good way to address the issues presented by broad polydispersity polymer
samples is to separate the sample into several narrow polydispersity samples first. An
effective way to separate polymer samples is to use gel permeation chromatography
(GPC). An example of usingGPC to separate a relatively broadmaterial into fractions
for MALDI analysis is shown in Figures 5.16 and 5.17 [46]. In this example, a
polytetramethylene glycol (PTMEG)material having a polydispersity of about 1.7 was
separated with GPC and the eluent was captured on a MALDI target in a continuous
fashion [47]. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show the MALDI mass spectra obtained from
different spots on the target, which correspond to different elution volumes of the
GPC experiment.

Each of the positions analyzed by MALDI shows a robust and effective mass
spectrum. The MALDI mass spectra clearly characterize each of the spots analyzed.
These data can be inspected to find impurities, like the extra set of peaks observed in
the 34.2-min spot, and to calculate average molecular weights that are used to
calibrate the GPC for this material. In essence, this creates a novel calibration curve
for the GPC instrument specific to PTMEG.

Other chromatography experiments can also be used to help improve MALDI
sample preparation for polymers. Any chromatography method that separates the
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Figure 5.16 MALDImass spectra obtained from the continuous elution track of a GPC separation
of PTMEG 1000. The GPC eluent was deposited directly on a track of 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid
matrix. Each different elution time produced a narrow distribution of PTMEG telomers.
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desired analyte fromother species in the sample thatmight interferewith theMALDI
experiment can be applied.

5.12
Problems in MALDI Sample Preparation

To uncover problems in theMALDI sample preparation step, the true composition of
the sample must be known. This is often not possible for samples of commercial
polymers, so research is often performed with samples created with combinations of
lower MW, low polydispersity samples, or through the application of alternate
analytical techniques to either simplify (e.g., chromatography) or characterize
(e.g., NMR) the samples. Problems that do arise in the MALDI analysis are often
termed �discrimination effects� and generally fall into two categories, molar mass
discrimination and structural discrimination.

Molar mass discrimination is usually evidenced by a bias in the Mn or Mw values
calculated from the observedMALDI spectrum.One reason for this is the differential
solubility of different MWoligomers in the solvent chosen for the analysis. Hoteling
and coworkers demonstrated this using several low molar mass (<20 000Da)
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) samples analyzed using THF (a poor solvent
which dissolves only the lower mass oligomers) and a 70 : 30 (v/v) methylene
chloride (CH2Cl2): hexafluorisopropanol (HFIP) azeotrope [48]. For a PET 17.5 kDa
sample, no analyte peaks were observed in theMALDI spectrumwhen using THFas
the solvent, whereas peaks out to�12 kDa were observed using the azeotrope. Even
while peaks were observed, the low mass peaks were observed with significantly
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Figure 5.17 MALDImass spectra obtained from the continuous elution track of a GPC separation
of PTMEG 1000. The GPC eluent was deposited directly on a track of 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid
matrix. Each different elution time produced a narrow distribution of PTMEG telomers.
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greater intensity, and the Mn or Mw value calculated from the data is significantly
different from those obtained by GPC analysis using HFIP as the solvent.

For samples with a large polydispersity, themolarmass discrimination is generally
evidenced by a bias to lowmass as the lower mass oligomers are over-represented in
the spectrum.As described above, this problemmay be overcome by preseparation of
the polymer sample using some form of chromatography. Molar mass discrimina-
tion may also be due to ionization effects, as higher MWoligomers are often ionized
more efficiently than lower MW species. This type of discrimination may also arise
from instrumental causes. For example, the microchannel plate detectors found in
most TOFMSinstruments exhibitmass-dependent sensitivity effects aswell as signal
intensity-dependent saturation effects which often translate through to the observed
polymer MW distribution.

In addition to molar mass discrimination, structural discrimination may also be
observed in MALDI samples. Structural discrimination can result from differences
in the incorporation of different components in the solid sample (e.g., due to the
presence of hydrophilic versus hydrophobic end groups), or from differences in
ionization of the components of themixture. This is particularly important in sample
mixtures containing different end groups, as an important result of the analysis may
be the quantitative determination of each end group present in the sample. As an
example, Figure 5.18 shows the MALDI mass spectrum for an equimolar mixture of
four simple, low-molecular-mass homopolymers.

Figure 5.18 shows significant differences in relative sensitivity that can be observed
from subtle changes in polymer repeat unit and end group. Interestingly, the use of
different matrices yields different relative intensities.

Figure 5.18 MALDI mass spectrum
obtained from a 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 mixture of PEG
1900, PPG 2025, methoxy end group
polyethylene glycol (PEGOMe) 2200, and
Igepal CO-890 prepared with DHB as the

matrix, NaTFA as the cationization agent,
THF as the solvent and dried-droplet
deposition. The spectrum shows very
different sensitivity in this experiment for
the four analytes.
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Szyszka and coworkers have recently combined standard additions with an
internal standard method to quantify the amount of residual PEG present in a
series of commercially available ethoxylated surfactants [49]. While quantitation was
possible, it is clear that the response factors for the various ethoxylated surfactants
were significantly affected by the identity of the polymer end group as shown in
Figure 5.19 [50].

The different slopes observed in Figure 5.19 demonstrate significantly different
response in the MALDI experiment of these analytes, all of which are composed
of PEG repeat units with different end groups. The relative values of the slopes do
not appear to correlate with the degree of hydrophilicity of the analytes, or their
relative strength of surfactancy, as determined by their hydrophilic–lipophilic
balance (HLB) value.

Overall, what may be considered �simple� polymer blends can be some of the
hardest samples to analyze via MALDI. Without extensive sample knowledge, the
intensity of a particular polymer analyte series in the observedmass spectrum cannot
be used directly for quantitative analysis.

5.13
Predicting MALDI Sample Preparation

While there is still much work to be done to fully understand the mechanism of the
MALDI process, and even on a practical level to be able to rationalize the basic forms
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Figure 5.19 Standard additions curves
obtained for seven different ethoxylated
surfactants investigated. The plot is of the
average peak area ratios for PEG to internal
standard plotted against weight % of
added PEG standard. Error bars represent
the 95% confidence intervals. The A50, S46,

and S48 are experimental surfactants
obtained from Air Products and Chemicals, the
Triton and ethoxylated octadecanol
(Octadecanol þ EO) were obtained from
BASF, and the Igepal and methoxy end
group polyethylene glycol (PEG-OCH3) were
obtained from Aldrich.
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of the M/A and S/A plots described above, there are efforts to make the MALDI
sample preparation process more predictable for the polymer scientist. A rather
comprehensive effort is described in a recent publication by Brandt and coworkers
which describes a chemometrics approach (based on a combination of factorial
designed experiments and partial least-squares techniques) that can be used to
predict the best combination ofmatrix, cationization agent, and solvent for usewith a
particular polymer analyte [51]. This follows on earlier work from the same group
investigating the choice of solvent for analysis using Hansen solubility parameters
for the matrix, analyte, and cationization agent as a guide [52], as well as a means to
optimize the selection of what they termed the �mixing ratio� for the sample
components [53], which is a combination of the M/A and S/A concepts described
here. Their only limitation is a relative dearth of experimental detail, such as the
identity of themost useful �molecular descriptors� for use in the sample preparation
process. These are not the only active efforts in this area, but show a particularly good
application of basic analytical practice toward further understanding the particularly
complicated MALDI sample preparation process.

5.14
Conclusions

Sample preparation is the key to a successful polymerMALDI experiment. Research
into how successful MALDI experiments work has highlighted several important
aspects of the sample preparation process:

. Creating intimate contact between the analyte and thematrix, and preserving that
contact through any phase changes occurring in the sample preparation process.

. Balancing the amount of matrix and cationization agent in the sample to provide
the optimum ratios for observing maximum analyte signal intensity.

. Effectively depositing theMALDI sample onto the instrument target platewithout
disrupting the contact and ratios implemented at the bench.

. Sufficient absorption of the laser light by the matrix to deliver energy to the
MALDI sample.

. Efficient energy transfer to effectively desorb the analyte from the solid-phase
sample to the gas phase.

. Efficient ionization to produce the ions required for mass spectrometry.

If the sample preparation process is not integrated properly into the experiment, or
key aspects of sample preparation are ignored, even the most expensive mass
spectrometry instrumentation will not yield useful spectra.

Polymer chemistry provides a large structural and chemical diversity of materials
for analysis by MALDI, requiring a wide range of matrices and sample preparation
methods for successful analysis. Using hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity models, as
described in Figure 5.4, a wide range of polymer chemistry can be matched to an
appropriate choice of MALDI matrix. With the development of solvent-free sample
preparation methods, even completely insoluble polymers can now be analyzed
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successfully. By using chromatography methods, broad polydispersity polymers and
other complex mixtures can be successfully prepared for analysis.

The science of polymerMALDI sample preparation is not yet complete. This is still
an area with many interesting and challenging problems to solve, many of which
hinge on continuing to develop a deeper understanding of the underlying MALDI
mechanism. Areas of continued research interest include improving the quantitative
ability of MALDI experiments, the incorporation of ever-improving chromatography
instruments into the sample preparation, and the development of new and different
methods of sample deposition for high throughput applications.
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6
Surface Analysis and Imaging Techniques
Christine M. Mahoney and Steffen M. Weidner

6.1
Imaging Mass Spectrometry

Imagingmass spectrometry utilizes a probe (ion, laser, plasma, or charged droplet) to
desorb or sputter species directly from a solid sample. The ions generated are
extracted into a mass spectrometer (time-of-flight (ToF), quadrupole, or magnetic
sector), yielding information about the spatial location (and in-depth location in some
cases) of various elemental, isotopic, and molecular components contained within
the sample. Mass spectrometric imaging can be achieved either by rastering the
probe over a selected area as is typically done with a secondary electron microscope
(SEM), or by using secondary ion beam focusing elements (as is the case with
some magnetic sector based secondary ion mass spectrometers).

More recently, there have been remarkable advancements in the field of imaging
mass spectrometry for the direct characterization of soft surfaces, including organic,
polymeric, and biological materials. With the advent of several new desorption
ionization techniques, including cluster secondary ion mass spectrometry (cluster
SIMS), desorption electrospray ionization (DESI)mass spectrometry, plasmadesorp-
tion ionization mass spectrometry (PDI-MS), and imaging matrix-assisted laser
desorption ionization (imaging MALDI), low damage, high mass, and high spatial
resolution imaging in soft samples is becoming a reality. Furthermore, 3D analyses
are becomingmuchmore commonplace in such systems; a feat that was unheard of a
little over a decade ago. Finally, the possibility of analyzing samples at atmospheric
pressure allows for direct analysis of real-world samples, and the possibility of
characterizing biological samples in vivo.

In this chapter we will explore several different methods of surface mass spec-
trometry, describing in detail the benefits and deficiencies of each technique, as well
as reviewing some of the most recent advancements in the area of polymer analysis
with SIMS,MALDI, and atmospheric pressure basedmass spectrometry techniques.
The chapter will start off with an in-depth discussion of SIMS and its utility for
surface and in-depth characterization of polymers. Because of the number of recent
publications in this area, this particular topic will be discussed in greater detail.
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Cluster ion beam technology and its relevance to polymer characterization will be a
key focal point. This will be followed by a short discussion on MALDI imaging for
characterization of polymers. Finally, atmospheric pressure based techniques and
other newmethods for surfacemass spectrometry will be discussedwith reference to
their utility for polymer analysis.

6.2
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry

Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) utilizes an energetic primary ion beam to
sputter material from polymer surfaces. The benefits of SIMS include its extreme
surface sensitivity (top one to three monolayers), low detection limits (ppm to ppb),
and excellent spatial resolution for analysis of both inorganic and organic materials
(typically�100 nm, but can be as low as 50 nm) [1] as compared to MALDI (typically
�25 mm, but can be as low as 10 mm) [2]. Furthermore, a matrix is not required for
SIMS analysis making it an ideal tool for the direct analysis of organic materials.
While these benefits are useful, the ionization process ismuch harsher thanMALDI,
and therefore themethod is typically only useful for molecules below 10 kDa. This of
course makes high mass range analysis of most polymers difficult with SIMS,
whereas MALDI is useful for molecules and proteins up to 100 kDa [3]. Direct
comparisons of MALDI and SIMS can be found in the literature [4, 5].

This section presents an overview of the SIMS method for surface and in-depth
characterization of synthetic polymers and includes detailed discussions of its uses
and limitations. A fundamental review of static SIMS of polymers will be given, with
detailed discussions regarding the fingerprint information from the low-mass region,
as well asmolecular weight distributions obtained from the high-mass region. Recent
advancements in SIMS technologies, such as the advent of the polyatomic primary ion
source for polymer depth profiling applications, will be discussed, and recent
examples of 3D imaging SIMS will be presented. Some of the pertinent information
regardingoptimizationof experimental conditions for acquiring3D information from
polymers will be addressed. Finally, a basic introduction of the concept of principal
components analysis (PCA) will be included, because multivariate statistical analysis
approaches are being utilized more and more regularly for SIMS analysis (and other
surface mass spectrometry methods) of organic materials.

6.2.1
Static SIMS of Polymers

One of the inherent problems with SIMS for organic samples, particularly when
employing atomic ion beam sources, such asArþ orCsþ , is that the ion beam creates
extensive damage to the sample in the form of molecular bond breaking and/or
crosslinking, particularly at the site of ion beam track [6]. Therefore molecular
information rapidly decays with increasing primary ion dose. In order to minimize
this damage, primary ion doses are typically kept low, such that the probability of a
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primary ion hitting the same spot twice is low; a term dubbed the �static SIMS limit�
by Benninghoven and coworkers [7–10].Mass spectral data acquired below this static
SIMS limit are more representative of the pristine undamaged surface of the
material, and therefore can contain useful information regarding the molecular
structure of the material [9, 11]. In contrast, mass spectra acquired above this limit
will usally have increased evidence of damage in the form of aromatic hydrocarbon
peaks (initially) [12–15], and amorphous and/or graphitic C peaks after more
extensive damage has been done [16–22].

Time-of-flight secondary ionmass spectrometers (ToF-SIMSs) are commonly used
for low damage surface analysis of polymers. Unlike dynamic SIMS instruments,
which require the use of a continuous primary ion beam current and a scanning
of masses, the ToF-SIMS configuration requires beam pulsing, which inherently
lowers the dose [23]. Furthermore, the ToFanalyzer allows for simultaneous detection
of all emitted species with excellent mass resolution and sensitivity, making it an ideal
tool for surface characterization of materials that are sensitive to ion irradiation
damage, as are polymers. This molecular damage can be further decreased, at least in
part, by utilization of cluster sources such as C60

þ or SF5
þ . However, static limits still

need to be taken into consideration, particularly for surface sensitive experiments.
One of the first studies employing static SIMS for analysis of polymers was

performed by Gardella and Hercules, who employed static SIMS to obtain mass
spectra from a series of poly(alkyl methacrylates) [24]. Although this was the first
reported study of its kind, the spectra presented in this work contained several peaks
characteristic of damage (overwhelming number of C peaks), indicating that static
SIMS conditions were not entirely met. Later, Campana, DeCorpo, and Colton
published similar spectra under lower damage conditions, yielding mass spectral
data more representative of the polymers structure and decreased C-rich frag-
ments [25]. Briggs and coworkers continued with this line of work with a series of
systematic investigations of SIMS spectra acquired fromvarious polymers [13, 26–49].

6.2.1.1 The Fingerprint Region
Discussions of static SIMS of polymers will be broken down into two sections: (I)
static SIMS in the lowmass range (m/z 0 tom/z 500), and (II) static SIMS in the high-
mass region (m/z 500 to m/z 10000). The low-mass region, ranging from approx-
imatelym/z 0 tom/z 500, is commonly referred to as the �fingerprint� region, for the
mass spectral data in this region provide a unique fingerprint for each polymer,
depending on its molecular structure [11]. Unique fragmentation patterns are
observed, where fragmentation mechanisms for different classes of polymers have
been investigated in detail [42, 50–58]. Figure 6.1 shows an example of this, showing
representative mass spectra of the structurally similar polymers, poly(hydroxy-ethyl
methacrylate) (PHEMA) and poly(propionyl-ethyl methacrylate) (PPEMA) [59]. As
can be seen, the two mass spectra displayed in the figure are very different from one
another, where the peaks observed are specific for the corresponding molecular
structure of the side chain functionalities. This example also shows the utility of
SIMS for studying chemistry at surfaces, as this surface was created by reacting
PHEMA with gaseous propinylchloride.
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In addition to obtaining information about the polymers molecular structure, the
fingerprint region of the mass spectrum can be extremely useful for the determi-
nation of polymer molecular weights [44, 45, 52, 60–67], stereochemistries [68–70],
isomeric structures [39, 71–73], and polymer orientations [74, 75].

The low mass range can be particularly useful for surface characterization of
multicomponent systems, such as polymer blends, copolymers, and additive contain-
ing polymer systems. There have been countless examples of utilizing SIMS for

Figure 6.1 Positive secondary ion fingerprint
spectrum of a bulk sample of poly(hydroxyl-
ethylmethacrylate) (PHEMA) before (a) and
after (lower) treatment with gaseous
propionylchloride (CH3CH2COCl), creating

poly(propionylethylmethacrylate) PPEMA).
Figure reprinted from Benninghoven,
Hagenhoff, and Niehuis (1993), with
permission [59].
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characterizing surface segregation in copolymer and/or polymer blend systems
[60, 76–99], where the segregation has been proven to heavily rely on factors
including copolymer sequencing [78, 100, 101] (i.e., block vs. Random), copolymer
block lengths [41, 77, 78, 81, 101], bulk compositions [41, 77, 78, 81, 87, 93–95, 98, 99,
101], end-group compositions [102, 103], polymermolecular weights [60, 92, 99], and
polymer crystallinities [92, 104–109].

SIMS has also proven to be useful in extracting quantitative information from
multicomponent polymer systems [32, 37, 43, 80, 90, 93–95, 101, 110–118], as long as
a robust set of calibration standards and verification procedures are used. Figure 6.2
depicts an early example of utilizing SIMS for quantitative analysis in a series of
nylon-6-co-nylon-6,6 random copolymers of varying bulk compositions [30]. The
normalized intensity ratios (to m/z 55) of peaks characteristic of the nylon-6
monomer repeat unit (m/z 114) [signal associated with the [nM þ H]þ ion, where
n is the number ofmonomer repeat units (heren¼ 1), andM is themass of the nylon-
6 monomer (M¼ 113 gmol�1)], were monitored as a function of the known mass

Figure 6.2 Correlation of SIMS relative
peak intensities with nylon-6/6,6 copolymer
composition in 1mm thick copolymer films,
where m/z 114 is characteristic of nylon-6,
m/z 55 is a nonspecific hydrocarbon

fragment observed in both polymer
mass spectra, and m/z 213 is
characteristic of nylon-6/6,6 linkages.
Figure reprinted from Briggs (1986),
with permission [30].
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fraction of nylon-6 (.). Obviously, there is a linear dependence of the nylon-6 ion (m/z
114) with increasing copolymer content, indicating that SIMS is an ideal tool for
quantitative analysis in these systems.

The second set of data plotted in Figure 6.2 at m/z 213 (*) are characteristic of
nylon-6 (A)/nylon-6,6 (B) monomer linkages (A–B linkages, as opposed to A–A or
B–B linkages). This peak is present only in the copolymers and is not present in the
mass spectra of the corresponding homopolymers. A maximum is observed in the
plot of the normalized m/z 213 curve at a nylon-6 mass fraction of 50%. This is
consistentwith the fact that thenumber ofA–B linkageswill be greatest towardnylon-
6 molar contents approaching 50%. It should be noted, however, that the plot shown
here is of mass fraction, and not of mole fraction which is published in a subsequent
work [37]. The plots of mole fractions show a shift in this maximum toward higher
nylon-6 contents – an effect that was attributed to greater ion yields ofm/z 213 from
ABA linkages. Finally, it should be noted that the contribution fromA–B linkages in a
random copolymer of A-co-B (ABABAB)will bemuch greater than in the correspond-
ing block copolymer of A-b-B (AAAA-BBBB), illustrating the ability of SIMS to
determine copolymer sequencing.

Similar quantitative studies have been performed on a series of poly(ethyl
methacrylate) (PEMA)/PHEMA and PS/poly(4-vinyl phenol) (P4VP) copolymers [35,
101]. In the latter example, the authors were particularly creative and utilized random
copolymers of PS-co-P4VP (which were determined not to exhibit preferential
segregation ormatrix effects) to create calibration curves for use in the quantification
of the corresponding block copolymer (PS-b-P4VP) surfaces [101]. While there was
no evidence for segregation of either component to the surface in the random
copolymers, the block copolymers showed a P4VP-enriched surface. This content
was measured quantitatively by SIMS and verified with X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS).

Once again, the authorswere able to differentiate between block copolymers of PS/
P4VPand randomcopolymers of PS/P4VPbased solely on the presence or absence of
certain characteristic fragment ions indicative of A–B linkages [101] (similar to what
was observed in the nylon copolymer work) [30]. This direct measure of copolymer
architecture cannot be obtained using other surface analytical methods such as XPS.

The fingerprint region of the mass spectra can be utilized to determine molecular
weights of polymers at surfaces, where end-group-specific fragment ions are used to
calculate molecular weights, based on the increased molar fractions of these
components at lower molecular weights (the number of end groups increases at
lower molecular weights) [44, 45, 52, 61–63, 65, 67, 119, 120].

Apractical example of this procedure is demonstrated in Figure 6.3, which depicts
the process whereby SIMS can be used as an indirect measure of the molecular
weights of polycarbonates (PCs) at the surface of a compact disc (CD) [121]. First, a
series of PC samples of varyingmolecular weights were prepared and analyzed using
SIMS. Figure 6.3a shows a representative negative ionmass spectrum obtained from
the surface of one of the PC samples analyzed in this work. The peak at m/z 149 is
characteristic of the t-butyl phenyl end group of the PC, while the peak at m/z 211
originates from PC main chain (structures of both fragments are shown in the
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figure). Next, the area ratios of m/z 211 to m/z 149 are plotted in Figure 6.3b as a
function of increasing degree of polymerization n or the average number of
monomer units contained in the polymer chain. Note that there is a linear increase
in this ratio with increasing n. This means that the peaks selected are ideal for
quantification of molecular weights.

The calibration curve in Figure 6.3b was used for quantitative analysis of the
molecular weight distributions of PC directly on the surface of a CD. The results of
this process are shown in Figure 6.3d, which show the spatially resolved molecular
weights located at the surface of the disc. These studies, utilizing end-group-specific
fragments of polymers for quantitative analysis of molecular weights, are oftentimes
more accurate than using high-mass-range molecular weight distributions for
quantification of molecular weights (at least for SIMS) due to the lack of problems
associated with these higher masses, such as mass bias and chain entanglement
issues, which will be discussed later.

A summary of static SIMSmass spectra that have been published in the literature
for specific polymers and for different mass regions is given in Table 6.1. Also
included in this table is the corresponding dynamic SIMS (depth profiling) papers
that are available. This table is broken down into five separate sections: (i) papers
dealingwith the low-mass region orfingerprint region of the spectrum (<m/z 500) in
homopolymers, (ii) papers dealing with the high-mass region of the spectrum,
including high-mass fragments (m/z 500 to m/z 10000) in homopolymers, (iii)
papers dealing with multicomponent systems at all mass ranges (polymer blends,

Figure 6.3 Quantitative analysis of PC
molecular weight on surface of CD using static
SIMS. (a) Negative ion mass spectrum of bis-
phenol A PC, where m/z 149 represents end-
group fragments and m/z 211 originates from
the polymer repeat units in the main chain. (b)
Intensity ratio of fragments of m/z 211 to m/z

149, plotted as a function of the degree of
polymerization, <n> (number of monomer
units in polymer chain), and (c) spatially
resolved molecular weight determination at
the surface of a polycarbonate CD core as a
technical application. Figure reprinted from
Reihs et al. (1997), with permission [121].
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copolymers, or additive containing polymers), (iv) papers dealingwith dynamic SIMS
of homopolymers (depth profiling), and (v) papers dealing with dynamic SIMS of
copolymers, polymer blends, additive containing copolymers, or polymer multi-
layers. The latter two sections will be dealt with later on. Now we will move on to
discussions of the high-mass region.

6.2.1.2 High-Mass Region
Toward the mid- to late-1980s, Bletsos et al. worked toward utilizing SIMS for high-
mass range analysis of polymers and were relatively successful in characterizing the
molecular weight distributions in polymers up tom/z 10 000 [122, 123]. The authors
employed themethod of Ag cationization [124, 125], whereby a very dilute solution or
�submonolayer� was cast onto an etched Ag substrate resulting in the formation of
intense Ag-cationized polymer oligomers.

An example of this is depicted in Figure 6.4, which shows the positive ion mass
spectrum in the range ofm/z 600 tom/z 6500 from a sample of lowmolecular weight
(a), and high molecular weight (b) polystyrene. In this work, a series of PS standards
are characterized with molecular weights ranging from Mn¼ 9000 to Mn¼ 858 000
gmol�1, where Mn is defined as the number average molecular weight [126].
Figure 6.4a shows the positive ion mass spectrum acquired from the lower

molecular weight PS standard (Mn¼ 3770 gmol�1). Note that the mass spectrum
has three distinctive regions, and three overlapping molecular weight distributions:

1) Intact oligomeric ions cationized by silver are observed at higher masses
(betweenm/z 2200 andm/z 6000). The spacing between the peaks is consistent
with one polymer repeat unit of PS (m/z 104).

2) Below this region (between m/z 1000 and m/z 3000) lies a doubly charged
(M þ 2Ag)þ oligomeric distribution of PS, whereby the peaks are separated by
52 mass units. This is not always observed during SIMS experimentation, but is
often observed in PS samples.

3) A non-GaussianAg-cationized fragment ion distribution is observed throughout
the spectrum (m/z 600 tom/z 6000). The spacing between the peaks is consistent
with one polymer repeat unit of PS (m/z 104). These peaks arise from frag-
mentation of the polymer backbone.

Both the number average (Mn) and weight average (Mw) molecular weights can
be calculated directly from the intact oligomeric distribution shown in Figure 6.4a.
In this particular example, the Mn measured by SIMS was m/z 3550, which is
comparable to the value determined by gel permeation chromatography (GPC)
(m/z 3770). The values for the lower molecular weight PS standards agreed well
with the GPC measurements in the range of m/z 600 to m/z 7400 for this study.
However, the Mn determined by SIMS tended to be systematically biased toward
lower values than GPC, particularly in the higher molecular weight samples – a
problem commonly encountered when employing SIMS for these types of measure-
ments. There are several reasons for this. The primary reason is that the calculation of
absolute Mw distributions from mass spectral data assumes that factors such as the
sputtering yield, ionization efficiency, and mass spectrometer transmission and
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Figure 6.4 Positive secondary ion spectra of
polystyrene molecular weight standards
prepared as a monolayer/submonolayer
film on a silver substrate. Acquired from:

(a) PS-3770 (Mn¼ 3770 gmol�1), and
(b) PS-858000 (Mn¼ 858000 gmol�1).
Figure reprinted from van Leyen et al.
(1989) with permission [126].
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detection efficiencies are constant as a function of mass, which is not the case. Since
both ionization efficiencies and detection efficiencies are expected to decrease with
increasingmass, theMn values calculated by SIMSwill be systematically low, unless a
correction factor is used. Furthermore it is expected that the effects of increased chain
entanglements and fragmentation at higher molecular weights is significant, par-
ticularly in SIMS experiments, where the energy density from the ion beam is large
and fragmentation is probable. Overall, SIMSmeasurements in the high-mass range
are most accurate for low molecular weight polymers that have narrow molecular
weight distributions [126, 188].

Figure 6.4b shows an attempt to obtain a molecular weight distribution from a
much higher molecular weight polystyrene sample (Mn¼ 858 000 gmol�1) (sub-
monolayer cast on Ag). As expected, only the fragment ion distribution is observed.

One of the greatest benefits of using mass spectrometry methods for direct
analysis of polymer molecular weight is that information regarding the polymers
structure and chemistry of the end groups are obtained simultaneously [52, 58, 61,
120, 188, 209, 245, 273, 274]. Figure 6.5 illustrates this point rather nicely, showing
positive ion SIMS spectra acquired from polystyrene samples having different end-
group functionalities [274].

In this work, the authors synthesized PS samples using anionic (�living�) poly-
merization, whereby calculated contents of two separate terminating agents,
methanol and chlorodimethylphenylsilane, were added in the appropriate molar
ratios. Living polymer chain ends that interacted with a methanol molecule were
end-capped with H, while polymer chain ends that interacted with the chlorodi-
methylphenylsilane were terminated by a dimethylphenyl silane (DMPS) end group.
As can be seen from the figure, two separate molecular weight distributions are
clearly visible for the DMPS-terminated and H-terminated oligomers, respectively.
The authors effectively demonstrate that one can quantify the extent of end-group
functionalization in polymers, as well as determine the composition of the end
groups in general, through the direct comparison of the signal intensities of the two
types of oligomers.

This ability to characterize chain-end compositions is important as the compo-
sition of the end groups will affect the thermodynamic properties of the polymer.
Therefore mass spectrometry can play a vital role in the verification of end-group
chemistry, even in commercial polymer systems. Hittle et al., for example, were
able to use SIMS mass spectra to determine that a commercial poly(ethylene
glycol) (PEG) distearate polymer – a PEG terminated with stearate groups on both
sides – was in actuality terminated with a mixture of palmitate and stearate
functionalities [120].

Overall, the development of cationization methods for analysis of molecular
weight distributions in SIMS has been extremely useful in polymer analysis.
However, the requirement of submonolayer film preparation severely limits the
method for analysis of real-world samples. First, only soluble polymers can be
analyzed using this method. Second, this method is a means of characterizing
the bulk properties of the polymer and not molecular weight distributions at the
surface of thick polymer films. Therefore, scientists have been focusing their efforts
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more recently, on developing SIMS methods for the direct characterization
of thick polymer films in the high mass range [174, 228, 229, 236, 250, 253, 254,
267, 275].

Although it is extremely difficult to obtain this information frompolymer surfaces,
primarily due to increased charging and chain entanglements, it is feasible, partic-
ularly with the aid of cationizing agents. For example, Bletsos and coworkers were
able to characterize the surface of thick poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) and poly
(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) samples (200 mm and 2mm for PDMS and PTFE,
respectively) by covering the samplewith anNi grid. This helped to alleviate problems

Figure 6.5 ToF-SIMS spectra of polystyrene,
functionalized with different molar ratios of
dimethyl-phenylsilyl (DMPS) end groups. Peaks
labeledwith � represent oligomeric distributions
obtained from the PS having protonated end
groups. Unlabeled peaks represent oligomeric
distributions obtained from PS with DMPS end

groups. The mole fraction of DMPS end
groups relative to H end groups is
indicated. The bottom panel represents a
DMPS mole fraction of 0%, while the top
panel represents a DMPS mole fraction
of 100%. Figure reprinted from Belu et al.
(1994) with permission [274].
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arising from charging, which is a common occurrence in thicker polymer samples,
but also likely provided a source of Ni cations [250]. When using the Ni grid, the
authors were able to observe an Ni-cationized molecular weight distribution on
the surface of the PDMS. The cationized molecular weight distribution measured at
the surface of the thick PDMS film was in the same general mass range as that
observed from the corresponding submonolayer film of the same PDMS.

Later, evaporatedmetal overlayers were utilized as ameans of obtaining high-mass
range information from polymeric surfaces, a process dubbed �meta-SIMS� or
metal-assisted SIMS [113, 174, 188, 276–279]. In this process, metal overylayers are
evaporated onto an organic surface and serve as a cationizing agent. An example of
meta-SIMS for analysis of polymers is given in Figure 6.6a and b, which shows
representative positive secondary ion mass spectra acquired from a narrow mole-
cular weight polystyrene standard (Mn¼ 2180 gmol�1) in the high-mass range. In
Figure 6.6a, themass spectrum acquired from theAu-metallized PS surface is shown,
where the surface of the PS is coated with �20 nmol/cm2 Au. The distribution
observed in the Figure is representative of Au-cationized PS molecules. Figure 6.6b
shows the Au-cationized PS oligomeric distribution obtained from the corresponding
submonolayer film deposited on an Au substrate. The molecular weight distributions
observed are clearly very similar for the two methods, although it is apparent that the
spectrum in Figure 6.6a is slightly shifted toward lowermasses, as would be expected
in cases where increased chain entanglements and fragmentations are observed.

Figure 6.6 Molecular weight distributions
measured by meta-SIMS, beam (a,b) [174] and
metal nanoparticle SIMS (c,d,e) [253], both
using a 15-keVGaþ primary ion: (a) polystyrene
(PS) film (>10 nm) with Au metal evaporated
overlayer (20 nmol/cm2), (b) PS submonolayer

film prepared on a Au substrate, (c) PTFE bulk,
(d) PTFE with Au nanoparticle deposition, and
(c) PTFE with Ag nanoparticle deposition.
Figure recreated from Delcorte et al. [174] and
Marcus and Winograd (2006) [253], with
permission.
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Figure 6.6c–e illustrates a related method, whereby metal nanoparticles are
deposited from a solution onto the surface of the polymer [253]. Figure 6.6c shows
themass spectrum taken from the surface of a bulk PTFE film (no nanoparticles). No
high-mass range peaks are observed here. However, with the deposition of Au
(Figure 6.6d) and Ag (Figure 6.15e) nanoparticles a high-mass oligomeric molecular
weight distribution characteristic of PTFE appears.

The mechanism of enhancement in nanoparticle systems has been described
recently [280]. When an atomic ion impinges upon a gold or silver nanoparticle, it
creates a collision cascade in the nanoparticle. The resulting energy of the bombarded
nanoparticle is then transferred directly into the polymer surface, creating a dense
collision cascade in the polymer surface region, enhancing the sputtering yield of the
polymer.

Other methods of enhancing ionization in SIMS experiments have also been
studied by scientists. Matrix-enhanced SIMS (MA-SIMS) and related methods,
whereby MALDI matrices and glycerol (liquid SIMS) are utilized for SIMS applica-
tions, show great promise for characterization of polymeric and protein sam-
ples [281–289]. Although these methods are promising, much work needs to be
done in order to optimize them for analysis of polymer samples.

The ability to characterize molecular weight distributions from thick films, if
optimized, will be a useful tool for the determination of surface molecular weight
distributions (as compared to bulk distributions). However, it could also be useful in
determining surface molecular weight distributions and block lengths from copo-
lymer surfaces. Zhuang et al. [267], for example, were able to determine themolecular
weight distributions of a PDMS block component from the surface of a thick
copolymer film of polyurethane-co-dimethylsiloxane (PU-PDMS). In this work,
ToF-SIMS spectra were acquired from the surface of thick PU-DMS films, whereby
molecular weight distributions, characteristic of the full PDMS block component,
were observed. Thenumber average (Mn) andweight average (Mw)molecularweights
of the PDMS block were calculated based on these distributions and compared to the
amino-terminated PDMS (Mn¼ 1000 gmol�1) utilized in the synthesis of
the copolymers. The distributions at the surface of the copolymer were found to
be very similar to the PDMS homopolymer precursor. Although the authors did not
use a conducting grid or metallization in this case, they attribute the success of this
particular work to the fact that the copolymer film contained large mass fractions of
linear, low molecular weight PDMS (�82%).

Gardella and coworkers later published a series of papers employing ToF-
SIMS to study the degradation processes in biodegradable polyesters, such as
poly(lactic acid) (PLA) and poly(glycolic acid) (PGA) [228–230, 236, 275]. It was
found that the appearance of degradation products in the high-mass range could be
used as a means to measure the kinetics of degradation during hydrolysis
experiments.

Another way to improve SIMS for polymer analysis in the high-mass region is to
use cluster primary ion sources. Cluster sources are extremely beneficial for the
analysis of any organic material, and are particularly useful for surface characte-
rization of polymers [129, 135, 169, 185, 221, 235, 246], where significant sputter and
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ion yield enhancements and increased high-mass information from polymers have
been observed [129, 185, 235, 246]. An example of this is shown in Figure 6.7, which
showsmass spectral data acquired frompolystyrene (Mn¼ 2000 gmol�1) using aCþ

60

primary ion source as compared to a more conventional Gaþ primary ion source.
The mechanisms behind this have been studied in detail and will be discussed in
brevity later on in this chapter [141, 290–294].

6.2.2
Imaging in Polymer Blends and Multicomponent Systems

WithToF-SIMS, one can obtain high spatial resolutionmolecular images by scanning
a focused primary ion beam over the surface, similar to what is done with electron
beams during secondary electron microscopy (SEM) imaging. This allows for
imaging of the various components in the mass spectrum with spatial resolutions
as low as 50 nm in some cases. These modes require the use of a highly focussed
primary ion beam source such as a liquid metal ion gun (LMIG). Magnetic sector
based mass spectrometers allow for an additional mode of imaging, whereby the
secondary ions created are subsequently focused using secondary ion optics.

An example of imaging in a polymer blend system using a magnetic-sector-based
configuration (nano-SIMS) is depicted in Figure 6.8, where the authors utilized nano-
SIMS for imaging of various elemental components in a copolymer blend of PS and
PMMA [66]. The 12C image is from the PS component in the blend, while the 16O

Figure 6.7 Positive ToF-SIMS spectrum of polystyrene (PS) m/z 2000 using 10 keV impact C60
þ

andGaþ . Inset shows the high-mass region, whereby the PSmolecular ions are observed only when
employing C60

þ . Figure reprinted from Weibel et al. (2003), with permission [185].
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image is from the PMMA component of the blend. The corresponding copolymers
were also imaged, but results are not shownhere. This image shows domains of PS as
little as 100 nm in size – quite an achievement for thefield of organic SIMS.Although
the spatial resolution is exquisite, however it is difficult to obtain molecular
information using the nano-SIMS due to the increased beam damage associated
with higher currents.

The spatial resolution observed by the nano-SIMS can be closely matched,
however, by using ToF-SIMS with an LMIG source. A recent article published on
the microstructure and elution of tetracycline drug from a poly(styrene-co-isobutyl-
ene) triblock copolymer matrix illustrates this well [179]. In this work, the authors
were able to demonstrate imaging of tetracycline particles of a similar size as that
shown in Figure 6.8,whereby the tetracyclinemolecular ionwas imaged aswell as the
fragments unique to the styrene and isobutylene components in the copolymer. The
SIMS results from thiswork are illustrated inFigure 6.9 [179]. The total secondary ion
images are depicted on the left at two separate magnifications, while the correspon-
ding secondary ion image overlays for the drug (red) and copolymer (blue and yellow)
components are shown on the right. The small red tetracycline domains range from
well below 500 nm to 2 mm in size.

Some other examples of SIMS imaging in multicomponent polymer systems
have beenpublished, including images of PVC/PMMAblends [83, 133, 137], PMMA/
poly(perfluorohexyl-ethylmethacrylate) PFHEMA copolymers [138], PS/PMMA
blends [66, 139], pluronic/PLA/protein blends [96], PP/PET blends [176], PCL/PVC
blends [84], ETFE/PMMA blends [295], and PS/PBD blends [193].

An area where SIMS imaging has played a critical role is in the coatings and films
industry, where the adhesion properties of complex polymeric coatings need to be
understood. An example of SIMS for molecular imaging in paint coatings is given in

Figure 6.8 Nano-SIMS imaging of C andO components in a polystyrene/poly(methylmethacrylate
(PS/PMMA) polymer blend film. Figure reprinted from Kailas et al. (2004), with permission [66].
Image acquired with Csþ ion beam in the microprobe mode (ion beam rastering).
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Figure 6.10, in which the authors utilized ultralow angle microtomy to expose and
image a buried polymer/polymer interface [296]. The slice is created at an angle, and
subsequently imaged using SIMS in order to obtain in-depth information from the
sample. Thenegative ion images displayed in thefigurewere acquiredusing anAu3

þ

cluster source and show intense molecular and atomic ion images from three
different polymeric components in the film: (1) the poly(urethane) primer coat
located�20 mmbelow the surface (m/z 66), (b) the poly(vinylidene difluoride) (PVdF)
topcoat (m/z 19), and (c) acrylic PMMA/PEMA copolymers which are shown in the
figure to segregate to the interface region (m/z 85) [296]. The data is summarized in
an overlay of the three regions, created subsequently by the authors of this book
chapter (Figure 6.10b). The green areas are the acrylic rich regions, the blue areas are
the PU primer, and the red is the PVdF topcoat.

Figure 6.9 Positive secondary ion mass
spectral images acquired from a
multicomponent sample of poly(styrene-co-
isobutylene) containing a tetracycline mass
fraction of 8%. (a) Image of total secondary ions
(500� 500 mm), (b) corresponding overlay of
secondary ions characteristic of the tetracycline
molecular ion at m/z 446 (red), polystyrene

block at m/z 91 (yellow), and polyisobutylene
block at m/z 97 (blue), (c) image of total
secondary ions (100� 100mm), and (d)
corresponding overlay of secondary ions
characteristic of tetracycline (red), polystyrene
(yellow), and polyisobutylene (blue). Figure
reprinted from McDermott et al. (2010), with
permission [179].
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6.2.3
Data Analysis Methods

More recently,multivariate statistical analysismethods such as PCA andmultivariate
curve resolution (MCR) have been developed for SIMS [297], and have been used
extensively for characterization of polymer surfaces [63, 74, 109, 132, 153, 193, 194,
298–302]. Although there are several other statistical approaches to characterizing
data, the discussion here will be limited to PCA [303].

PCA is a method that is used to find variances in complex mass spectral data. The
first step in the process is tomeasure and tabulate the areas of the peaks of interest in
the mass spectra. The variance–covariance matrix is calculated from this dataset (X),
and the singular value decomposition is calculated, reducing the dimensionality of
the data to several key principal components (PCs), PC1, PC2, PC3, and so on, where
PC1 describes the greatest variance between the mass spectra, with each consecu-
tively higher PC number describing decreasing amounts of variance in the data. The
results of PCA are described by scores and loadings, where the scores (P) indicate
how themass spectra acquired fromeach sample are correlatedwith one another, and
the loadings (T) indicatewhat peaks are correlatedwith the scores data. The process is
defined by Eq. (6.1), where X is the mean-centered data matrix, P is the matrix of
sample scores, and T is the matrix of loadings. The cross-product of PTT contains
most of the original variance in X with the remaining variance (mostly noise)
relegated to the residual matrix E

X ¼ PTT þE ð6:1Þ
In the example given in Figure 6.11a and b, Choi et al. wanted to understand the

differences in the mass spectra of plasma-polymerized polyethyleneglycol (pPEG)
created at different plasma powers. Three different SIMS spectra were acquired at
each plasma power, and are associated with a single score, which is given in
Figure 6.11a. The first three measurements represent the scores from individual

Figure 6.10 Negative ion ToF-SIMS images
(500 mm� 500mm) of a buried polymer/
polymer interface exposed by ultra low angle
microtomy. (a) m/z 66, PU primer (located
20 mm below surface), (b) m/z 19, poly
(vinylidene difluoride) (PVDF) coating, (c) m/z
85, acrylic copolymers, and (d) overlay of PU

(blue), PVDF (red), and acrylics (green).
Findings confirm that the acrylic
copolymers segregate to the topcoat/
primer interface where they enhance
the adhesive properties. Figure recreated
from Hinder et al. (2004), with
permission [296].
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mass spectra acquired from pPEG created at 2W, and the next nine measurements
are the resultant scores from pPEG created at 5, 10, and 20W, respectively. While the
first three measurements have positive scores, the remaining spectra in the scores
plot have negative scores. This is an indication that the mass spectra are different
from each other.

Figure 6.11b shows the loadings plot associated with Figure 6.11a. The positively
loaded peaks in this example are associated with O-rich peaks, while the negatively
loaded peaks are indicative of hydrocarbons. Therefore, the O-rich peaks are
correlated with the pPEG created at 2W, while the hydrocarbon peaks are correlated
with the pPEG created at higher plasma powers. The conclusion from this study is

Figure 6.11 Example of PCA for analysis of plasma-polymerized polyethyleneglycol (pPEG). (a) PC1
scores plot for pPEG created at different plasma powers, and (b) corresponding PC1 loadings plots
for the pPEG films in (a). Data reprinted from Choi et al. (2010), with permission [300].
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that the structure of the pPEG created at the lower plasma powers is more consistent
with the actual structure of PEG.

PCA is also useful for imaging applications, and a recent example of this is given in
Figure 6.12, which depicts the PCA image analysis from a solution cast sample of a
compositionC-4 explosive. The primary constituents inC-4 consist of RDXexplosive,
a poly(isobutylene) (PIB) binder, and plasticizers such as diisooctylsebacate (DOS) or
dicaprylcapryl adipate (DCA). The image on the right-hand side of the figure shows
the image of PC2 scores calculated from a series of mass spectral images of the C-4.
In this image, the bright regions represent areas with positive scores, while the dark
regions represent areas with negative scores. The corresponding loadings plot is
shown on the left-hand side, where the positively loaded peaks represent poly
(isobutylene), and the negatively loaded peaks represent nitrates (from the RDX)
and DOS. The white areas in the image, therefore, are domains that are rich in PIB.
This example demonstrates quite nicely the utility of PCA for characterization of
complexmixtures. Themass spectrum in this PIB-rich region is complex, containing
several additional peaks characteristic of other components in the C-4. These peaks
canmake itmuchmore difficult to identify peaks specific to the fingerprint spectrum
of PIB. The loadings plot in the PCA, however, shows amass spectrum that is close to
identical to that of the pure PIB.

Figure 6.12 Example of image analysis by PCA
in a polyisobytylene (PIB) containing plastic
explosive (C-4). The image on the right
represents a scores image (200� 200mm),
where the bright regions represent
positive scores, and the dark regions
represent negative scores. The corresponding

loadings plot indicates that the bright
regions are correlated with PIB-rich domains,
while the dark regions are correlated with
the explosives (nitrates) and a di-isooctyl
sebacate (DOS) binder. Figure reprinted
from Mahoney et al. (2010), with
permission [304].
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Another analyticalmethod that is worthmentioning here is amethod developed by
scientists at the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) in the UK. This method, called
gentle SIMS, or G-SIMS, has shown great promise as a tool for decreasing
the influence of fragmentation in SIMS spectra of polymers [58, 227, 232, 305,
306]. The method takes advantage of variable ion beam damage conditions to
extrapolate information into low damage regimes. During the process of ion
bombardment, a high-density, localized plasma is created, where the temperature
of this plasma (Tp) varies with changing ion bombardment conditions (such as
changing beamenergies or using a different primary ion). TheG-SIMS process takes
into account the differences inmass spectra created at differentTps, (e.g., high vs. low
ion beam energies) and uses these differences to extrapolate into even lower Tp
regions, yielding a mass spectrum with significantly reduced fragmentation. An
example representing the utility of G-SIMS for analysis of polymers is shown in
Figure 6.13, which shows the representative positive ion SIMS spectrum
(Figure 6.13a) and corresponding G-SIMS spectrum (Figure 6.13b) acquired from
a PGA sample cast on Si [227]. As can be seen, the G-SIMS spectrum has significant
reductions in fragmentation allowing for visualization of high-mass fragmentation
patterns ($, þ ).

6.2.4
Polymer Depth Profiling with Cluster Ion Beams

In order to introduce the topic of polymer depth profiling, it is necessary to first
introduce the concept of cluster SIMS. Earlier in the chapter, it was shown that
polyatomic primary ion sources, such as Cþ

60 , can cause significant increases in the
sputtering and ion yields frompolymer samples. This is associated with the nonlinear
sputtering yield enhancements that occur when several atoms strike the surface at the

Figure 6.13 Representative positive ion SIMS
(a) and G-SIMS (b)mass spectra from a sample
of poly(glycolic acid) (PGA). Peak series of
[nM þ H]þ (#), [nM�OH]þ (þ ),

[nM�H2O] þ Naþ ($), and Naþ (^)
are labeled accordingly. Figure reprinted
from Ogaki et al. (2000), with
permission [227].
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same time [307, 308]. On the onehand, because the energy of each constituent atom in
the cluster will strike the surface with only a fraction of the initial beam energy, cluster
ion sources will deposit all their energy close to the surface. On the other hand, high-
energy atomic beams will penetrate deep below the surface causing extensive damage
to the molecules in the subsurface region.

Recent molecular dynamics (MD) simulations nicely illustrate the differences
between atomic ion and cluster ion bombardment [291, 292]. Some examples are
shown in Figure 6.14, where Figure 6.14a and b shows a snapshot obtained from a

Figure 6.14 Side-view snapshots during a
molecular dynamics simulation of sputtering in
Ag (a, b) [291] and polyethylene (PE14) (c) [292]
substrates. (a) 15 keV Ga ion bombardment of
Ag(111) after 1 ps, (b) 15 keV C60 ion

bombardment of Ag(111) after 1 ps, and (c)
5 keVC60 bombardment of PEwith 14monomer
units (PE14) after 5.6 ps. Results reprinted from
Postawa et al. (2004) (a, b) [291], and Delcorte
and Garrison (2007) (c) [292], with permission.
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MD simulation of Ga (a) and C60 (b) projectiles impinging on an Ag surface, and
Figure 6.14c shows a snapshot from anMD simulation of a C60 molecule impinging
upon a polyethylene (PE) surface.

The increased subsurface damage created by atomic ion beams coupled with low
sputtering yields results in the rapid accumulation of beam damage with increasing
ion dose, precluding any possibility of molecular depth profiling. In contrast,
polyatomic or cluster ion beams have a combination of increased sputter yields and
surface-localized damage, resulting in a system at equilibrium, where most of the
damage created by the impact is essentially removed, allowing for molecular depth
profiling in organic materials [309, 310]. This represents a major paradigm shift for
the method of SIMS.

Figure 6.15 illustrates this by showing molecular depth profiles from a glutamate
film (180 nm) vapor deposited on Si, using an Arþ (a) and SFþ

5 ðbÞ primary ion
source, where molecular and fragment ion intensities characteristic of this amino
acid weremonitored as a function of increasing sputter time [141]. As can be seen, all
characteristic molecular signal rapidly decays, when employing the Arþ source.
However, the SFþ

5 source yields constant glutamate molecular (and fragment) ion
signals as a function of increasing sputtering time. Furthermore, after �600 s of
sputtering, the entirefilmwas etched through, as evidenced by the rise in Si substrate
signal commensurate with diminishing glutamate signal.

Depth profiling of polymers was also demonstrated in this same work, where the
authors discovered relatively stable signal characteristic of PMMA at m/z 69
(C4H5O

þ or [M-CH3O]
þ ) obtained under higher primary ion doses [141]. Shortly

Figure 6.15 Comparison of depth profiles obtained from a 180-nm film of vapor-deposited
glutamate using Arþ (a) and SFþ

5 (b) primary ions under dynamic SIMS conditions. Figure
reprinted from Gillen et al. (1998), with permission [141].
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thereafter, Brox et al. demonstrated successful attempts to depth profile through thin
films of PEG, PPG, PMMA, andPTFE [146]. Although these polymerswere proven to
be amenable to depth profiling, however, there still were several other polymers that
were not. These polymers (i.e., PC, PS, PE, and polyisoprene (PIs)) exhibited the
same rapidmolecular decays as is typically observed with atomic beams (Figure 6.15,
left panel). Furthermore, no bulk polymers, other thanPTFE,were amenable to being
depth profiled. The authors concluded, therefore, that polymeric depth profiling was
more of an exception than a rule [146].

This is not the case today. With the development of advanced cluster sources, such
asgas cluster ionbeams (GCIB) (Arn>500)

þ [156, 196, 311], andabetter understanding
of optimized beam conditions for molecular depth profiling [142, 290, 312–315],
the limitations for polymer depth profiling have essentially been removed. It
should be noted that althoughmolecular depth profiling is not possible with higher
energy atomic ion beams (>300 eV), depth profiling of elemental components is
feasible using any ion beam, even high-energy atomic ion beams, and has been
utilized regularly for this purpose. For more information, see Refs. [166, 198, 203–
206, 256, 271].

A particularly successful group of materials in terms of molecular depth profiling
are biodegradable polyesters, which are prone to undergo main-chain scission and
depolymerization processes upon ion bombardment and are therefore more ame-
nable to molecular depth profiling [95, 96, 98, 130, 178, 237, 240, 241, 290, 312].
Figure 6.16 shows a representative depth profile acquired from a PLA thin film
(200 nm) doped with a drug molecule at a mass fraction of 50% [98, 240, 243].
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Figure 6.16 Representative depth profile of a
thin film (200 nm), containing rapamycin (drug)
in a poly(lactic acid) (PLA) matrix (drug mass
fraction¼ 50%); a polymer/drug system
employed in drug-eluting stent coatings.

(a) Average intensity profiles of m/z 56 (PLA),
m/z 84 (rapamycin), andm/z 28 (Si substrate),
and (b) z-scale image profile. Figure reprinted
from Mahoney et al. (2011), with
permission [243].
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This system represents a model for a drug-eluting coronary stent system, where the
drug, rapamycin, serves to prevent restenosis or the renarrowing of the artery after an
angioplasty procedure. Figure 6.16a shows the intensities (averaged over 5 s) char-
acteristic of the rapamycin (m/z 84, green), polymer (m/z 56, red), and Si substrate
(m/z 28, blue) plotted as a function of increasing sputter time with an SFþ

5

polyatomic primary ion source. The corresponding side-view image of the film is
depicted in Figure 6.16b, where the colors shown are commensurate with those
described for Figure 6.16a. Clearly, the drug is segregated to the surface and
interfacial regions in this example, and a very distinctive diffusion profile is observed
at both interfaces. Immediately below these drug-enriched regions are drug-depleted
regions, which aremarked by amaximum in PLGA signal (red) and a corresponding
minimum for the rapamycin signal (green). This example illustrates the utility of
cluster SIMS for characterizing the surface and in-depth compositions of additives in
polymers, as well as the potential for relating drug release characteristics to the
chemical structure within the film.

Quantitative depth profiling in polymers is also possible using cluster ion beams,
although there have been very few examples of this in the literature [95, 158].
Figure 6.17 illustrates the process used by Mahoney, Yu, and Gardella, to obtain
quantitative depth profiles from a series of PLA/Pluronic P104 blends (�1 mm thick,
cast on Si), which have potential as protein drug delivery vehicles [95]. A typical depth
profile acquired from a PLA/P104 blend system is displayed in Figure 6.17a, where
the knownmass fraction of P104 in the blendwas 10%. Intensity characteristic of the
P104molecule (m/z 59; solid gray line), PLA (m/z 56, solid black line) and Si (m/z 28,
dashed line), are displayed as a function of SFþ

5 sputter time. A very similar diffusion
profile is observed in the P104/PLA blend system, as was discussed previously with
the model drug delivery system in Figure 6.16, where the P104 appears to be
segregating to the surface and interfacial regions.

Thedata is plotted as a ratio of P104 (m/z 59) toPLA (m/z 56) signal in Figure 6.17b,
giving a qualitative assessment of the P104 content relative to PLA. Also note that
the data is converted to a depth scale through use ofmeasured sputter rates (in nm/s).
It is expected that the intensity ratio observed in the steady-state region of the profile
will be associated with the known bulk content in the sample (in this case 10%).
Therefore, one can create calibration curves by analyzing a series of polymer blends
with varying bulk compositions, and plotting the intensity ratios in the steady-state
region as a function of known bulk compositions (Figure 6.17c and d). The resultant
equations with fitted parameters were utilized to obtain quantitative depth profiles
from the intensity ratio profiles (Figure 6.17e). The concentrations of P104 at
the surface, in this example, were measured to be �25%. This is consistent with
previous XPS data [95].

"
Figure 6.17 (Continued) of P104mass fraction
(ranging from 10% to 50%), and (e)
composition depth profile plotting the mass
fraction of P104 as a function of depth,
calculated using the calibration curves in (c)

and (d). Values plotted in (c) and (d)
are the averaged values from at least
four measurements with the error
bars representing one standard
deviation.
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Figure 6.17 Demonstration of quantitative
depth profiling in a sample of poly(lactide acid)
(PLA) containing 10% by weight of P104. (a)
Signal characteristic of P104 (m/z 59), PLA (m/z
56), and Si (m/z 28) plotted as a function of
increasing sputter time with a 5-keV SFþ

5

polyatomic primary ion source, (b) ratio of
intensities characteristic of P104 (m/z 59) to
PLA (m/z 56), (c) average steady-state intensity
ratios plotted as a function of P104 mass
fraction (ranging from 0% to 10%), (d) average
steady-state intensity ratios plotted as a function
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6.2.4.2 A Brief Discussion on the Physics and Chemistry of Sputtering
and its Role in Optimized Beam Conditions
It iswell-known that different polymerswill behave differently when irradiated by ion
beams or other forms of radiation [162, 167, 170, 290, 316–318]. More specifically,
certain polymers will tend to crosslink under ion beam irradiation (e.g., PS, PE, PP,
etc.; polymers that have very little branching and high aromaticity), whereas others
will undergo extensive degradation viamain-chain scission and/or depolymerization
processes (e.g., PLA and PMMA; polymers that have increased branching and
weakened main chain structure via introduction of chemical functionalities) [290].

Obviously, for sputter depth profiling crosslinking polymers are going to be more
difficult to work with, because crosslinked polymers have decreased sputtering
yields, which continue to decrease with increasing crosslink concentration [32,
162]. Even in degrading polymers, however, there is often an element of crosslinking
that occurs, whichwill eventually accumulate to a pointwhere depthprofiling in these
systems also fails. The approach of the �gel point� in the bombarded regionwill cause
an evenmore rapid decay inmolecular signal and corresponding sputter rates until a
graphitized surface structure is formed [19, 20, 40, 153, 154, 162, 290, 319–322].

It is also well understood that it is not the initial ion bombardment event that
causes the damage, but rather the diffusion of free radicals created by the initial
event [6]. Onemethod of decreasing the reactivity of these free radicals is to trap them
by decreasing the temperature of the sample during the SIMS depth profile
experiment. This significantly decreases the diffusion and reactivity of the free
radicals and therefore has often resulted in significant improvements in the depth
profilability of organics [98, 149, 154, 160, 178, 323, 324].

Increased temperatures also can play a role, particularly above the glass transition
temperature of the polymer of interest, where free radicals have an even greater
reactivity and diffusivity resultant from the increasedmobility of the polymer chains.
While increasing temperature is likely to speed up the crosslinking events in many
polymers, it is also expected to increase the chain scission events. This has been
proven to be the case in certain polymers, such as PMMA and poly(a-methyl styrene)
(PAMS), in which ion-beam-induced depolymerization mechanisms dominate at
higher temperatures [152, 160].

Other experimental parameters have proven to be important in polymer depth
profiling, including ion-beam angle [197, 312, 325], beam energy [143, 148, 153, 196,
312, 314, 326], sample rotation [312–314], and sourcedesign, chemistry, and size [156,
161, 241, 263, 290]. On the one hand, increased beam energies, for example, typically
allow for increased maximum achievable erosion depths before the gel point is
reached and the molecular signal disappears, likely a result of the increased sputter
yields observed at higher beam energies [143, 153, 326]. On the other hand, the
higher beam energies will impart increased damage to the sample (increased Tp as
described by G-SIMS, see Section 6.2.3), resulting in significant losses in depth
resolution and increased fragmentation in the mass spectra.

Organic depth profiling at glancing incidence angles also shows much improved
results as compared to normal angles [309, 310, 327, 328]. When the ion impinges
upon a surface at 90�, the energy is distributed downward toward the bulk of the
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sample, creating a thicker �altered layer� [310], while at a 10� glancing incidence
the energy will be distributed at an angle away from the bulk of the sample, resulting
in a decreased �altered layer� thickness and therefore decreased overall damage
accumulation. Using glancing angles, some have even been able to demonstrate
depth profiling in type I crosslinking polymers, such as polystyrene [197].

More recently, sample rotation has been shown to play a very significant role as
well, removing the topography formation during the depth profile experiment, and
thus allowing for increased sustainability of signal and more uniform sputter
properties [312–314].

The parameters discussed above are summarized in Figure 6.18, which shows the
results from a recent interlaboratory study performed with a multilayer reference
material prepared by NPL [311, 312, 314]. The reference material consists of
alternating layers of two UV stabilizers (Irganox 1010 (�55 nm) and Irganox 3114
(3 nm� 4 nm)), prepared by evaporation. This type of sample provides an accurate
measure of sputter rate nonlinearities and variations in depth resolutions under
changing experimental conditions.

A sample depth profile of the NPL reference material using 20 keV C2þ
60 ions with

sample rotation is shown in Figure 6.18a. As can be seen, the signal characteristic of
the Irganox 3114 is monitored as a function of depth, and four peaks are resolved.
Figure 6.18b shows plots of the FWHMmeasured from each of the four peaks under
different beam conditions. The curve on the top (O) shows the control values,
acquiredusing 20 keVCþ

60, 45
� incidence and 25 �C.Thedepth resolution of the peaks

(FWHM) clearly decays with depth. The corresponding sputter rates are also
nonlinear with increasing depth (data not shown). The best results for this particular

Figure 6.18 Depth profiling in organic
multilayer reference material developed by the
National Physics Laboratory (NPL) in the
UK [329]. Layers consist of Irganox 1010 with
very thin layers of Irganox 3114 distributed
throughout: (a) example of a depth profile
acquired using 20 keV C2þ

60 ions with 14Hz
sample rotation. The thickness of each
Irganox 3114 layer is shown and the

integrated intensity ratios are in close
agreement with thickness ratios. (b) FWHM
measured for each layer, using improved
parameters such as 20 keV C60 at a 76�

incidence angle (&), 10 keV C60 at �80 �C
(}), and 20 keV C60 at 14Hz rotation (~),
compared to mean 20 keV C60 values (O).
Figure reprinted from Shard et al. (2010),
with permission [312].
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system are obtained at low temperatures (}) and with sample rotation (&). This is
followed closely by the results obtained at glancing incidence angles (~).

Although these optimized conditions are useful for depth profiling in degrading
polymers, they still have not proven to be useful (other than glancing incidence
angles) for depth profiling in type I polymers. There are specific chemistries,
however, that can be taken advantage of for depth profiling in type I polymers. For
example, since crosslinking mechanisms in polymers are largely dependent on free
radical chemistry, the use of free radical inhibitors should help quench these
reactions. Preliminary results, where a free radical inhibitor gas such as NO was
leaked into the main chamber during the experiment, show very promising results
for depth profiling in type I polymers such as PS [330]. Another means of charac-
terizing type I polymers is to utilize a low-energy reactive beam, such as Csþ

(<200 eV), which is superior for analysis of crosslinking polymers (better than most
cluster sources) most likely due to the formation of reactive intermediates [142, 155,
212, 213, 331].

The best depth profiles thus far, however, have been obtained from the application
of the GCIB in SIMS. GCIBs consist of hundreds to thousands of atoms (such as Ar)
or molecules (O2 or SF6) of gaseous materials that are formed by a supersonic
expansion. Thesemassive gas clusters are capable of profiling throughboth type I and
type II polymers, with superior depth resolutions and greater sampling (etching)
depths as compared to more conventional cluster ion sources, such as Cþ

60 [156, 196,
197, 311]. Although these sources are relatively new to the market, it is expected
that they will be the gold standard in sputter sources (particularly for polymers) in the
near future.

6.2.5
3-D Analysis in Polymer Systems

One of the most exciting aspects of polymer depth profiling is the potential for
visualizing molecular distributions in 3D. This is done by stacking sequential SIMS
images acquired at different erosion depths. 3D imaging in polymers was first
demonstrated by Gillen et al. [239], where 3D volumetric representations of PLA-
based drug delivery systems were presented.

A more recent example is given in Figure 6.19, which shows the 3D volumetric
representations of pluronic (P104) in a PLA matrix (same system as was described
earlier inFigure 6.17).All samples showncontain aP104mass fraction of 15%,where
Figure 6.19a and b also contains bovine serum albumin (BSA) at a mass fraction of
5%. The BSA was added via an oil-and-water emulsion method [96]. The study
presented here is a continuation of a previous work performed by Mahoney et al.,
where the authors utilized insulin as the model protein [96].

Figure 6.19c and d shows the 3D distribution of pluronic in the control sample
containing no BSA, where Figure 6.19c shows a side view of the image (surface
toward the bottom of the image), and Figure 6.19d shows a frontal view. P104
crystalline domains are clearly observed in the subsurface region, where the
depletion layer is located.
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The pluronic molecule is an amphiphillac triblock copolymer containing PEG and
PPG components. The amphiphilic nature of the P104 polymer in combination with
its increased biocompatibility means that it is well-suited to encapsulate and protect
protein components viamicelle encapsulation, and thus can increase their stability in
hydrophobic polymer matrices, such as PLA [95, 96, 332].

The images of the BSA-containing system in Figure 6.19a and b show a very
different 3D structure. In both the cases, the 2D diffusion profile in the z-direction is
clearly observed, whereby the pluronic component is enriched at the surface and
depleted in the subsurface region. However, spherical domains are observed in the
depletion region in the BSA-containing sample, as opposed to the crystalline P104
domains that were observed in the control. These spherical domains are consistent
with the formation of BSA-containing micelles. Indeed, the nitrogen signal is
colocated with the P104 signal in the negative ion images (data not shown).

One of the biggest difficulties that arise from analysis of samples of this type is
matrix effects.More specifically for the example in Figure 6.19, the proteins aremore

Figure 6.19 3-D volumetric representations of
pluronic (P104) in a model protein delivery
device (200� 200� 0.9mm). Data were
acquired using a Bi3

þ cluster source for
imaging, and an 8-keV SF5

þ polyatomic source
for sputtering. All images contain a P104 mass
fraction of 15% in PLA. (a þ b) Also contains
BSA (mass fraction of 5%); (a) side view, and
(b) frontal view. (c þ d) Controls sample

containing no BSA; (c) side view, and (d) frontal
view. Data shown represent all signal acquired
prior to the polymer/Si interface region.
Therefore, the approximate thickness of the
displayed area is approximately 900 nm in both
cases. The visual differences in scaling in the
z-direction are resultant from differing sputter
rates (sputter rates were slower in BSA-
containing system).
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difficult to ionize relative to the surrounding polymer matrix. Therefore, the protein
signal wasmasked by the overwhelming signal from the polymeric matrix. Although
negative ion images do indeed show low mass nitrogen-containing species in this
region, the signal was very weak, and there were nomolecular signals consistent with
the protein. The positive ion mass spectra showed no evidence of any protein
anywhere throughout the film. Matrix effects, therefore, remain an elusive problem
in the field of SIMS.

Although SIMS 3D imaging does show promise for characterization of polymeric
materials, there are certain things that need to be considered when performing any
sputter depth profile experiment, including differential sputtering rates in multi-
component systems and different damage accumulation rates. This can be corrected
for, at least in part by measuring the topography (e.g., AFM) before and after the
experiment, and correcting the z-scaling accordingly.Wucher et al. defined these and
other protocols for obtaining accurate 3D images in soft materials [333].

Another very important area of recent development in cluster SIMShas been in the
application of cluster SIMS for 2D and 3D mass spectral analysis in biological
systems [2, 334–342]. Although this topic is not the scope of the current work, it is
important to mention this work in brevity, as it more than adequately demonstrates
the utility of the method for high spatial resolution imaging in 3D. Recent examples
in 3D subcellular imaging are very promising, and represent an areawhere SIMS can
potentiallymake ahuge impact [337, 342].Once again,matrix effects are proving to be
an important factor in biological tissue imaging, particularly for pharmaceutical
components in tissue [283, 343].

6.3
Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization (MALDI)

6.3.1
History of MALDI Imaging Mass Spectrometry

MALDI utilizes a laser probe for desorption of species from surfaces. In comparison
to other imaging techniques (e.g., SIMS-ToF), the sample preparation inMALDI-ToF
MS requires the deposition of a matrix, which is essential for the soft desorption and
ionization of the analyte molecules. Hence, a homogeneous covering of the sample
by thematrix represents a basic prerequisite for recording reproducible data. For this
purpose, various techniques have been developed and will be discussed in
Section 6.3.2.

Soon after its broad introduction in the scientific community in the mid-nineties,
the potential of MALDI-ToF mass spectrometry for imaging experiments became
obvious. Instrumental developments, especially in the field of lasers, detectors, and
digitizers, enabled the fast recording and processing of huge data sets. For example,
the laser repetition rate increased from 10Hz (N2 laser, 337 nm) to 1 kHz (solid-state
lasers, 355 nm), which was especially important for the rapid scanning of larger
sample regions.
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In 1997, afirst example onMALDI imaging of peptides and proteinswas presented
by the Caprioli group [344]. Although this chapter is dedicated to synthetic macro-
molecules, a few applications ofMALDI imaging of biological samples shall be given.
This particular technique was applied, for example, for the determination of
pharmaceutical compounds in skin [345], for the direct analysis of drug candidates
in tissue [346], and for tissue analysis in general [347]. It can also be applied for
determining the location of agrochemical compounds in plants [348]. The coupling
with ionmobilitymass spectrometry (IMS) was used to determine the distribution of
lipids in brain tissue [349]. Combining laser ablation (LA) with inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), a quantitative determination of copper, zinc,
lead, and uranium distributions in thin slices of human brain could be
performed [350].

There are also examples demonstrating that imaging can be further improved
from a lateral 2D method to a 3D technique providing analyte spatial distribu-
tions [351, 352]. In this process, MALDI data from a series of consecutive micro-
tomed slices were coregistered with the optical images and superimposed to produce
a 3D volumetric representation of the data. This method was shown to provide a
better understanding of healthy and pathological brain functions.

In earlier years, the software used for characterization of MALDI data was
variable, creating compatibility issues. This has been recently overcome by a new
standardized open-source mass spectrometry imaging software that is compatible
with all types of instruments [353]. A comprehensive overview on biopolymer
imaging can be gained from the following reviews [2, 354, 355]. Meanwhile the
number of published MALDI imaging applications increased extraordinarily.
More than 450 publications covering the search terms MALDI and imaging are
available from web of science (from August, 2010). Among them are papers dealing
with the imaging of the dynamics and gas-phase diagnostics of the desorbedMALDI
plume, which is not in the focus of this article [356, 357]. A further limitation of the
search by adding the term synthetic polymers surprisingly resulted in a very few papers
that were published within the last 2 years.

6.3.2
Sample Preparation in MALDI Imaging

The process of desorption/ionization in MALDI requires the use of a low molecular
mass compound – the so-calledmatrix. Thismatrixmust fulfill several requirements.
First, the matrix should be miscible with the analyte molecules and must also be
easily vaporizable. In addition, it has to absorb the laser energy at the appropriate laser
wavelength, andmust, in the gas phase, transfer the energy to the analyte molecules.
Normally, sample preparation inMALDI proceeds by a mixing of sample and matrix
either in solution (solvent-based technique) or in the solid state (solvent-free
technique). Neither preparation methods are applicable for imaging of sample
surfaces. On the one hand, it is obvious that a simple deposition of dissolved matrix
on the sample to be scanned is not very useful, because the analyte distribution in
the samplewould be disturbed by the solvent. On the other hand, a simple covering of
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the analyte layer with dry matrix does not enable a sufficient mixing of matrix and
analyte molecules, which is essential for achieving good MALDI spectra. Therefore
specificmethods had to be developed, which guarantee a redissolvation of the sample
surface without changing the lateral or spatial analyte distributions. In this regard,
several studies have been performed to gain a deeper insight into the mechanism of
desorption and ionization.

The influence of sample preparation on the matrix crystal size distribution and its
consequence on volatilization in MALDI-mass spectrometry was investigated by
Sadeghi et al. [358]. Their results indicated that at near-threshold irradiance, smaller
crystals are completely volatilized by the laser shot, whereas larger crystals undergo
layer-by-layer evaporation (peeling). Later findings showed that intensive mixing of
sample and matrix using a solvent-free sample preparation method (e.g., in a mini
ball mill) dramatically increases the quality of the spectra, due to the lack of crystallite
formation [359, 360].

InMALDI imagingmass spectrometry, where the spatial resolution is determined
by the laser spot size, which is normally around 30–100 mm, the importance of
depositing small homogeneous crystals across the surface becomes evident.
Larger crystals require larger step sizes between laser shots, while smaller crystals
allow for more crystals to be ablated in a single laser shot and a decreased laser step
size. Moreover, attempts have been undertaken to perform MALDI imaging experi-
ments of features smaller than the size of the laser beam by oversampling with
complete sample ablation of the MALDI matrix coating, moving the laser spot a
fraction of the laser beam diameter, such that the effective laser spot is reduced [361].
This process yields images with a pixel size as much as four times smaller than the
laser spot size.

Practical aspects of sample preparation from initial tissue treatment, matrix
application, and MS analysis were comprehensively reviewed [347, 362]. Two
different principles involving spraying or spotting devices were discussed. The
spraying method utilizes a glass spray nebulizer to spray small matrix amounts
directly onto the tissue surface. In order to avoid a dislocation of samplemolecules by
redissolving, the spray process has to be repeated several times. Another spray
method utilizes the principle of electro spray deposition (ESD) [363]. Charged
droplets of dissolved matrix are sprayed on the surface. However, in contrast to the
conditions applied in an electro spray ionization (ESI) source (used for soft ionization
in mass spectrometry), in ESD a complete drying of the formed droplets before
reaching the analyte surface must be avoided to enable a sufficient incorporation of
analyte molecules by redissolvation. Once suitable deposition conditions are found,
very homogeneous sample spots can be achieved.

In Figure 6.20, an example using 2,5-dihydroxybezoic acid (2,5-DHB) serving as a
typical MALDI matrix is presented. In Figure 6.20a, the optical image of a DHB spot
is shown, prepared according to the dried droplet method, using methanol as a
solvent. Largematrix crystalsmainly located at the spot periphery were obtained. The
samematrix/solvent systemwas used for the ESD experiment. The results are shown
in Figure 6.20b–d. The optical image (Figure 6.20b) shows a homogeneous covering
of the target plate. This could also be confirmed by a successive MALDI imaging
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experiment (Figure 6.20c). The average size of matrix crystals of ca. 1–2mm could be
determined by means of atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Figure 6.20d). Other
versions of the spray technique involve the use of an oscillating capillary nebulizer
(OCN) [364] and acoustic nebulization (AN) [365].

As an alternative tool, the deposition of droplets (spotting) can also be used for
sample preparation. Starting from manual deposition of matrix solutions, various
modifications of this technique have been reported. An acoustic reagentmultispotter
was developed to provide improved reproducibility for depositing matrix onto a
sample surface. The observed matrix spot size was 180–200 mm [365]. The principle
of acoustic droplet ejection was used to deposit picoliter-sized matrix droplets
onto the surface. Droplets can therefore remain wet longer while minimizing
molecule delocalization to within the droplet area [354]. Nano-spotting based on a

Figure 6.20 Optical images of sample spots
of 2,5 DHB dissolved in methanol prepared
by �dried droplet� method (a), by ESD
(b); MALDI ion intensity image of [DHB]þ

recorded from the region indicated by
the red frame in (b) and AFM picture
taken from the region indicated by the
red frame in (c).
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microdispenser platformwas found to be advantageous compared to a commercially
available instrument that applies the principle of matrix sublimation (known to yield
small pure crystals with uniform distributions) [366].

In recent years, a variety of other sample deposition techniques for MALDI
imaging have been described. Among them are applications using solid
and liquid ionic matrices [367–369], graphite- or nanoparticle-assisted MALDI
methods [370, 371], and matrix sublimation [372].

An effective analytical resolution of 2mm in the x- and y-direction was achieved for
scanning microprobe matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization imaging mass
spectrometry (SMALDI-MS) by matrix vapor deposition. The preparation procedure
involved two steps leading to an improved control ofmigration and incorporation. In
the first step, a dry vapor deposition of matrix onto the investigated sample was
performed. In a second step, a saturated water atmosphere is applied which
enhanced the incorporation of analyte into the matrix crystal by a controlled
recrystallization of matrix [373].

Lately, a solvent-free matrix deposition protocol based on the direct deposition of
solid matrix particles after sieving through a 20-mm stainless steel sieve was
described [374]. Signals obtained were comparable to those from spray-coated
sections. Highly reproducible results were obtained with a simpler and faster sample
preparation and virtually no analyte delocalization. Thus, much of the variance
caused by operator differences could be eliminated.

6.3.3
MALDI Imaging of Polymers

In contrast to MALDI imaging of biological polymers, which is proving to be quite
useful, the utility ofMALDI imaging for synthetic polymers is rather limited thus far.
This is mainly due to the fact that unlike biological polymers and protein macro-
molecules, which usually have a single characteristic molar mass associated with
them, synthetic polymers are comprised of a distribution of molecular weights as is
depicted in Figure 6.21a and b. Moreover, the quality of mass spectra acquired
strongly depends on the homogeneity of thematrix/analytemixture, especially when
the so-called dried droplet method is used for sample preparation. A very high
spectral intensity is often observed at so-called hot or sweet spots of the preparation.
However, the molecular weight distributions observed in these regions are not
necessarily correct.

Several efforts have been undertaken to establish routines for sample preparation
and, more important, for the recording of spectra. Meanwhile, some of these
procedures have been defined in national and international standards [375, 376].
The general advice for recording spectra of such obviously inhomogeneous sample
spots recommends the frequent change of spot positions and the accumulation of
several series of spectra without changing the laser and instrument settings.
Nevertheless, it is well known that even in seemingly homogeneous MALDI sample
spots measured average molecular mass values can drastically vary. The deviation of
the average molecular masses can be more than 15%.
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Figure 6.21 shows an example of this, illustrating the differences observed in
polymermolecularweights, as a function of changing positionwithin a spot prepared
by the dried droplet method. In Figure 6.21a and b, mass spectra of polystyrene PS
5100were recorded both in themiddle and at the outer boundary of a spot inwhichno
visual inhomogeneities were apparent. As can be seen, the number average molec-
ular weight distribution (Mn) measured at the edge of the sample is higher than the
values determined in the center of the droplet. It becomesobvious, therefore, that this
widely used principle of spot preparation cannot be applied for a reliable molecular
mass determination by MALDI-ToF MS.

In the second example (Figure 6.21c and d), various mixtures of poly(butylene-
glycol) (PBG) 1000 with alpha-cyanocinnamic acid (CCA) and 2,5-DHB and
different solvents were imaged with MALDI [378]. The ion intensity distributions

Figure 6.21 Examples of mass segregation
effects for imaging MALDI of polymers.
(a, b) MALDI-ToF mass spectra of polystyrene
(PS) 5100 gmol�1 recorded in the middle
(a) and at the periphery (b) of a spot prepared
according to the dried droplet method
(matrix: alpha-retinoic acid, silver
trifluoracetate) [377]. (c, d) Ion intensity

distribution of PBG 1000 (1.5mg) in a DHB
matrix (10mg) both dissolved in 1mLmethanol
(premixed solutions) using the �dried
droplet� technique: (c) [PBG]8Naþ ion
at m/z 732.2, (d) [PBG]14Naþ ion at m/z
1164.5. Image spot size in (c, d) was
100mm. Image reprinted from Weidner et al.
(2009), with permission [378].
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of [PBG]8Na
þ (m/z 732.2) (Figure 6.21c) and [PBG]14Na

þ (m/z 1164.5) are shown.
The lowermass ions (Figure 6.21c) aremore or less homogeneously distributed over
the entire spot. In contrast, the higher mass ions (Figure 6.21d) are predominantly
located at the spot periphery. The molecular mass determination performed at four
selected spots showed differences of more than 10%.

These segregation effects were also found to be highly dependent upon the solvent
employed. It was demonstrated that the use of easy vaporizable solvents (e.g. acetone)
led to the formation of smooth layers showing no preferential segregation of matrix
and polymer. In contrast to that, the use of methanol and DHB resulted in spots
having distinct crystalline rings at the periphery of the droplet (see Figure 6.20a).

Similar results have been reported for polystyrene (PS 5100) [33]. The observed
segregation shown in Figure 6.22, for example, shows a chromatography-like
separation of single polymer homologueswith an enrichment of highermass species
at the spot boundary. A possible explanation has been presented, based on diffusion
effects during solvent evaporation, whereby the volatility of the solvents was
suggested to play a critical role. The observed mass segregation clearly reveals the
necessity to apply alternative spot preparationmethods, like spraying, nano-spotting,
or solvent-less techniques.

Alternatively, aminimizing of the sample spot size by usingmicro- or nano-droplet
deposition is possible. The MALDI imaging mass spectrum of an array of micro-
spots with a diameter of 900mm is shown in Figure 6.23. In this particular case 2,5-
DHB was spotted on poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG 1000). However, the enlargement
(Figure 6.23b) shows that even in these small droplets, a homogeneous distribution
of matrix cannot be obtained. A significantly higher concentration of matrix was
found at the spot periphery. In addition, a coalescence of matrix spots at those places
precoated with PEG 1000 was observed.

Alternatively, a matrix/polymer system consisting of 2,5-DHB and PBG 1000 was
investigated using the air spray deposition technique [378]. These results are
presented in Figure 6.24. The images clearly show a homogeneous distribution of
the DHBmatrix as well as of two sample ions, having different masses. Even density
differences of the sprayed trace (see the crescent-shaped fronts in the trace) caused by
fluctuations of the pump did not affect the ion intensity distribution. The MALDI
imaging data illustrate a nearly constant deposition of matrix and polymer, inde-
pendent of the overall amount that was sprayed on the target. Single MALDI mass
spectra exemplarily taken from five positions revealed similar absolute spectra

Figure 6.22 Ion intensity distribution of
polystyrene [PS]2nþ 1Ag

þ ions (where
n¼ 22–28) acquired from a PS 5100
sample, mixed with alpha-retinoic acid,

DMAA, and AgTFA on a polished steel plate.
The single spot size was 100mm. Image
reprinted from Weidner et al. (2010), with
permission [377].
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Figure 6.23 (a) Array of droplets of 2,5-DHB matrix on a MALDI target precoated with PEG 1000
(scale bar¼ 1mm), (b) enlargement of selected area. Image reprinted fromWeidner et al. (2010),
with permission [377].

Figure 6.24 Single ion intensity distribution of
poly(butyleneglycol)PBG1000(1.5mg) inaDHB
matrix (10mg) both dissolved in 1mLmethanol
(premixed solutions) using the spray technique,
(a) [matrix-H]þ ionatm/z155.03,(b) [PBG]8Na

þ

ionatm/z732.2 gmol�1,and(c) [PBG]14Naþ ion
atm/z 1164.5 gmol�1. The image spot size was
100mm. The arrow in (a) indicates direction of
spraying. Image reprinted from Weidner et al.
(2009), with permission [378].
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intensities. The mean deviation between calculated average molecular masses was
less than �1%.

6.3.4
Outlook

In contrast to biopolymers, where MALDI-ToF imaging mass spectrometry has
become an important tool for determining local distributions of proteins,
peptides, drugs, and pharmaceutical agents in tissues, MALDI imaging is only
just now becoming interesting for characterization of synthetic polymers. Matrix
application and the formation of homogeneous matrix/polymer layers are challeng-
ing. It has been shown that this becomes especially important when solvent-based
�dried droplet� methods are used. In those cases, segregation of polymer and
matrix was frequently observed. In addition, the use of slow evaporating
solvents can result in a distinctive mass segregation of single polymer homologues.
This mass segregation of homopolymer species leads one to assume that similar
effects could be found for block copolymers as well. In this regard, MALDI-ToF
imaging mass spectrometry might be an important tool to localize and visualize
the lateral block copolymer composition. Further investigations into this area need to
be carried out.

Another interesting field for applying imaging techniques represents the problem
of polymer degradation. In contrast to bulk methods, which only provide average
data, knowing the lateral distribution of degradation products is highly desirable.
Such data would help to understand the mechanism of degradation and to increase
polymer stability and lifetime.

6.4
Other Surface Mass Spectrometry Methods

In recent years, several new techniques for surfacemass spectrometry at atmospheric
pressures have been developed, including atmospheric pressure MALDI (AP-
MALDI) [379], DESI and related methods, and PDI methods. The last section of
this chapter will be dealing with DESI and PDI. The application of ESI for SIMS will
also be explored.

6.4.1
Desorption Electrospray Ionization

Desorption electrospray ionization or DESI is a relatively newmethod in the surface
mass spectrometry community. It works by utilizing fast-moving charged solvent
droplets to extract analytes from surfaces and propel the resulting secondary
microdroplets toward the mass analyzer [380]. DESI is turning out to be a robust
method for characterization of polymer samples, its primary advantage being the
ability to characterize samples at atmospheric pressure. It surpasses SIMS in
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its ability to analyze higher mass species and has even been developed as an
imaging tool [380, 381], albeit with significant reductions in the spatial resolution
(values ranging from180 to 220 mm[380], although it has been reported to be as low as
40 mm under optimized conditions) [382]. Direct comparisons of the performance
of DESI and other surface mass spectrometry techniques can be found in the
literature [383, 384].

DESI has also shown great promise as a tool for characterization of polymers
[385, 386]. Accurate in the determinations of molecular weight distributions up to
m/z 3000 so far, it is expected to rival MALDI in its ability to characterize large
molecules, due to its relatively soft ionization process [385]. An example of DESI for
characterization of a PEG sample (Mn¼ 3000 gmol�1) is depicted in Figure 6.25,
where multiple molecular weight distributions are observed at different charge-state
envelopes. As can be seen, themultiplicity of charge states observed forDESI ismuch
greater than is observed with other methods of surface mass spectrometry – a trait
common to ESI methods [385]. Also note that the molecular weight distribution
associated with charge state of þ 1 is not shown. This is because the mass
spectrometer used in this study was only limited to a mass range of m/z 0 to
2000. Despite this setback, the utility of the method for characterization of polymers
is evident.

There are some limitations of themethod for polymer analysis aswell, in particular
with regard to the kind and size of polymers that can be accurately characterized. The
selection of solvent can be difficult. Furthermore, it is difficult to discriminate
between peaks for higher molecular weight polymers due to the overlapping
distributions at different charge states.

Figure 6.25 Positive ion DESI mass spectrum of poly(ethylene glycol) PEG (Mw 3000 gmol�1):
0.2mg per sample spot, spray solvent of methanol:water, 1 : 1. Figure reprinted fromNefliu, Venter,
and Cooks (2006), with permission [385].
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In addition to MADLI [2, 352, 387] and SIMS [2, 342, 388], DESI is making major
headway for biological imaging and cancer biomarker applications [380, 381, 389].
The benefit ofDESI being that the ionization occurs at atmospheric pressure,making
it a versatile technique that can be used to directly analyze tissue samples in vitro.
Unlike SIMS, which is limited to lower mass regions, DESI is capable of detecting
much larger molecules. Although MALDI (thus far) has demonstrated increased
ability to characterize high molecular weight proteins, no matrix is required for the
DESI method, making it a viable alternative for direct analysis of tissue in real-world
samples.

6.4.2
Plasma Desorption Ionization Methods

Plasmadesorption ionization techniques, such as direct analysis in real time (DART),
atmospheric pressure glow discharge ionization (APGDI), and low-temperature
plasma ionization (LTPI), are also promising ambient pressure surface mass
spectrometry techniques for characterization of polymeric materials. Similar to
DESI, these techniques can be operated at atmospheric pressure and therefore can
be used for direct analysis of samples without the requirement of a vacuum [390].
Furthermore, more recent plasma desorption methods, in particular LTP, have
enabled a softer ionization process, similar to DESI, whereby a proximate plasma
source is used rather than a distal plasma, which requires the use of high tempera-
tures and high voltages.

In general, methods employing plasmas do not extend to the analysis of larger
biomolecules [383]. However, plasma desorption ionization methods are showing
particular promise as a polymer depth profiling tool. Depth profiling in PMMA and
polystyrene, for example, was recently demonstrated by Tuccito et al., where the
authors utilized pulsed radiofrequency glow discharge ToF-MS for depth profiling in
PMMAand PS films [391]. The results are promising, particularly for type I polymers
that tend to crosslink when irradiated.

6.4.3
Electrospray Droplet Impact for SIMS

Electrospray droplet impact can be utilized in conjunction with other methods,
such as XPS and SIMS, in order to obtain lower damage mass spectra similar to
that observed withMALDI without thematrix requirement. EDI-SIMS and EDI-XPS
have recently been developed, whereby charged droplets of 1M acetic acid are
electrosprayed directly into the main chamber vacuum. The difference between
DESI and EDI-SIMS is that the former uses electrospray droplets to dissolve/
ionize the samples under atmospheric pressure, while the latter uses the electrospray
charged droplets accelerated in vacuum and measures the secondary ions
produced by the high-momentum collision between the projectile and the solid
sample [192]. These large water droplets also serve as a sputter source for XPS
and/or SIMS.
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EDI-SIMS has been particularly promising as a tool for characterization of
polymers. The fragmentation is significantly reduced when using EDI sources as
compared to conventional ion beam sources [192, 392]. An example of EDI-SIMS for
polymer characterization is depicted in Figure 6.26, which compares the EDI-SIMS
mass spectra acquired fromPS at two differentmolecularweights (m/z 2500 andm/z
4000) to MALDI mass spectra of the same polymers [192]. Unlike conventional
SIMS, which has been shown to have a systematic shift in the molecular weight
distribution toward lower masses relative to MALDI [5], both EDI-SIMS andMALDI
yield similar molecular weight distributions that are consistent with the known
distributions in the standard.However, whileMALDI requires the use of amatrix, no
matrix was required when employing EDI-SIMS spectrum (although both methods
employed a cationization salt). At lower masses, cationization salts were not
necessary for EDI-MS.

ESI has also proven to be capable of low damage etching in polymers, such as
polyvinylchloride (PVC), PS, and PMMA, whereby the XPS spectra were found
to be independent of the irradiation time when employing EDI as a sputter
source [393–396]. The decreased damage processes occurring, particularly with PS
and other crosslinking polymers, once again shows the potential of this source for
depth profiling of polymers.

Figure 6.26 Positive ion mass spectra of poly
(styrene) (PS) 2500 and 4000 gmol�1 using
EDI-MS. (a) PS2500 obtained by EDI-SIMS,
(b) PS2500 obtained by MALDI, (c) PS4000
obtained by EDI-SIMS, and (d) PS4000
obtained by MALDI. Silver tri-fluoroacetic

acid (AgTFA) was added as the cationizati
on salt for both EDI-SIMS and MALDI,
and dithranol was used as the MALDI
matrix. Figure reprinted from Asakawa,
Chen, and Hiraoka (2009), with
permission [192].
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6.5
Outlook

Over the past couple of decades, the field of imaging mass spectrometry has taken a
quantum leap in the area of organic, polymeric, and biological analysis. SIMS,
originally developed for characterization of inorganicmaterials and semiconductors,
is now used on a regular basis for the surface and in-depth characterization of
polymers and other soft samples. The recent development of cluster sources over the
past 15 years has resulted in amajor paradigm shift in SIMS,moving from2-D to 3-D
analysis in polymeric materials. MALDIs recent development of imaging method-
ology has made an overwhelming impact in the biological community. The ability to
detect high-mass proteins and other organic compounds remains unrivaled. Fur-
thermore, some of these instruments can now be operated under ambient pressure
conditions, thus making it a much more versatile tool.

Although this is a time of expansion in the entire field of surface mass spectro-
metry, DESI and PDI methods are right at the beginning of their growth curve. It is
expected, therefore, that significant developments will be observed in the coming
years as these techniques mature. It has been said that these methods represent the
future of desorption mass spectrometry. This is very likely to be true.
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7
Hyphenated Techniques
Jana Falkenhagen and Steffen Weidner

7.1
Introduction

The coupling of different analytical techniques results in a significant increase of
information and is often able to provide more and reliable data than individual
methods used for coupling can do. The combination of liquid chromatographic (LC)
separation and mass spectrometric (MS) identification for polymer characterization
is of particular interest. The most important reason for this can be seen in reducing
the complexity of the analysis of polymers.

In contrast to most other compounds showing distinctive molecular masses,
polymer materials are heterogeneous regarding their molecular mass and chemical
heterogeneity. First approaches to tackle these problems utilized conventional size
exclusion chromatography (SEC) combinedwithmultidetector devices (dual or triple
detectors). The combination of structure (e.g., ultraviolet and refractive index) and
mass-specific detectors (e.g., multiangle laser light scattering and viscosimetry) was
initially used for the universal calibration of SEC instruments. A more sophisticated
approach represents the coupling of differentmodes of LC separation in the so-called
two-dimensional (2D) analysis. 2D analysis includes such particular techniques as
liquid adsorption chromatography (LAC), liquid chromatography at critical condi-
tions (LC-CCs), gradient polymer elution chromatography, and temperature gradient
interaction chromatography. A detailed description of different chromatographic
modes used for specific polymer separations is provided in the following section.

It very soon became clear that chromatography alone, even combined in a 2D
fashion using various detectors, would not be able to solve important analytical
questions completely. This became especially evident in the analysis of complex
copolymers. Apart frommolecularmass andmass distributions, additional analytical
questions had to be answered. Thus, the arrangement and compositional distribution
of copolymer segments, the structure of block intermediates in controlled living
radical polymerization, the end-group distribution, a differentiation between linear,
multiarm, or cyclic structures, and other topological questions became increasingly
important. Many of these questions could be readily answered via polymer MS.
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Edited by Christopher Barner-Kowollik, Till Gruendling, Jana Falkenhagen, and Steffen Weidner
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Since their introduction in the early 1990s, matrix-assisted laser desorption/ioniza-
tion (MALDI) and electrospray ionization (ESI) MS have become important tools in
polymer analysis. Both techniques can (under certain preconditions) enable the
simultaneous determination of molecular masses, mass distributions, and end
groups. Thus, a combination of chromatographic separation and MS identification
can be a powerful tool in polymer analysis. A summary ofmost applied techniques in
polymer characterization is represented in Figure 7.1.

The following chapters are primarily intended to focus on the analytical strengths
and opportunities of both methods. Both limitations and drawbacks are discussed,
and examples demonstrating their high potential are presented. The development of
suitable interfaces enabling routine polymer LC-MS analysis is also discussed.

7.2
Polymer Separation Techniques

Synthetic polymers are heterogeneous in many respects. Since every polymerization
reaction involves the statistical processes of initiation, growth, termination, and
transfer, polymers always exhibit a molecular mass distribution (MMD). In addition,
nearly all synthetic polymers exhibit a concomitant chemical heterogeneity distri-
bution. In principle, one can differentiate between functionality type distributions,
copolymer compositions distribution, and topology distribution (e.g., branched
polymers, linear or cyclic structures). Moreover, even if the average molecular
composition appears to be identical, a sample can consist of a blend, a block, or a

Figure 7.1 Coupling of variable separation techniques with spectroscopic and spectrometric
methods for polymer characterization.
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statistical copolymer. An overview demonstrating the complexity of polymer struc-
tures is shown in Figure 7.2.

The majority of LC investigations of polymers have been performed by means of
SEC. Using specific stationary phases with specific pore-size distribution, macro-
molecules are separated from each other according to the hydrodynamic volume of
dissolved molecules. Simply put, larger molecules will be strongly excluded from
entering the pores than smaller ones. For these species, the loss of entropy while
entering the pores from the free mobile phase is therefore lower. Assuming no
enthalpic interactions between the polymer molecule and the pore wall exist, the
steric exclusion results in a distribution coefficient K < 1. The determination of
molecularmasses andmass distributions is performed by a previous calibrationwith
polymer standards having similar hydrodynamic volumes.

In contrast to common opinion, chromatography of polymers is much more than
SEC only. Another important principle called LAC utilizes interactions between
samplemolecules andmobile phase on the one hand and the stationary phase on the
other hand for separation. This principle is also referred to as high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) and has been used for many decades for separating
low-molecular compounds. Its usability for separating high mass compounds is
limited due to the fact that with increasing number of repeating units in the polymer
chain, the number of possible interaction sites increases, too. Thus, the higher the
polymermolecularmass (K> 1), the stronger the adsorption. Allmonomer units and
heterogeneous groups are able to interact with the surface of the stationary phase,
whereas the interaction of polymer segments is reduced. In contrast to the previously
described SEC mode with DS< 0 and DH¼ 0, the adsorption mode (LAC) is

Figure 7.2 Schematic representation of possible heterogeneities of polymers.
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predominantly characterized by enthalpic interactions. This can be expressed
through DH< 0 and TDS�DH. The thermodynamic interpretation is given by
the Gibbs–Helmholtz equation for the free enthalpy

DG ¼ DH�TDS

It becomes clear that LC of polymers frequently results in signals caused by a
superposition of different separation mechanisms. As an example, the end-group
functionalization of a polymer does not necessarily change its hydrodynamic volume.
But, due to possible changes of enthalpic interactions, their conventional SEC
analysis typically provides incorrect molecular mass values.

The compensation of entropic and enthalpic contributions of a monomer unit
(DG¼ 0) enables another very interesting separation mode of polymers. In 1990,
Gorshkov and colleagues introduced the principle of LC-CCs [1–4]. At these partic-
ular �critical conditions of adsorption,� macromolecules are separated according to
chemical heterogeneity (functionalities, chemical compositiondistribution, chirality,
tacticity, topology, etc.). The hydrodynamic volume of a macromolecule in the mixed
mobile phase is reduced, and its retention is exclusively caused by the adsorption of
the characteristic structural unit (e.g. end groups). Consequently, macromolecules
with identical repeat units elute independently of their molecular masses. Critical
conditions can be adjusted for example, by changing the solvent composition, the
stationary phase, and/or the temperature [5]. Typical calibration curves for all three
modes of chromatography are presented in Figure 7.3. Amore detailed description of
the principle of LC-CC can be found in Refs. [6–9]. Alternatively, solvent or
temperature gradients can be used for copolymer systems consisting of two struc-
tural units strongly differing in their physical properties, such as amphiphilic
copolymers. By using gradient systems, several limitations of LAC running at pure
isocratic conditions (e.g., limited resolution especially for higher molecular masses,
strong peak broadening, or incomplete desorption) can be avoided.

Figure 7.3 Polymer elution curves obtained in different modes of chromatography and
contribution of enthalpic and entropic terms of the Gibbs–Helmholtz equation.
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The above remarks clearly indicate that one single chromatographic mode is not
sufficient for a comprehensive characterization of polymers. LC-CC leads to a
separation of functionalized polymers but lacks information on molecular masses.
SEC provides hydrodynamic volumes, which, however, have to be carefully consid-
ered when the polymers underwent a chemical modification. LAC seems to be
nonsuitable for the separation of polymers with higher masses due to strong
enthalpic interactions, frequently causing an irreversible adsorption on the stationary
phases. Therefore, a coupling of two specific modes seemed to be mandatory. As a
result, the so-called 2D-LC approach was developed. Its schematic principle is
depicted in Figure 7.4. Usually, in the first dimension, molecules are separated
according to their chemical heterogeneity distribution using �critical,� near �critical,�
or changing (established by a solvent gradient) conditions of adsorption. Bymeans of
a switching valve, the collected fractions are transferred online from the first into the
second chromatographic dimension. Here, the polymers are separated according to
their molecular masses by conventional SEC. In order to obtain a complete sample
transfer switching time, loop volume andflow rates of both chromatographic systems
have to be carefully adjusted.

However, the coupling of two chromatographic systems is an expensive and time-
consuming endeavor. The lack of appropriate standards for SEC calibration can lead
to incorrect molecular masses. Often results are reported as polystyrene (PS)
equivalents, which causes an erroneous interpretation of mass data. It soon became

Figure 7.4 Schematic setup for two-dimensional liquid chromatography.
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clear that MALDI- and ESI-MS, initially applied as simple detectors for chromatog-
raphy, could also be used to replace either chromatographic dimension in a 2D
approach. Nevertheless, conventional chromatographic 2D techniques are essential
for separating highmolecularmass polymers combinedwith high polydispersities or
when ionization in MS could not be achieved.

7.3
Principles of Coupling: Transfer Devices

In contrast to ESI-MS, which can be readily online connected to a chromatographic
system, special attention has to be directed to the transfer of dissolved polymer
samples into MALDI-TOF-MS instruments (where TOF is time-of-flight). Since this
particular MS technique requires the addition of a matrix compound prior the
measurement, the online coupling with chromatographic methods still represent a
significant challenge. Thus, first attempts were performed manually, that is, simply
by taking fractions. Since the current chapter is focused on sophisticated methods,
manual fractionation will not be further discussed.

As presented in the following section, several efforts for online connecting
chromatographic separation devices with MALDI-MS instruments have been
made resulting in mostly inappropriate approaches. The situation has been
partially changed after introducing atmospheric pressure (AP) sources in the
year 2000. Up to this time, the use of off-line transfer methods was more or less
indispensible. Nevertheless, nowadays both online (AP-MALDI and LC-ESI) and
off-line devices represent established techniques, constantly undergoing further
improvements.

A scheme showing the whole variety of basic LC–MALDI coupling principles is
presented in Figure 7.5.

7.3.1
Online Coupling Devices

Various efforts have been made to develop suitable online techniques. Among them
were techniques applying rotating wheels, belts, or balls. These interfaces were
especially designed for coupling capillary LC or capillary electrophoresis (CE) with
MALDI [10–13]. After being separated from each other, samples were deposited on a
rotating device at ambient pressure conditions outside the mass spectrometer
source. The dried trace, consisting of sample and matrix, was continuously moved
in theMS source staying under high vacuum. A laser beamwas focused on this trace,
and spectra could be continuously recorded. It soon became clear that these
interfaces could not be applied for a routine analysis of synthetic polymer samples.
In order to enable a co-crystallization of sample andmatrix, either the evaporation of
the solventmust proceed very fast or the volume of the solution being depositedmust
be very low. Thus, the liquid flow rate using the rotating wheel approach was in the
range of 100–400 nlmin�1. Moreover, mass spectra predominantly obtained in the
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low-mass region were characterized by a poor peak resolution. The principle of a
rotating ball approach is shown in Figure 7.6 [14].

Other, more applicable approaches utilize aerosol or direct coupling (continuous
flow) techniques. The principle of an aerosol interface is based on the direct spaying
of the sample/matrix solution into the source of the mass spectrometer [15–19]. In
order to keep the high vacuum in the source of the mass spectrometer constant, the
flow rate again had to be extremely low. In principle, this desorption step is
comparable with those known from thermospray MS and, particularly, from
ESI-MS. However, desorption and evaporation proceed in a source held at ambient
pressure. Moreover, in an aerosol interface, sample molecules undergo ionization
by laser shots after forming the aerosol plume, which is in contrast to ESI, where
desorption and ionization of a sample coevally take place. Because of the spatial
distribution of the aerosol particles in the MALDI source, only a poor peak
resolution can be obtained. This problem could be partially overcome by introduc-
ing reflectron MALDI instruments that compensate the spread of ion energies in
different regions of the source. Other direct coupling devices are mainly based on
the use of frits, filter paper, or steel tips [20]. Here, the sample solution is inserted

Figure 7.5 Scheme of basic LC–MALDI coupling principles.
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into theMS source using a heated capillary. Matrix solution could be simultaneously
added using a T-piece. The one end of the capillary that consists of a frit or filter
paper is positioned in the vacuum of the MS source. There, after the evaporation of
the solvent, the ionization occurs by a laser, which is focused on the end of the
capillary. Several modifications of this technique have been described. Among them
are devices working semicontinuously (applying a washing step to clean the frit
between two measurements) and approaches using two capillaries (enabling a
single delivery of matrix and sample). However, all these modifications have not
been overly successful. Again, recorded mass spectra showed a very poor peak
resolution and the available mass region was limited to a few thousand Dalton.
Both the aerosol and a frit coupling interface are schematically presented in
Figure 7.7 [21]. A detailed overview on online coupling techniques can be obtained
from Murray [22] and Orsnes [23].

In 2000, first AP-MALDI and AP-MALDI/ion trap interfaces were presented [24,
25]. A scheme of an orthogonal AP–MALDI interface is shown in Figure 7.8.
Similar to the ESI, principle desorption/ionization processes are decoupled from
the high-vacuum part of the mass spectrometer. In 2004, the first online coupling
of liquid sample delivery to AP-MALDI-MS for a variety of matrices and different
solvents, polymers (PEG 1000), and peptides was presented [26, 27].

Surprisingly, in this case, a co-crystallization of analyte and matrix was not
necessary because analyte and matrix were equally distributed within the droplets.
Thus, a segregation of matrix and analyte, which can often be found in conven-
tional crystallized MALDI samples, was not observed. Another advantage of the
above method is that in contrast to conventional MALDI, matrices and analytes do
not need to be vacuum stable. Depending on the vacuum pump system, flow rates
up to 300 ml min�1 can be employed. In combination with single-drop microex-
traction, AP-MALDI was used for a simultaneous determination of cationic

Figure 7.6 Scheme of an online rotating ball
MALDI interface. (A) 10mm in diameter
stainless steel ball, (B) drive shaft, (C) gasket,
(D) adjustment screw, (E) repeller, (F) extraction
grid, (G) ground grid, and (H) capillary. The ball

is rotated through the shaft, which is connected
to a gear motor positioned outside the vacuum
chamber (not shown). (Reprinted from [14] with
permission from the American Chemical
Society.)
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surfactants from river and municipal wastewater [28]. Thereby, an additional
sample pre- or posttreatment or separation by HPLC, gas chromatography (GC),
and CE could be avoided. Recently, a new AP-MALDI-type interface has been
presented as an alternative to nano-ESI. This atmospheric pressure free liquid
infrared matrix-assisted laser dispersion ionization interface is based on a
formation of free liquid microbeam/microdroplets followed by ionization using
a mid-infrared optical parametric oscillator. The presented approach is supposed
to be well suited for standard HPLC applications, in which flow rates higher than
100 ml min�1 are required [29].

The majority of AP-MALDI applications have been used for biopolymers. Its use
for synthetic polymers is still very limited. One main drawback of AP interfaces is
the observed in-source decomposition of polymers with masses above
2000–3000Da. Nevertheless, the AP technique allows detection over a wide range
of polarity of sample/solvent and, therefore, appears to be complementary to ESI-
MS [30].
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Figure 7.7 Principles of online spray method generating an aerosol (a) and continuous flow
coupling method applying a heated frit inlet system (b). (Reprinted from [21] with permission from
Wiley.)
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7.3.2
Off-Line Coupling Devices

Off-line transfer devices are realized by spotting or spraying of the chromatographic
eluents onto the MALDI target plate. The matrix solution can be added either before
the deposition of the sample or together with the sample by premixing via a T-piece.
First off-line SEC/MALDI-MS coupling experiments involve fraction collection,
solvent evaporation, pipetting, and washing of the transfer needle. This approach,
however,was intricate and time-consuming.Modern commercially available spotting
devices enable a simultaneous collecting of fractions in vials, which can be used for
further investigation and sample preparation (e.g., Probot�Microfraction Collector,
LC Packings USA; DiNa Map MALDI Spotter, Kromatek, UK; MALDILC� System,
Gilson, USA; and SunChrom, Germany) [31, 32].

Several modifications of the spotting technique have been developed, for example,
the �heated droplet� or the �impulse-driven heated droplet� deposition [33, 34]. The
�heated droplet� interface consists of a transfer tube from the chromatographic
system having an outlet being adapted to form continuously replaced, hanging
droplets of the liquid stream.AheatedMALDI sample plate for collecting the droplets
is mounted below. The liquid stream in the transfer tube is heated to a temperature
that enables a partial evaporation of the solvent from the hanging droplets.
This interface does not show sample loss, and the detection sensitivity of LC/MALDI
is comparable to that of standard MALDI-MS. By applying the �impulse-driven
heated droplet� deposition, the droplets are actively dislodged from the exit capillary
onto the MALDI plate by means of a solenoid plunger.

Figure 7.8 Schematic view of the AP-MALDI
source: (1) atmospheric pressure interface of
the mass spectrometer, (2) inlet nozzle to MS
instrument, (3) quartz lens to focus laser beam
onto the sample target, (4) replaceable probe
tip, (5) stainless steel MALDI target plate,
(6) target holder, and (7) stainless steel capillary

gas nozzle. The ions are subject to a gas-
assisted flow directed toward the nozzle (2).
Furthermore, the pressure gradient established
in this nozzle orifice drags the ions into the
mass spectrometer. (Reprinted from [24] with
permission from the American Chemical
Society.)
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Direct deposition methods, in which chromatographic fractions and MALDI
matrix are directly deposited onto the MALDI target, have become widely used,
since they can operate under their respective optimal chromatographic conditions.

One of the first examples of a SEC–MALDI coupling was presented using a
commercially available interface (LC transform, LabConnections, USA). This system
was originally intended to transfer eluents onto germanium discs for Fourier
transform infrared measurements [35, 36]. After passing a heated needle, eluents
are sprayed (by a sheet gas or ultrasonically) onto a movingMALDI plate. Thematrix
could be simultaneously added or precoated target plates could be used. Finally, the
resulting polymer �trail� was characterized directly by MALDI [37–41]. The main
advantage of these spray devices is that flow rates normally used for SECexperiments
(1mlmin�1) could be applied. However, the evaporation of poorly vaporizable
solvents requires higher needle temperatures, which can cause polymer degradation
and a blocking of the needle tip by matrix crystallization. This could be overcome by
using a m-SEC approach, which reduces the amount of solvent to be evaporated. It
could be shown that even though the amount of polymer deposited on the target was
drastically reduced,MALDIwas still sensitive enough to detect femtomole quantities
of poly(ethylene oxides) (PEOs) [42]. Amodification of the spray deposition technique
represents the oscillating capillary nebulizer (OCN) initially developed for coupling
CEwith MS [43]. This nebulizer has certain features that make it very suitable for an
LC coupling at both microflows (1mlmin�1) and macroflows (1mlmin�1).

Electrospray deposition (ESD) has traditionally been used to prepare thin, uniform
samples and to reduce the segregation of analyte from matrix during the sample
drying step. Dissolvedmacromolecules are sprayed through a charged needle. At the
tip of the needle, the solvent is dispersed into a fine spray of charged droplets. These
droplets migrate in an electric field toward the MALDI target. By applying an
additional sheet gas (e.g., nitrogen), the solvent evaporates at elevated temperatures.
Thus, during their migration, the evaporating droplets shrink, and finally, Coulomb
repulsion forces exceed surface tension of the droplets causing their explosion.
Formed smaller droplets undergo the same process again generating even smaller
droplets until the ultimate droplet contains only one molecule which contains the
residual charge. This resulted in sample spots with significantly improved homo-
geneity and enables the recording of reproducible spectra characterized by increased
signal intensity [44–46]. In 2000, a first interface for the continuous ESD of
chromatographic eluents was presented [47]. Its principle is shown in Figure 7.9.

Onemajor drawback of ESDof synthetic polymers is the necessity of using suitable
solvents, which are essential for a sufficient spray formation and ionization. Most
synthetic polymers are soluble in solvents such as tetrahydrofuran or chloroform,
rather than in typical ESI solvents (e.g., water, acetonitrile, andmethanol). This can be
partially overcome by adding the matrix solution prior to electrospraying to improve
the conductivity of the solution. Nevertheless, relatively low flow rates have to be
applied, since the efficiency of ion formation is reduced by decreasing the charge per
mass ratio at higher chromatographic flow rates. Another disadvantage is the
possibility to cause fragmentation of polymers while being sprayed [48]. A new
approach represents the use of polycarbonate microfluidic chips with integrated
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hydrophobic membrane electrospray tips to deposit peptides and proteins onto a
stainless steel target followed byMALDI-MS analysis. The arrangement ofmultiple
electrospray tips on a single chip provides the ability to simultaneously elute parallel
sample streams onto aMALDI target for high-throughputmultiplexed analysis [49].
Although the interface was primarily intended for biopolymer applications, this
technology also offers promise for a range of high-throughput analyses in which,
simultaneously, several matrices can be checked for its usability for polymer
analysis.

Recently, the electric field-enhanced sample preparation for synthetic polymer
MALDI-TOF-MS via induction-based fluidics (IBFs) was demonstrated [50, 51]. In
contrast to ESD, where a charge is induced on the liquid by passing the fluid through
an electric field conductively, an IBF charging proceeds inductively. Therefore, a
possible degradation of polymer molecules can be avoided. IBF kinetically launches
droplets to targets and, thus, can dynamically direct the liquids to targets in flight.
This results in tiny sample spots exhibiting major improvement in both MALDI
sensitivity and reproducibility. Although not yet used for coupling with chromatog-
raphy, IBF could be a valuable tool for future applications in this field.

7.4
Examples

7.4.1
Coupling of SEC with MALDI-/ESI-MS

SEC can be regarded as the �workhorse� technique for the determination of
molecular masses and mass distributions of synthetic polymers and has been used
formany decades. Nevertheless, due to its principle, which is based on the separation

Figure 7.9 Schematic diagram of the
experimental setup for direct electrospray
sample fraction deposition for SEC/MALDI-
TOF-MS. (1) Solvent reservoir, (2) HPLC pump,
(3) flow-splitter, (4) autosampler injector,

(5) narrow-bore SEC column, (6) UV-vis
detector, (7) T-piece, (8) syringe pump for
matrix, (9) MALDI plate, and (10) high-voltage
supplier. (Reprinted from [47] with permission
from Wiley.)
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of dissolvedmacromolecules differing in their hydrodynamic volumes, SECdisplays
limitations. Themain drawback canbe seen in the necessity of an accurate calibration
using polymer standards having identical (or at least comparable) structure as the
polymers to be investigated. Thus,molecularmasses ofmost industrial polymers and
copolymers in particular cannot be determined via a simple SEC analysis. As already
noted above, the investigation of such polymer systems requires either the use of so-
called absolute detectors based onmultiangle laser light scattering and/or viscometry
or multidetector regimes (dual or triple detectors combining refractive index and
ultraviolet detectors, RI/viscometry, RI/viscometry/light scattering, etc.).

However, MALDI- and ESI-TOF-MS provide absolute molecular masses, mass
distributions and, moreover, information on end groups without the need of being
specifically calibrated. Thus, shortly after the introduction of theseMS techniques in
the early 1990-ties especially MALDI-TOF-MS was regarded as a complementary
analytical method having the potential to replace SEC soon. These high expectations
could not be fulfilled since MS of macromolecules also has some limitations.
Nowadays, TOF-MS are mainly equipped with multichannel-plate detectors. The
principle of signal generation is based on themeasurement of cascades of secondary
electrons formed after the detector is hit by ions. The response of the detector is
characterized by the time it needs to compensate the loss of electrons. If theMMD of
the polymer to be investigated is too broad, a fast saturation of a multichannel-plate
detector by the first (very fast) ions arriving will be obtained. Unfortunately, this
limitation is already fulfilled at a comparatively low polydispersity of 1.2 (Mw/Mn).
In these cases, the positive charge of the detector cannot be compensated by electron
refilling from the power source until the slower (highermass) ions arrive. As a result,
mass spectra typical for broad distributed polymers will be recorded. They are
characterized by a very high intensity in the lower mass range followed by a fast
intensity decrease at higher masses. These problems can be overcome by reducing
the polydispersity below 1.2 simply by a chromatographic fractionation of the
polymer. As the method of choice, SEC can be employed for this purpose. Positively,
MALDI provides absolute molecular mass values of such narrowly distributed
fractions, which vice versa are useful for calibrating the chromatographic system.
This is especially interesting when polymer standards for the calibration of the SEC
are not available. Thus, these two techniques can be regarded as complementary to
each other.

Because of the lack of suitable devices, first coupling experiments were carried out
simply by taking fractions. One of the first applications where MALDI masses of
manually taken SEC fractions were used to create, a SEC calibration curve was
presented by Kr€uger et al. [52]. These authors applied various chromatographic
techniques, among themSEC, to identify polyester species by spectroscopicmethods
(NMRandMALDI-TOF-MS) and to calibrate both the detector response and the SEC.
Other authors applied this comparatively simple technique for the investigation of
polysaccharides [53], during the synthesis of poly(arylether-dendrimers) [54], for the
determination of the molecular, functional, and chemical heterogeneities of silses-
quioxanes and siloxanes [41] and for coal-derived materials [55]. A first systematic
investigation for a wide variety of synthetic polymers (PS, polybutylacrylate,
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polycarbonate, aromatic polyester resin, and a methyl methacrylate (MMA)-
methacrylic acid copolymer) having polydispersities from1.7 up to 3.0 was presented
by Nielen et al. [56]. An impressive example was given by Montaudo et al. [57]. More
than 20 fractions of two broadly distributed poly(dimethylsiloxanes) (PDMS) were
collected and measured in a linear MALDI-TOF-MS. Finally, SEC calibration in a
mass range from a few thousands up to several hundred thousand Dalton (ca. m/z
500 000) could be performed using the MALDI data. Copolymers can also strongly
benefit from SEC-MALDI investigations. In order to determine their bivariate
distribution and copolymer composition, these data were compared to SEC-NMR
experiments [58–62]. The degradation of polyether, polyesters, and polyester poly-
urethane soft blocks was a matter of investigation, too. Narrow fractions of the
degraded and unreacted polyols were collected and analyzed by MALDI, which
allowed precise calibration of the SEC chromatograms [63]. Kona et al. investigated
the functionalization of polybutadiene double bonds [64]. SEC fractions taken before
and after functionalization were used to calibrate the SEC. These authors could show
that completely different calibration curves resulted rendering SECwithout absolute
mass determination worthless. The investigation of synthesis products during the
formation of polyalkylcyanoacrylate (PBCA)nanoparticles showed that three polymer
series with different end groupswere present in the sample, whichmove through the
SEC column as discernable groups [65].

In 1998, manual fractionation was replaced by spotting of chromatographic
eluents on the MALDI target using a robotic interface [31]. Its performance was
demonstrated by the characterization of a polybisphenol-A-carbonate and a complex
dipropoxylated bisphenol-A-/adipic acid/isophthalic acid copolyester resin. A 10-s
elution window was used for exact calibration of the micro-SEC, which is less
laborious and time-consuming and features very low solvent consumption and
reduced solvent emission during the evaporation step.

A first application of air spray-based SEC fractionation combined with MALDI-
TOF-MS analysis was demonstrated by Kassis et al. [37] Approximately 15% of the
eluted polymer from the SEC was spray deposited onto a rotating matrix-coated
substrate. Obtained overall Mn values of a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) were
in fairly good agreement with the manufacturer�s estimates. The generation of
unwanted by-products (homopolymers) during the synthesis of n-butyl methacry-
late/MMAcopolymers (PnBMA-b-PMMA)was reported by Esser et al. [39]Moreover,
as shown in Figure 7.10, these authors also demonstrated the ability to use SEC-
MALDI-MS data for generating 3D fingerprints employing broadly distributed PS.
A spray interface was also used for the investigation of silsequioxanes [66], amphi-
philic N-vinylpyrrolidone, and vinyl acetate block copolymers [67].

The coupling of thermal field-flow fractionation with a MALDI-TOF-MS applying
the OCNwas shown by Basile et al. [68]. These studies determined that the OCNwas
effective in handling liquid compositions from 100% aqueous to 100% organic
(reversed-phase LC gradient elution).

In 2000, Lou and van Dongen presented a direct sample fraction deposition of a
broad PMMA using an electrospray interface in narrow-bore size-exclusion chro-
matography/MALDI-TOF-MS [47]. Similar to the OCN device, no substantial effects
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of composition variation of the SEC effluent on the analytical results using direct
fraction deposition were observed.

In contrast to MALDI, the coupling of ESI with LC is far less challenging.
Nevertheless, there are some problems which have to be considered. As already
mentioned, polymers have to be dissolved in solvents suitable for the ESI process.
Often cationization has to be promoted by an addition of salts to the solvent.
Furthermore, the quantity of solvent that could be vaporized is limited to only a
few microliters per minute, implying that split techniques have to be adapted for
ordinary LC apparatus� or micro (or even nano)-LC instruments have to be used [69].
The first polymers investigated in SEC-ESI-MS coupling experiments were lower
mass polymers (surfactants and macromonomers) [70–72], complex (methoxy-
methyl)melamin resins [73], sodium PS sulfonate [74], and methylmethacrylate/
butylacrylate [75]. The problem of overlaying charge distributions could be overcome
using the superior resolution of FT-ICR mass analyzers. This was demonstrated
for polyethylene glycols and glycidylmethacrylate/butyl methacrylate copolymers
[76, 77]. The FT-ICR technique enabled the identification of more than 5000 isotopic
peaks of 47 oligomers in 10 charge states in the spectrum of a PEG with an average
molecular mass of 23 000Da [76].

Similar to off-line LC-MALDI, the coupling of SEC with ESI-MS is applied for
an accurate molecular mass determination of polymers with higher polydisper-
sities [78–80], but also for monitoring the mechanism and structure of products
synthesized in photoinitiated, radical, and controlled radical (reversible addition
fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT)) polymerizations [79, 81–89]. Recently, a new
approach for the determination of accurate mass distributions was presented,
which utilizes a computational algorithm based on the maximum entropy
principle [84].

Figure 7.10 3D plot for PMMA 10 900Da obtained via online SEC-MALDI-TOF analysis.
(Reprinted from [39] with permission from Elsevier.)
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7.4.2
Coupling of LAC/LC-CC with MALDI-/ESI-MS

Compared to a SEC–MS coupling, the combination of MS with adsorption LC offers
an additional advantage. Provided that the molecular masses of the sample to be
investigated are not too high, macromolecules can be simultaneously separated
according their molecular masses and chemical heterogeneities by means of LC
methods. MS is the perfect complement since it enables simultaneous detection of
both properties. First off-line LC-MS experimentswere performed on polyethers [90],
epoxy resin polyesters [91], and several aliphatic, aromatic, and biodegradable
polyesters [92, 93].

A detailed review of applications up to 2002 was given in a monography of Pasch
and Schrepp [94].

A nice example that demonstrated the advantage of LAC compared to SEC is
exemplarily shown in Figures 7.11 and 7.12. Here theMMDcurve of OH-terminated
PDMSobtained froma typical SECexperiment (Figure 7.11) is compared to its LC-CC
elugram.At theseparticularconditions,aseparationofPDMSaccordingtoendgroups
(methyl and hydroxyl) and molecular masses was observed. The broad separation
range in LAC (LC-CC) chromatography resulted in a much higher peak resolution,
and, therefore, was shown be beneficial for the ionization process in MS [21].

Poly(ethylene glycols) represent an important class of polymers. They have been
widely used in industry, medicine, and cosmetics [40, 95–97]. Their comparatively
lowmolecularmassesmake these polymers especially suited forMS. LC-CC-MALDI-
MS was used to separate various PEOs having different end groups [98]. Moreover,
since many chromatographic detectors are quantitative detectors, signal intensities
obtained by chromatography can be used to overcomemany quantification problems
in MS. LC-APCI-MS was also successfully applied for quantification. Mass spectra
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Figure 7.11 Chromatogram of OH-terminated PDMS observed at critical conditions for PDMS.
(Reprinted from [21] with permission from Wiley.)
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were recorded using different ratios of functionalized and nonfunctionalized PEO.
In addition, evaporative light scattering detection response factors for various PEO
standards were compared. It was found that PEO standards with molar masses from
m/z 1000 to 8000 show responses that are differing by 10% at maximum, whereas a
lowmolecularmass PEO400 provides approximately 30% less response compared to
its higher molecular mass counterparts [99]. The sensitivity of the MALDI-TOF-MS
technique in detecting PEOwith different molecular masses after LC separation was
investigated. It could be demonstrated that spectra obtained using the spray depo-
sition interface for MALDI sample preparation show a high reproducibility, better
homogeneity, and, in particular, a higher sensitivity (see also Chapter 6). Bymeans of
a m-LAC, a surpassing sensitivity of a few femtograms over a broad range of sample-
to-matrix ratios was shown [42].

A semionline LC/MALDI-MS system to introduce eluent from monolithic silica
capillary chromatographic column directly onto a MALDI sample plate was
described [100]. The small elution volume of a monolithic capillary column allows
delicate eluents, such as 1,1,1,3,3,3,-hexa-fluoroisopropyl alcohol, to be employed.
The mechanism of chromatographic separation of PMMA, nylon-6/6, nylon-11, and
linear and cyclic structures of poly(lactic acid) onmonolithic columns was discussed
and clarified via MALDI-TOF-MS.

Various coupling techniques such as pyrolysis (Py)-GC/MS, ESI-MS, MALDI-
TOF-MS, and LAC-MSwere studied for usability in the analysis of PDMS formedical
applications [101]. Among these techniques, LC/APCI–MS coupling allowed the
fastest and most effective analysis. In addition, the complexity of the mass spectra
deduced from these LC-MS experiments was simplified compared to the mass
spectra obtained by MALDI-TOF-MS. The authors demonstrated how the LC/
APCI–MS coupling of this class of polymers permits the complete characterization
of end groups being present in very small quantities.

Polyamides have been intensively examined since this class of polymers exhibits a
number of different end groups combined with relatively high molecular
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Figure 7.12 Calibration curve of OH-PDMS by means of MALDI-TOF-MS. (Reprinted from [21]
with permission from Wiley.)
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masses [102, 103]. A first example of a successful substitution of one chromatograph-
ic dimension in a 2D approach by MALDI-TOF-MS was presented [15].

ESI-MS in a multidimensional LC approach was applied for studying structure–
performance relationships of solid epoxy resins [104]. Several classes of polymers
with different functional groups were separated and identified, and their individual
molecular mass values were determined.

The application of LAC and LC-CC – in particular for copolymer analysis – has
become more and more important. Adjusting critical (or near critical) separation
conditions for only one structural unit of a copolymer enables the separation of the
second unit in either SEC or LAC mode. MALDI- and ESI-TOF-MS have been used
for a fast determination of PEO–PPO copolymer compositions and for elucidating
specific separation conditions [105, 106]. The characterization of a block copolymer
consisting of methoxy PEO (mPEO), an e-caprolactone (CL) segment, and linoleic
acid (LA), used as surfactant in water-based latex paints, was achieved by LC-APCI
and LC-ESI-TOF-MS [107]. Separation was obtained in a reversed phase system
based on the number of CL units and the presence of an mPEO and/or LA tail. It
can be distinguished between mPEO-pCLn, mPEO-pCLn,-LA, pCLn, pCLn,-LA, and
cyclo- pCLn. The total ion chromatograms and selected mass traces obtained by
different ionization methods are given in Figure 7.13.

Gradient chromatography can be problematical since the changing solvent com-
position can cause problems using conventional detectors. Such problems can be
avoided by the use of spray transfer devices followed by MS. A possible transfer
between radicals and process solvent in a controlled radical polymerization (RAFT)
was observed and main and side products formed in a synthesis of a polyvinylpyr-
rolidon–polyvinylacetate block copolymers were detected [67]. Especially the devel-
opment of these living/controlled radical polymerization techniques, such as nitr-
oxide-mediated polymerization (NMP), atom transfer radical polymerization
(ATRP), and RAFT, enabled a better control of the structure and architecture of
formed polymers. LC-CC-MALDI-TOF-MS was used to monitor chemical transfor-
mations of hydroxyl-functional PSs prepared by different pathways and used as
macroinitiator for PS-b-PMMA copolymers [108].

LC coupled to tandemMS (MSn) has been increasingly applied. Several examples
demonstrate the usability of this particular MS technique, which can provide
additional information on sequence lengths in copolymers. Copolymers consisting
of neopentyl diol (NPG), adipic acid, and hexane diol were investigated by LC/
MALDI-MS regarding their composition and end-group distribution [109]. The
deficiency of MALDI-TOF-MS to distinguish between the number of A and B units
and/or species having different end groups and identical chemical structure was
overcome by a fragmentation of suitable parent ions. This resulted in typical
fragment ion patterns and provided a clear differentiation between cyclic and linear
oligomers as well as between isobaric (i.e., identical masses) linear oligomers with
different end groups. In addition, this technique could also be used for a detailed
examination of longer copolymer sequences. The characteristic fragmentation
behavior of PEO-b-PPO copolymers could be used to distinguish between di- and
triblock copolymers and to determine the sequence in diblock [110]. Coupled online
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with ESI tandemMS, the separation of PEO/PSblock copolymer at critical conditions
of PEO using a mobile phase that already contained the cationizing agent was
demonstrated [111]. Samples were investigated in both the MS and MS/MS
mode. Oligomer separation was successfully achieved according to the PS block
size. Since the PS block size could be determined by its chromatographic behavior
and its characteristic MS/MS fragment patterns, the copolymer microstructure was
unambiguously identified.

Ultra performance liquid chromatography (UPLC), recently introduced, provides
an ultrafast separation and reduces the sample amount drastically [112]. Its principle
is based on the use of column packing materials with smaller particle size (<2mm),
which reduces the time for one analysis without any drawbacks in resolution and
sensitivity. Since UPLC systems typically operate at flow rates of 0.05–0.6mlmin�1

postcolumneluents, splitting for onlineMSis not necessary.Afirst synthetic polymer
application addressed the separation of styrene–acrylonitrile copolymers and epoxy
resins [113]. The determination of suitable chromatographic separation conditions,
especially of the critical conditions, represents amostly laborious routine. The online
combination of UPLC and ESI-TOF-MS was shown to be extraordinary beneficial for

Figure 7.13 LC-MS chromatograms showing
the separation of the homologous polymer
series contained in the block copolymer
samples: (A) total ion chromatogram (TIC) of
unfunctionalized polymer, recorded with ESI
(þ )-MS; (B) TIC of functionalized polymer,
recorded with ESI(þ )-MS; (C) multiple ion
chromatogram(MIC)of 17 selectedmass traces
ofunfunctionalizedpolymer, recordedwithAPCI

(�)-MS; (D) MIC of 14 selected mass traces of
unfunctionalized polymer, recorded with APCI
(þ )-MS; and (E)MICof 13 selectedmass traces
of functionalized polymer, recorded with APCI
(�)-MS. Examples of the corresponding mass
spectra aregiven for themarkedpeaks, aswell as
for the complete homologous series shown in
(C), (D), and (E). (Reprinted from [107] with
permission from Wiley.)
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a very fast adjustment of parameters [114]. Because every polymer (even standards
with low polydispersities) can be regarded as a mixture of polymer chains with
different length, their elution within a single chromatographic peak must occur in a
different order depending on the separation mode (SEC, LAC, or LC-CC). Fast data
acquisition in UPLC combined with the mass accuracy of an ESI-QTOF instrument
revealed the inherent mass distribution of those peaks. This application, represent-
ing a fundamentally new approach, was evidenced using PEO and PPO homo- and
copolymers. Moreover, these data showed that even with poor chromatographic
separation in UPLC structure, composition and molecular weight of these copoly-
mers were obtained in less than 1min.

Hyphenated coupling methods have also been reported dealing with such par-
ticular chromatographic methods such as liquid exclusion adsorption chromatog-
raphy (LEAC) and temperature gradient interaction chromatography combined with
MALDI-TOF-MS identification for the investigation of microwave-assisted polymer-
ization of CL and branched PSs [115, 116].

7.5
Conclusions

Hyphenation of techniques has become a versatile tool in polymer analysis. It has
been demonstrated that the complexity and heterogeneity of modern polymers and
copolymers, in particular, could only be determined by a combination of several
methods.With this regard, a chromatographic separation in various thermodynamic
modes combined with mass spectral identification of polymer species provides new
insights in polymer synthesis, modification, and degradation. Both methods are
widely complementary and can therefore often compensate each other�s drawbacks.
The development of suitable coupling interfaces, the introduction of AP devices, and
an increasing application of ESI pushed polymer analysis toward new regions. Future
developments in the field of MS detectors, lasers and software, as well new pressure-
stable stationary chromatographic phases will aid in increasing the importance and
acceptance of LC–MS coupling methods and will enable new applications in
sophisticated polymer analysis.
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8
Automated Data Processing and Quantification in Polymer Mass
Spectrometry
Till Gruendling, William E. Wallace, Christopher Barner-Kowollik,
Charles M. Guttman, and Anthony J. Kearsley

8.1
Introduction

The interpretation of synthetic polymermass spectra is a process that usually requires
intricate knowledge of both, the synthetic chemistry of the investigated polymers as
well as themeasurement process itself and the instrumentation at hand. The growing
usage of mass spectrometric tools in the polymer community also leads to an
increasing number of nonexpert users of the technique. Sophisticated tools for the
automated processing and interpretation of mass spectra have the potential to
significantly increase the acceptance of mass spectrometry (MS) as a versatile
techniqueinpolymercharacterizationbytheseusers,whileat thesametimeproviding
an operator-independent and reproducible outcome of the interpretation process.
Especially when extracting quantitative information – for example on the composi-
tional distribution of copolymers or the molecular mass distribution (MMD) of
homopolymers – operator-independent approaches for spectral evaluation are highly
desirable.Sophisticateddataprocessinganddatabasesearchtoolshave thepotential to
maximize the efficiency and accuracy of investigations by hyphenated techniques,
including tandemmassspectrometry (MS/MS), ionmobility spectrometry (IMS), and
online liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS). The following sections
give an overview of the techniques that are currently available to the polymer
community and should guide the interested scientist in the selection of suitable tools
forspectral interpretation.Thereaderwill realize that–althoughtoolshavematuredin
areas such as copolymer characterization and molecular mass determination – the
field of automation in polymer MS is in many areas still in its infancy.

8.2
File and Data Formats

Once the physical process of spectrum acquisition has been carried out, every data
analysis effort – automated ormanual – requires importing of themass spectral data
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into a processing software suite. Here, the generated spectra are either displayed for
manual interpretation by the user or further automated data retrieval, preproces-
sing, interpretation, and quantification steps may be performed. The current
situation features a plethora of vendor-specific, proprietary data formats in MS. At
times, diversity exists even between instrument generations of the same vendor, and
the negative impact on scientific data exchange and efforts to automate spectral
interpretation needs to be realized. Polymer mass spectra acquired by direct
infusion electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) or matrix-assisted
laser desorption ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS) without chro-
matographic fractionation of the sample can be stored as a two-column data matrix,
and thus are easily handled in the form of simple text files for data export, which is
supported by most software.

However, in the last years, a trend is also witnessed within the polymer MS
community toward the realization of increasingly more sophisticated scenarios,
featuring mass spectrometric analysis in combination with other means of macro-
molecular separation or fragmentation to maximize information content. Hyphen-
ated techniques such as size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) or chromatography
under critical conditions of adsorption (LCCC) coupled online or offline toMS aswell
as gas phase separation techniques such as IMSmay allowmore structural data to be
gained from themeasurements than from a simpleMS experiment by itself. Tandem
MS in combination with knowledge about the fragmentation pathways of certain
polymer species may enhance the information gained on polymer functionality and
composition. The multidimensional data obtained from these approaches requires
sophisticatedmeans for its compact storage, ideally in openly accessible data formats.
In the field of proteomics, the sheer complexity of information from tandemLC/MS2

experiments necessitates automated processing from the very beginning of the data
analysis chain and sophisticated tools have therefore been developed over the last
couple of years [2–4]. The requirement of a common open data format to enable the
platform and instrument vendor-independent processing and exchange of data has
also been realized in recent years within the proteomics community [1, 5, 6]. As a
result, two open data formats have emerged, based on the extensible markup
language (XML) standard: ThemzXML [1] format, developed by the Seattle Proteome
Center and later the mzML [5] format developed by the Human Proteome
Organization�s proteomics standards initiative, which aims to marry the superior
elements of mzXMLwith a third data format, mzData [7]. Figure 8.1 shows the great
benefit of this approach in that a common (open source) data analysis pipelinemay be
used to data analysis which uses one unified open file format as data input. Software
developers will be freed from the need to obtain knowledge about the different
vendor-specific formats thus enabling the development of truly universal software
tools. Furthermore, common file standards will allow public storage and retrieval of
data over long periods. A number of open source programs are available today to
convert vendor-specific formats to mzXML or mzML files. A list of these converters
can be found in Ref. [3]. Increasingly, instrument vendors are also beginning to
support these open file standards.
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8.3
Optimization of Ionization Conditions

Finding the instrumental settings and experimental conditions at which the sensi-
tivity and accuracy of an analytical procedure is at its optimum is one of the main
goals in any analytical method development process. InMS, a great number of these
chemical and instrument parameters exist that the scientist can tweak. With regards
to polymer analysis by MS, depending on what the goal of the mass spectrometric
experiment is, the objective to be optimized may vary. The instrumental noise and
sensitivity may be important objectives in quantification studies of low abundant
polymer species. Minimization of ionization mass bias and optimization of detector
linearity or dynamic range are required in MMD determination by MALDI-MS [8].
Recently, the introduction of living/controlled radical polymerization protocols has
lead to new kinds of functional polymers carrying end groups such as halogen atoms,
dithioesters, or nitroxides which are bound to the polymer terminus by intrinsically
weak carbon�chalcogen or carbon�halogen bonds. Especially with nonpolar poly-
mers such as polystyrene [9, 10], which are difficult to ionize in general, but also with
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) [11, 12], loss of these end groups is often
observed in MALDI-MS. This leads to information loss and false deductions in the
case of mechanistic investigations or when MS is used to verify end-group fidelity.
ESI has the advantage that it often provides a much softer ionization of the polymer
molecule, with full retention of functionality [12, 13], but in a few cases, end-group
losses for polymers synthesized by living/controlled radical polymerization have
been observed even with ESI-MS [10]. The retention of functionality is therefore a
third important objective in polymer MS requiring optimization, especially when
mechanistic and structural studies are to be performed.

Standard 

input
Polymer 
Sample 

MS type 1 

MS type 2 

MS type 3 

mzXML

C

C

C

Public 

Database 

Sample 

report 

Common data 
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Figure 8.1 The mzXML file acts as a mediator,
allowing multiple input formats to be subjected
to a common data analysis pipeline. New types
of instruments can be integrated into a
preexisting analysis framework with only a utility
(here represented by C) to convert MS native

output to the mzXML format. The open
structure ofmzXML instance documentsmakes
them suitable for data exchange such that, for
example, they may be submitted to a data
repository to support the results presented in a
publication. Figure adapted from Ref. [1].
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The physical processes affecting the performance of the ionization source, mass
separating process, and ion detection are often only insufficiently understood and
conditions depend critically on the type of mass spectrometer employed. With only
little or no a priori knowledge of the optimal conditions, the number of parameter
settings to be sampled is very large. Often, source optimization in both MALDI-TOF
and ESI-MS is performed in a one-factor-at-a-time fashion [14]. This approach,
although straightforward to perform,may not yield the best experimental conditions,
as interactions between parameters cannot be identified [15, 16]. Design of exper-
iment (DoE) is a useful tool that can be employed to significantly reduce the number
of the experiments required in optimizing ionization conditions, while retaining
maximum certainty in the effects of the experimental parameters and their inter-
actions on arbitrary objectives to be optimized. Response surface designs allow the
statistical and graphical evaluation of the experimental data by regression analysis
with suitablemodel functions [15, 17, 18]. A number of different applications of DoE
to LC-MS optimization exist in literature, many covering the optimization of the
liquid chromatographic separation [19, 20], but some also covering the optimization
of MS source conditions [18, 20, 21]. More recently, Kell and coworkers successfully
employed a genetic searchmethod [22] to achieve an operator intervention-free, fully
automated numerical optimization of up to 14 instrument settings in polypeptide
ESI-MS [23] and gas chromatography-MS [24]. These authors noted that the method
could yield optimum conditions by sampling less than 500 of the possible 1014

combinations and that relationships between source parameters were identified that
accounted for much of the success of the optimization. The hypothesis-generating
potential of genetic search processes inwhich little a priori knowledge of the system is
available was thus demonstrated.

A selection of articles exist that are directly related to polymerMS.Wetzel et al., for
example, employed an orthogonal experimental design to identify parameters that
significantly affected signal-to-noise ratio in polystyrene analysis by MALDI-TOF-
MS. From a set offive parameters including detector voltage, laser energy, delay time,
extraction voltage, and lens voltage, detector voltage and delay time were shown to be
the most influential [25]. Later, Wallace et al. employed numerical optimization
routines to find conditions of minimal instrumental mass bias, which is one goal
when employing MALDI-MS to generate absolute MMD standards. Stochastic
numerical optimization [26, 27] was employed to this task, and the effects of
instrumental noise on the optimization procedure were dealt with by the use of
implicit filtering [28]. Optimal values of five instrument parameters were obtained in
as few as five iterations and the confidence intervals of the parameters were gained
which may serve for a sensitivity analysis of the effects of each parameter.

DoE can be especially useful when optimizing online LC-MS of synthetic poly-
mers. Here, the operator is faced with the challenge of having to find optimum
ionization conditions in a system where the concentration of analytes eluting from a
chromatographic column is changing rapidly as a function of time. In such cases,
parameters may need to be varied between chromatographic runs with the goal to
obtainmaximum information from aminimumamount of chromatographic runs to
save valuable instrument time. Gruendling et al. presented a method based on a
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D-optimal design, which allows for a modification of the number of experiments
included in the design plan [29]. The influence of four ionization source parameters,
including cone voltage, spray gas flow rate, and capillary temperature on ionization
efficiency and their optimum settings were identified.

In MALDI-MS, the selection of proper conditions for sample preparation includ-
ing the correct chemical matrix, solvents, and ionization salt in suitable concentra-
tions is a crucial part of the signal optimization process. A number of studies exist in
this direction, with one very interesting approach by Schubert and coworkers [30].
These authors used quantitative structure–performance relationships for the rational
selection of potentially new well-performing matrices for MALDI of synthetic
polymers. Recently, Brandt et al. [31–33] employed partial least square regression
together with a training set of eight matrices, five cationization reagents and six
solvents to predict the performance of untested combinations ofmatrix, cationization
reagent and solvent.Molecular descriptorswere used for thematrix and cationization
reagent, while Hansen solubility parameters were found to be the most informative
for the solvent. The authors concluded that, despite of inconsistencies due to the
formation of precipitates with some salts, the established structure–performance
relationships may serve as a starting point to predict the performance of matrices in
the case of unknown polymers.

8.4
Automated Spectral Analysis and Data Reduction in MS1)

Numerical spectrum analysis is an often neglected subject in the overall study ofMS.
It is typically treated as an afterthought to the widely studied subjects of sample
preparation, ionization mechanisms, and mass-to-charge separation methods. Yet it
is the determination of accurate and precise peak positions that is at the core of
chemical identification inMS. Furthermore, it is the determination of peak intensity
that underpins any quantitative measurements. This section presents, in brief, two
new methods that have been developed at the National Institute of Standards and
Technology. These methods make no assumptions about peak shape.

Mass spectral �peaks� are defined as statistically significant excursions in the
spectrum intensity from its baseline that are the result of ions of a given mass-
to-charge ratio (m/z) being detected by the instrument. Spurious peaks may arise
from purely random events of either electronic or chemical origin. Electronic noise
arises from the detector, preamplifier, amplifier, or spectrum digitizer. Chemical
noise arises from stray ions that have been improperly separated in time, mass, or
kinetic energy. Typically spectrum averaging will smooth out such peaks if the noise
is truly random and uncorrelated. Spurious peaks may also arise from systematic
instrument artifacts, for example, periodic effects such as digitizer jitter (yielding
electronic noise) or voltage fluctuations (leading to chemical noise). From a purely

1) Official contribution of the National Institute of Standards and Technology; not subject to copyright in
the United States of America.
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statistical or numerical point of view, these may be impossible to distinguish from
genuine peaks. The analyst needs answers to the following questions:

1) When is a given excursion correctly classified as a genuine peak? (statistical
significance)

2) At what m/z is the peak most likely located? (peak location)
3) Does it overlap with other nearby peaks? (peak resolution)
4) Where does a peak begin and end? (integration end points)
5) What is the area of the spectrum underneath the peak? (peak integration).

An answer to the first question is used to separate true peaks from spurious peaks.
An answer to the second question is required for species identification and is used
predominantly in qualitative analysis. The third question must be answered to
determine if two or more peaks overlap as a result of insufficient mass-to-charge
resolution. Overlapping peaks may lead to incorrect peak position and intensity
determination. Knowledge of the location of the peak beginning and end, the fourth
question, is required to determine peak area. Peak area, in turn, is typically required
for quantitative analytical results. Succinct answers to these questions will result in a
reliable translation between the spectrum and the metrics the analyst wishes to
determine. Failure to properly answer these questions rendersmoot efforts at sample
preparation and data collection.

8.4.1
Long-Standing Approaches

Standard approaches to the reduction of mass spectral data have focused on
calculating either derivatives or intensity thresholds of the data. A few of the many
reviews in the literature can be found in Refs. [34–37]. Typically, excursions from the
baseline are found at increases in the first derivative. As the algorithm proceeds
sequentially through the data (typically but not necessarily from lowm/z to highm/z),
an initial excursion of the derivative, or an increase in intensity above a preset
threshold, indicates a peak beginning. Apeakmaximum is foundwhen the derivative
after an initial increase flattens out to zero. As the algorithm proceeds sequentially,
the derivative will change sign and then flatten out to zero again, or the intensity will
drop below the preset threshold value, as the baseline is restored.

Many variations of this basicmethod exist. For example, second derivativesmay be
used to find peak maxima. In some cases, third derivatives may also be employed.
There are two significant problems that one encounters when using these derivative-
based approaches. First, the function whose derivative must be approximated is only
available at discrete prescribed points, that is, onehas access only to (x, y) pairs of data,
not to a continuous function. Second, random noise results in inaccurate derivative
estimates. It is well known that the availability and accuracy of derivative approx-
imations decreases as noise in a function increases. The result is that noisy data,
when analyzed with algorithms that employ derivative approximations, may fail to
find genuine peaks and may identify as peaks features that are purely artifacts.
Furthermore, the higher the derivative, the greater its sensitivity to randomnoise [38].
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In this case, smoothing or filtering of the data is one way to ensure existence and
computability of needed derivative estimates. Running or windowed averages,
Savitsky-Golay smoothing [39–41], Fourier filtering [42], and wavelet decomposi-
tion [43] are the most common of the many methods possible and have been
extensively discussed in the literature. However, the success of these methods relies
on a circular logic in which the type and degree of smoothing determine the
effectiveness of the peak finding algorithm, and the effectiveness of the peak finding
algorithm determines the amount of smoothing required. The problem is com-
pounded when the noise is variable across the m/z range, or when the noise is not
constant between spectra but the analyst wishes to apply to same data analysis
methods to all spectra of a series. Different kinds of, or degrees of, smoothingmay be
required in different parts of the spectrum. Likewise, derivative computation
(or other gradient estimates) may be more feasible in one part of the spectrum
than another.

8.4.2
Some New Concepts

Many of the new concepts in peak identification and integration attempt to move
beyond the purely local approaches of derivatives or thresholds. Furthermore, they
attempt to do this without going toward global spectrum smoothing. Here �local�
refers to operations on any givenmass versus intensity (x, y) data point and its nearest
neighbors. �Global� refers to operating on the spectrum as a whole without
consideration of any specific local features, such as Fourier filtering. New methods
endeavor to treat the spectrum as a series of regions that are larger than a few data
points but smaller than the spectrum as a whole. They attempt to isolate peaks into
�neighborhoods� or small sets of mass versus intensity data points. By analogy, the
spectrum is the city, the peaks are its neighborhoods, and the data points are
individual addresses.

8.4.3
Mass Autocorrelation

Signal autocorrelation has an extensive history in the communications field [44]. The
mass autocorrelation function, G(L) is defined as

GðLÞ ¼

X
i

SðmiÞ � Sðmiþ LÞX
i

SðmiÞ2
ð8:1Þ

where S(mi) is the signal atmassmi taken on equal intervals ofmass,Dm, and L is the
lag which is alsomeasured in units ofmass. Equal intervals ofmass are used because
most correlation algorithms require the signal to be evenly spaced points on the scale
of interest. As an aside, remember that in TOFmass separation, the signal, S(ti), is
collected on equal intervals of time. The transformation from this time-base signal
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S(ti) to a mass-base signal S(mi) involves both an interpolation and a change of the
signal itself by a Jacobian transform. The mathematical methods to effect this
transformation are discussed in Ref. [45]. Numerical interpolation must be used
to convert the spectrum in mass from unequally spaced points to equally spaced
points for the application of autocorrelation methods. By choosing reduced (con-
tiguous) sets of the data, information about periodic peaksmay be obtained in as local
or as global a context as desired. The periodicity of the peaks may arise from the
periodic nature of the polymer�s structure such as repeat units periodicity or isotopic
periodicity.

In addition to verifying themass of any repeat units found in the sample, there are
several important applications of mass autocorrelation to the analysis of polymer
mass spectra. By autocorrelating in different regions of the data, and by overlaying
these results, subtle changes in polymer architecture can be discovered. This was
demonstrated for polysilsesquioxanes where the degree of intermolecular conden-
sation could be quickly and accurately tracked without having to resort to identifying
every peak in the spectrum [46, 47]. A second application involves pulling a weak
signal out of noisy data [45]. Exploiting the fact that for a polymer there should be a
repeating peak sequence at the repeat unit mass, autocorrelation can reveal if the
expected polymer ions have been detected in an otherwise noisy spectrum. Figure 8.2
shows a very noisy polystyrene MALDI-TOF spectrum. Identifying the mass differ-
ence between pairs of peaks is difficult. Autocorrelation compares intensities at all

Figure 8.2 Autocorrelation applied to noisy polymer mass spectrometry data. (a) Mass spectrum.
(b) Autocorrelation function. Notice the clearly repeating structure at 104.15 gmol�1 which is the
repeat unit mass of polystyrene.
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mass differences across the spectrum. In cases with matching peak distances the
autocorrelation coefficient increases. This can be seen in the figure where correla-
tions of peaks one, two, or three repeat unit masses apart are clearly seen and the
repeat unit of polystyrene is clearly identified. Careful inspection of Figure 8.2 also
shows small peaks on either side of themain autocorrelation series. These are due to
either a separate set of end groups or adduct formation. In either case, finding this
effect by simple inspection of the original spectrum would be exceedingly difficult.
The third application is to mass calibration. If the repeat unit mass of the sample is
known, autocorrelation can be used to adjust the slope (but not the offset) of the
calibration curve. This serves to improve mass accuracy because if the slope can be
corrected, then the peak positions are more accurate. This is important when
calculating end group or adduct masses.

A software tool (PolyCalc) which has recently been introduced by Luftmann and
Kehr allows the molecular masses of repeating units and end groups, as well as an
approximation of the MMD to be obtained from the multiply-charged spectra
recorded in direct infusion ESI-MS [48]. The software operates by minimizing the
difference between a simulated mass spectrum and themeasured ESI spectrum and
thus yields the monomer and end-group mass and estimates of the MMD of the
polymer, which is assumed to be Gaussian in shape. The software seems to be a
useful tool effectively extending themass range of ESI-MS to around 10–20 kgmol�1

if multiple charging is achieved. Programmatic extensions are needed to allow the
analysis of mixtures of multiple end-group-carrying polymers.

8.4.4
Time-Series Segmentation

Another alternative to calculating local derivatives is to consider the spectrum as a
whole and to reduce it to a set of concatenated line segments based on its features. As
shown in Figure 8.3, by connecting the first (x, y) pair to the last (x, y) pair in the
spectrum, a crude baseline for the entire spectrum is created. From this line, the (x, y)
pair that is the greatest normal distance from the line is determined. This yields two
linesegmentsspanning thespectrum.Thisprocedure iscontinueduntil thespectrum
is replicated by a series of line segmentswith eachpeakdetermined (at theminimum)
by two line segments and the interveningbaselinedetermined (also at aminimum)by
a single line segment. After the spectrum has been segmented, least squares or
orthogonal distance regression [49]may be used to adjust the line segments to best fit
the data; however, cautionmust be exercised because if the randomnoise level varies
across the spectrum the quality of the fit will also vary across the spectrum. For this
reason, the NIST method [50] uses a background spectrum taken at the same
instrumental conditions as the spectrum to be analyzed with a sample that is free
of analyte (e.g., in the case ofMALDI, contains thematrix and the cationizing salt). A
background spectrum requires additional experimental effort but yields significant
dividends when analyzing the data to determine quantitative measures.

A nonlinear programming algorithm using an L2 (least squares) approximation to
an L1 (least absolute-value) fit was employed [51–55]. L1 fits are superior to L2 fits due
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to their increased tolerance for outliers, that is, outlying points do not exert as
much control over the final fit. Given a dataset of N points, a collection of strategic
points is found and the unique optimal piecewise linear function passes through the
x coordinate of each strategic point. This defines a set of function maxima and
minima corresponding to the peak maxima and the peak limits, respectively. The
original data is then integrated by finding the area of the polygon determined by the
strategic points.

Our segmentation method is a two-step algorithm. The first portion requires the
selection of strategic points and is derived from the earlier work of Douglas and
Peucker [56]. Strategic points are selected based on an iterative procedure that
identifies points whose orthogonal distance from the end-point connecting line
segment is the greatest. Once a point with greatest orthogonal distance from the
mean has been identified, it joins the collection of strategic points and, in turn,
becomes an end point for two new line segments from which a point with greatest
orthogonal distance is found. This numerical scheme is performed until the greatest
orthogonal distance to any end-point connecting line segment drops beneath a
prescribed threshold value. This threshold value is the only algorithmic parameter
and is based on a statistical analysis of the data and its corresponding analyte-free
spectrum. Clearly the selection of these points does not require equally spaced data;
therefore, the method is equally well suited for TOF data expressed in either time or
mass space. Generally, it is chosen to work in time space with the data in its most

Figure 8.3 Schematic representation of time-
series segmentation on amodel problem. In the
final panel, the green circles represent peak
positions, and the blue circles represent peak

beginnings/endings. The calculated relative
area for each peak is the area of the triangle but
many other area-summing routines are
possible.
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basic state and to eliminate for doing a point-by-point correction of intensity using
partial integrals [45]. The second phase of the algorithm, developed specifically for
this work, requires the solution of an optimization problem, specifically, locating
strategic point heights (i.e., adjusting strategic point y-axis values at their associated
strategic x-axis values) that minimize the sum of orthogonal distance from raw data.
This problem is a nonlinear (and nonquadratic) optimization problem that can be
accomplished quickly using a recently developed nonlinear programming
algorithm [57].

The algorithm works as shown in Figure 8.3 [50, 54]. Clearly this method requires
no knowledge peak shape and no preprocessing of the data (e.g., smoothing), nor
does it require equal spacing of data points. Note that the strategic points defining
the beginning and end of adjacent peaks are located in the same spot resulting
from the choice of cos2(x) as the underlying function for this demonstration of
the procedure.

Once the data set is fully segmented, strategic points are discarded in accordance
with the statistical analysis of the original data set and its corresponding analyte-free
data set. This �deflation� of strategic points using statistics-derived thresholds is
performed by first analyzing the analyte-free spectrum for peaks and peak areas.
Once a collection of peaks and peak areas has been accumulated, the spectrum with
sample is then analyzed. Each peak identified from the spectrum with analyte is
compared to peaks found in close relative proximity from the analyte-free spectrum
algorithm output (i.e., peaks that appear with similar time or mass coordinates). If
any peak in the spectrumwith analyte has a smaller peak height or smaller peak area
than most (about 95%) of the background-spectrum peaks in close proximity, then
that peak is ignored. Likewise, any peak that falls outside the statistically significant
measure for area and height is also discarded. Thus, no peak is identified from the
sample spectrum that could have been identified by height or by area from
the background spectrum. This discarding of strategic points also serves to prevent
the inadvertent subdivision of larger peaks into a set of smaller peaks. This can
sometimes occur if the noise in the analyte spectrum is much greater than the noise
in the corresponding background spectrum.

Once the final set of strategic points has been found, the area of the polygon
defined by these points is calculated. (The polygon is often, but not always, a triangle.
The algorithm will work on polygons of any number of vertices connected by line
segments.) The line connecting the first and last strategic points for a given peak
determines a �local baseline.� The mathematical basis for the polygonal area
calculation algorithm is Green�s theorem in the plane and can be interpreted as
repeated application of the trapezoidal rule for integration [58]. The method returns
the exact area of the polygon.

Figure 8.4 shows an example of a MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of polystyrene
having three different end groups. Without user intervention, but with the require-
ment of a background spectrum for statistical deflation of the number of peaks, the
algorithm is able to identify and integrate peaks without smoothing or making any
assumptions on peak shape. In this case, the areas calculated from the triangular
shapes defined by the three strategic points for each peak were calculated. However,
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any method to determine the area is suitable, for example, simply summing the
signal channels between the beginning and ending strategic points defining
each peak.

8.5
Copolymer Analysis

The practical details and applications of soft ionization MS to analyze copolymer
structure have been discussed in a preceding chapter and shall not be reiterated here.
MS can serve two purposes in copolymer characterization; in addition to a deter-
mination of the end-group structure, it is possible to glean the copolymer compo-
sition from a mass spectrum (a sequence determination may be attempted after
partial degradationor viaMS/MS). The last twodecades have seen the development of
a number of mathematical approaches and software tools aimed at a spectral
interpretation of copolymermass spectra (consider also Chapter 9.9 for an alternative
viewpoint on the topic). Mass spectra of copolymers are significantly more complex
than homopolymer spectra. This is owing to the fact that where the MMD of
homopolymers is a one-dimensional function of one repeat unit length, copolymers
feature a two-dimensional topology distribution of the chain lengths of two (or
multiple) monomer-building blocks.

Figure 8.4 Time-series segmentation applied to real polymer MALDI-TOF mass spectral data.
Note that the background spectrum has been shifted down slightly for clarity.
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The monoisotopic m/z of a copolymer ion in charge state z featuring m units of
monomerM1withmassmM1 and n repeat units ofmonomerM2withmassmM2 and
with a combined end-group mass mE is given by the following equation:

m=z ¼ m �mM1 þ n �mM2 þmE

z
þmMþ ð8:2Þ

where mM+ is the mass of the adduct metal cation.
Spectral interpretation can be attempted in a generally very straightforward

manner: If a hypothesis about the constituent monomers and the end group of
the polymer can be made, the resultant copolymer spectrum can be modeled based
solely on Eq. (8.2). A problem, however, arises, as the two-dimensional topology
distribution is projected onto a one-dimensional mass spectrum, which in most
cases leads to loss of information. This is due to the fact that different combinations
of m and n can lead to the same or very similar m/z. Consider the example of
mM1¼ 100Da and mM2¼ 40Da: A polymer with constitution m¼ 4 and n¼ 10 will
feature the same mass-to-charge as one with m¼ 6 and n¼ 5. Further complication
arises, as each copolymer features a distribution of masses due to the isotope
distribution of 13C atoms making up the backbone of the polymer and the limited
instrumental resolution. Nevertheless, in the majority of cases, quantitative data
may be extracted on the copolymer composition and topology distribution, given
that the effects of mass bias on the ionization of copolymers with differing
composition can be neglected.

Mathematical tools developed from the early 1990s for the quantitative interpre-
tation of copolymer spectra have been accounted for in an extensive review by
Montaudo [59]. This early work focusedmainly on the application of chain-statistical
models of the copolymerization process. The use of chain statistics to simulate a
theoretical copolymer topology distribution can aid spectral interpretation by com-
parison of amodel spectrumwith the spectrummeasured in reality. Itwas shown that
using MALDI-MS with appropriate chain models, the average monomer composi-
tion, c of copolymers could be determined [60–63]. An evaluation by a direct method
in which no assumptions about the polymerization process are required is also
possible using the following equation [60, 64–66]:

cM1 ¼

X
m

X
n

m � ðIm;nÞX
m

X
n

m � n � ðIm;nÞ
ð8:3Þ

where Im,n is the mass spectral intensity at the mass corresponding to a co-oligomer
with m and n repeat units of the respective comonomers. The authors, however,
cautioned that inaccuracies result when the tallest peaks in the spectrum are due to
chains of less than 10 repeat units in length. Erroneous results will also be obtained in
the case of strongly overlapped mass spectral peaks with ambiguous assignments in
which case pruning methods have been employed [67]. The naturally occurring
isotope distribution andmass-dependence of the instrumental resolution need to be
corrected for if peak apices are compared instead of area ratios.
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Wilczek-Vera et al. were among the first to demonstrate that results fromMALDI-
MS can be used to determine the full two-dimensional distribution of copolymer
composition and chain lengths [67–69]. These authors also employed random
coupling statistics in the case of block-copolymer formation to aid quantitative
spectral interpretation. Their work was later followed up by Suddaby et al. [70] and
recently by Willemse et al. [63, 71] and Huijser et al. [72, 73] who used the results for
the determination of reactivity ratios in free radical copolymerizations [63, 70, 71] as
well as for themechanistic investigation of polycondensation reactions [72, 73]. These
authors also derived so-calledfingerprint plots (see Figure 8.5) from themass spectra.
These plots depict the two-dimensional contour plots of the probability distribution
of both comonomer chain lengths as determined from the mass spectra. They
provide a facile means to interpret the polymer mass spectrum and the form of
the distribution observed also allows deductions to be made about the type of the
analyzed copolymer (block vs. random) [74]. Weidner et al. recently employed the

Figure 8.5 Copolymer fingerprint plots
obtained from the pulsed laser-initiated radical
copolymerization of MMA and styrene at a
molar feed ratio (xSt) of: xSt¼ 0.053 (a),
xSt¼ 0.249(b),xSt¼ 0.600(c),andxSt¼ 0.792(d).

The dashed lines in the copolymer fingerprint
plots are indicative of the average chemical
compositionofthecopolymer.The figure is taken
from Ref. [71] with permission from the
American Chemical Society.
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method to cases in which an online coupling of MALDI and ESI MS to chro-
matographic separations was required and reported the introduction of a software
tool developed in-house (MassChrom2D) [75, 76].

By employing a procedure named strip-based regression, Viv�o-Truyols et al. [77]
provided for the first time an elegant and statistically sound algorithm for the
determination of the topology distribution of copolymers from their highly over-
lapped spectra inMALDI-MS. The characteristic of the algorithm to use strips whose
width is a fraction of the full-acquired mass range for processing allows the data
extraction problem to be treated by linear regression methods, whereas changes in
the instrumental resolution of the instrument with mass-to-charge and an incorrect
calibration do not deteriorate the results. As a further benefit, the application of the
regression approach allows the error associated with the relative abundance of each
comonomer combination to be determined.

8.6
Data Interpretation in MS/MS

Advanced fragmenting techniques in MS have been around for some while and
have been extensively used in the determination of polypeptide sequence by
bottom-up proteomics [78, 79]. The unambiguous interpretation of the very
information-rich spectra obtained from MS/MS is greatly facilitated by the
availability of highly advanced data processing software and database search tools,
which are an indispensable part of contemporary proteomics [3, 4]. In recent
years, MS/MS has also become a topic of largely increasing popularity in the field
of synthetic polymer characterization. The fragmentation pattern of macromole-
cules can provide detailed information on the structure of the constituent
monomer-building blocks as well as on the attached end groups. A number of
studies have established the main degradation pathways of common polymers
such as PMMA, poly(butyl methacrylate), poly(ethylene glycol), poly(propylene
glycol), poly(styrene), poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline)s, and poly(a-methyl styrene) [80–94].
Software for the automated interpretation of synthetic polymer tandem
mass spectra may prove to be a valuable tool for the determination of the
backbone structure and end groups of otherwise uncharacterized polymers as
well as for the analysis of the chain structure of copolymers. The advances in
software development and the large availability of open source software solutions in
biomolecular MS may greatly benefit development of suitable tools for synthetic
polymer MS/MS. So far, there is only one tool available developed by Thalassinos
et al. [95] that, however, greatly aids interpretation of tandem mass spectra and
which is provided free of charge by the author. A screenshot of the software is given
in Figure 8.6. Taking user-provided input on the repeating monomer units and the
a- and v-end-groups as well as the type of the attached cation, the software
automatically assigns the recorded peaks to fragment ion species, followed by a
color coding of the peaks making further spectral interpretation highly
intuitive. Tentative assignments of the end groups can be quickly validated, which
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otherwise poses a time-consuming process. The authors have also reported on
the application of Polymerator to analyze PPG [96] and poly(hydroxyethyl
methacrylate) [97].

8.7
Quantitative MS and the Determination of MMDs by MS

MSwith soft ionization has evolved into a powerful analytical tool inmacromolecular
science within the last two decades. MALDI-MS [98] and ESI-MS [99] are especially
versatile tools for the analysis of synthetic polymers. A large field of application ofMS
inpolymer science aims at gaining qualitative information on the chemical identity of
the repeat units or end groups of a synthetic macromolecule based on the precise
measurement of the molecular weight of individual oligomer molecules. Although
MALDI-MS and ESI-MS yield exact molecular weights of individual molecules,
accurate MMD of synthetic polymers requires sophisticated spectral processing
approaches. This is because, intrinsically, synthetic polymers do not exhibit one

Figure 8.6 Screenshot of the polymerator
software showing an annotated expansion (m/z
range 490–1350 Th) of the ESI-MS/MS
spectrum of the lithiated octadecamer of

PMMA. Details of annotated fragment ions are
displayed by the software in the table below the
spectrum. Predicted fragment ions are also
detailed above (left) of the spectrum.
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uniform chain length but rather a distribution ofmolecularweights. Although inMS,
the molecular weight axis is certain, due to instrumental bias and a dependence of
ionization efficiency on molecular weight and charge state, abundances of oligomer
ions are not an accurate description of oligomer concentration in the analyzed
sample. Classical methods used for the determination of MMDs by SEC yield
accurate information about the concentration of the polymer. The molecular weight
axis though is uncertain in SEC and existing calibration procedures may introduce
errors of up to 30% in the obtained molecular weights [100].

In the following text, two approaches, developed independently at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology [101] and at Karlsruhe Institute of Technol-
ogy [102, 103], respectively, are described and evaluated. The first approach
(see Section 8.7.1) has been employed in the context of creating an absolutemolecular
mass standard (Standard Reference Material� (SRM) 2881) fromMALDI measure-
ments alone, using an internal calibration of the mass spectral intensity axis [101].
The second approach (see Section 8.7.2) relies on the use of SEC coupled online to a
quantitative concentration detector (refractive index (RI) detector), whereas molec-
ular mass calibration and band-broadening correction are achieved using peak data
obtained from online ESI-MS [102, 103].

8.7.1
Quantitative MMD Measurement by MALDI-MS2)

The accuracy of a polymer�s MMD determined from a well-resolved mass spectrum
depends on accounting correctly for the mass bias in the measurement. Here �well-
resolved� means having the ability to separate to baseline the individual peaks of two
oligomers whose mass differs by one unit of their (typically) periodic mass spacing.

This ability is required for the quantitation methods described in this section. The
methods found here have been developed at the National Institute of Standards and
Technology and are described inmore detail in Refs. [101, 104–106]. Mass bias is the
systematic over- or undercounting of specific parts of the MMD by the mass
spectrometer. Here �specific parts� can refer to the high-mass or low-mass parts
of the spectrum, or to specific types of oligomers as defined by, for example, end
group or molecular architecture. Mass bias can occur in any of the three basic
functions of the mass spectrometer (sample ionization, separation by m/z, and
detection) as well as in the sample preparation or the data analysis. By systematic it is
meant that the bias is an inherent aspect of themeasurement and how it is conducted
and not simply due to imperfect counting statistics. In the latter case, taking more
data will resolve the problem; in the former case, taking more data is not a viable
solution. For systematic bias, the magnitude of the bias must be found and a
correction is applied, otherwise the measured MMD is of little use.

Fundamental metrological principles identify two types of measurement uncer-
tainty, type A and type B. Type A refers to uncertainty that can be evaluated by the

2) Official contribution of the National Institute of Standards and Technology; not subject to copyright in
the United States of America.
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statistical analysis of a series of observations, whereas type B refers to uncertainty that
cannot be evaluated by statistical methods alone. Generally, type A is spoken of as
statistical or random uncertainty and type B as systematic uncertainty. Their differ-
ences applied to the MS are shown in Figure 8.7. This section is concerned with the
determination of type B. Type Auncertainty that can be determined (and reduced) by
repeat measurements is not explicitly discussed here. It is noted that measurement
repeatability is critical. If the operator cannot repeat the measurement from run-to-
run and from day-to-day, the chances of measuring the correct MMD decrease
dramatically. Themeasurementmethodmust be repeatable and reliable before it can
be considered for quantitative, much less for standards, work.

An MMD is a two-dimensional quantity of which the mass spectrum is its
(imperfect) representation. Thus, both the mass axis and the signal axis (i.e., the
intensity of the ion signal at any givenmass) have to be calibrated separately, and their
associated type B uncertainties are considered separately.

Mass axis quantification is the most easily performed of the two and is not a
significant source of uncertainty in determining theMMD from themass spectrum.
Calibration of most mass spectrometers is usually done with biopolymers of known
molecular masses. These biopolymers are selected because they typically provide a
single major peak whose mass is known accurately; thus, mass axis quantification is

Figure 8.7 Schematic illustration of type A (�random�) and type B (�systematic�) uncertainties in
MMD measurement.
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quite straightforward. Calibration must be done using at least two or three of these
biopolymers that span the mass range of interest. More calibration points would
increase calibration accuracy. Calibration of the mass axis can also be done by
combining a single biopolymer with a molecular material calibrant. If this material
is close to, or identical to, the material under study then, in general, inaccuracies
in mass axis calibration will be minimized. The oligomeric masses, mi, with n
repeat units ofmass r andmasses of the end group,mend, of the polymer calibrant are
given by

mi ¼ nrþmend þmadduct ð8:4Þ

where madduct refers to the mass of any charged or neutral atoms or molecules
noncovalently bound to the analyte. This may be, for example, any salts added to the
sample preparation to encourage charging of the analyte. Thus, calibration of the
mass axis using a homopolymer calibrant (for example) reduces to determining
n for one of the peaks. A mass accuracy of better than a few mass units is not
necessary since polymer MMDs are not critically dependent on such small mass
differences.

Calibration of the signal axis is much more difficult. There are many systematic
uncertainties that can arise in the signal axis quantitation. It would be an insur-
mountable task to try to quantify each of these uncertainties individually. Instead, the
systematic bias in the signal axis is best determined heuristically by gravimetric
techniques. By mixing together in carefully prepared gravimetric ratios samples
having different MMDs, a mixture�s MMD can be controlled. By comparing the
gravimetric ratios to the signal intensity in themass spectrum, a calibration curve for
the signal axis can be obtained.

Various averages, known as molecular moments, where the entire shape of the
distribution is reduced to a single number, serve as useful numerical simplifications
of the MMD. Measuring and computing these summary statistics has historically
comprised the core of the analysis of molecular materials. The two most common
measures of the MMD are the number-average molecular mass, Mn, and the mass-
average molecular mass, Mw.

Mn ¼
X

i
miniX
i
ni

ð8:5Þ

Mw ¼
X

i
m2

i niX
i
mini

ð8:6Þ

PD ¼ Mw

Mn
ð8:7Þ

where mi is the mass of a discrete oligomer i, ni is the number of molecules at the
given mass mi, and PD defines the polydispersity (PD) index.
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To estimate the level of uncertainty in an instrumental method, a mathematical
construct is needed to determine how typeBuncertainties affect thefinalmeasurand.
Assume that there is a point in the experimental parameter space (sample prepa-
ration, instrument operation, and data analysis) where the signal intensity, Si, for an
oligomer ofmassmi is linearly proportional toni, thenumber of polymermolecules at
that oligomer mass. Mathematically, this is given by

Si ¼ kni ð8:8Þ

where for a narrow enough range ofmi, it is assumed that k is a constant independent
of mi and the range of linearity, ni< n0, is about the same for all molecules in the
(polydisperse) sample.

If the measurement is performed in the linear region for all the oligomers of the
sample, the overall signal from the quantity of analyte introduced into the mass
spectrometer is given by

X
i

Simi ¼ k
X
i

nimi ð8:9Þ

with nimi summed over all i. From this, it can be derived that

X
i
SimiX
i
Si

¼
k
X

i
nimi

k
X

i
ni

ð8:10Þ

The right-hand side of the equation is by definition the exact Mn of the polymer
independent of k since k in numerator and denominator cancels out. The same holds
for equations for Mw and all higher moments. This is generally true when the
measurements are made in the linear range of analyte versus signal strength.
However, it is well known that the mass spectra of wide PD analytes give poor
representations of the MMD due to large systematic uncertainties in the signal axis.
That is, if the values of themi span too great amass range, then the values for k and/or
the n0 saturation limits must change dramatically, otherwise MS would be able to
obtain the MMD correctly for very broad distribution analytes which is widely
demonstrated not to be the case.

If k is not a constant independent of i then, and if themeasurements aremade in a
linear concentration range for each oligomer i (i.e., ni< n0), then

Si ¼ kini ð8:11Þ

where ki is now a function of the oligomer i for a fixed experimental method: sample
preparation, instrument operation, and data analysis.

8.7.1.1 Example for Mixtures of Monodisperse Components
The simplest example of gravimetric quantitation to testmass spectrometer response
is to create a mixture of two monodisperse compounds: species 1 as a standard and
species 2 as the analytewhose concentration is sought. If there is no systematic bias in
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the measurement, then the ratio of S2/S1 is directly proportional to the gravimetric
mass ratio G2/G1, where Gi is defined as the gravimetric mass of each species.

The signal from such a mixture, call it A, is

SA ¼ k1n1 þ k2n2 ð8:12Þ
The mass moments would be

Mgrav exp
nA ¼ ðk1m1n1 þ k2m2n2Þ

ðk1n1 þ k2n2Þ ð8:13Þ

Mgrav exp
wA ¼ ðk1m2

1n1 þ k2m2
2n2Þ

ðk1m1n1 þ k2m2n2Þ ð8:14Þ

The gravimetric mass of species i is

Gi ¼ mini ð8:15Þ
Substituting into Eq. (8.14) we get

Mgrav exp
wA ¼ ðk1m1G1 þ k2m2G2Þ

ðk1G1 þ k2G2Þ ð8:16Þ

To simplify this let the mass fraction X be

X ¼ G1

G1 þG2
ð8:17Þ

Substituting Eq. (8.17) into Eq. (8.16) and dividing numerator and denominator by
(G1 þ G2) yields

MwA ¼ ðk1m1X þ k2m2ð1�XÞÞ
ðk1X þ k2ð1�XÞÞ ¼ ðm1X þ �m2ð1�XÞÞ

ðX þ �ð1�XÞÞ ð8:18Þ

where

� ¼ k2
k1

ð8:19Þ

In this way, the mass bias in the mass spectrum is reduced to a single metric, �. �
equals one for an unbiased system. If species 2 is overcounted with respect to species
1, �will be greater than one, if species 2 is undercounted, �will be less than one. The
further � is from one the greater the systematic bias in the mass spectrum.

8.7.1.2 Example for Mixtures of Polydisperse Components
For most mixtures encountered, any given oligomer peak in the mass spectrum
cannot be assigned exclusively to one or the other component of themixture. In fact, a
given oligomer peak may have contributions from both components in the mixture.
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Typically these overlapping MMDs are made up of indistinguishable oligomer
components, that is, each component of themixture has some (but not all) oligomers
that are identical to those in the other component as illustrated in Figure 8.8. This
means that in this case the mass moments of the mixtures must be calculated and
used to create a calibration curve. A full theory for the case of distinguishable
oligomer mixtures (shown in Figure 8.9), or nonoverlapping MMDs (shown in
Figure 8.10), where each oligomer peak can be assigned to a specific component, is
given in Section 8.7.1.5. In this special case, true type Buncertainties can be given for
each oligomer in the targetmaterial and a true absolutemolecularmass standard can
be created.

Figure 8.8 Schematic illustration of an indistinguishable and overlapping mixture of two
components, where the peak intensities in the mixture are simply sums of component oligomer
intensities.

Figure 8.9 Schematic illustration of a distinguishable but overlappingmixture of two components.
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Equation (8.18) can be extended to a gravimetric mixture of polydisperse compo-
nents by substituting the experimental average molecular mass of each pure
component derived from its mass spectrum. This leads to the mass moments

Mgrav
wq ¼ ðk̂1Mexp

w1 X þ k̂2M
exp
w2 ð1�XÞÞ

ðk̂1X þ k̂2ð1�XÞÞ
¼ ðMexp

w1 X þ �Mexp
w2 ð1�XÞÞ

ðX þ �ð1�XÞÞ ð8:20Þ

where q represents a given gravimetricmixture. In Eq. (8.20), k̂1 and k̂2 replace k1 and
k2 used in the monodisperse example and are the mass-average means over each
component of the mixture which is conceptually similar to the mass-average
molecular mass. Likewise, X is now calculated from the gravimetric amounts of
each component in the mixture. The mass moments of the pure components are
from their mass spectra using Eq. (8.21):

Mexp
wq ¼

X
i
Siqm

2
iX

i
Siqmi

ð8:21Þ

To obtain an estimate of the value of �, the minimum value of the sum of squares is
found. The sum of squares over all mixtures q is expressed as

SSW ¼
X
q

ðMgrav
wq �Mexp

wq Þ2 ð8:22Þ

The simplest way to solve this equation is to insert an arbitrary value for � (typically
�¼ 1) and calculate a value for SS� then increment � and recalculate SS�. This most
basic iterative process will yield an optimal value typically in a few steps and can easily
be encoded in spreadsheet software. Recall that values of � near one indicate systems
with little bias in the mass spectrum.

Figure 8.10 Schematic illustration of a nonoverlapping mixture of two components, which is
distinguishable by definition.
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8.7.1.3 Calculating the Correction Factor for Each Oligomer
Once � has been calculated and found to be near one, the next step in the process is to
calculate the various ki in order to correct theMMD. If the ki are a smoothly and slowly
varying function of i (ormi), a Taylor expansion on kimaybemade around amass peak
near the center of theMMD, termedM0. The center is used to assure that the function
is changing as little as possible over the entire width of the MMD; however,
mathematically, the choice is arbitrary. Thus

ki ¼ k0 þQðmi�M0Þþ higher order terms inmi ð8:23Þ

Si ¼ k0ni þQðmi�M0Þni þ higher order terms inmi ð8:24Þ

where k0 and Q are the first two coefficients in the Taylor expansion. They are also
functions of all the experimental conditions: the instrument parameters, the sample
concentrations, and the sample preparationmethod. (By k0, it is notmeant the k of the
zeroth index oligomer but rather the zeroth derivative of theTaylor expansion). In this
way, the entire physics of the experiment is folded into these two coefficients. From
these assumptions, and dropping the higher order terms in Eq. (8.24), one can derive
the following important relationship:

Mexp
wq ¼ M0

wq

1þðQ=k0ÞðPDwqM0
wq�M0Þ

1þðQ=k0ÞðM0
wq�M0Þ

( )
ð8:25Þ

where Mexp
wq is the mass spectral mass-average molecular mass for the mixture of

analytes given in Eq. (8.21). PDw is mass average PD (Mz/Mw) and is taken here to be
the experimentally measured value (Mexp

z =Mexp
w ). Equation (8.25) is then solved for

M0
wq for various values ofQ/k0 at a fixedM0 chosen as described below for the values

of the mixtures described by q¼A, B,C, and so on, and for the initial components of
the mixtures described as j¼ 1 and j¼ 2.

For a gravimetric mixture A, Mgrav 0
wA is calculated from the values for the

individual components M0
w1 and M0

w2 computed for each Q/k0 using a simple
weighted average:

Mgrav 0
wA ¼ G1

G1 þG2
M0

w1 þ
G2

G1 þG2
M0

w2 ð8:26Þ

where G1 is the gravimetric mass of component 1 in the mix, and G2 is similarly
defined.

For each Q/k0, the sum of squares, SSðQ=k0Þ, is computed as

SSðQ=k0Þ ¼
X
q

ðMgrav 0
wq �Mo

wqÞ2 ð8:27Þ

where the sum is taken over all measured mixtures. The Q/k0 which gives the
minimumvalue of theSS Q=k0ð Þ is then taken as the bestfit. Aswith Eq. (8.22), solution
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of Eq. (8.27) required iteration over incremented values ofQ/k0. Dropping the higher
order terms and rearranging Eq. (8.24) yields

Si
k0ni

¼ 1þ Q
k0

ðmi�M0Þ ð8:28Þ

Equation (8.28) shows us how to apply the correction factorQ/k0 to each oligomer i to
arrive at a more reliable measure of the MMD. If Q/k0 were equal to zero, then the
mass spectrum would show no mass bias and Si¼ k0ni. This would mean that the
peak areas are directly proportional to the oligomer concentrations in the sample. If
Q/k0 is nonzero, then mass bias is present. If M0 is taken at the middle of the
distribution being calibrated, then the sign of Q/k0 along with where the massmi of
an oligomer i is greater than or less thanM0 determines whether the correction to the
ion intensity is positive or negative.

8.7.1.4 Step by Step Procedure for Quantitation
The steps of the method can be summarized as follows:

1) Obtain at least two samples having different MMDs but with otherwise very
similar, if not identical, properties.
For example, these could be polymers with different degrees of polymerization

or nanoparticles with different levels of functionalization. The different samples
could be obtained directly by synthesis or by separation of a single broader
molecular mass sample. Two samples are required at a minimum, but additional
samples will allow for more calibration points. If possible the only difference
between the two should be molecular mass. Any other differences, for example,
different functional groups may contribute to mass bias in an uncontrolled way.

2) Take mass spectra of each sample endeavoring to keep all experimental condi-
tions constant.
As much as possible keep all aspects of the measurement constant. This

includes sample preparation, instrument settings, and data analysis. Also, mea-
surements should be made contemporaneously to keep any variables that change
over time constant. These variables could be sample preparation conditions, for
example, water absorption into samples or solvents, or time drift in instrument
settings.

3) Use a laboratory balance tomake carefully controlled gravimetricmixtures of two
samples in several well-spaced ratios.
The balance needs to be calibrated and accurate to about least 0.1% of the total

mass measured. Any gravimetric errors are carried through the entire analysis.
Making stock solutions and then mixing solution volumes can be more accurate
than repeated weighing of small amounts of material. Generally, as a practical
matter, final weights must be at least 25mg.

4) Take mass spectra of each mixture using the same experimental conditions as
used for the pure components.
The instrument settings may not be optimal for the mixtures, but they must be

held constant to satisfy the self consistency of the method. If the experimental
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conditions are such that some oligomers of the mixture have disappeared (as
compared to the pure component measurements), then compromise experimen-
tal conditions must be found. If this occurs, then it suggests strong mass bias in
the measurement.

5) From themass spectra, calculate themass-averagemolecularmasses of the pure
components and of the mixtures.
Be careful in the application of �black box� software for this step. Unseen

algorithms for data processing can lead to substantial errors in converting the
mass spectrum to a MMD. Smoothing can introduce mass bias into a spectrum
that is not a product of the measurement itself but of the data analysis method
applied.

6) Use Eq. (8.22) to iteratively calculate the minimum value of SS� at a given �.
Themost direct way to do this is to set up a simple spread sheet. Start with �¼ 1

and change it systematically by small steps until aminimum in SS� is found. If � is
between 0.5 and 2 then the possibility exists that theMMDcanbe corrected. If not,
the results should be treated with caution, and the error is too great to be corrected
using only the linear term in the Taylor expansion. See Ref. [104] for an example of
computer code to make this calculation.

7) Choose M0, a mass near the center of the average molecular masses of the two
components.
The exact choice ofM0 is not critical; however, the correction to the distribution

will be more accurate near M0 and less accurate the farther any given oligomer
mass is from M0. If a certain mass range is more critical, then choose M0 at the
center of that range.

8) Use Eq. (8.27) to iteratively calculate the minimum value of SS(Q/k0) at a given
Q/k0.
Again see Ref. [104] for computational assistance.

9) Use Eq. (8.28) and the value forQ/k0 to correct the ion intensities Si in the mass
spectrum to arrive at a new MMD.
Individual oligomer intensitiesmay increase or decrease depending onwhether

they were undercounted or overcounted in the mass spectrum.

At this stage, the analyst should have a good feel for the degree of mass bias in the
mass spectra. Furthermore, if this bias is not too large it can be corrected using the
methods outlined in this section. If the bias is large, higher order terms in Eqs. (8.23)
and (8.24) need to invoked; however, methods to determine the values of the higher
order coefficients have not been created. This is a fruitful topic for future research.

8.7.1.5 Determination of the Absolute MMD
The procedures outlined in this section do not provide systematic uncertainties for
the corrected values. The correctedmass spectrum is closer to the trueMMD, but just
how close is it? In order to determine this, the following proceduresmust be invoked.
These procedures require distinguishable or nonoverlapping mixtures as well as
numerical instrument optimization to determine the systematic uncertainties inher-
ent in the instrument. This requires extra effort on the part of the analyst, but an
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MMDwith both typeA (random) and typeB (systematic) uncertainties is a very useful
calibration standard for MS and any other molecular mass measurement technique.

Startingwith Eq. (8.11),Si¼ kini, if an assumption ismade that ki is a slowly varying
function of i (hence also ofmi), then a Taylor expansion around a mass peak near the
center of the MMD, termed M0, can be made. The center of the mass spectrum is
used to assure that the function is changing as little as possible over the entire width
of the MMD. Then

Si ¼ k0ni þQðmi�M0Þni þ higher order terms inmi ð8:29Þ
Here Q and k0 are functions ofM0 as well as of all the experimental conditions: the
instrument parameters, the sample concentrations, and the sample preparation
method. (By k0, it is notmeant the k of the zeroth index oligomer but rather the zeroth
derivative of the Taylor expansion). In the experimental procedures referred to later,
once the instrument parameters and experimental preparation methods are opti-
mized, every attempt was made to keep them constant to insure experimental
reproducibility. (Later it will be shown how variation in the machine parameters
can affect the variation of Q/k0 and thus the type B uncertainty.)

The implications of the model embodied in Eq. (8.29) will now be explored and it
will be shown how small linear shifts of the calibration constantQ over limited mass
ranges effect quantities derivable from mass spectral data. First the total signal, the
total detected mass, and the mass ratios of mixtures will be considered, and it will be
shown how these quantities relate to the true MMD of the analyte.

The total signal, ST, from the polymer is given by

ST ¼
X
i

Si ¼ k0
X

ni þQðM0
n�M0Þ

X
i

ni ð8:30Þ

while the total mass of polymer detected, Gexp
T , is given by

Gexp
T ¼

X
i

miSi ¼ k0M
0
n

X
i

ni þQM0
nðM0

w�M0Þ
X
i

ni ð8:31Þ

whereM0
n andM

0
w are defined in Eqs. (8.32) and (8.33), respectively, and are the true

number average and mass average relative molecular masses.

M0
n ¼

X
i
miniX
i
ni

ð8:32Þ

M0
w ¼

X
i
m2

i niX
i
mini

ð8:33Þ

PD0
n ¼

Mw

Mn
ð8:34Þ

M0
z ¼

X
i
m3

i niX
i
m2

i ni
ð8:35Þ
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PD0
w ¼ Mz

Mw
ð8:36Þ

wheremi is the mass of a discrete oligomer, and ni is the number of molecules at the
given mass mi. The experimental moments from mass spectrum are defined asMn,
Mw, andMz, while the true values are given asM0

n,M
0
w , andM0

z . PDn defines the PD
index that is ameasure of the breadth of the polymer distribution.WhenPDn is equal
to one (i.e., in statistical terms the variance of MMD is zero), all of the polymer
molecules in a sample are of the samemolecular mass and the polymer is referred to
as monodisperse.

Multiplying Eqs. (8.32) and (8.33) together gives

M0
wM

0
n ¼

X
i
m2

i niX
i
ni

ð8:37Þ

Then taking the ratio of Eqs. (8.30) and (8.31), one obtains

Mexp
n ¼

X
miSiX
Si

ð8:38Þ

with the result that

Mexp
n ¼ M0

n
ð1þðQ=k0ÞðM0

w�M0Þ
ð1þðQ=k0ÞðM0

n�M0Þ
� �

ð8:39Þ

where Mexp
n is the experimentally measured M0

n.
For use later in this section by the same algebra is obtained:

Mexp
w ¼

X
m2

i SiX
miSi

ð8:40Þ

with the result that

Mexp
w ¼ M0

w
ð1þðQ=k0ÞðM0

z�M0ÞÞ
ð1þðQ=k0ÞðM0

w�M0ÞÞ
� �

ð8:41Þ

All higher moments may be obtained in a similar way and have a similar form.
Equation (8.41) gives by simple division:

M0
w ¼ Mexp

w
1þðQ=k0ÞðM0

w�M0Þ
1þðQ=k0ÞðM0

z�M0Þ
� �

ð8:42Þ

which yields

M0
w ¼ Mexp

w 1� ðQ=k0ÞM0
wðPDw�1Þ

1þðQ=k0ÞðM0
z�M0Þ

� �
ð8:43Þ

Equation (8.43) states that the deviation of the mass moment measured by mass
spectrum from the true mass moment is a function of the PD (arising from that
moment) divided by a correction term arising from how far that moment is from
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the mass M0 around which the Taylor expansion to obtain k0 and Q is centered. In
Eq. (8.43), the reader should notice that if M0

z is close to M0 the term in
ðQ=k0ÞðM0

z�M0Þ is small compared to 1 and the result depends only on the PD
of the polymer.

Since the method depends on gravimetrically mixing analytes to obtain estimates
of Q/k0, it is necessary to consider the equations relating to these mixtures.
Equation (8.31) states that the MS-measured total mass, Gexp

T , is proportional to the
true mass, G0

T:

G0
T ¼ Mn

X
ni ð8:44Þ

Gexp
T ¼ k0G

0
Tf1þQ=k0ðM0

w�M0Þg ð8:45Þ

Consider now a mixture of the chemically identical analytes with functional groups
having different masses, or two different molecular mass analytes having distribu-
tions that are well separated, such that each oligomer in the mass spectrum can be
assigned to a specific polymer in the mixture. Call them analyte A and analyte B that
willmakeup the components of the gravimetricmixtures. Then themeasured ratio of
the masses of each is given by

Gexp
TA

Gexp
TB

¼ k0AG0
TA

k0BG0
TB

1þðQA=k0AÞðM0
wA�M0Þ

1þðQB=k0BÞðM0
wB�M0Þ

� �
ð8:46Þ

Note that the expansions are performed for both polymer distributions A and B
around the same M0. Also note QA;QB; k0A, and k0B are all functions of M0. Thus,
from Eq. (8.46):

Gexp
TA

Gexp
TB

¼ G0
TA

G0
TB

1þðQ=k0ÞðM0
wA�M0Þ

1þðQ=k0ÞðM0
wB�M0Þ

� �
ð8:47Þ

Simple algebra leads us to

Gexp
TA

Gexp
TB

¼ G0
TA

G0
TB

1þ ðQ=k0ÞðM0
wA�M0

wBÞ
1þðQ=k0ÞðM0

wB�M0Þ
� �

ð8:48Þ

What is measured are Gexp
TA =G

exp
TB from MS versus G0

TA=G
0
TB gravimetrically deter-

mined. The calculated slope is

slope ¼ 1þ ðQ=k0ÞðM0
wA�M0

wBÞ
1þðQ=k0ÞðM0

wB�M0Þ
� �

ð8:49Þ

As before with Eq. (8.45), the reader should notice ifM0
wB is close toM0, the term in

ðQ=k0ÞðM0
wB�M0Þ is small compared to 1whichmeans the slope depends only on the

difference ðM0
wA�M0

wBÞ and, thus, ðQ=k0Þmaybe easily calculated. Finally, remember
that the gravimetric calibration of the signal axis using chemically identical analytes
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can avoid the issues pertaining to the uncertainties arising from ablation, ionization,
and detection. However, uncertainties in sample preparation as well as data analysis
repeatability and consistency still affect the gravimetric calibration techniques.

8.7.2
Quantitative MMD Measurement by SEC/ESI-MS

Today, SEC is used as the method of choice for the determination of MMDs. The
method suffers a number of significant drawbacks. First, it requires calibration with
polymer standards whose molecular weights need to be determined by independent
techniques [107]. For many polymer classes, well-characterized standards are not
available. In these cases, universal calibration, heavily relying on the accuracy of
Mark-Houwink parameters and the validity of the Flory-Fox equation [108–112] or,
alternatively, online calibration by light scattering and viscosimetric detection have
to be employed, which can lead to errors in the MMD of up to 30% [100].
Chromatographic band-broadening further deteriorates the SEC results, with an
especially strong impact on the apparentMMDof polymers exhibiting sharp peaks or
shoulders as in the case of distributions derived by experiments aimed at the
determination of kinetic rate constants [113, 114].

8.7.2.1 Exact Measurement of the MMD of Homopolymers
Barner-Kowollik and coworkers have recently shown that by employing SEC with
online concentration detection and using ESI-MS for an internal mass calibration,
very accurateMMDs of synthetic polymers can be determined [102]. In the employed
chromatographic setup [115, 116] (see Figure 8.11), a concentration-sensitive RI
detector and the electrospraymass spectrometer are coupled to the chromatographic
effluent of a size-exclusion column in parallel.

Figure 8.11 Chromatographic setup employed for coupling the concentration-sensitive RI- and/or
UV detectors and the ESI-MS to the effluent of an SEC column in parallel. Numbers indicate flow
rates in milliliters per minute.
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Themethod accounts for the individual strengths and limitations of both detectors
by deriving the absolute polymer concentration solely from the RI-detector trace. The
electrospray mass spectrometer is used only in its ability to accurately measure the
concentration profiles of the individual oligomers eluting from the chromatographic
system for further processing. No use ismade ofMS to derive absolute concentration
data. The elution profiles of the individual oligomers derived byMS contain accurate
retention time information. This allows for a precise calibration of the SEC retention
time dependence on chain length. A calibration can be derived without additional
knowledge of the polymer class or any other physical assumptions as long as the
polymermolecule is compatiblewith ESI. In addition to the position in time, the exact
shape of the elution profile can be derived from online ESI-MS, which allows the
characterization of the chromatographic band-broadening function as well as correc-
tions to be made for band-broadening effects in the derived MWDs.

The influence of chromatographic band broadening is described mathematically
by the discrete form of Tung�s convolution equation (8.50) [117]. The SEC-trace, SVR

recorded by a detector with a linear mass concentration response (RI detector) is
derived by the convolution of the mass-weighted MMD wn with the instrumental
spread and calibration function, GVR;n. Here VR and n are the chromatographic
retention volume and the polymer repeat unit number, respectively.

S ¼ G� w or SVR ¼
X
n

GVR;n �wn ð8:50Þ

Figure 8.12 provides a graphical representation of the process described
by Eq. (8.50): The individual elution profiles of each oligomer of a certain chain
length – instead of beingnegligibly narrow spikes or delta peaks – feature a somewhat
Gaussian peak shape. The RI-detector trace is obtained by a summation over the
elution profiles of all individual oligomers, weighted by their respective concentra-
tions. A band-broadened size-exclusion chromatogram is hence much like a blurred
picture, where the detailed patterns are partially hidden, as each pixel is smeared out
over a larger area determined by the point spread function of the out-of-focus lens.

If the functional form of GVR;n is known, a number of deconvolution approaches
may be applied to derive the reconstructed MMD, ŵn. Unfortunately inversion of
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Figure 8.12 Graphical representation of the
convolution process in SEC. The concentration
of each individual oligomer molecule in the
molecular mass distribution is multiplied with
its elution profile stored in the instrumental

calibration and broadening matrix GVR ;n.
The individual weighted oligomer profiles are
summed to result in the recorded RI-detector
trace.
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Eq. (8.50) is an �ill-conditioned� problem and direct solution of the convolution
equation, for example, by linear regression leads to an amplification of instrumental
noise resulting in a highly oscillatory behavior of ŵn with possibly negative values,
lacking physical significance [118, 119]. Sophisticated numerical approaches there-
fore have to be used for the inversion of (8.50). Today the most widely used andmost
effective deconvolution approaches are based on singular value filtering and the
application of regularization filters [119, 120]. Maximum entropy (MaxEnt) regular-
ization has been successful in a number of related scientific problems in image
reconstruction [121, 122] and spectroscopy [123]. It has been argued that use of the
Shannon entropy [124] criterion as information constraint is the only consistent way
of restoring a probability density function from noisy data [125, 126].

As can be seen in Figure 8.13, online ESI-MS can be used to extract the
chromatographic elution profiles of individual oligomers and thus to gain calibration
data (retention volume vs. chain length) together with band-broadening information
for each individual eluting oligomer. This data can in turn be used to constructGVR;n

without the need for additional information, as long as the extracted ion chromato-
grams provide a correct representation of the actual elution profiles. Deconvolution
of Eq. (8.50) will directly yield the absolutely calibrated MMD, corrected for chro-
matographic band-broadening effects. In our approach, a MaxEnt-based algorithm
was employed in order to compute ŵn. At the heart of this approach lies a constrained
nonlinear optimization problem (8.51). The general derivation of the objective
function based on Bayesian probability theory can be found elsewhere [127]. The
employed algorithm proceeds by calculating the theoretical RI-detector trace from a
trial MMD. This concentration trace is then compared against the measured RI-
detector trace. The software iteratively manipulatesw to obtain the closest possible fit
to the measured trace. The total squared sum of error (x2) is used to assess the
agreement between the measured and the theoretical mass concentration trace. In a
typical least squares approach, the single objective would be tominimize x2, yielding
ŵn as the maximum likelihood estimator of the MMD. However, as mentioned
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Figure 8.13 Extracted ion chromatogram recorded atm/z¼ 1949.5 Th, effectively reproducing to
the elution curve of a hydrogen-functional MMA oligomer of chain length, n¼ 77 in charge state,
z¼ 4 (dots), together with a fitted EMG peak profile (grey curve).
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before, such an approach would lead to an excessive amplification of noise from the
RI-detector trace because in SEC the individual oligomers elute very closely to each
other in time, so that many individual elution profiles overlap. This feature of SEC
complicates an accurate calculation of the individual contribution of each oligomer to
the RI-detector trace and leads to great covariance of the oligomer concentrations in
the obtainedMMD. The problem is alleviated if a regularization filter– in the current
caseMaxEnt regularization – is imposed on the estimatedMMD [119]. An additional
entropy term, S [124–126], introduced in the objective function by means of a
Lagrangemultiplier, l ascertains that theMMD ŵn is as smooth as permitted by some
limiting criterion [127]. Nonnegativity constraints in ŵn and first-order equality
constraints of the total area of ŵn and SVR can further stabilize deconvolution.
Quadratic or Thikonov regularization employing these constraints also yields very
good results, while the resulting quadratic optimization problem is less complicated
to solve algorithmically.

ŵn ¼ argmax
w

ðQ�l � x2Þ with wn > 0 8 n ð8:51Þ

x2 ¼
X
VR

ðSVR;exp�
P

nGVR;nwnÞ2
s2

ð8:52Þ

Q ¼
X
n

wn � logðwnÞ ð8:53Þ

Figure 8.14 shows the deconvoluted absoluteMMDand the chromatographic peak
parameters for a narrow-molecular weight PMMA standard, having a manufacturer-

Figure 8.14 (a) SEC retention time (tR) as a
function of the repeat unit length of a narrow
PMMA standard with manufacturer-specified
DPw¼ 102, as derived from online ESI-MS
(symbols). As can be seen, there is an excellent
overlap of the calibration data determined
from chromatographic peaks recorded in

different charge states. (b) Deconvoluted
molecular mass distribution ŵn obtained from
MaxEnt data processing (sticks) and molecular
mass distribution obtained from conventional
calibration using MS retention time data
(curve).
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specified weight-averaged degree of polymerization (DPw) of 102 and polydispersity
index (PDI) of 1.03. Linear retention timedata free fromoutlierswas obtained for this
sample (see Figure 8.14a). In many cases, ions of adjacent charge state appear in the
mass spectrum for oligomers of the same chain length. Peak data were extracted for
both charge states in these cases and the data is superimposed in Figure 8.14. There
was excellent agreement between retention volume data from different charge states
as was previously reported by Simonsick et al. [115]. Furthermore, for repeat units
corresponding to the concentration apex of theMMD, no concentration-induced bias
in the retention times is seen for the analyzed sample.

A comparison of the deconvoluted MMD with that obtained from a conventional
calibration approach converting the retention volume axis to a molecular weight
axis by using only the retention time information without band-broadening
correction (Figure 8.14b, red curve) shows that for these narrow standards, the
MaxEnt procedure can effectively account for chromatographic band broadening.
As can be taken from, molecular weight moments for this standard obtained from
SEC/ESI-MS are about 5% lower than specified by the manufacturer and deter-
mined using SEC calibrations which can be traced back to light-scattering mea-
surements as absolute calibration source. The number-averaged degree of poly-
merization of the 10 kgmol�1 PMMA standard was calculated independently using
1H-NMR. This technique is an absolute, calibration-free means of determining
DPn. From three consecutive measurements, a DPn¼ 94.5� 1% was calculated,
which agrees with the average value obtained by SEC/ESI-MS (DPn¼ 93.4) within
its standard deviation.

8.7.2.2 MMD of the Individual Components in Mixtures of Functional Homopolymers
The great potential of MS in polymer analysis lies in its ability to measure the
molecular weight of individual oligomermolecules with an accuracy that allows both
the unambiguous identification of the chemical identity of the polymer and its end-
groups, as well as an accurate molecular mass calibration of the SEC system. This
strength of MS can be used to elucidate the individual MMDs and absolute
concentrations of components in mixtures of functional homopolymers. Knowing
the identity of the individual polymer species together with their concentrations
provides both the synthetic chemist and the polymer kineticist with new toolsets for
the characterization and optimization of polymerization processes.

The current approach features a direct extension of the method of absolute
molecular weight derivation for pure polymers (described in Section 8.7.2.1) [102]
to mixtures of individual polymer species [103]. An assumption is made that ESI-
MS can be used to successfully derive the relative concentrations of polymers
eluting from the SEC-column, as long as they are of the same chain length. In
other words, it is assumed that there is no significant end-group bias on
ionization efficiency. Furthermore, it is assumed that influences of the polymer
end groups and the chain length of the polymer on the RI increment, dn=dc are
negligible. As demonstrated by a number of authors, this assumption is generally
valid except for low-molecular weight oligomers of less than about 20 repeat
units [128–130].
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The MMD of a single species ŵi;n;z is thus calculated by simply weighting the net
MMD ŵn with the ratio xi,n,z of the areas under the individual functional oligomer
peaks,Ai,n,z of the species to the total area of all functional oligomer elution profiles at
the fixed charge state z and repeat unit number n (see Figure 8.15 – �weighting by
peak areas�).

ŵi;n;z ¼ ŵn � fi;n;z � xi;n;z with xi;n;z ¼ Ai;n;zP
iAi;n;z

ð8:15Þ

This approach is possible even in the presence of strong molecular mass influ-
ences on the ionization efficiency, as a quantitative rationing is carried out only
between the abundance of different end-group-carrying polymers of the same repeat
unit. Such a methodology is feasible as long as there is only a negligible effect of
the end group on ionization efficiency in the electrospray source. Furthermore, all
species with the same repeat unit need to arrive at themass spectrometer at the same
retention time, so that ionization occurs in the same chemical background. The latter
assumption is valid inmost cases, as the influence of the end group onhydrodynamic

Figure 8.15 Flow diagram of the principal data
processing approach. The instrumental
calibration and band-broadening matrix GV,n

derived by online mass spectrometry as well as
the RI-detector trace SV,exp are processed to

arrive at the deconvoluted total molecular mass
distributions wtot. Weighting of wtot by the areas
under the peaks of the individual functional
oligomers Ai,n,z yields wi.
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volume is typically negligible when compared to the polymer backbone. To account
for possible end-group bias, a correction factor fi,n,zmay be introduced. Because of a
lack of a proper functional description of the ionization process, negligible end-group
influences were assumed in the current approach (f� 1). A validation of this
assumption as well as of the general applicability of the proposed method is given
in the following paragraph.

Three functional polymer species were used to validate the developedmethod (see
Figure 8.16): Commercial standards of PMMAsynthesized by anionic group transfer
polymerization and carrying only hydrogen as end group are denoted by PMMA
(H-H). These standards were mixed in different weight ratios with PMMA synthe-
sized by atom transfer radical polymerization carrying a bromine end group denoted
by PMMA(BriB) and PMMA(CPDB) synthesized by cyanoisopropyl dithiobenzoate-
mediated reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer polymerization.

The original molecular weight distributions of each species together with the
reconstructions from a 1 : 1 : 1w mixture of these species are given in Figure 8.16.
Generally, a good agreement was attained between the individual original molecular
weight distributions and those that were reconstructed. The average degrees of
polymerization of PMMA(CPDB) are overestimated by around 8%, whereas the
degrees of polymerization of PMMA(H-H) and PMMA(BriB) are underestimated by
around 2% and 5%, respectively. Agreement between the original and reconstructed
area under the distribution (totalmass concentration) is better, featuring amaximum
deviation of 5%.

The roughly 5% lower molecular weight averages of the original distribution of
PMMA(H-H)comparedtothemanufacturer-statedvaluesare inagreementwithearlier
findings.Anysystematicerror in the reconstructedmolecularweights is likely tobedue
to resolution limitations of themass analyzer towardhighermolecularweights, aswell

Figure 8.16 Reconstructed and original mass-weightedmolecular mass distributions for a ternary
1 : 1 : 1w mixture of hydrogen-functional (H-H), bromine-functional (BriB), and dithiobenzoate
functional (CPDB) PMMA.
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as to possible unrecognized side products in the polymer standards and adduct
formation with salt and solvents. Baseline subtraction in the oligomer peak elution
proved to be difficult in some cases, due to background suppression and unresolved
peaks, therebyinfluencingcorrectcalculationofthepeakarearatios.Theaccuracyofthe
currentmethod especially in cases where there are onlyminor amounts of one species
presentinamixturecanbeimproved.Properbaselinecorrectionandsafeguardsagainst
mass spectral overlap are thus important issues to be addressed in further investiga-
tions, in order to further extent the dynamic range and mass range of the method.

8.7.3
Comparison of the Two Methods for MMD Calculation

The methods presented in Sections 8.7.1 and 8.7.2 – although being based on two
conceptually very different approaches –provide for thefirst time ameans tomeasure
theMMD of synthetic polymers with unrivaled accuracy. In the accessible molecular
weight range of up to several tens of kilograms permole, depending on instrumental
resolution, thesemethods therefore pose serious alternatives for themolecular mass
measurement of synthetic polymers by MS.

The typical areas of application of eachmethod should be noted: Themethod based
onMALDI-MS with internal calibration together with a very thorough error analysis
developed at the NIST provides for the first time a tool to generate truly accurate
molecular mass standards where themolecular mass uncertainties can be ultimately
traced back to basic gravimetric and volumetric measurements. The polystyrene
MMDstandard, SRM2881 is thefinal product of this effort. Themethod furthermore
allows quantitative assessment of themass bias observed in polymer analysis not just
by MALDI-MS but by chromatographic and other methods as well. The determina-
tion of the absolute MMD opens the door for many experiments where the shape of
the MMD plays a critical role in polymer behavior as in viscosity and rheology.

In the SEC/ESI-MSmethod on the other hand, a characterization of themolecular
mass bias is not attempted or deemed possible. The method relies on the online
internal molecular mass calibration of SEC, using MS only in its potential to
determine the molecular weight and elution times of macromolecules with high
accuracy and regardless of the polymer chemical identity as long as ionization can be
achieved. Any data on the concentration of macromolecules eluting from the SEC
column is obtained from a concentration-sensitive detector (an RI detector in the
current case). Although relying on a couple of assumptions, this method is deemed
to be especially useful when fast but at the same time accurate determinations
of MMDs and compositions are required of many polymer species of differing
chemical makeup (e.g., in an industrial laboratory setting or in high-throughput
experimentation).

The availability of these two methods, which each rely on physically very different
approaches to ultimately provide the same molecular mass information, allows an
assessment of their accuracy by direct comparison. Figure 8.17 shows the number
fraction of styrene oligomers against repeat unit length for SRM2881, as determined
by theNISTMALDI-basedmethod (circleswith 95%confidence interval) [101] andby
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a triple repeatmeasurement of the same standard employing SEC/ESI-MS (triangles)
with ionization by AgBF4 [102].

3) The excellent agreement of the MMDs serves as
proof of the high accuracy of molecular mass data obtained from each of these two
methods. This is further supported by an independent measurement of DPn by

1H-
NMR in the case of the SEC/ESI-MS approach [102].

8.7.4
Simple Methods for the Determination of the Molar Abundance of Functional
Polymers in Mixtures

The above described methods have highlighted approaches that can be employed –

via the online coupling of SEC and ESI-MS – to arrive at exact mass distributions of
components (i.e., individual chain termini differentiated chains) of homo- and
copolymers, allowing for the extraction of absolute concentrations of individual
chains.While these approaches are – in terms of accuracy – very reliable, they are also
associated with a considerable instrumental and mathematical complexity. In the
following text, a method is presented that allows to quantitatively evaluate mass
spectra with regard to individual chain distributions with minimal computational
demand, while providing satisfactory results. In an ideal scenario, one would have

Figure 8.17 TheMMDof theNIST polystyrene
molecular mass standard SRM 2881. The NIST-
certified number fractions (circles) were
determined by MALDI-MS using an internal
calibration procedure of themass spectrometric
intensity axis [101]. A comparison with the

MMD determined by an SEC/ESI-MS analysis
with data treatment by the MaxEnt method
(triangles) [102] reveals the excellent agreement
between the molecular mass data obtained
from these two, conceptually very different
methods.

3) Note that the error bars of the MALDI-derived MMD are the 95% confidence intervals, based on a
careful assessment of all errors including those in sample preparation (weighting, volumetric
measurements, and spotting), whereas the SEC/MS 95% confidence intervals are based on a triple
repeat measurement of a single standard solution and therefore only reflect repeatability of the
analytical data acquisition process.
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mass spectra at hand that display no mass bias at all. In reality, however, there may
always be a certain amount of mass bias present. Let�s assume a scenario where the
ratio of two components in a polymer mixture (i.e., two chain distributions with
different yet well-defined end groups) is to be quantified (the presented approach can
readily be expanded to more components). In the most simple and straightforward
approach for quantitatively evaluating mass data, the height of two peaks that do not
show isobaric overlap (i.e., P1 and P2, the species of interest), Dh

P1, is evaluated in
each repeat unit. As the height of each nonoverlapping single isotopic peak (alter-
natively the integral could be employed) is proportional to the number of molecules
corresponding to the associatedmass, the individual peak heights can be employed to
arrive at themole fraction of one of the species,F, via Eq. (8.55). Note thatF is given as
F(i), as it can be evaluated in every repeat unit, with i being the chain length to which
the repeat unit corresponds.

FP1ðiÞ ¼ DhP1ðiÞ
DhP1ðiÞþDhP2ðiÞ ð8:55Þ

While Eq. (8.55) can be a valuable tool as F(i)¼F indicates the absence of mass
bias [131], it does not take into account any potential chain length-dependent
ionization mass biases other than evaluation of every repeat unit. However, a further
refinement allows for the elimination of the mass bias. A useful approach was taken
by G€unzler et al. in previous quantitative mass spectrometric evaluations [132, 133]:
Let G(i) be the ratio of the peak heights of P1 and P2 8 i. This ratio may directly
be plotted against chain length, i, and yields identical information to F(i) as F(i)¼G
(i)�(G(i) þ 1)�1. Now define G0(i,i� 1), G00(i,i þ 1) in a similar manner to G(i),
however taking the height of P2ðDhP2Þ from one repeat unit higher (Eq. (8.57)) or
lower (Eq. (8.58)). Thus, the vectors G(i), G0(i,i� 1), and G00(i,i þ 1) are obtained.

GðiÞ ¼ DhP1ðiÞ
DhP2ðiÞ ð8:56Þ

G0ði; i�1Þ ¼ DhP1ðiÞ
DhP2ði�1Þ ð8:57Þ

G0 0ði; iþ 1Þ ¼ DhP1ðiÞ
DhP2ðiþ 1Þ ð8:58Þ

In a subsequent step,G(i),G0(i,i� 1), andG00(i,i þ 1) are individually averaged 8 i,
yielding the average values hGi, hG0i, and hG00i. hGi corresponds to the average ratio
within the same repeat unit, hG0i corresponds to the average ratio within two repeat
units with the second repeat unit being at smaller molecular weights, and hG00i
corresponds to the average ratio ofwithin two repeat unitswith the second repeat unit
being at larger molecular weights. With hGi, hG0i, and hG00i at hand, one can plot
these values againstDm/z, that is, the difference inThbetween the positions (i� 1), i,
and (i þ 1). The y-intercept (Dm/z¼ 0) of such a plot yields hGiDm/z,0, which
represents the mass bias free ratio of the two products P1 and P2 in the polymer
sample. In systems where the mass bias is negligible, all the evaluation procedures,
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that is, averaging F(i), G(i), and calculating hGiDm/z,0 should give (near) identical
results, providing a guide toward assessing whether more complex evaluation
procedures – as detailed in the previous sections – are required. In a range of
systems, the above approach has provided satisfactory results [131–133].

8.8
Conclusions and Outlook

The current chapter has provided an account of the contemporary status of thefield of
automated MS data processing in synthetic polymer chemistry. Especially in the
recent couple of years, some important advances have beenmade in fields including
copolymer compositional characterization, the determination of accurate MMDs,
and the automated interpretation and integration of polymerMSdata. The increasing
use of hyphenated techniques including MS/MS [88, 96, 134–136], IMS [137, 138],
and LC-MS [76, 103, 139, 140] lead to the generation of large spectroscopic datasets.
The necessity of automated techniques for an efficient processing of these large and
information-rich data inMS has been realized at an early point in the related fields of
biomacromolecular analysis and proteomics. Fragmentation databases and highly
sophisticated automated processing tools form an integral part of the MS-based
proteomics today. Trends toward the creation of fragmentation databases to aid
the interpretation of MS/MS data are seen also in the polymer analysis community
[94, 95, 141], but the amount of freely available software tools is presently very limited,
with the only example being Polymerator by Thalassinos et al. [95]. It is no question
that the coming years will see the development of further sophisticated computational
tools to aid the polymer science community. The synergies with biomacromolecular
MS should be realized and the already (freely) available software tools [3, 4, 78] should
be customized to synthetic polymer applications and further exploited.
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9
Comprehensive Copolymer Characterization
Anna C. Crecelius and Ulrich S. Schubert

9.1
Introduction

Copolymers are polymers with at least two monomeric species. As a consequence,
their analysis is considerably more challenging than that of homopolymers.
In addition to the determination of the average molar masses and the elucidation
of the repeating units and end groups, the topology distribution can be analyzed by
mass spectrometry (MS). During the synthesis of copolymers, a variety of structures,
such as block, gradient, random, and alternating copolymers can be obtained, as
presented in Figure 9.1. Since the structure of copolymers directly affects their
physical and chemical properties, this knowledge is essential for scientistsworking in
the field of polymers.

Nowadays soft ionization techniques, such as matrix-assisted laser desorption/
ionization (MALDI) as well as electrospray ionization (ESI), are frequently employed
in the field of polymers as a complementary characterization technique to size
exclusion chromatography (SEC), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy,
and light scattering (LS). Nevertheless, MS frequently requires a preseparation for
example, by employing liquid chromatography (LC) to reduce the sample complexity.
A variety of LC-MS forms have been employed in the field of polymers, such as SEC-
MS and LCat critical conditions (LC-CC) combinedwithMS. All these LC techniques
prior to MS analysis have been applied for the analysis of copolymers and will be
discussed in the current chapter. Another separation technique, which has been
made use of before the detection of the generated ions, is ion mobility spectrometry
(IMS). The combination of IMS with MS (IMS-MS) has also been performed on
complex copolymers.

The easiest way to obtainmore information regarding the structural characteristics
of polymers is to study them by tandemMS (MS/MS). Even though the ion selection
is not easy inMS/MS experiments since often overlapping peaks are present, several
examples of the sequence determination of copolymers have been described in the
literature and are discussed in the current chapter. The quantification of monomer
ratios in a copolymer sample has rarely been attempted via MS since it is rather
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difficult and influenced by a variety of factors.However, the few examples which exist
will be discussed here.

One of the common applications of copolymers containing poly(ethylene glycol)
(PEG) as one block is their use as an active targeted drug-delivery system. Further
copolymers, which have been recently described in the literature and which are
applicable in the biological and (bio)medical field, will be discussed. Finally, new
software developments for enhancing the analysis of copolymers by MALDI-time of
flight MS (MALDI-TOF MS) will be presented and evaluated.

9.2
Scope

The aim of this chapter is to provide a compact overview about the literature on
synthetic copolymer analysis usingMSduring the timeperiod of 2002 and themiddle
of 2010. The year 2002 was selected as starting point because at that time a review
written by Montaudo relating to mass spectra of random and block copolymers
appeared [1]. We tried to categorize the comprehensive literature in several sub-
headings to make it easier for the reader to follow. In some cases, the reviewed
literature does not only fit into one category; however, repetitions are avoided.

9.3
Reviews

Several reviews dealing with MS of polymers were published approximately every 2
years in the time period considered, covering the mass spectrometric analysis of
copolymers as a subitem [2–5]. The characterization of copolymers was presented by
Montaudo et al. [6] as one subcategory using the soft ionization technique MALDI.
Crecelius et al. [7] described in their review several examples of copolymers,
which were analyzed by tandem MS, for example, MALDI-MS/MS or ESI-MS/MS.
Moreover, recently an update of the emerging field of MS in polymer chemistry was
provided by Gruendling et al. [8].

Figure 9.1 Copolymer structures.
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9.4
Soft Ionization Techniques

MALDI seems to be the most promising soft ionization technique employed for the
analysis of copolymers, indicated by the number of publications between 2002 and
2009 (seeFigure 9.2). The simplicity of themass spectra, inwhich typically only singly
charged quasi-molecular ions are obtained, makes this ionization technique partic-
ularly attractive. Between 2005 and 2006, amaximumcanbe observed inFigure 9.2 in
the number of publications dealing with the analysis of copolymers employing
MALDI. Thereafter, ESI and atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) have
started to be investigated more intensively by scientists working in the field of
polymers. However, the potential and advantages of using APCI as an ionization
technique have not been fully explored so far, possibly due to the thermal decom-
position occurring for high-molar-mass polymers.

9.4.1
MALDI

Themain application of MALDI in the analysis of copolymers is the characterization
of polymers in terms of average molar masses, repeating units, end groups, and
architecture. All studies summarized in this section deal with this aspect. Chen

Figure 9.2 Histogram showing the number of
papers published between 2002 and 2009,
which are discussed in the following three
sections in the field of MS of copolymers. The

publications are sorted according to the soft
ionization technique employed. (Database:
SCIFinder, key words: MS and copolymers, date
of search: 30.11.2010).
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et al. [9] synthesized conjugated polymers, which have been shown to be the active
component in blue light-emitting diodes, through Suzuki polycondensation reaction
in the presence of a Pd(PPh3)4 catalyst. The authors employed MALDI-TOF MS to
confirm the proposed end groups by overlaying the simulated isotopic pattern over
the observed one. With this technique, they could confirm that hydrogen was the
most common end group. The same author synthesized [10] five rod-coil diblock
polymers with blue light-emitting properties. The polymers consisted of two mono-
mer units: ethylene oxide, which acted as flexible coils, and p-phenylene, which acted
as rigid rods. MALDI-TOFMS was used to confirm that the targeted molecules were
successfully synthesized by determining the number average molar mass (Mn), the
weight average molar mass (Mw), the number of the repeating units, and the end-
groupmasses of the five copolymers. Additionally, by changing the alkali metal ions,
used for a better ionization of the polymer, different affinities between the polymer
and the alkali metal ions were obtained. The minimum quantity of lithium chloride
was determined, which was required for the analysis of the studied polymers.

MALDI-TOF MS was also employed by Chevallier et al. [11] to identify the
synthesized poly(amide ester)s in terms of their size and cyclic or linear structure
created by a polytransesterification or a polycondensation reaction. The polytranses-
terification yielded only oligomers, and the presence of macrocycles was unambig-
uously determined by MALDI-TOF MS. The polycondensation led to polymers
whatever comonomers were employed and macrocycles were also detected in this
case, however with a less relative abundance compared to the polytransesterification.
Sen and colleagues [12] demonstrated in their publication that the copolymerization
of methyl acrylate with norbornene derivatives by atom transfer radical polymeri-
zation (ATRP) could successfully be performed. Besides SECandNMRspectroscopy,
these authors used MALDI-TOF MS as one characterization method to investigate
their generated random copolymers. With MALDI-TOF MS, the authors could
show that copolymers were formed and not a mixture of homopolymers. The
research group of Hercules [13] investigated polyester-based polyurethanes (PURs)
among other characterization methods by MALDI-TOF MS. The MALDI-TOF MS
analysis of partially acid hydrolyzed PURs confirmed the in the literature
proposed degradation mechanism. Viala et al. [14] used MALDI-TOF MS to show
that the synthesized copolymer consisting of 1,1-diphenylethylene and methyl
methacrylate does neither show a statistical nor a block structure, but a composition
with a high content of 1,1-diphenylethylene, distributed punctually in the polymer
chain.

In 2002, Montaudo [15] proposed a model for the bivariate distribution of the
chain size and composition in copolymers. Random copolymers (consisting of
methyl methacrylate and butylacrylate and of styrene as well as maleic-anhydride)
were fractionated by SEC and analyzed by NMR spectroscopy andMALDI-TOFMS
to create this model. In a follow-up study, Montaudo et al. [16] replaced this model
consisting of one single entity with a newmodel, which included the sum of a two-
bivariate distribution. The new model showed, according to Montaudo et al.,
satisfactory results by applying it to experimental and theoretical data of block
and random copolymers.
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Montaudo and colleagues investigated in two successive studies, the exchange
reaction occurring during the melt mixing of nylon-6 with either poly(ethylene
terephthalate) [17] or poly(butylene terephthalate) [18]. In both cases, NMR spec-
troscopy and MALDI-TOF MS analysis of the reaction products allowed the iden-
tification of the structure, composition, sequence distribution, and copolymer yield
of the copolyesteramides produced in the exchange. The essential role of carboxyl end
groups in the exchange reaction was shown and a detailed mechanism of both
reactionswas presented. Puglisi et al. [19], from the same research group, showed in a
follow-up study that an exchange reaction took place during themeltmixing of nylon-
6,10 and nylon-6,6. In this study, NMR spectroscopy and MALDI-TOFMS were also
used for the detection and determination of the sequence and composition of the
formed copolyamides. An additional study by the same group [20] demonstrated once
more the excellent agreement between NMR and MALDI-TOF-MS data for the
sequence analysis of copolyamides, synthesized by melt mixing. This time nylon-6
with carboxyl chain ends wasmeltmixedwith high-molar-mass samples of nylon-4,6
and nylon-6,10, respectively. Finally, Montaudo and colleagues [21, 22] summarized
in two successive reviews the results obtained in the previously described melt-
mixing experiments. Montaudo and coworkers [21] underlined the remarkable
progress which was gained in the understanding of the exchange reactions by using
MALDI-TOFMS and described [22] the possibility tomonitor the yield of the reactive
blending reactions by measuring the amount of unreacted homopolymers employ-
ing MALDI-TOF MS. The authors also discussed the results obtained using con-
ventional methods, for example, LC and NMR spectroscopy.

The research group of Pasch analyzed for the first time phenol-urea-formaldehyde
cocondensates by MALDI-TOF MS using 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid or 2,4,6-trihy-
droxyacetophenone as matrices [23]. The analytical method was established by
investigating commercially available phenolic resoles. From the recorded mass
spectra, the oligomer peaks could be assigned to a specific chemical structure. As
a consequence, the degree of polymerization and the number of reactive methylol
groups could be determined. In an additional study, the authors presented in a
convincing manner that MALDI-TOF MS can resolve questions at the molecular
level, a feat that cannot be accomplished with 13C-NMR spectroscopy [24]. Hong
et al. [25] constructed a block length distributionmap of a poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly-
(L-lactide) diblock copolymer (Mwffi 2600 gmol�1) byMALDI-TOFMS. Although the
resultingMALDI-TOFMS spectra were complicated, most polymer species could be
identified by isolating the overlapping isotope patterns and fitting them to the
Schulz–Zimm distribution function. The reconstructed spectrum was nearly iden-
tical to the measured one highlighting the potential of this procedure as an easy and
fast method for characterizing low-molar-mass block copolymers.

Meier et al. [26] reported in their contribution the recent advances made for the
challenging characterization of supramolecular block copolymers based on bis-
terpyridine-ruthenium metal complexes using SEC and MALDI-TOF MS. The
MALDI-TOF MS spectra recorded of this kind of block copolymers demonstrated,
besides the signals for the intact bis-complexed block copolymer, peaks for both
blocks connected via the metal complex. An example of such a MALDI-TOF MS
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spectrum is presented in Figure 9.3 for the supramolcular copolymer consisting of
20 poly(styrene) (PS) and 70 poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) repeating units. In the m/z
range of 4000–5000, the unfragmented polymer distribution is visible. Both the PS
and the PEO building blocks are presented in the m/z range of 1500–3000 and
2800–4200, respectively. From the literature, it is very well-known that such supra-
molecular assemblies tend to fragment during MALDI analysis. Therefore, by
increasing the laser intensity, the copolymer dissociates further to the corresponding
individual blocks. This behavior is shown in the inset of Figure 9.3 by plotting the
relative laser intensity versus the PS/PS-b-PEO ratio. The ratio increases with
increasing relative laser intensity indicating a more pronounced fragmentation
behavior of the copolymer sample.

Milani and colleagues [27] tested in their work the application of MALDI-TOFMS
for the analysis of CO/styrene/4-methylstyrene terpolymers. For the first time, the
authors could show that different amounts of the two olefin monomers in the
polymer chain are clearly observable in the recorded mass spectra. A further study
demonstrated that an asymmetric alternating copolymerization of cyclohexene oxide
and CO2 takes place when a dimeric zinc complex, which was synthesized in the first
step, is added [28]. TheMALDI-TOFMS analysis of the obtained copolymer revealed
that the copolymerization was initiated by inserting CO2 into Zn-alkoxide. Using
chromium complexes with salalen ligands instead of a dimeric zinc complex resulted

Figure 9.3 MALDI-TOF MS spectrum of PS20-
b-PEO70. Inset: Fragmentation behavior of the
investigated supramolecular block copolymer in
dependence of the applied laser intensity during

MALDI analysis. Reproduced fromRef. [26] with
kind permission of Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH &
Co. KGaA.
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in the formation of similar copolymers [29]. In this study, MALDI-TOF MS revealed
that the copolymerization was initiated by chloride ions. The preparation of a
bisphenol–A carbonate copolymer, containing Cu-diimine units with nonlinear
optical properties, was reported by Scamporrino et al. [30]. The authors employed
MALDI-TOFMS to gain information regarding the composition and structure of the
synthesized copolymer. Additionally UV/Vis spectroscopy, SEC, and differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) were employed to estimate the copolymer composition,
the average molar masses, and the thermal properties, respectively. The anionic
polymerization of ethylene oxide was monitored by M€uller and coworkers [31].
In order to obtain more knowledge about the induction period, MALDI-TOF MS
measurements were performed on samples taken during the synthesis of a low-
molar-mass PS-b-PEO diblock copolymer. The conditions for the MALDI-TOF MS
analysis were selected in such a way that a resolved copolymer sequence could be
obtained in the recordedmass spectra. Williams et al. [32] described for the first time
the application of synthetic discrete mass oligomers as a quantitative model for the
MALDI-TOFMS analysis of macromolecular systems. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the only publication, where the influence of sample preparation and instru-
mental parameters on themolarmass determination of copolymers was investigated
in detail.

Cox et al. [33] explored the analysis of low-molar-mass ethylene/carbon monoxide
copolymers by MALDI-MS. First, a TOF instrument was employed obtaining low-
resolution copolymer spectra, even when the carbonmonoxidemonomer units were
reduced to hydroxyl groups. Subsequently, a Fourier transform-ion cyclotron reso-
nance (FT-ICR) instrument was used, capable of a much higher resolving power,
allowing the separation between copolymer signals having the same number of
monomers, yet different amounts of ethylene and carbon monoxide. Finally, this
enabled the determination of the composition and microstructure of the copolymer
samples. In a later publication, Cox and colleagues [34] characterized low-molar-mass
polyolefin copolymers consisting of isobutylene and p-methylstyrene byMALDI-TOF
MS. The authors discussed the differences obtained for the average composition by
MALDI compared to NMR. In their opinion, the preferential ionization of oligomers
with greater p-methylstyrene content caused the above discrepancy.

Venkatesh et al. [35] used in their investigation MALDI-TOF MS to confirm the
formation of copolymers obtained by ATRP and reversible addition-fragmentation
chain transfer (RAFT) of acrylates. The authors could demonstrate that several units
of the chain-transfer agent allyl butyl ether (ABE) were incorporated in the polymer
chain and therefore concluded that ABE behaves as a comonomer under the studied
experimental conditions. In a second contribution by Vekatesh et al. [36], the
copolymers obtained by ATRP and free radical polymerization (FRP) of methyl
acrylate with 1-octene were analyzed via MALDI-TOF MS. For the copolymers
synthesized by ATRP, only one pair of end groups was observed, in contrast to FRP,
where several end groups were recorded. Generally more narrow chemical compo-
sition distributions of the copolymer samples were obtained by ATRPas compared to
FRP.M€uller and coworkers [37] described for the first time the synthesis of the block
copolymer poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)-b-poly(acrylic acid) using the RAFT process.
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The determination of the averagemolarmasses was performed, besides SEC and LS,
byMALDI-TOFMS. The recordedMALDI-TOFMS spectra indicated not only singly
but also multiple-charged ions possibly due to the easy ionization of the acrylic acid
blocks. In all cases, the values obtained by SECwere close to one order of magnitude
higher than the corresponding MALDI data. Several polystyrene-b-polyisoprene
copolymers were investigated by MALDI-TOF MS as presented by van Herk and
colleagues [38]. From the resulting MALDI-TOF MS spectra, the authors could
calculate the chain length of both blocks, although overlapping isotopic peaks were
obtained. The results were further elucidated to random coupling statistics highlight-
ing the accuracy of the applied method. Additionally, Willemse et al. [39] gained
insight into the microstructure of two randomly distributed oligoesters synthesized
by an esterification of 1,4-butanediol with adipic acid and isophthalic acid or glutaric
acid by employing again the soft ionization technique MALDI-TOF MS.
The microstructure of the copolymers obtained by MALDI-TOF MS was fitting well
to Bernoullian chain statistics, which describes a random distribution of the
repeating units. Finally, the same research group [40] successfully applied the
combination of pulsed laser polymerization and MALDI-TOF MS on the model
copolymerization system methyl methacrylate-styrene.

Krishnan and Srinivasan [41] confirmed the structure ofmacroinitatiors and block
copolymers of PEO synthesized by ATRP using MALDI-TOF MS, besides other
characterization techniques, for example, Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR), SEC,
and NMR spectroscopy. The MALDI-TOF MS spectra indicated that triblock copo-
lymers of an ABA structure were produced. The group of Pasch [42] reported in their
contribution the analysis of comb-like copolymers of PEO and poly(methacrylic acid)
prepared by copolymerization of a macromonomer and methylacrylic acid. The
authors summarized their achieved results using the following analytical techniques:
SEC, MALDI-TOF MS, 2D-separation, and LC-CC. By using such a variety of
analytical techniques, different parameters of the molecular heterogeneity of such
hydrophilic copolymers could be explored.

Gies et al. [43] investigated the end groups of several poly(m-phenylene isophtha-
lamide)s by MALDI-TOF MS to clarify the results previously obtained for a Nomex
fiber sample [44]. The synthesized oligomers using an excess of diamine or diacid
chloride were found to contain either amine or carboxylate end groups, respectively.
When equal molar ratios of diamine and diacid were employed for the synthesis,
cyclic species were obtained, as previously determined for the commercial product
Nomex. Kamitakahara and Nakatsubo [45] described the basic strategies for creating
well-defined diblock copolymers with cellulose derivatives. They employed MALDI-
TOF MS as the characterization technique. In a follow-up study, the authors
synthesized diblock copolymers consisting of cellulose triacetate and oligoamide-
15 and employed again MALDI-TOF MS [46]. In this publication, the MS technique
was used to determine the molar masses of the synthesized compounds. Scarel
et al. [47] could confirm that p-hydroxyphenolic end groups were present in poly-
ketones synthesized via aCO/styrene copolymerization byMALDI-TOFMS analysis.
Thus, they were able to explain the major role of 1,4-hydroquinone as molar mass
regulator.
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Somogyi et al. [48] highlighted in their study the difference between the MALDI-
TOF MS spectra of polyesters of 6-hydroxy-2-naptholic acid with either 4-hydro-
xybenzoic acid or 3-hydroxybenzoic acid. The latter copolymer showed several
depolymerization reactions. Furthermore, the distribution of the monomer
units was close to the stochiometric ratio, indicating that the monomer units
were similar reactive. The study by Sugimoto and coworkers [49] concentrated on
the alternating copolymerization of carbon dioxide with cyclohexene oxide. The
MALDI-TOFMSanalysis revealed that a side-reaction between tetraethylammonium
acetate and methylene chloride took place as well as a chain transfer reaction.
Therefore, a bimodal distribution of the product was obtained. The careful change of
the experimental parameters yielded a unimodal andnarrowmolarmass distribution
of the copolymer.

Zydowicz and colleagues [50] examined the microstructure of the polymer wall of
self-formulated polyurethane nanocapsules by MALDI-TOF MS. The authors could
prove that themass range obtained in the recordedmass spectrumcorrelatedwith the
Mn value achieved by SEC. The contribution by Xia et al. [51] presents a good example
of an end-group determination by MALDI-TOF MS of polymers synthesized via a
copolymerization of carbon dioxide and cyclohexene oxide. The resulting copolymers
were either bearing an ethoxy or a cyclohexyloxyl end group. Endo and coworkers [52]
not only determined the end groups (carboxylate or alkoxide end groups, as well as
cyclic structures) but also the structure (linear, alternating) of a series of three co-
oligomers obtained by anionic copolymerizations of bis(c-lactone) and epoxide with
potassium tert-butoxide. Chatti et al. [53] applied MALDI-TOF MS as a complemen-
tary analytical method to characterize their synthesized poly(ether ester)s containing
an aliphatic diol based on isosorbide. According to the recorded MALDI-TOF MS
spectra, the structure of the synthesized polymers was independent of the applied
method of heating (microwave or thermostated oil bath) in the performed polycon-
densation reactions. Kraft and coworkers [54] also employedMALDI-TOFMS as one
possible characterization technique to gain information regarding the purity and the
average molar masses of shape-memory polymers containing short aramid hard
segments and poly(e-caprolactone) soft segments. The size of conducting poly[1-
(thiophene-2-yl)benzothieno[3,2-b]benzothiophene] films was determined through
MALDI-TOF MS, as shown by Aaron and colleagues [55]. Two successive studies by
Li et al. describe theMALDI-TOFMSmeasurements of amphiphilic polymers of poly-
(ethylene oxide) as themain chain and either poly(methyl acrylate) [56] orPS [57] as the
side chain. The intermediates of the synthesized graft polymers were additionally
analyzed. The polydispersity indices (PDI) for the intermediates determined by SEC
were always slightly higher than the ones obtained by MALDI-TOF MS. Jia et al. [58]
alsousedMALDI-TOFMS to characterize their intermediates and synthesized grafted
copolymers. These authors produced amphiphilic macrocyclic copolymers consisting
of a PEO ring and multi-PS lateral chains. The composition of two other pairs of
amphiphilic copolymers was investigated by MALDI-TOF MS from Park and
Kataoka [59, 60]. In the first study, the authors copolymerized poly(2-isopropyl-2-
oxazoline)s [59] and in the second one poly(2-alkyl-2-oxazoline)s [60] in a living
manner.
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The chemical structure of a polymer formed via a spontaneous copolymerization of
1,3-dehydroadamantane with electron-deficient vinyl monomers was determined to
be alternating byMatsuoka et al.usingMALDI-TOFMS [61]. TheMS spectrumof the
resulting copolymer showed three series having the same repeating units. The
authors easily identified the series in the recorded spectrumand could provewith this
that a chain-growth process took place and not a step-growth process. A full
characterization of new random copoly(arylen ether sulphone)s was presented by
Puglisi et al. [62] employing MALDI-TOF MS besides NMR spectroscopy. Both
techniques were used to confirm the chemical structure, the chemical composition,
and the end groups of the studied copolymers. Pensec and coworkers [63] synthesized
dendritic-linear block copolymers via ring-opening polymerization of lactide using
benzyl alcohol dendrons as macroinitatiors and stannous octoate as catalyst. The
MALDI-TOF MS analysis of the obtained products showed well-resolved signals
allowing the confirmation of the molecular structure. Howdle and colleagues [64]
employed MALDI-TOF MS as a complementary technique to prove that a block
copolymer of poly(e-caprolactone-b-methyl methacrylate) is formed by the one-step
chemoenzymatic synthesis of e-caprolactone and methyl methacrylate and not a
mixture of both homopolymers. The analysis of a series of amphiphilic triblock
copolymers of poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(acrylic acid)-b-poly(n-butyl acrylate) was
also performed by MALDI-TOF MS, as presented by Yang et al. [65].

The MALDI-TOFMSmeasurement of a multiblock copolymer based on poly(2,6-
dimethyl-1,4-phenylene oxide) and poly(bisphenol A carbonate) by Samperi et al. [66]
revealed that a block-like structure was obtained. Besides the signals for the
copolymer, some nonreacted poly(bisphenol A carbonate) oligomers terminated
with methyl carbonate groups were present in the recorded spectra, providing
information about the purity of the synthesized multiblock copolymer. The study
by Fa€y et al. [67] shows once more the successful application of MALDI-TOF MS for
the detailed characterization of synthesized copolyesters. The produced copolyesters
entailed only one major series in the recorded MALDI-TOF MS spectra proving that
exclusively linear species were formed and no cyclic products were present. Pound
et al. [68] synthesized copolymers consisting of PEG and poly(vinyl acetate) and
determined their end groups by a simple MALDI-TOF MS analysis according to the
method described byWillemse et al. [38]. The end-group analysis employingMALDI-
TOF MS, besides NMR spectroscopy, was also described by Ba�ez et al. [69] for poly-
(ethylene)-b-poly(e-caprolactone) diblock copolymer samples. Cyclic species of poly-
(e-caprolactone) were detected in the recorded MALDI-TOFMS spectra, which were
produced due to back-biting reactions.

Ihara and coworkers [70] synthesized copolymers of vinyl alcohol and could
determine by MALDI-TOF MS that a random structure of the produced polymers
was achieved. In the recorded MALDI-TOF MS spectrum of one copolymer sample,
the repeating units of styrene and vinyl alcohol could be readily determined.
Klumperman and colleagues [71] confirmed with the application of MALDI-TOF
MS that they synthesized a low-molar-mass poly(4-vinylpyridine)-b-poly(styrene-co-
acrylonitrile) block copolymer. In the case of Cheng et al. [72], MALDI-TOF MS
revealed that the decrease in the stability of the produced charged hybrid copolymers
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can be correlated with the electrostatic effect between the molecular chains. For this
purpose, the structure stabilities of five copolymer samples under MALDI-TOF MS
conditions were investigated by comparing the occurring fragment ions. The
MALDI-TOF MS data obtained by Pfeifer and Lutz [73] indicated that sequence-
controlled copolymerizations of styrene with various N-substituted maleimides
occurred. As a consequence, functional copolymers with a narrow sequence-distri-
bution were obtained via this synthetic route.

Binder and his research group [74] recently presented an excellent application of
MALDI-TOF MS in the polymer field. The authors monitored and evaluated the
crossover reactions of four structurally different monomers in a ring-opening
metathesis-based block copolymerization. Since MALDI-TOFMS allowed the direct
monitoring at the point of the crossover reaction, a detailed evaluation of the
polymerization process at this point was possible. The contribution by Dong
et al. [75] showed once more that polymer chemists nowadays are more often using
MALDI-TOF MS as a complementary technique to characterize their synthesized
copolymers. The authors prepared an amphiphilic block copolymer consisting of a
PS ring and a PEO tail. The Mn values obtained by MALDI-TOF MS were in good
agreement with the estimated values obtained from the NMR spectra. The research
groupofCharles [76] determined theblock size in variousnitroxide-cappedPEO-b-PS
by hydrolysis of the ester bond in the junction moiety of the macromolecules,
followed by MALDI-TOF MS analysis of the individual building blocks. However, to
determine the block size of copolymers, it is easier and faster to perform tandemMS
on the copolymer sample, as presented by Crecelius et al. [77]. This study will be
discussed in more detail in Section 9.6.

Schubert and coworkers [78] synthesized well-defined glycopolymers, grafted
copolymers and anthracene-containing polymers, and employed MALDI-TOF MS,
besides SEC and NMR spectroscopy, to analyze them. Petrova et al. [79] showed the
application of MALDI-TOF MS for the intermediates formed by the controlled
synthesis of amphiphilic triarm star-shaped block copolymers of an AB2 type, in
which Apresented PEO and Bpoly(e-caprolactone). Raynaud et al. [80] confirmed the
introduction of functional groups at both a and v positions of PEO chains, which
were employed as monomers to form poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(e-caprolactone)
block copolymers through a facile procedure. The contribution byZhang et al. [81] is a
typical example that MALDI-TOF MS is nowadays frequently used as a character-
ization technique to determine the purity of synthesized homopolymers as basis to
produce the desired block copolymers. In this paper, in-chain-functionalized poly-
(styrene)-b-poly-(dimethylsiloxane) diblock copolymers were formed by anionic
polymerization and hydosilylation using dimethyl-[4-(1-phenyl)phenyl]silane, in
which the poly(styrene) block was synthesized first and investigated by MALDI-TOF
MS before the second comomomer was added.

Penco and colleagues [82] demonstrated viaMALDI-TOFMS that themost intense
peaks of the synthesized poly(methyl methacrylate)-based copolymers correspond to
the expected oligomers, terminated according to the mechanisms of a radical
polymerization. The poly(methyl methacrylate)-based copolymers were additionally
characterized by means of NMR spectroscopy and SEC. Wu et al. [83] studied
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systematically the synthesis of all-conjugated copolymers comprising poly(2,5-
dihexyloxy-1,4-phenylene) and poly(3-hexylthiophene) blocks using a nickel-based
catalyst. The performedMALDI-TOFMS analysis indicated that the addition order of
the monomers during the copolymerization can be attributed to the low efficiency of
the intramolecular nickel transfer from thiophene to phenylene units. Besides SEC
and NMR spectroscopy, MALDI-TOF MS was employed by Weber et al. [84] to
characterize their produced comb and graft-shaped poly[oligo(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline)
methacrylate]s, which showed a lower critical solution temperature behavior. Huang
and coworkers [85] presented the possibility that poly(lactic)-b-poly(ethylene glycol)
diblock and poly(lactic)-b-poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(lactic) triblock copolymers can
also be analyzed by MALDI-TOF MS, besides SEC and 1H-NMR spectroscopy. The
Mn values calculated from the SEC data were higher than those obtained from the
MALDI-TOF MS spectra and 1H-NMR spectroscopy data.

Since the molar mass determination of random copolymers of poly(methacrylic
acid)-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMAA-PMMA) was not possible, as exemplary
presented in Figure 9.4a, Giordanengo et al. [86] derivatized the copolymers by
methylation into PMMA homopolymers. The MALDI-TOF MS spectrum of a
methylated PMAA-PMMA sample is presented in Figure 9.4b. From this well-
resolved MALDI-TOF MS spectrum, the average molar mass values could be
readily obtained and were compared to pulsed gradient spin echo NMR spec-
troscopy data.

Ahmed et al. [87] performed MALDI-TOF MS in addition to different chro-
matographic techniques to characterize their polymers of poly(e-caprolactone)
generated via microwave-assisted polymerization initiated with PEGs, monodis-
perse diols, and tin octoate as catalyst. The synthesized block copolymers indicated
a much higher content of triblock structures compared to commercially available
poly(caprolactone) diols, which contained considerable amounts of diblocks.
Ohsawa et al. [88] proved by MALDI-TOF MS measurements of their synthesized
alternating copolymers that backbiting reactions were effectively suppressed.
Ranimol and colleagues [89] determined the size distribution and purity of the
prepared triblock and multiblock copolymers of polysulphone with monodisperse
amide segments by MALDI-TOF MS. The recorded MALDI-TOF MS spectra
showed signals possibly arising from fragments of the polysulphones.
Kumokka [90] classified acrylic- and rubber-based pressure-sensitive adhesives of
colorless and transparent oriented polypropylene adhesive tapes distributed in
Japan based on MALDI-TOF MS data. The classification according to MALDI was
validated by FT-IR spectroscopy.

9.4.2
ESI

ESI-MS, the second soft ionization technique employed in the structural character-
ization of copolymers, is not as often used as compared to MALDI (see Figure 9.2).
One possible reason may be that multiple-charged ions are obtained making the
interpretation of the recorded mass spectra more challenging due to overlapping
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peaks between charge-state distribution and chain length distribution. However, ESI
is generally regarded as the softer ionization technique compared toMALDI since the
latter one reveals sometimes fragmentation species, as for example, already dis-
cussed in Ref. [72] or [89]. However, commonly the addition of the matrix prevents
further fragmentation, which typically only occurs when laser desorption/ionization
(LDI) is employed. Alhazmi et al. [91] used both soft ionization techniques, MALDI
and ESI, to identify the monomer ratios as well as the structure of the end groups of
three different copolymers poly(butyl acrylate)-co-poly(vinyl acetate), poly(butyl acry-
late)-co-poly(methyl methacrylate), and poly(methyl methacrylate)-co-poly(vinyl
acetate), and compared the MS results with 1H-NMR spectroscopy and theoretical
predictions. The obtained ESI-MS data of the first two copolymers were in excellent
agreement with the results from 1H-NMR spectroscopy, in contrast to the latter one.
Comparable distributions of the products were observed in theMALDI and ESImass

Figure 9.4 MALDI-TOF MS spectra of (a) PMAA-PMMA prior to derivatization and (b) 5.5mL of
derivatization agent (trimethylsilyldiazomethane) was added to obtain the methylated PMAA-
PMMA. Reproduced from Ref. [86] with kind permission of Elsevier.
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spectraofthesecondcopolymersample.Luandcoworkers [92]reportedthesynthesisof
various poly(propylene carbonate)s with different head-to-tail linkages, which were
generated from racemic propylene oxide with chromium salen complexes as catalysts.
The analysis of the polymer chain end group (initiating and chain growth species) at
various times was achieved by in situ ESI-MS. In combination with some control
experiments, this enabled an insight into the mechanistic understanding of the
copolymerizationandtheeffectsofthestereochemistryoftheresultingpolycarbonates.

The fruitful combination of ESI-MS and 1H-NMR spectroscopy for the charac-
terization of copolymers is also presented in the study by Kasperczyk et al. [93]. These
authors investigated the hydrolytic degradation of copolymers obtained via the ring-
opening polymerization of glycolide and e-caprolactone. From the recorded ESI-MS
spectra, three-dimensional diagrams were constructed, as shown exemplary for the
copolymer sample containing 70 mol% glycolidyl units in Figure 9.5. The x-axis
represents the quantity of the glycolyl units (G), the y-axis the quantity of the caproyl
units (C), and the z-axis the normalized signal intensity of the peaks. After 7 weeks of
degradation (see Figure 9.5a), co-oligomers with the type of C3G3 to C10G10 were
observed. The variety of chemical structures of the co-oligomers decreased after 10
weeks (see Figure 9.5b), and homo-oligomers containing only glycolyl units were
obtained. At the last stage of degradation, at 26 weeks, co-oligomers with a higher
content of caproyl units were visible, besides still remaining homo-oligomers with
only glycolyl units.

The application of ESI-MS besides SEC to characterize methacrylic acid oligo-
mers and oligo(methacrylic acid)-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) synthesized by
RAFT is shown by Nejad et al. [94]. The MALDI-TOF MS spectrum of the
polymerization of methacrylic acid with 4-cyanopentanoic acid-4-dithiobenzoate
(CPADB) as RAFTagent revealed the expected spacing of the peaks corresponding
to the repeating unit and as end group the thiocarbonly thio unit. Chen and
coworkers [95] employed ESI-FT-ICR MS to analyze their graft copolymers
poly(L-glutamic acid)-g-poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide) as well as their precursors.
The ESI-FT-ICR MS spectrum of the precursor amino-semitelechelic poly(N-
isopropylacrylamide) showed the desired end groups. The research group of
Charles combined in the current study [96] NMR spectroscopy with ESI-MS and
MS/MS to achieve the complete microstructural characterization of a
PMAA–PMMA copolymer synthesized by nitroxide-mediated polymerization
(NMP). The structure of the end groups were determined by NMR spectroscopy
and further confirmed by ESI-MS. The ESI-MS results obtained for the copolymer
composition were not consistent with the NMR data due to the strong mass bias
well-known to occur during the ESI process of these kind of polymers. Finally, the
random nature of the copolymer was elucidated via ESI-MS/MS.

9.4.3
APCI

Interestingly, APCI has rarely been used as an ionization technique in the analysis of
copolymers (see Figure 9.2), although singly charged pseudo-molecular ions are
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Figure 9.5 Changes in the chemical structure during the degradation of the copolymer containing
70mol%glycolidyl units: (a) 7weeks, (b) 10weeks, and (c) 26weeks. Reproduced fromRef. [93] with
kind permission from Elsevier.
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generally obtained in contrast to ESI. However, APCI is known to be somewhat less
mild than ESI due to the use of a heated nebulizer. The complementary character of
APCI and ESI, in both the positive and negative ion mode, was highlighted by van
Leeuwen et al. [97] for a synthetic block copolymer based on methyl poly(ethylene
oxide) (mPEG) and e-caprolactone (CL), functionalized with linoleic acid. The
comparison of themass spectra recorded for this block copolymer after LC separation
by ESI-MS (positive mode), APCI-MS (positive mode), and APCI-MS (negative
mode) depicted in Figure 9.6a–c, respectively. Figure 9.6a indicates very well that
several charge-state distributions are obtained. This was not the case when the APCI-
MS mode was applied (Figure 9.6b). Here only singly charged ions were recorded.
Finally, in the negative APCI-MS mode the side product, the homopolymer poly-
(e-caprolactone) (pCln), is readily observable as a strong peak at them/z value of 587.5.

Desmazi�eres et al. [98] discussed the benefits and limitations of LC-APCI-MSwith
a series of polymers, including copolymers of siloxanes. The results were compared
to those obtained by SEC- andMALDI-MS. Themain drawback of the APCI interface
was determined as the in-source decomposition above m/z 2000–3000, which can
result in an underestimation of the average molar masses. However, the authors
pointed out that APCI allows the detection of a wide range of sample polarities and
solvents. Wesdemiotis and coworkers [99] investigated the analysis of complex
amphiphilic copolymers by heating them slowly up on a direct probe (DP) inside

Figure 9.6 Mass spectra recorded from a
synthetic block copolymer based on methyl
poly(ethylene oxide) (mPEG) and
e-caprolactone (CL) after LC separation using

different ionization methods: (a) ESI positive
mode, (b) APCI positive mode, and (c) APCI
negative mode. Reproduced from Ref. [97] with
kind permission of John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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an APCI source. These so-called DP-APCI measurements provided conclusive
information about the nature of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic components of
the copolymers, and additionally allowed distinguishing between different como-
momer compositions, as well as between crosslinked copolymers and copolymer
blends with similar physical properties.

9.5
Separation Prior MS

Copolymer samples are typically complex and if they contain side products formed
during the synthesis, a pre-separation step is often required. This step can be
performed with a different instrument, for example, a SEC or HPLC instrument
in an off or online mode connected to the MS interface, or by using a special MS
instrument, for example, inwhich the ions are separated according to their gas-phase
mobility prior to detection. In Sections 9.5.1 and 9.5.2, the applications described in
this area found in the literature to analyze copolymer samples are summarized.

9.5.1
LC-MS

LC can be used in different forms. Themost widely used technique for copolymers is
SEC, although it only provides information regarding the average molar masses and
their distributions. More information on the chemical structure of the copolymer is
obtained by LC-CC, where separation is based on the number of one comonomer and
is independent of the other comonomer. Even higher chromatographic resolution can
be obtained with 2D chromatography, which is particular useful for more complex
copolymers. A detailed discussion of these hyphenated techniques is presented in
Chapter 7; here only the investigations concerning copolymers are outlined.

SEC is typically combined withMALDI-TOFMS in an offlinemode, in which SEC
fractions are collected, mixed with matrix, a salt additive is added, and applied on a
target before introduction into the ion source of a MALDI-TOFmass spectrometer.
The earliest application of SEC-MALDI TOF MS for copolymers in the time period
considered comes from Gallet et al. [100], who compared this technique with SEC-
NMR spectroscopy for the analysis of the triblock copolymer poly(ethylene oxide-b-
propylene oxide-b-ethylene oxide) in order to understand the bimodal distribution of
poloxamer 407. Montaudo [101] tried to apply the method described by Tatro
et al. [102], which involves the use of MALDI for the estimation of viscosity
parameters of polymers, to polycondensates, without any further modifications.
Since this was not successful, he proposed a newmethodology based on the universal
calibration concept and on SEC-MALDI-TOFMS. Montaudo tested the newmethod
successfully on the terpolymer poly(butylenes succinate-butylenes adipate-butylene
sebacate). Approximately 50 fractions were analyzed by SEC-MALDI, and from
the recorded MALDI-TOF MS spectra the SEC calibration curve was constructed.
From the SEC calibration curve and the calibration of the SEC instrument prior
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analysis with suitable standards, the parameters describing the viscosity of the studied
polymer were obtained and were in good agreement with the calculated ones. Fradet
and coworkers [103] studied copolyesters containing aliphatic units in themain chain
by couplingSECwithMALDI-TOFMS. This enabled the calibration of the SECcurves
against absolutemolar masses and the determination of the chemical structure of the
copolyesters. The same class of copolymers was investigated by Adamus et al. [104]. In
their contribution, SEC-MALDI-TOF MS was also employed for the structural
elucidation of the copolyesters, including end-group determination. The average
molar masses (Mn and Mw) of the copolyester samples were obtained by offline
coupling of SEC with MALDI-TOF MS, in which MALDI-TOF MS was used as a
detector for the SEC fractions, collected from the polydisperse samples.

Alicata et al. [105] analyzed narrowly dispersed molar mass SEC fractions of
random and microblock poly[(R)-3-hydroxybutyrate-co-e-caprolatone]s by MALDI-
TOF MS. The end groups of the copolymers could be determined with the help of
the MALDI-TOF mass spectra. Carboxylic, alcoholic and tosyl end groups were
obtained. The e-caprolactone-rich samples showed mostly tosyl end groups,
whereas the 3-hydroxybutyrate-rich samples mainly possessed alcoholic end
groups. The ESI-MS spectra of low-molar-mass SEC fractions, which had a higher
resolution as compared to the MALDI-TOF MS spectra, enabled the facile iden-
tification of the different oligomer species since this was rather difficult in the
corresponding MALDI-TOF MS spectra. Weidner and colleagues [106] tried to
characterize polyacetal copolymers by a variety of analytical techniques, and among
others they employed SEC-MALDI-TOF MS. However, the recorded MALDI-TOF
MS spectra from several fractions did not allow the elucidation of the copolymer
structure due to the low-mass resolution of the very complex mass spectra;
therefore, 2D-separation was applied as well.

Girod et al. [107] could detect different ions of the block co-oligomer PEO-b-PS by
adjusting the salt concentration of themobile phase of LC-CC combined online to an
ESI-MS instrument. Doubly lithiated co-oligomer adducts were obtained at high
lithium chloride concentration (1mM), while both lithiated and protonated species
were detected at lower concentrations (down to 0.1mM). Falkenhagen and Weid-
ner [108] presented for the first time the use of ultra performance liquid chroma-
tography (UPLC) in order to identify the critical conditions for LC-CC coupled to ESI-
TOFMS. The authors studied PEOs, poly(propylene oxide)s, and their copolymers by
this new technique enabling a faster adjustment of the parameters. Another
advantage was that polymer standards were no longer required for the search of
the critical conditions.

2D-separation typically involves the combination of LC-CC in the first dimen-
sion and SEC in the second dimension. The LC-CCmode is used for the chemical
separation and the SEC mode for the molar mass information. For SEC,
calibration standards are required, which are often not available. Therefore,
Weidner et al. [109] suggested the substitution of the second dimension with
MALDI-TOF MS. In the above contribution, the authors showed the application
of this approach to a complex polyester copolymer sample. The 2D plot, which can
be obtained by such an investigation, is presented in Figure 9.7. The structural
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information obtained in the LC-CC mode and the molar mass information
obtained from the following MALDI-TOF MS analysis, by spraying the chro-
matographic run on the MALDI target, are combined in the figure. This enables
the comparison with the 2D-plot obtained from an ordinary 2D-separation (LC-
CC combined with SEC). The authors pointed out that the 2D-plots obtained by
this procedure offer a more reliable mass scale.

Trathnigg and coworkers applied the above new methodology for the character-
ization of block copolymers of poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(propylene oxide) [110] and
polyoxyalkylene diblock copolymers [111]. Additionally, they performed offline 2D-
separations by combining LC-CC with SEC, LC-CC with LC, and finally LC-CC with
LC-CC in the later publication [111]. In both studies, the combination of 2D-
chromatography and MALDI-TOF MS enabled the authors to gain information
regarding the purity, chemical composition, and molar mass distributions of the
synthesized products.

9.5.2
Ion Mobility Spectrometry-Mass Spectrometry (IMS-MS)

Both soft ionization methods, MALDI and ESI, have been used for the ionization of
copolymers measured in IMS-MS instruments. Baker et al. [112] described the
sequence-dependent confirmation of various poly(glycidyl methacrylate-butyl meth-
acrylate)s (PGMA-PBMAs) measured in the gas phase using IMS. PGMA–PBMA

Figure 9.7 2D-plot obtained from a LC-CC run further analyzed by MALDI-TOF MS of a polyester
copolymer. Reproduced from Ref. [109] with kind permission of the American Chemical Society.
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copolymers were difficult to characterize by other techniques since both comono-
mers have the same nominal mass, with a slightly different exact mass (0.036 g
mol�1), and thus were investigated by IMS. MALDI was employed to generate
sodium adducts of PGMA–PBMA trimer to pentamer, and their different arrival time
distributions were collected. An example of such arrival time distributions for the
PGMA–PBMA trimer with two different end groups is depicted in Figure 9.8. Four
unresolved peaks are visible for each oligomer species since four different sizes of
ions were detected, corresponding to four different sequences of each trimer. From
these arrival time distributions, the collision cross-section of each composition of the
trimer can be calculated and compared to the theoretical one, and finally the most
abundant sequence can be determined. This is in the case of the PGMA–PBMA
trimer, the combination of BMA–GMA–GMA and GMA–BMA–GMA bearing both
a hydrogen end group, and GMA–BMA–GMA possessing a vaso end group
(–CNCH3–CCH3C2H5).

Figure 9.8 Arrival timedistributions of thePGMA-PBMA trimer containing (a) a hydrogenand (b) a
vaso end group. Multiple peaks indicate more than one sequence with different collision cross-
sections. Reproduced from Ref. [112] with kind permission of Elsevier.
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A combined structural and conformational study of random and block poly-
(ethylene oxide-propylene oxide)s has been undertaken by Jackson and cowor-
kers [113]. MALDI has been utilized in combination with IMS, as well as ESI-
MS/MS, to establish the fragmentation pathways of the studied copolymers. From
the IMS experiments, collision cross-sections were determined and compared to the
theoretical ones. The established collision cross-sections were independent of the
sequence of the ions in the gas phase; however depending on the size andmolarmass
of the copolymer species. The resulting IMS data were employed to support the
fragmentation routes established by ESI-MS/MS. The most recent application of
IMS-MS was reported by Trimpin and Clemmer [114] highlighting its use in the
polymer field by providing structural signatures, which allow the effortless recog-
nition of minor differences in blends and copolymers. (A deeper insight of this
technique applied in the polymer field is provided in Chapter 4 of this book.)

9.6
Tandem MS (MS/MS)

The analysis of copolymers by tandemMS (MS/MS) is rather difficult since most of
the time peak overlap is occurring, which cannot efficiently be avoided. However, if
MS/MS experiments can successfully be performed, then the copolymer can be
sequenced since each comonomer shows distinct fragmentation pathways along the
chain. The prerequisite of such measurements is to understand the fragmentation
behavior of homopolymers consisting of each of the comonomers.

Wesdemiotis et al. [115] investigated the copolymer poly(fluorooextane-co-THF) by
matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization-quadrupole-time-of-flight tandem MS
(MALDI-Q-TOF MS/MS). The measurements provided structural evidence that the
initiator was incorporated in the central position of the polymer chains and that the
THF comomomer was located vicinal to the initiator unit by identifying the frag-
ments obtained from the homolytic cleavage at the fluorinated side chains of the
copolymer. The sequence of a PUR sample was investigated by Mass et al. [116]
employing MALDI-TOFMS/MS. By carefully selecting precursor ions, product ions
could be identified in the recordedMS/MSspectra indicating a randomor a block-like
structure. Weidner and coworkers could clearly differentiate between cyclic and
linear oligomers of complex copoylesters by employingMALDI-TOFMS/MS. These
authors were also able to determine the end group of isomeric linear oligomers since
characteristic product ions could be detected. Crecelius et al. [77] could even
determine the block length of a methoxy poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(styrene)
(mPEG-b-PS) sample by performing MALDI-TOF MS/MS on this rather complex
sample. The reason for the possibility to determine the block length was that theMS/
MS spectrum revealed characteristic fragments for both blocks and no fragments
containing both repeating units. By selecting precursor ions with the same number
of PEG repeating units, but an increasing number of PS repeating units, the gap in
the recorded mass spectra was increasing, as shown in Figure 9.9, confirming the
assumption that a scission between both blocks occurred. From the same group,
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Schubert and colleagues [117] performed MS/MS using both soft ionization tech-
niquesMALDI and ESI for the study of various poly(2-oxazoline) block copolymers to
gainmore structural information about the block copolymers compositions and their
fragmentation behavior. Different mechanisms occurred, such as 1,4-ethylene or
hydrogen elimination andMcLafferty þ 1 rearrangement. The copolymers with aryl
side-groups showed less fragmentation due to their higher stability compared to
copolymers with alkyl side-groups.

Adamus and coworkers [118–121] presented the ESI-MS and MS/MS analysis of
various types of copolyesters to identify their molecular architecture, including the
chemical structure of their end groups. The MS/MS analysis helped in finding the
correct sequence of the copolyesters and to investigate the fragmentation pathways.
In the most recent study [121], the author could differentiate by ion trap ESI-MS/MS
between random and diblock copolyester samples by comparing the fragmentation
patterns obtained by both types of copolyesters. �Zagar et al. [122] described in their
study, the structural investigations of bacterial poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydro-
xyvalerate) copolyesters on themolecular level using ESI-MS/MS. The generated data
obtained by the tandem MS experiments were compared to NMR spectroscopy data
and revealed comparable results. Terrier et al. [123] investigated a series of linear
triblock and glycerol derivative diblock copolyethers by ESI-MS/MS. In the first step,
homopolymerswere analyzed to identify the nature of the product ions and to explore
fragmentation pathways. By measuring triblock and diblock copolyethers in the
second step, it could be demonstrated that copolyetherswith the same composition in

Figure 9.9 MALDI-TOF MS/MS spectra of
precursor ions containing 59 repeating units of
mPEG and an increasing number of PS
repeating units. The selected precursor ions are

schematically represented between the spectra.
Reproduced fromRef. [77] with kind permission
of Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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each repeating unit, butwith inversed block sequence canbe distinguished since they
form characteristic fragment ions.

Charles and coworkers [124] characterized the microstructure of PEO-b-PS,
synthesized by a NMP process, using ESI-MSn. The ESI-MS2 measurements
indicated the homolytic cleavage of the C�ON bond, resulting in the elimination
of the terminal SG1 end group as a radical, including a depolymerization process of
the PS block from the radical cation. As a consequence, the size of the PS block
could be determined. Additionally, an alternative fragmentation route provided
structural information on the junction group between both blocks. A specific
dissociation of the PEO block did not occur. Hence, information regarding the
PEO block and the initiated end group was obtained by ESI-MS3. The same authors
analyzed the PEO-b-PS diblock copolymer further by employing LC-CC combined
with online ESI-MS and MS/MS [125]. The results further supported the charac-
terization of the PS block by allowing its size determination in both the LC-CC
mode combined with the single-stage ESI-MS or in the tandem MS mode. Simon-
sick and Petkovska [126] highlighted the advantages obtained by combining
ultrahigh resolution via ESI-FT-ICR MS with tandem MS analysis to elucidate the
structure and sequence of polyesters and acrylates in more detail. (Further infor-
mation regarding this topic is provided in Chapter 3, in which tandem MS is
explored in detail.)

9.7
Quantitative MS

Even though MALDI-TOF MS represents a powerful technique for the analysis
of copolymers, the quantification is rather difficult due to variations occurring in
the sample preparation and ionization efficiencies. In the short communication
by Alhazmi and Mayer [127], the influence of the matrix-to-analyte ratio used in
the sample preparation on the measured ratio of two copolymers differing in
their end groups is presented. The two copolymers originate from the synthesis
of poly(butylacrylate-methyl methacylate). The authors recommend comparing
the MALDI results always with ESI-MS and NMR spectroscopy data for confir-
mation. The question if quantification of monomer ratios in copolymers by ESI-
MS and MS/MS is possible was addressed by Prebyl et al. in two successive
studies [128, 129]. In the first attempt [128], the authors showed for three
examples (styrene sulfonic acid, acrylic acid, and 2-acrylamido-2-methylpropane
sulfonic acid) that semi-quantitative information can be obtained by ESI-MS/MS
experiments in the negative mode. In the second approach [129], they were able
to identify suitable conditions for ESI-MS and MS/MS measurements, in which
monomers served as standards to assess the composition of copolymers without
the need of polymer standards. The authors suggested that once the conditions
have been identified, this technique could be utilized for the routine monitoring
of monomer ratios.
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9.8
Copolymers for Biological or (Bio)medical Application

In the last few years, the application of synthesized copolymers in the biological and
biomedical as well as medical fields is strongly increasing. A few examples have
been included in this section to provide the reader with an impression of current
applications. Impallomeni et al. [130] synthesized biodegradable copolymers
namely poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-e-caprolactone)s. The random and microblock
copolymers were analyzed by SEC followed by MALDI-TOFMS to determine their
end groups. Copolymers rich in 3-hydroxybutyrate repeating units had hydroxyl
and carboxyl end groups, while copolymers rich in e-caprolactone repeating units
had tosyl and carboxyl end groups. A polymeric micelle drug-delivery system was
developed by Park and coworkers [131] to enhance the solubility of the poorly
soluble drug biphenyl dimethyl dicarboxylate. The produced block copolymers
consisting of poly(D,L-lactide) as the hydrophobic segment and mPEG as the
hydrophilic segment were investigated by MALDI-TOF MS to determine the
average molar masses. The recorded mass spectra of the copolymers showed only
one broad single peak, without any isotopic pattern, from which the Mn and Mw

values were calculated. The polydispercity indices were below 1.05. Rieger
et al. [132] reported on the synthesis of new PEOmacromonomers copolymerizable
with e-caprolactone by a ring-opening polymerization and therefore suitable for the
preparation of amphiphilic comblike copolymers with a biodegradable hydropho-
bic backbone. The createdmacromonomersweremeasured via FT-IR spectroscopy,
MALDI-TOF MS, and NMR spectroscopy. The MALDI-TOF MS spectra of the
synthesized macromonomers showed four distributions: two distributions could
be correlated with the desired product ionized as sodium and potassium adducts,
and two distributions with a hydroxyl end group and as well ionized as sodium and
potassium adducts. The experimental isotopic pattern fitted well to the theoretical
one. Gutzler et al. [133] developed poly(ethylene oxide)-g-poly(vinyl alcohol) copo-
lymers as an instant-release tablet coating. Besides a 2D-separation, MALDI-TOF
MS showed that no free PEO was observed in the created copolymers, which was a
prerequisite for the desired application. Fernandez-Megia et al. [134] prepared three
generations of azido-terminated PEG-dendritic block copolymers, which they
reacted with three alkyne-funtionalized unprotected carbohydrates derived from
a-D-mannose, a-L-fucose, and b-D-lactose via click chemistry (1,3-dipolar cycload-
dition). The azide-containing and the glycosylated block copolymers were analyzed
by MALDI-TOF MS. Figure 9.10 presents the MALDI-TOF MS spectra of the
glycodentritic copolymers derived from mannose. With these spectra, the authors
could prove the purity of the substances and were able to calculate the molar
masses. In the case of the second (G2) and third (G3) generation, a series of peaks
with a spacing of m/z 44 can be seen, which correlates to monomethyl ether PEG
amine, one of the educts, which results due to fragmentation occurring during the
MALDI process since high laser power was required for higher generations. The
new copolymers were synthesized for the construction of active targeted drug-
delivery systems.
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Potentially biodegradable thermoplastic multiblock copolymers from poly(lactic
acid), poly(e-caprolatone), and/or poly(lactic acid-e-caprolactone) were produced by
Borda et al. [135] employing toluene diisocyanate as chain extender and PEG as
intrinsic plasticizer. The obtained copolymers were analyzed besides NMR and IR
spectroscopy, by MALDI-TOF MS. To enable the determination of the structure of
the generated copolymers by MALDI-TOF MS, only copolymers with short chains
were synthesized in model experiments. The performed MALDI-TOF MS analysis

Figure 9.10 MALDI-TOF MS spectra of glycosulated PEG-dendritic copolymers derived from
mannose, PEG[G1]-Man, PEG[G2]-Man, and PEG[G3]-Man. Reproduced from Ref. [134] with kind
permission of the American Chemical Society.
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unambiguously confirmed the composition of the expected copolymers. Lee
et al. [136] also synthesized multiblock copolymers containing poly(e-caprolactone)
as onemonomer and claimed that the produced products were biodegradable. These
authors compared the averagemolarmasses obtained by SECwithMALDI-TOFMS.
The structure of the macroinitiator was also investigated by MALDI-TOF MS. The
recorded MALDI-TOF MS spectrum proved that the desired composition of the
macroinitiator was obtained. Another synthesis and characterization of multi- and
triblock copolymers containing poly(e-caprolatone), besides poly(1,5-dioxepane-2-
one), which has several biomedical applications, such for example, as temporary
implants and drug delivery, are described by Adamus and colleagues [137]. The
authors could determine the influence of copolymer composition and architecture on
the molecular structures at the individual chain level using MALDI-TOF MS.
Copolymers of similar structure were already investigated by Henry et al. [138]
one year earlier. The authors characterized their synthesized copolymers by NMR
and IR spectroscopy and also by MALDI-TOF MS and showed their good biocom-
patibility. Hakkarainen et al. [139] investigated the hydrolysis of such kind of
polymers via ESI-MS. The authors presented with the help of ESI-MS that the
hydrophilicity and copolymer architecture both influenced the water-soluble degra-
dation product patterns.

Kaihara and coworkers [140] successfully created biomedical hydrogels based on
polyethers consisting of cyclic acetal segments and PEG units. The chemical
structures of the hydrogels were confirmed by MALDI-TOF MS. The MALDI-TOF
MS analysis proved that alternating copolymers with hydroxyl end groups were
synthesized. Nagy et al. [141] studied a series of amphiphilic poly(isobutylene)-b-poly-
(vinyl alcohol) copolymers with an increasing block length of the latter monomer. In
their contribution,MALDI-TOFMSwas used as one characterization technique. The
authors further analyzed if the synthesized copolymers can act as drug carrying nano-
devices by doping the formed aggregates with indomethacin. Finally, Nagy et al.
concluded that the solubility of indomethacin, which is significantly increased in the
studied cases, is depending upon the block segment ratios.

Although the current chapter is dedicated to the MS analysis of synthetic
copolymers, two examples, where synthetic polymers are combined with biopoly-
mers, will be mentioned here. Alemdaroglu et al. [142] presented the synthesis of
DNA block copolymers and their characterization by MALDI-TOF MS and gel
electrophoresis. One of the recorded MALDI-TOF MS spectra was used to confirm
the desired structure of the synthesized double-stranded DNA pentablock by
comparing the obtained molar mass (40 500Da) with the calculated one (41 000Da).
Hua et al. [143] reported the polymerization of dendronlike polypeptide/linear poly-
(e-caprolactone) block copolymers. The authors also employedMALDI-TOFMS as a
characterization tool. One representativeMALDI-TOFMS analysis of the precursors
was themeasurement of a clicked poly(e-caprolactone)-dendron, which revealed that
the expected product was successfully synthesized.

Adamus [144] analyzed the commercially available bipolyesters poly(3-hydroxy-
butyrate)-co-poly(3-hydroxyvalerate) and poly(3-hydroxybutyrate)-co-poly(3-hydroxy-
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hexanoate) by ESI-MS to obtain information regarding the chemical structures of the
end groups and the composition. The drawback of mass spectrometric character-
ization of copolymers with high molar masses is that with increasingm/z values the
resolution decreases, while the number of isobaric structures increases. To overcome
this drawback, the author performed a controlled depolymerization and checkedwith
1H-NMR spectroscopy that oligomers containing carboxylic and olefinic end groups
and the same composition as the starting biopolyesters were obtained. Additionally,
the arrangement of the repeating units along the copolyester chains was verified by
ESI-MS/MS and investigation of the fragmentation route. Impallomeni et al. [145]
investigated microbial copolymers consisting of poly(3-hydroxybutyric) and poly(3-
mercaptoalkanoic acid) by NMR spectroscopy, SEC, and ESI-MS to explore their
microstructures. Since 13C-NMR spectroscopy did not enable the determination of
the structure of a synthesized triblock copolymer due to the low intensity of the
carbon signals of two blocks, ESI-MS analysis was carried out on this sample after
partial methanolyzation. The obtained mass spectrum undoubtedly demonstrated
the presence of a terpolymer.

9.9
Software Development

A snapshot of the software development improving the characterization of copoly-
mers by MALDI-TOF MS is given in this section. Buchmann and coworkers [146]
analyzed triblock copolymers consisting of PEO and poly(propylene oxide) (PPO) via
MALDI-TOFMS. To enable the creation of 2D-plots of the monomer composition, a
self-made software was used. First, the copolymer sample is measured by MALDI-
TOF MS, as presented for example in Figure 9.11a for the triblock PPO-PEO-PPO.
The next step is to assign the peaks (Figure 9.11b), for example the ion at m/z 1720
corresponds to EO21PO13Na

þ . After a de-isotoping process (Figure 9.11c), the
software determines the contribution of each monomer for each ion coming from
the copolymer and generates a representation of the relative abundance of the ions as
a function of the number of PEO and PPO units (Figure 9.11e). The user is
only entering the exact masses of the two repeating units, the two end groups,
and the mass of the cation involved, as shown in Figure 9.11d. These 2D-plots
allowed the rapid qualitative analysis of the copolymers by MALDI-TOF MS
measurements.

After Terrier et al. [146], Huijser et al. showed in two successive studies [147, 148]
thatwith 2D-plots created fromMALDI-TOFMSdata, the topology of copolymers can
be elucidated. The authors demonstrated this very well on the copolymer poly-
(lactide)-co-poly(glycolide), which is extensively used in the medical sector. Finally,
the software development for fractionated copolymer samples by LC followed by
MALDI-TOF MS analysis was presented by Weidner and colleagues [149]. Various
copolymers of PEO-PPO were analyzed and their composition was presented in 2D-
plots. The MALDI-TOF MS spectrum of the nonfractionated PEO-PPO copolymer
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clearly showed the requirement of LC prior to mass spectrometric analysis. Typical
peak distances ofm/z 44 (EO unit) and 58 (PO unit) caused overlapping signals. This
was overcome by LC near critical conditions, which was employed as an isocratic
alteration of the solvent composition or by applying a gradient mode prior to the
offline MALDI-TOF MS analysis. With such an approach, structure-dependent
separation conditions could be explored.

Figure 9.11 Stepwise data treatment of a PPO–PEO–PPO triblock copolymer. Reproduced from
Ref. [146] with kind permission of the American Chemical Society.
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9.10
Summary and Outlook

A variety of applications in the analysis of copolymers have been presented in this
chapter. Most of the applications have been performed with MALDI-TOFMS due to
the easy interpretation of the recordedmass spectra.However, the implementation of
new ionization techniques, such as desorption electrospray ionization, will presum-
ably appear in the near future since their application for homopolymers has already
been successfully demonstrated. Another area, which will be extended in the coming
years, is the use of IMS prior MS since only one instrument is used to combine
separationwithMSdetection. Furthermore, a demandon software developments, for
example, for ESI-MS measurements, is still not fulfilled and will hopefully be
addressed in the near future.
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10
Elucidation of Reaction Mechanisms: Conventional Radical
Polymerization
Michael Buback, Gregory T. Russell, and Philipp Vana

10.1
Introduction

It is often remarked that the molar mass distribution (MMD) of a polymer contains
theentirehistory of its synthesis. It is because of this truism that those interested in the
kinetics of polymerization are driven tounderstandpolymerMMDs.Aswill be seen in
this chapter, in the case of (conventional) radical polymerization (RP), this quest has
been enormously advanced by the advent of large-molecule mass spectrometry
(MS), for it is a characterization technique that furnishes hitherto unimaginable
detail about the MMD of a polymer, and thus it may be used to elucidate or confirm
the mechanisms of RP in many ways that simply were not previously possible.

What is it that is so special about anMMD yielded byMS? It is not the distribution
amount, for size exclusion chromatography (SEC) already makes a superior fist of
measuring that,mostly through the use of refractive-index (RI) detection. Admittedly
there can be issues with this, for example, that RI is molar mass dependent for
oligomers [1]. However, such issues apply only in particular circumstances, and they
pale beside the general uncertainty one must attach to polymer amounts as returned
via MS: there is no doubt that SEC is a vastly superior technique in this respect.
Rather, what is so special aboutMS is its delivery of theMMD variable, namelymolar
mass, M. The two important aspects here are mass accuracy and mass resolving
power [2].

For many large-molecule studies, it is the mass accuracy of MS that is revolu-
tionary. Indeed, the knee-jerk reaction of most RP workers would be that this is also
the case in their field. In fact, the matter is not so straightforward. A good illustrative
example of this is the pulsed-laser polymerization (PLP) method for measuring
propagation rate coefficients, kp [3, 4], which requires knowledge of absolute values of
M. By now an enormous quantity of accurate kp data has been yielded by thismethod,
almost all of it through the use of SEC [5, 6]. This evidences that for the study of RP
kinetics and mechanisms, accurate SEC calibration is commonly possible, either
directly through the use of standards, or indirectly through the additional use of
Mark–Houwink parameters (so-called universal calibration). So, it is not this aspect
alone that makes MS so useful.
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In fact what is so groundbreaking about MS for the study of RPmechanisms is its
mass resolving power, that is, the ability of mass analyzers to separate and measure
small differences inM, by now to well under 1-Dalton level with most instruments.
As Barner-Kowollik et al. expressed it, this gives the power �to visualize the individual
polymer chains present in a given sample� [7]. Thus, for example, polymer chains of
identical degree of polymerization but with a different end group can be resolved,
something of which SEC will never (in general) be capable. Because of the accurate
determination of the M of the resolved species, their precise chemical composition
may be deduced, and from this themechanismof polymer formation can be inferred.
Numerous examples of this general principle will be presented in the course of this
chapter.

A propos visualization, we will regularly use chemical schemes in this chapter,
as we feel that this is themost intuitive way of grasping howMS is such a powerful tool
for the elucidation of polymer structure, and therefore (conventional) RPmechanisms.

10.2
Basic Principles and General Considerations

Consider polymerization of a monomer M in which chain growth is started by a
speciesA and chain stoppage results in an end groupZ. Thepolymerization therefore
produces chains with structure A–(M)i–Z, where i¼ 1, 2, . . . is degree of polymer-
ization. MS of such a sample results in a series of peaks of molar mass M(A) þ i�
M(M) þ M(Z). Turning this around, if MS of a polymer sample results in a series of
peaks with precisely these molar masses, then one may take as likely that initiation
produced species A and chain stoppage left behind group Z. Thus, one learns about
the chain-starting and -stopping reactions. This is the basic and widely employed
principle by which MS is used to shed light on the mechanism of polymerization. In
the case of RP it was evoked at least as early as 1995, when Haddleton et al. [8] used
matrix-assisted laser-desorption ionization time-of-flight (MALDITOF)MS to confirm
in this way that the mechanism of catalytic-chain-transfer polymerization (CCTP) (see
Chapter 11 of methyl methacrylate (MMA) is as expected. Numerous examples of this
principle in action will be seen in this chapter, and indeed elsewhere in this book.

Of course the spectrum from MS of a sample of synthetic polymer is normally
more complicated than a single series of peaks. This is because there is usually more
than one possible chain-initiating species and/or more than one channel of chain
stoppage, with the result that there are multiple series of peaks, each with different
intensities that depend on the relative extents to which the various possible reactions
occur. Further, frequently it is desirable to identify asmany such reactions as possible.
This raises the issue of which type of instrument is best for observing different
species. An important choice is that between theMALDI and electrospray ionization
(ESI) techniques. MALDI is considerably more expensive and has the advantage of
early domination of the market. It is therefore of interest that recent studies of
products from reversible-deactivation RP (see Chapter 11 of styrene [9] and methyl
acrylate (MA) [10] have found that ESI MS detects more species than MALDI MS.
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Specifically, the study ofMA star formation detected 18 products by both techniques,
42 by ESI only, and 6 by MALDI only [10]. Certainly as far as investigation of RP
mechanisms is concerned, this speaks very much in favor of ESI.

It is appropriate also to say something about the possibility of accurate MMD
determination from MS. This is because one can learn about mechanism not just
from species identification, but also from species amount, as this is determined by
kinetics,whichof course is an importantwindowontomechanism.Asalreadyexplained
in Section 10.1, SECmeasuresMMD amount accurately, whereas the strength ofMS is
species separation and determination ofM. Thus, the idea arises to couple SECwithMS
in order to deliverMMDsof ultimate accuracy. This is an active area of development [11,
12] that may in future years become a standard technique (see Chapter 8).

For TOF detection, there is an important nuance to be aware of with regard to
MMD amount. It is that, contrary to what most workers naturally assume, signal
intensity is not proportional to n(M), the relative number of chains. Rather, this
intensity is proportional to M0.5� n(M) [13]. This can lead to the distribution
of intensities fromTOFMSbeing quite different to the underlyingn(M), for example,
this is the case for the so-called most-probable distribution [13]. It is essential to be
aware of this if attempting to obtain MMD from TOF MS results.

Another interesting general result is from the use of MS to shed light on SEC
broadening. Polymer standards of differentMwere analyzed by bothMS and SEC. It
was found that as M increased, the SEC distribution became increasingly broader
than the distribution from MS [14]. This suggests that SEC broadening is greater at
large M, as opposed to being constant with M.

The above is a selection of general considerations from the employment of MS to
study MMDs. They are merely ones that have piqued our interest. The rest of this
book provides exhaustive coverage.

10.3
Initiation

This section is about reactions that generate new free radicals. This is as opposed to
chain-transfer reactions (Section 10.6), which merely transfer the site of radical
activity. Section 10.3.1.1 will be especially in-depth, thereby providing the most
detailed case study of this chapter on how MS may be used to learn about RP
mechanisms. The principles involved are ones thatmay be applied for the study of all
RP reaction mechanisms by MS.

10.3.1
Radical Generation

10.3.1.1 Thermally Induced Initiator Decomposition
TheadequateunderstandingofRPkineticsandprocessesrequiresdetailedknowledge
about initiationkinetics andmechanism.Ofparticular interest are the typeof initiator-
derived radicals and in-cage and out-of-cage reactions of these primary species.
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Figure10.1illustratesthesituationforalkylperoxyesters(POEs),RC(O)OOC(CH3)2R�.
A multitude of such POEs have been investigated with the R and R� moieties being
methyl,ethyl,n-propyl, iso-propyl, tert-butyl,andneo-pentyl.Peroxy-bondscissionisthe
primary decomposition event, which may be (almost) instantaneously followed by
b-scission, inparticularbydecarboxylationaccompaniedby formationof the radicalR.
Asa secondb-scissionstep, acetonemaybe released, accompaniedby the formationof
radical R�. In the event that the primary oxygen-centered species are fairly stable, the
follow-up b-scission processes may occur at such low rate that the primary radical
fragments do not undergo bond scission before adding to a monomer molecule and
thus starting chain growth.

As decarboxylation of alkylcarbonyloxy radicals, RC(O)O, is exothermic, the
simultaneous occurrence of this reaction enhances peroxyester decomposition rate.
Thus, higher radical concentrations may be produced at lower temperature. How-
ever, there is also a disadvantage associated with (almost) concerted two-bond scission
of POEs: the presence of an alkyl radical, from decarboxylation of RC(O)O, and of an
alkoxy radical, OC(CH3)2R�, may result in combination or disproportionation reac-
tions, thus giving rise to a loss in radical concentration and so to a lowering of initiator
efficiency. This disadvantage is particularly severe in the case of R being a tertiary
radical, for example, tert-butyl, which may be attacked by an oxygen-centered radical
forming isobutene and an alcohol. Combination of two primary radicals from POE
decomposition does not result in radical loss, as thePOE is re-formed andmay succeed
in producing growing radicals after a subsequent decomposition reaction. Dispropor-
tionation of the primary oxygen-centered radicals is avoided by selecting the POE
structure such that C�H bond scission in a b-position to the radical site cannot occur.
In addition to the impact on initiator efficiency, follow-up reactions of the primary
oxygen-centered radicals are relevant in that they yield carbon-centered radicals that are
less prone to chain transfer than oxygen-centered radicals.

Initiator-derived radicals leave the cage�1ns after theprimarydecomposition event.
The leaving radicalmay be different from the species that adds to amonomermolecule
after a microsecond to millisecond time interval. During this time period, several
reactions may take place, such as b-scission, 1,5-hydrogen shift, or intermolecular
chain transfer tomonomer or to solvent. In addition to a potential effect of end groups
on polymer properties, which is of particular relevance for low-molar-mass material,
the type and concentration of end groups contain valuable kinetic and mechanistic
information. The detailed analysis of polymerization kinetics and polymer properties
thus requires end-group analysis via mass spectroscopic techniques.

R C
O

O O
C R*
CH3

CH3

Figure 10.1 General structure of a peroxyester, with the arrows indicating the positions where
bonds may break during the initiation process.
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ESI MS is an excellent tool for end-group characterization. ESI is extremely soft,
thus preventing the analyte from fragmentation. An extended series of POE-initiated
MMApolymerizations has been carried out in toluene solution, and also in benzene
in order to reduce the occurrence of chain transfer to solvent. The initiator
concentrations were relatively high so as to produce a high fraction of oligomeric
material that is suitable for ESI-MS detection.

Alkyl Peroxypivalates The first study to be carried out [15] looked at the four
peroxypivalates shown in Figure 10.2. In Figure 10.3 the general decomposition
scheme for peroxypivalates is illustrated. The oxygen-centered radical speciesA andB
are the primary radicals produced from initiator decomposition. Throughout this
section, primary radicals are denoted by capital letters, as compared to the lower case
letters used for species produced by successive reactions. Peroxypivalates exhibit
concerted or close-to-concerted decarboxylation. Thus, A is extremely short-lived,
which simplifies the kinetic situation in that the so-called �acid side� of the four POEs
in Figure 10.2 exclusively yields tert-butyl radicals c. Differences in end-group
characteristics of the resulting polymer are thus entirely due to differences in
follow-up reactions of the alkoxy radical B. The reactivity of alkoxy radicals in various

O

O
O

O

O
O

O

O
O

O

O
O

tert-amyl peroxypivalate
(TAPP)

1,1,3,3-tetramethylbutyl
peroxypivalate (TMBPP)

1,1,2,2-tetramethylpropyl
peroxypivalate (TMPPP)

tert-butyl peroxypivalate
(TBPP)

Figure 10.2 Peroxypivalates investigated in Ref. [15], as discussed here.
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Figure 10.3 Radical species that may be produced from peroxypivalate decomposition.
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environments, such as MMA, styrene, or cumene, has been thoroughly investigated
by the nitroxide trapping technique [16]. In addition to c, the alkoxy radicalB, the alkyl
radicals d and e, and a hydroxyl radical f from a 1,5-H-shift reactionmay be produced.
The reaction to fmay only occur in cases where R of Figure 10.3 (�R� of Figure 10.1)
is sufficiently long to enable formation of a six-membered transition-state structure
for intramolecular hydrogen transfer.

In the case of radical termination by disproportionation, the polymeric product
contains one of the species B to f as the end group, whereas two such groups occur in
the case of termination by combination. There may also be benzyl end groups as a
consequence of chain transfer to toluene, the solvent.

In Figure 10.4 the ESI-MS spectrum of MMA oligomers from polymerization in
toluene solution at 90 �Cwith tert-amyl peroxypivalate (TAPP) as the initiator [15] is
illustrated. Figure 10.4a shows the overall mass spectrum. There is a maximum at
around m/z (ratio of relative molar mass to number of unit charges) of 1000. The
observed intensity decrease toward high masses reflects the decay of the number
distribution for polymer generated via conventional RP, whereas the decrease in
relative abundance toward low molar mass is most likely an artifact due to the
diminishing ionization probability of small oligomer species. As already
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Figure 10.4 ESI-MS spectrum of MMA
oligomers from initiation by TAPP in toluene at
90 �C. (a) Full spectrum; (b) zoom into them/z
range of one monomer repeat unit;

enlargements of (c) disproportionation peak
(d) and (d) combination peak (cc). (Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [15]. Copyright 2004
Wiley Periodicals Inc.).
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mentioned, the true chain-length distribution (CLD) is not correctly represented by
MS intensities.

Figure 10.4b depicts an enlarged section of the spectrum, covering themass range
of one monomer unit (i.e.,M(MMA)¼ 100.05 amu). Four major groups of peaks are
easily identified for the repeat unit. None of the spectral components is indicative of
one of the primary species A or B being an end group. On the other hand, the
observed peaks clearly evidence the end groups tert-butyl (c) and ethyl (d). Themasses
of the individual peaks are listed elsewhere [15]. Two end groups should give rise to
five signals: (c), (d), (cd), (cc), and (dd), where single and double letters indicate
oligomer produced by disproportionation and by combination, respectively. The
signals for (c) and (dd) overlap, explaining the prima facie observation of four groups
of peaks rather than five. Polymeric material resulting from initiation by a methyl
radical e (see Figure 10.3) could not be identified.

Disproportionation occurs via transfer of a hydrogen atom from one radical to the
other (see Section 10.5), thus generating two oligomers that differ by 2 amu inmolar
mass. This is confirmed for the disproportionation peak (d) in the close-up that is
Figure 10.4c. The additional peaks at spacings one ormore amu higher are from one
ormore 13Catomsbeing incorporated into the oligomer. The resulting peak pattern is
due to the natural abundance of 13C. The same is also observed for combination
peaks, as is illustrated for the (cc) component in Figure 10.4d.

Taken together these results show how easily and how directly MS reveals the
mechanism of initiation with TAPP and confirms that termination occurs via both
disproportionation and combination.

Shown in Figure 10.5a is the ESI-MS spectrum for the mass range of one repeat
unit of MMA oligomer produced in toluene solution at 90 �C with 1,1,3,3-
tetramethylbutyl peroxypivalate (TMBPP) as initiator [15]. In this case, nine ESI-MS
components are found. From the m/z values, it may be shown that they are the
possible disproportionation and combination products from radicals that have either
tert-butyl (c), 1,1,3,3-tetramethylbutoxyl (B0), orneo-pentyl (d0) as end group. The latter
species is produced, togetherwith acetone, byb-scission ofB0. The occurrence of both
the 1,1,3,3-tetramethylbutoxyl (B0) and the neo-pentyl (d0) end groups at first sight
suggests that the tert-amyloxy radical (species B with TAPP) decomposes faster than
does B0. An alternative explanation is that B0 undergoes an internal 1,5-H-shift to
form 4-hydroxy-2,2,4-trimethylpentyl (f0). There is evidence that this is a more likely
explanation [16, 17], with the driving force being the lower energy of the carbon-
centered radical (f0) than that of the oxygen-centered radical (B0).Unfortunately,MS is
unable to distinguish between an alkoxy radical B0 and a rearranged hydroxyalkyl
radical f0, as nomass change is involved in the 1,5-H-shift reaction. This is a limitation
of usingMS to investigatemechanism, that is, it relies on species having differentM.
At the same time, if one regards as unlikely that decomposition ofB0 to form d0 occurs
as slowly as addition toMMA, thenMSmay be said to evidence the occurrence of the
1,5-H-shift reaction, which is a powerful mechanistic insight.

Figure 10.5b presents results from using 1,1,2,2-tetramethylpropyl peroxypivalate
(TMPPP) as initiator [15]. The spectrum is far simpler than the previous two
examples in that it consists of just two peaks. These are generated byMMAoligomers
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having either one (c) or two (cc) tert-butyl end groups. This is the radical produced
both by decarboxylation of the pivaloyloxy radical (A) and by b-scission of the 1,1,2,2-
tetramethyloxy radical (B). The absence of any other group of signals clearly
demonstrates both these reactions occur very rapidly in this case, as is fully consistent
with data of a different nature [18].

The fourth initiator of Figure 10.2 is tert-butyl peroxypivalate (TBPP). Results from
using it are given in Figure 10.6 [15]. As with TMBPP (Figure 10.5a), nine groups of
peaks occur. They arise from the three radicals tert-butyl (c), methyl (d¼ e), and
benzyl (t). Methyl radicals originate from b-scission of initiator-derived tert-butoxy
radicals (B) (see Figure 10.3). Benzyl radicals arise from chain transfer to toluene, the
solvent. The fact that they do not arise in the other three systems, where toluene was
also present, suggests thatmethyl, the unique andhighly reactive radical here,may be
the species that reacts with toluene. No tert-butoxy (B) moieties show up as end
groups. This is consistent with results from the other three systems.
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Figure 10.5 ESI-MS spectra of MMA oligomers from initiation by (a) TMBPP and (b) TMPPP in
toluene at 90 �C. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [15]. Copyright 2004 Wiley Periodicals Inc.).
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One might suspect that all alkyl peroxypivalates would produce initiating radicals
in the sameway. Through the use ofMS, it has been shown that this is not the case. In
fact all four studied initiators have different sets of reactions by which chain-starting
radicals are produced [15]. The ease and authority by which MS establishes this
interesting mechanistic information should be clear.

Alkyl Peroxyacetates A similar series of ESI-MS investigations as for peroxypivalates
has been carried out for members of the alkyl peroxyacetate family [19] (see
Figure 10.7).MMAoligomer was produced by polymerization in solution of benzene
at temperatures between 125 and 140 �C.

Figure 10.8 shows the section corresponding to onemonomer repeat unit ofMMA
oligomer produced by initiationwith tert-amyl peroxyacetate (TAPA) [19]. Five groups
of peaks are seen. These may be assigned to disproportionation and combination
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Figure 10.6 ESI-MS spectrum of MMA oligomers from initiation by TBPP in toluene at 90 �C.
(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [15]. Copyright 2004 Wiley Periodicals Inc.).
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resulting from two types of initiating radical species, as in Figure 10.4b, which are
identified as methyl (f) and ethyl (g). The methyl is from decarboxylation of the
primary fragment methylcarbonyloxy, the equivalent ofA in Figure 10.3. The ethyl is
from b-scission of the tert-amyloxy radical, B in Figure 10.3. Exactly the same was
found for initiation by 1,1,2,2-tetramethylpropyl peroxyacetate (TMPPA), for which
tert-butyl is the analog of ethyl [19].

For initiation by 1,1,3,3-tetramethylbutyl peroxyacetate (TMBPA), on the other
hand, nine groups of ESI-MSpeaks occur [19]. Chain growth is started bymethyl, neo-
pentyl, and 4-hydroxy-2,2,4-trimethylpentyl [19]. There are also nine groups of peaks
when tert-butyl peroxyacetate (TBPA) is the initiator [19]. One would expect only one
initiating radical with TBPA, namelymethyl, as produced via both decarboxylation of
methylcarbonyloxy (A) and b-scission of B. Benzyl should not be formed in the
present TBPAexperiments because benzene rather than toluenewas used as solvent.
Mass analysis turns out to reveal that the three initiating radicals with TBPA are
methyl, as expected; tert-butoxy (B); and unsaturated MMA radicals formed by
hydrogen abstraction fromMMA to the highly reactive tert-butoxy [19]. Interestingly,
there is thus the formation of �naked�MMAoligomer,which consists purely ofMMA
units, via combination of two growing radicals started from MMA radicals.

Diacyl Peroxides MMA oligomers from RP with initiation by symmetric diacyl
peroxides, R(CO)OO(CO)R, have also been analyzed via ESI MS [20].The initiators
studied so far encompass R¼ n-nonyl, n-undecyl, 2,4,4-trimethylpentyl, iso-butyl,
phenyl, and naphthyl. Given in Figure 10.9 is a general representation of the
decomposition of these molecules. The primary decomposition step yields the two
identical oxygen-centered radicals, X. These may decarboxylate to yield the carbon-
centered alkyl or aryl radicals, y.

Shown in Figure 10.10a is the ESI-MS spectrum of MMA oligomer using di-n-
dodecanoyl peroxide (DDDP) as the initiator [20]. There are two major components,
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Figure 10.8 ESI-MS spectrum of MMA oligomers from initiation by TAPA in benzene at 135 �C.
(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [19]. Copyright 2007 Wiley Periodicals Inc.).
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one of which has twin peaks. As seen with Figure 10.5b, this is the hallmark of there
being only one type of end group from initiation, and of radicals terminating by
disproportionation (b) (the twin peaks) and combination (bb). From the masses of
these components, one may determine that this end group is undecyl, which is R
in the case of DDDP. There are no components in the spectrum suggesting any
n-undecyl carbonyloxy moiety as an end group. The third component of the
spectrum, the weak signal at 1065.4, has mass of the combination component (bb)
plus 32. Thus, it is assigned to combination of two radicals, into one of which has
been incorporated oxygen (O2). Such components are known to occur in the early
polymerization period as a consequence of imperfect deoxygenation. It is interesting
that no suchdisproportionation species, that is, (b) plus 32, are observed, even though
the (b) signals are the strongest in the spectrum. This suggests that the oligomers
containing O2 are formed from combination involving oxygen-centered radicals that
are relatively long-lived. The latter deduction explains the inhibitory role of residual
oxygen at the beginning of a polymerization experiment. If it were the case that the
incorporated O2 radical quickly adds to monomer, then the absence of dispropor-
tionation product with O2 cannot be explained.

The MMA oligomer samples prepared with di-n-decanoyl peroxide, bis(3,5,5-
trimethylhexanoyl) peroxide and di-iso-butyryl peroxide (DIBP) exhibit the same type
of behavior as seen with DDDP [20]. In all four of these cases, the peroxydicarbonate
cleavage yields alkyl carbonyloxy radicals. For the first three initiators, these are
primary carbon-centered radicals, while with DIBP they are secondary. These are all
high in energy. The fact that none are observed as end groups evidences that the
subsequent decarboxylation step is fast relative to that of addition to MMA.

Results from using di-benzoyl peroxide (DBP) as initiator are depicted in
Figure 10.10b [20]. There are five major spectral components. As in Figure 10.4b,
this demonstrates that two different radicals start chain growth. In the present case,
they may be identified as R¼ f and RC(O)O¼E, where the capital letter denotes a
primary radical (see Figure 10.3) andR is phenyl. The intensity ratio of signals (f) : (E)
is 3 : 1. If one assumes identical ESI sensitivity of species with these two different end
groups, then this suggests that of every four phenyl carbonyloxy radicals that initiate
polymerization, threefirst of all undergo decarboxylation before adding tomonomer.
Because the concentration of f radicals is three times higher than that of E, and
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Figure 10.9 Scheme for decomposition of symmetric diacyl peroxides [20].
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because formation of a combination product involves two specific radicals
(cf. disproportionation), the intensity ratio of combination peaks (ff) : (EE) should
be about 32 : 1. The experimentally observed ratio of integrated component intensities
is 8.3 : 1, which is remarkably close to the prediction.

There is independent evidence for the DBP results here. That the concentration of
MMA oligomer species with phenyl end groups is approximately three times higher
than that with phenyl carbonyloxy end groups is consistent with NMR results [21].
Quantum-chemical calculations predict that decarboxylation of aryl carbonyloxy
radicals is relatively slow, as this process is associated with a reduction of the range
of electron delocalization [22, 23]. This explains that primary-radical end groups
are not observed with aliphatic but are with aromatic diacyl peroxides. Further
evidence of the latter is that investigations into di-2-naphthoyl peroxide reveal that
this diacyl peroxide behaves as DBP, except in that the fraction of naphthyl
carbonyloxy moieties is even larger [20].
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Figure 10.10 ESI-MS spectra of MMA oligomers from initiation by (a) DDDP and (b) DBP in
benzene at 95 �C. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [20]. Copyright 2007 Elsevier Ltd.).
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Peroxydicarbonates The ESI-MS method has also been used to study initiation
mechanisms for symmetric alkyl peroxydicarbonates [24]. These differ from alkyl
diacyl peroxides simply in that there is an oxygen atombetween the alkyl and carbonyl
groups. Thus, decarboxylation of a primary radical yields an oxygen-centered alkoxy
radical.

Di-ethyl peroxydicarbonate (E-PDC), di-n-tetradecyl peroxydicarbonate (TD-PDC),
and di-2-ethylhexyl peroxydicarbonate (EH-PDC) were used [24]. From analysis of
oligomer end groups, it was found that both alkoxy carbonyloxyl primary radicals A
and the corresponding decarboxylated species a add to monomer with all three
initiators. The extent to which decarboxylation of A into a occurs is indicated by the
intensity ratio of combination products (Aa): (AA). The experimentally determined
values are 5.3% for E-PDC, 13.2% for TD-PDC, and 45.5% for EH-PDC [24]. As
explained above, these values should reflect the concentration ratio of a :A.

The givenvaluesfirst of all evidence that only aminority of primary radicals undergo
decarboxylation before adding to monomer. At first, this may seem surprising given
that for all other peroxide classes considered above, primary radicals either were not
observed or were found in only small quantities. The difference here is that
decarboxylation does not convert an oxygen-centered radical into a more stable
carbon-centered radical, the strong driving force above. Rather, there is only formation
of another oxygen centered-radical, and thus the process is relatively slow.

Next one should consider that the three ratios are different. Thehigher percentages
of (Aa) : (AA) for TD-PDC and EH-PDC are indicative of extra decarboxylation
accompanied by a 1,5-H-shift reaction from a CH2 moiety. The driving force behind
this process is the transformation of an oxygen-centered radical into a secondary
carbon-centered one. As decarboxylation with EH-PDC is more pronounced than
with TD-PDC, a furthermechanismprobably applies. According to the literature [25],
the primary oxygen-centered radical A may undergo a 1,5-H-shift reaction with the
tertiary carbon atom. The resulting intermediate will rapidly decarboxylate into
radical a.

In summary, it has been shown in depth in this section that the MS method is
widely applicable and extremely powerful for the detailed elaboration of initiation
mechanisms. A natural part of this is the identification of polymer end groups, which
in itself is of particular relevance for low-molar-mass materials. Of course, the
method may also be used for azo and for multifunctional initiators, not just for
monofunctional peroxides, as have been discussed here. Indeed, given the tremen-
dous importance of azo initiators it seems remarkable that they have not yet attracted
much attention from MS users.

10.3.1.2 Photoinduced Initiator Decomposition
Even if dwarfed by commercial consumption of thermally decomposing initiators,
photoinitiator use is nevertheless of high significance and still growing technical
relevance. Furthermore, recent decades have seen PLP emerge as an indispensable
tool for measurement of RP rate coefficients (see Section 10.4) [6]. For these reasons,
it is warranted to studymechanisms of photoinitiation inRP. This sectionwill outline
the role that MS has played to date.
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Initial investigations were stimulated by a mysterious observation from single-
pulse (SP) PLP experiments: that the more 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone
(DMPA) is used as photoinitiator, the less conversion ofmonomer into polymer there
is [26]. Of course, under normal circumstances the opposite should be observed. This
was explained by postulating that DMPA gives rise to a primary radical that does not
initiate polymerization but instead causes termination [27]. The chemical basis of this
hypothesis is that the acetal fragment fromDMPAphotodissociation (Figure 10.11) –
should be very stable due to conjugation of the free electron with the adjacent
benzene ring. Thus, this radical should be slow to add to monomer, enabling it to be
long-lived and therefore have a retardative effect. A test of this hypothesis is to use
a photoinitiator that does not generate a similarly stable primary radical. Such
an initiator is 2-methyl-40-(methylthio)-2-morpholinopropiophenone (MMMP)
(Figure 10.11). Indeed, SP PLP experiments with it were soon shown to display
classical kinetic behavior [28].

None of the above constitutes direct evidence of photoinitiation mechanism. As
has been seen above, such can be provided byMS analysis of polymerization product.
In afirst study usingMAanddicyclohexyl itaconate asmonomers, it was easily shown
that both the primary radicals fromMMMP photocleavage are present in near equal
quantities as polymer end groups [29]. This confirms that MMMP functions as a
photoinitiator that is at least close to ideal.

Next, attention shifted to DMPA. MS analysis of product from PLP experiments
with MMA substantiated that chains are started with the benzoyl fragment [30]. The
samewas foundwhenbenzoinwas used as initiator [30], as onewould expect given its
photochemistry and the nature of the primary radicals produced, which are anal-
ogous to those with DMPA (see Figure 10.11). However, a problem with this study is
that it could find no sign of the inhibiting primary radicals, namely acetal in the case
of DMPA and benzyl alcohol with benzoin. This uncertainty was cleared up some
years later when a higher quality ESI-MS instrument was used. In the case of
benzoin, itwas found that the alcohol fragment is indeedpresent as an endgroup [31],
but it simply had not been clearly observable in the pioneering-days study using a
MALDI-MS instrument with poor resolution [30]. Similarly with DMPA, except that
there some additional chemistry enters the picture: the acetal radical can undergo
secondary cleavage to give methyl radical and methyl benzoate, as shown in the
bottom of Figure 10.11. This was evidenced by the finding of MMA oligomers with a
third type of end group, namely methyl [31]. In essence, the same was found for
DMPA and benzoin in a companion study extending this work to PLP of MA and
dimethyl itaconate (DMI) [32].

The question arises as to how these MS investigations can evidence that the stable
free radicals fromphotodissociation are terminating agents, for chain structure is the
same if they initiate chain growth, and thus MS cannot tell the difference. There are
two complementary ways of deciding this: (1) one looks for the amount of material
containing two identical initiator-derived end groups. For example, the absence from
MS spectra of any oligomers with two methyl end groups gives a strong indication
thatmethyl radicals do not initiateMMAandMApolymerization, because if they did,
then onewould observe combination product withmethyl groups at each end.On the
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other hand, one does observemuch larger amounts of combination product with one
methyl and one benzoyl end group. (2) One looks at the relative amounts of
disproportionation products, because in such species the initiator-derived end group
must arise from chain start. So in essence one uses the disproportionation products
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Figure 10.11 Above dividing line: photodissociation of four photoinitiators discussed in this work;
below: secondary cleavage of the acetal radical from DMPA photodissociation.
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to identify chain-starting radicals, and then any additional initiator-derived end
groups detected in combination products must be terminating agents. By and large
it was found in the above studies that the benzyl alcohol, acetal, and methyl radicals
predominantly act as terminatingmoieties, even if in some cases they do seem to play
a small role as chain-starting agents [31, 32]. This is all consistent with the original
kinetic studies by SP PLP [26, 27].
Barner-Kowollik�s most recent MS-based investigation of photoinitiation involved

PLP of MMA with cocktails of benzoin and mesitil (Figure 10.11). From the
intensities of the resulting MS signals, it was deduced that the benzoyl radical is
8.6 timesmore likely than themesitoyl fragment to initiate polymerization [33]. Such
analyses are highly relevant where it is of interest – from the viewpoint of material
properties – to know what the polymer end groups are.
Another MS study involving photoinitiation utilized a monoacylphosphine oxide

with both styrene and MMA [34]. It was found that the resulting phosphorous-
centered radical is much more reactive toward monomer than the accompanying
benzoyl fragment. This was as expected from independent studies. It is consistent
with the picture from the benzoin/mesitil study [33] that primary photoradicals of a
different nature should not be assumed to be evenly incorporated into polymer
chains.

10.3.1.3 Other Means
In many of the studies in Sections 10.3.1.1 and 10.3.1.2, it may be said that the
expected mechanism of initiation was simply confirmed by MS, whereas this
technique offers unprecedented and still largely unexplored opportunities in the
study of systems where the mechanism of initiation is shrouded in mystery and can
only be guessed at.
The most obvious example of this is autoinitiation, that is, the spontaneous

polymerization of monomer to which no initiating species has been added. This is
a fascinating phenomenon, and in the case of styrene the rate is sufficiently high that
commercial polymer is made this way. The mechanism of this process has been
debated for over half a century [35, 36], hampered by a lack of concrete information.
Therefore, this systemwould seemtobe anobvious candidate forurgent studybyMS,
yetwe are only aware of one such investigation [37], and even there itwas peripheral to
theprimarypurpose. InaccordancewithMayo�smechanism[35],dimeric styreneend
groups were observed [37], although of course this does not discriminate between
different chemical structures for this dimer [36], and so the question of mechanism
remains open. For othermonomers there is also autoinitiation, even if at a lower rate
than styrene, for example, MMA [38] and MA [39]. Nevertheless the rate can still be
significant, and themechanismof radical production ismoreobscure than in the case
of styrene. Therefore, these should also be prime candidates for study by MS.
Another important means of initiation in RP is via c-radiation, usually interacting

with water. Again this is an area that is ripe for investigation usingMS, because to the
best of our knowledge there have only been two such studies to date, both involving
RAFT (reversible addition-fragmentation chain-transfer, see Chapter 11 polymeriza-
tions [40, 41]. In the aqueous-phase study, it was found that .H and .OH radicals
initiate chain growth, as expected. However, it was found that water also gives rise to
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other radicals, and as well there are end groups from radiolysis of RAFTagent and of
monomer [40]. Similar was found in the companion study involving bulk acrylate
polymerization [41].
Finally, there is the situation of the trulymiscellaneous, where a totally unexpected

initiating end group is observed. An example of this comes fromMS analysis of poly
(butyl methacrylate) formed from initiation by TBPA at high temperature [42]. In
addition to the expected MS peaks, there were also ones that could only be
rationalized through the sequential occurrence of intermolecular chain transfer to
polymer (CTP), propagation, backbiting, and then b-scission, ultimately forming an
initiating species very close to butyl methacrylate dimer in structure.

10.3.2
Initiator Efficiency

Initiator efficiency is the fraction, f, of generated primary radicals that go on to initiate
polymerization. It is an important quantity because the rate of polymerization and
average polymer size depend on the product fkd, where kd is the rate coefficient for
thermal decomposition of initiator. While kd is straightforward to measure (which
should be done in a solventmedium similar to that of the polymerization of interest),
f has proven to be a surprisingly tough nut to crack [43]. The problem is that whereas
it is easy to obtain kd by observing the disappearance of initiator, for f one must
measure the appearance of polymer end groups, which can be like searching for
needles in a haystack. From the rest of this section, it should be obvious that MS
might be helpful in this regard, for it identifies end groups. Nevertheless, there is still
the challenge of f being quantitative, as opposed to the largely just qualitative
identification of initiating species throughout this section. Furthermore, it is not really
feasible to use MS intensities to obtain changes in absolute (as opposed to relative)
amount with time.
Given all this, a relativemethod has been proposed and successfully used to obtain

f viaMS [44]. The idea is that an initiator of known f and kd is used togetherwith one of
known kd but unknown f. A polymerization is then carried out with this cocktail and
the product is analyzed with MS. Signals from both initiators are observed. The
relative heights of these different peaks should reflect the relative rates of initiation,
because all else apart from this is equal once the primary radicals add to monomer.
From this quantitative information one may thus determine the only unknown,
which is the unknown f. This procedure has been successfully used to determine f for
two symmetric acyl peroxides [44]. It remains to be seenwhether thismethod receives
wider uptake. Of course, it is hostage to the assumption that different initiator-
derived end groups have only a negligible effect on ionization tendency in MS.

10.4
Propagation

We have seen in Section 10.3 that the initiation process leaves its footprints in the
final polymeric product via the incorporation of initiator-derived fragments as
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termini. The mass of these end groups can easily be detected via MS by subtracting
multiples of the mass of a monomer unit. These units are built into the polymer via
the propagation reaction, in which a growing macroradical adds to monomer. This
reaction increases the total mass of the growing polymer chain by the molar mass of
one monomer unit. That is, features of propagation – that is, the actual polymer-
ization reaction – are conserved in the polymer sample as the typical repetitive MS
peak profile. In the case of homopolymers, individual peak series belonging to
species that carry identical end groups are thus separated exactly by themolarmass of
one monomer unit. Since the molar mass of the monomer unit generally is known
and the monomer units are incorporated into the chain without any fragmentation
that may alter their individual mass, the information that can be extracted from this
spectral feature is rather limited.

What then can then be learned about propagation using MS? Within this context,
three aspects regarding the mechanism and kinetics of propagation have been
addressed. Firstly, MS has been used as method for determining full MMDs as an
alternative to size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) in PLP for measuring the
propagation rate coefficient, kp. Secondly, MS has been exploited for evaluating the
dependence of kp on chain length, both usingPLPand trapping experiments. Thirdly,
MShas been used to trace the different amounts of comonomer that are incorporated
into copolymers. This gives insight into the individual propagation steps of various
macroradical types occurring in copolymerization.

10.4.1
Propagation Rate Coefficients

The determination of the CLD of the polymer produced via a pseudo-stationary
pulsed-laser experiment allows accurate values for kp to be obtained [5, 6, 45, 46]. The
polymerizable system – containing monomer and photoinitiator, and occasionally
solvent – is irradiated by a laser beam that is pulsed periodically. The CLD of the
polymer thus formed exhibits a characteristic structure with one ormore extra peaks.
The determination of the points of inflection on the low-molar-mass side of the n
extra peaks gives values for the characteristic chain lengths in, given by

in ¼ nkpcMt0 ð10:1Þ

By measuring MMD and thus determining values of in, kp becomes available via
Eq. (10.1) because the monomer concentration, cM, and the time interval between
laser pulses, t0, are known for an experiment. This method has developed into the
IUPAC-recommended method for kp determination [46].

Typically, the MMD is determined via SEC. Despite its many advantages, it also
suffers from limitations including the fact that SEC in its basic formneedsmolecular
weight calibration, either by a monodisperse standard or by �universal calibration�
using online viscometry. SEC can be turned into an absolutemethod, for example, by
using online light scattering detection. However, this is restricted to high molar
masses. In addition, SEC inherently exhibits considerable instrumental broadening
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of the experimental CLDs. Danis et al. [47] were the first who proposed MS as an
alternative for mapping MMDs in PLP as a route to kp. It appeared intriguing to
overcome the shortcomings of SEC with respect to calibration and peak dispersion,
and to use a method that needs only tiny sample quantities. In addition, MS was
considered to be superior to SEC in the low-molar-mass regime. Danis et al. [47]
found byMALDIMSadistinct additional peak in theMMDof polymer fromPLP (see
Figure 10.12). This easily allowed the determination of kp for MMA. However, they
found their kp value fromMS to be around 25% smaller than the value fromSEC. The
differences could not be explained by the fact that different types of MMD are
obtained by these two methods, namely number-MMD fromMS versus hypermass-
MMD from SEC. The authors thus speculated that the calibration standards in SEC
are beset with systematic error.

This explanation seems to be unlikely, however, since several well-established
techniques such as light scattering and osmometry are usually used to characterize
the average molar masses of polymer standards. It is more likely that the mass
sensitivity of the electronmultiplier detection ofMS and preferential ionization were
responsible for a distortion of the measured distributions. This effect generally
results in low-mass macromolecules being observed in preference to high-mass
macromolecules, whereby the inflection point of an additional peak is dragged
toward lower M.

Zammit et al. [48] explored this effect systematically and found a significant impact
of the power of the ionizing laser on the final kinetic data. By carefully tuning the
various MS parameters, these authors arrived at a kp value for MMA at 0.2 �C that

Figure 10.12 MALDI-MS spectrum of poly
(MMA) from PLP at �8 �C [47]. The additional
peak due to the pulsing action of the initiation-
inducing laser is clearly visible (the feature with

maximum at around 7000 Da). It is from the
position of this peak that kp is determined.
(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [47].
Copyright 1993 American Chemical Society).
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exactly matched the value from SEC analysis of the same sample and was in
agreement with kp from an independent PLP SEC study. It was thus shown that
provided the MS operating parameters are judiciously chosen, kp can indeed be
measured by MS. A subsequent study from the same group involving MMA at
�34 �C corroborated this finding [30] (see below). Similarly, the long-chain kp found
byWillemse et al. forMMAover a range of temperatures usingMALDIMS [49] are in
good agreement with the benchmark values obtained using SEC [50]. On the other
hand, their styrene (MS) results [49] are consistently higher than the benchmark SEC
results [46] by about 10%. This trend is opposite to the initial finding of Danis
et al. [47], and so is probably just small systematic error of an unknown nature or else
an artifact of SEC broadening (see below). Thus, one can say with confidence thatMS
is perfectly adequate for determining kp in conjunction with PLP.

In addition to theMS parameters, the MS signal is also dependent on the absolute
broadness of a studied CLD. Schweer et al. [51] found that the CLDs of MALDI MS
and SECmatchmuch better in the case of low-molar-mass dispersity,D. Polystyrene
and poly(MMA) samples of D¼ 1.1 and below showed very similar distributions in
MSandSEC; however, peakwidthswere smaller in the case ofMS,which is due to the
instrumental broadening of SEC. The signal-to-noise ratio, on the other hand, is
better with SEC. Differences were found to be much larger with broader polymer
samples. Typically, there are distortions of MS distributions due to the tendency to
underestimate the amounts of higher-M species. From these findings, it was
concluded that MS as partner for PLP is better suited to the so-called high-termi-
nation-rate limit [52], in which PLP is performed under very high radical concentra-
tions leading to relatively narrow additional peaks. Under these conditions the
maximum –which canmore easily be determined fromMS traces than the inflection
point – is the better measure for extracting kp.

Within this context, it should however be noted that there also is evidence that
MALDI underestimates the D of narrow CLDs [13]. When investigating broader
CLDs, it was found that the larger peak dispersion in SEC shifts the point-of-
inflection of the additional peak toward lowerM, which leads to smaller kp values than
those obtained from MS. This effect obviously counterbalances the distortion of
broad CLDs in MS, which generally reduces the amount of high-M species. This
would inherently lead to kp values fromMS that are lower than those from SEC. The
impact of these two effects is not easy to separate, and differences of 15%betweenMS
and SECwere found, with no way to decide which values are closer to the true ones.

Interestingly, it was overlooked for quite some time that MS does not yield a clean
number distribution; rather, the raw MS signal still needs to be converted by
transforming the time-of-flight into a mass axis (see Section 10.2 and Ref. [13]).
Differences in the type of the underlying distributions, however, do not change the
evaluated kp value bymore than a few percent.With respect to the determination of kp
via PLP, this uncertainty in the nature of the distribution type cannot be responsible
for the sometimes observed discrepancies between MS and SEC. In any case, it is
difficult to transform theMS signal trace with its highly resolved discrete peaks into a
continuous distribution function, as obtained with SEC and as required for deter-
mining the location of the inflection point. For instance, Barner-Kowollik et al. [30]
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used an approach of integrating the MS trace over 100 amu followed by differen-
tiation. This procedure gave a smooth envelope trace of the discrete MS peaks,
resembling all the features of a continuous distribution. The kp values in MMA
polymerization which these authors extracted from such transformed MS distribu-
tions – inwhich even two overtones of the primary additional peak could be identified
– were indeed close to the ones that were obtained by SEC. The value from MS was
found to be 7% larger than the value fromSEC,which is in contrast to earlierfindings,
where MS data usually gave smaller results. Both values, however, were found to be
around 15% higher than the IUPAC-recommended value that was obtained in a
temperature regime of�1 to 90 �C [50]. This may be due to the use of a temperature
(�34 �C) outside the IUPACrange, or itmay be due to relatively small chains coupled
with the phenomenon of chain-length-dependent propagation (CLDP) (see
Section 10.4.2).

MS appears to be advantageous in comparison with SEC in the case of arbitrarily
branched polymer, for which SEC calibration is nearly impossible since the sepa-
ration in terms of molecular weight is incomplete, that is, a given SEC-elution slice
contains a range of molecular weights. Willemse and van Herk [53] exploited the
advantage that MALDI-MS truly separates species according to their mass no matter
whether they are branched or not and performed the determination of kp in acrylate
polymerization, in which substantial branching occurs due to backbiting reac-
tions [54]. The MS approach revealed small changes in kp as function of initiator
concentration and initiating laser pulse energy. Following the recommendation
described above [52], these authors also worked in the limit of high termination
rate, using the position of the PLP peak maximum to determine kp. Values in MA
polymerization were found to decrease systematically by up to 6.5% as a function of
the initiating radical concentration (i.e., the product of the laser intensity and the
photoinitiator concentration). Again, another parameter impacting the kp values
obtained by PLPwas hereby identified. By trying to keep this parameter as constant as
possible, these authors arrived at a family-type behavior of kp in acrylate bulk
polymerization, studying methyl, ethyl, n-butyl, n-hexyl, and benzyl acrylate. The
results demonstrate that the kp value increases with the size of the acrylate ester
moiety, consistent with findings for methacrylates [55]. This is highly important
mechanistic information.

In the mid-1990s, MS was widely seen as the successor of SEC for determining
CLDs, and hence enhanced speed and accuracy in measuring kp via PLP was
anticipated for the future [51]. However, even now MS has not nearly displaced
SEC, which still is the first choice for obtaining polymer distributions. This may
partly be due to the fact that SEC is readily available in nearly all polymer laboratories
andpartly due to the shortcomings ofMS,whichdoesnot yield results that a priori can
be regarded as superior. This is basically due to the fact that ion formation, mass
spectrometric separation, ion transfer, and ion detection all show a functional
dependence on the molecular mass, which impacts the MMD [2, 56].

Recently, however, Gruendling et al. [57] have proposed a combination of MS and
SEC, an approach that may again boost the role of MS in the field of PLP. These
authors coupled SEC with ESI MS, elegantly combining the strengths of these
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techniques: SEC provides the molar mass separation, refractive index detection
provides the polymer concentration, and MS provides the absolute determination of
the molar mass. The approach allows for an internal calibration of SEC and for
elimination of SEC broadening. A calibration can be derived without knowledge of
the polymer class as long as the polymer is amenable to electrospray ionization. In
effect the MS equipment is used as an absolute molar mass detector connected to
SEC. The polymer sample, however, needs to be of relatively lowmolecular weight, as
the typical mass range in ESI MS is limited to up to a few thousand in m/z, and
multiply charged species of higher molar mass would confound the obtainedMMD.
The authors arrived at kp values for methyl, ethyl, and butyl methacrylate, again
finding a family-type behavior, as also by SEC for thesemonomers [55] and byMS for
acrylates [53]. Whereas the activation energies of propagation remained basically
constant for all investigated methacrylates, the frequency factor increased with
increasing ester moiety size. They also found that the kp values from their method
are 5–10% higher than the values obtained from calibrated SEC on higher-M
samples. This effect was again attributed to chain-length dependent kp since low-
M ensembles were investigated.

10.4.2
Chain-Length Dependence of Propagation

CLDP is the variation with radical chain length, i, of propagation rate coefficients, kp.
Thus, properly one should speak of kp

i. The energy of a growing radical should barely
be affected by the addition of successivemonomer units; however, for relatively small
species it makes sense that there could be a steric effect from the increase in size that
comes fromaddition of amonomerunit. Thus, one expectsCLDP to be operative only
at small i and for the effect to be entropic in origin. As reviewed a few years ago [58], the
existing evidence by and large supports this picture. In arriving at this point, MS has
played a role in two ways: (i) PLP studies involving measurement of (average) kp
values and (ii) quantitative determination of oligomer amounts. These will now be
outlined in turn.

As long ago as 1993, Deady et al. pointed out that therewas variation of styrene kp, as
obtained fromPLPSECexperiments,with laser pulsing time, t0, and that this variation
could be explained by the first few propagation steps being very rapid [59]. The Olaj
group started to carry out a systematic study of this in 2000 [60]. They indeed agreed
that there isCLDP; however, they felt theirPLPSECdatawas indicating aneffect that is
relatively small in magnitude (kp

1 only 30–40% above the long-chain value of kp) but
which persists out to chain lengths of several hundred. The lattermay be considered to
be counter-intuitive. Therefore,Willemse et al. [49] wonderedwhether this conclusion
was an artifact of using SEC to obtain kp. Specifically, (i) SEC calibration is most
difficult at small chain lengths, which one must probe to investigate CLDP; (ii) SEC
broadening might result in kp being systematically in error (see above); and (iii) RI
detection of polymer amount also becomes difficult for oligomers [1]. All these pitfalls
may be eliminated by using MS instead of SEC. Therefore, Willemse et al. used PLP
MS to study CLDP [49]. Some of their results for (average) kp versus i1 (see Eq. (10.1))
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are shown in Figure 10.13. The evident increase of kp as i1 becomes lower is because
CLDP exerts a stronger and stronger influence on the average value of kp as average
chain size in a PLPexperiment becomes smaller.Willemse et al. showed that their data
was consistent with a step function for kp

i, that is, very high for the first few i, followed
by a constant kp for i thereafter. Soon after it was shown that the following more
reasonable equation fitted the PLP MS data flawlessly [61]:

kip ¼ k¥p 1þC1 exp
�ln 2
i1=2

ði�1Þ
� �� �

ð10:2Þ

The fits from using this empirical equation are also shown in Figure 10.13. The
obtained parameter values were C1¼ 15.8, meaning kp

1 is 16.8 times the long-chain
value, kp

¥, and i1/2¼ 1.12,meaning that kp
i – kp

¥halves in valuewith every increase of
chain length by 1.12 [61]. This is completely consistent with theory and other
experimental data [58]. Gruendling et al. have recently found in their PLP-MS
investigation that Eq. (10.2) with the same parameter values gives a good description
of (average) kp for methyl, ethyl, and n-butyl methacrylate [57], and it explains why
their PLP-MS values are 5–10%higher than the benchmark values fromSECofmuch
longer chains [55], as has often been found inPLP-MS studies (see above). In thisway,
MS has helped to elucidate a more detailed picture of CLDP.

Prior to the above studies, a group at Griffith University employed ESI MS in
making what it labeled as �the first realistic estimates of individual rate constants for
the early propagation steps in a free RP� [62]. Their method involved carrying out RP
in the presence of a nitroxide radical trap. The nitroxide was maintained at a level
sufficiently high to prevent the formation of high polymer, yet low enough to allow
competitivemonomer addition to form the lowermembers of the propagation series
before being trapped to form the oligomeric addition products. These oligomerswere
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Figure 10.13 Average propagation rate coefficient, kp, as a function of chain length of the first PLP
peakof theMMD, i1, forMMAat threedifferent temperatures, as indicated. Points: results fromPLP-
MS experiments [49]; lines: best fits using Eq. (10.2) to calculate average kp [61].
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identified and quantified by ESI MS operated in the selected ion recording mode in
series with HPLC UV to effect oligomer separation. Concentration ratios thus
obtained are equal to ratios of addition to trapping rate coefficients for specific chain
lengths. Knowledge of trapping rate coefficients as a function of oligomer size thus
enables kp

i to be deduced.
This procedure has been used for acrylonitrile [62], styrene [63], and methacry-

lonitrile [64]. Typically kp
i up to about i¼ 10 were reported. Pleasingly, all these

studies found kp
i values greater than the long-chain kp measured by PLP SEC for the

same conditions. However, the reported variations of kp
i with i do not follow any

logical trend. For example, the acrylonitrile results show an initial decrease in kp
iuntil

i¼ 4, after which an increase is observed [62]. On the other hand, the styrene data
suggest that kp

i increases in going from i¼ 1 to 4, stays constant for a while, and then
decreases [63]. Different again is methacrylonitrile, for which kp

i was found to be
constant within experimental error [64]. Not only do these results lack internal
consistency, but also each of them defies reasonable explanation even when taken
individually. Probably this is due to difficulties in the method, for example, the need
to know the total oligomer amount, which is difficult to measure, the need to know
absolute values of trapping rate coefficients as a function of i, and of course the often-
mentioned (and flawed) assumption that there is no chain-length bias in ionization
tendency in MS. If these and other obstacles could be overcome, this method might
fulfill its promise. Until then, the PLP MS method must be preferred as a far more
reliable method for investigating CLDP, even though it is indirect (measures only
average kp) whereas the trapping method is more direct (uses individual oligomer
amounts).

As a final point, it should be stressed that long-chain kp, the subject of
Section 10.4.1, is always the quantity of primary importance to know. The details
of CLDPare ofmechanistic interest, but they only ever have a perturbing effect on the
value of average kp, and this effect is only of any significance when average chain
length is of order 100 or less [58].

10.4.3
Copolymerization

Mechanistic investigations regarding copolymerization mainly addresses reactivity
ratios, which are usually obtained by relating the composition of the monomer feed
with the composition of the copolymer that is produced by that feed. This can be
accomplished by measuring the concentrations of unreacted monomer or by
determining the composition of the resulting copolymer (e.g., by NMR or IR). These
techniques give average copolymer compositions and only limited information about
sequence distributions. Performing MS of copolymers, however, provides chain
length information and the composition distribution at each chain length. This
allows study not only of the average composition of the copolymer, which is necessary
to evaluate the reactivity ratios, but also gives access to microstructure, for example,
whether a copolymer is alternating, and to differences in the monomer composition
along the main chain, as occurs for example in gradient copolymers.
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Typically, theMS spectrumof a copolymer is rather complex, as themixture within
the polymer chain of two monomers having different molar masses disrupts the
ordered sequence of individual peaks occurring in MS spectra of synthetic homo-
polymers. That is, macromolecules of a certain degree of polymerization can be
composed of various combinations of monomers A and B, resulting in a series of
peaks at each individual chain length. In the case that the molar masses of the two
comonomers is rather similar, the spectrummay still be interpretable. With two very
different comonomer masses, however, the spectrum may become extremely
crowded, making a proper peak assignment nearly impossible. An extreme example
of the former is the pair n-butyl methacrylate (BMA) and glycidyl methacrylate
(GMA), which differ in molar mass by only 36mDa, that is, the mass difference
between CH4 and O, respectively. This system was studied by Shi et al. [65], who
resolved the isobaricfine structure of the peaks (separation 36mDa) from the isotopic
distribution (separation� 1Da) via high-resolution Fourier-transform ICR MS.
From the isobaric distribution, the authors concluded that GMA is less reactive
than BMA in the polymerization process. This hints at how MS information can be
useful for mechanistic investigation of copolymerization.

Haddleton and coworkers were the first to explore the possibility of using MS to
study copolymers made via RP. They looked at poly(MMA-co-styrene), poly(MMA-co-
methacrylic acid) [66], and poly(MMA-co-BMA) [67]. By keeping the degree of
polymerization small (around about 10) and having MMA as the dominant compo-
nent, it remained easy to identify the different peaks, because these were not large in
number. In fact the aim of these early papers was simply to show thatMS can be used
to identify copolymers of different composition. Soon after they presented a more
sophisticated analysis of the MMA–BMA system [68]. By evaluating the bivariate
distribution of composition and chain length for a series of copolymers, these authors
were able to arrive at reactivity ratios obtained purely fromMS. The approach rests on
the deconvolution of the bivariate distribution into the individual chain length and
composition distributions, which were then fitted to calculated distributions using a
probability approach. The obtained values were reasonable, even if they deviated to
some extent from values obtained by 1H NMR as part of the same study, and from
other literature values [68]. This was ascribed to a bias in the MALDI-MS spectra
toward chains rich in MMA. This emphasizes that ionization bias, which hampers
other quantitative MS approaches, may be even more severe in the case of copoly-
mers, as the chemical composition, and hence ionization probability, changes
systematically. It must also be admitted that this MS method requires a laborious
evaluation of a multitude of individual MS peaks, making the analysis far more
complicated than with traditional methods, which arguably are more accurate. So
monomer reactivity ratios in copolymerization are a case where MS can provide
mechanistic information but is not needed to.

Willemse et al. developed the most advanced MS analysis of copolymers to date by
introducing the concept of �copolymerfingerprints.� This was first of all presented in
a study of polystyrene-block-polyisoprene [69], as made via sequential anionic
polymerization. Figure 10.14 shows MALDI-MS spectra from various times during
the second-stage polymerization. The formation of the polyisoprene block is clearly
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evident from the way the starting CLD (Figure 10.14a), which is that of the
polystyrene, migrates to higher m/z as isoprene conversion increases (50% in
Figure 10.14b, 100% in Figure 10.14c). Figure 10.14d is fascinating in that it reveals
that each line in the preceding two spectra is in fact an envelope of signals. The shape
of this envelope immediately tells that it cannot be from isotopes alone, as isotopic
distributions are necessarily peaked toward lower m/z. In fact this complicated
pattern arises because three isoprene units and two styrene units are different
in mass by only 4Da [69]. For example, a copolymer with 20 styrene units and
30 isoprene units is nearly isobaric with one consisting of 22 styrenes and 27
isoprenes. Thus, each envelope arises from copolymers of slightly different com-
position, where each copolymer also has a distribution of isotopes.

The question arises as to how to make use of the tremendous amount of
information in the spectra of Figure 10.14 in order to gain insight into the obviously
complex situation lying underneath, as described above. The approach of Willemse
et al. [69] rests on the development of a matrix of signal intensities consisting of nA
rows and nB columns, with nA and nB being the numbers of units ofmonomersA and
B, respectively, in a chain, that is, the chemical composition. The theoretical molar
mass of singly charged copolymer, Mth, can be calculated using

Mth ¼ nAMA þ nBMB þMI þMII þMþ ð10:3Þ

whereMA andMB are the molar masses of the monomeric units,MI andMII are the
masses of the end groups, and Mþ is the mass of the cationization agent. Masses
obtained from MS spectra, Mexp, were compared with Mth calculated according to
Eq. (10.3). The signal at Mexp was identified as corresponding to the copolymer of
composition (nA, nB) if

jMexp�Mthj � DM=2 ð10:4Þ
where DM is the accuracy in a value ofMmeasured by MS [69]. The intensity of the
signal for copolymer of composition (nA,nB)wasmultiplied by a correction factor that
accounts for the fact that only the most abundant isotope is considered and that the
peak intensity and not the area beneath an isotope is used, the latter being difficult to
obtain. Finally, the resulting matrix of corrected intensities is normalized and
represented as a two-dimensional contour plot.

Figure 10.15 presents an example of a contour plot from the polystyrene-block-
polyisoprene study [69]. It is immediately clear why these plots have been dubbed
�copolymer fingerprints.� In this case, one sees that the polystyrene blocks remain
unchanged during the second-stage polymerization as the polyisoprene block
becomes progressively longer with conversion. Of course, the same is implicit in
the MS spectra of Figure 10.14, but it is not nearly as vivid.

In follow-up papers, Willemse et al. used this approach to study random [70] and
statistical [71] copolymers. Thesewere shown to result indifferent lookingfingerprints
to those of Figure 10.15, which are round and vertically moving. By contrast, random
oligoester copolymers give elliptical contours thatmigrate along the plot diagonal [70],
while a styrene-MMA statistical copolymer from RP results in a long plume, the
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orientation of which is dictated by the average chemical composition [71]. In this way,
the fingerprint visually reveals the microstructure. While this approach is elegant, it
strikes as being somewhat like a person using aRolls-Royce to travel 100m: it executes
the function, but is an unnecessarily over-elaborate way of doing so. For one thing, it
may be regarded as merely confirming the obvious: what else but a block copolymer
could be yielded by sequential anionic polymerization of styrene then isoprene? Even
allowing for the need to confirm the highly likely, this is much more easily done by
NMR, which is well capable of establishing copolymer microstructure [72].

Where the labors of thefingerprint approach aremore enlightening is in how these
data can be further processed. For example, Willemse et al. showed that the CLD of
the polystyrene block did not change as isoprene units were added, and that this
distribution exactly matches a Poisson distribution, confirming the living nature of
the anionic process [69]. The polyisoprene blocks were also shown to evolve with
conversion in a living-like way; however, the CLDs were not perfect Poisson
distributions. The most likely cause of this is an irregularity in the CLD at chain
length 2; this evidences retardation in the incorporation of the second isoprene unit,
for which there is evidence in the literature [69]. Analysis of the distributions of both
blocks showed that the so-called random coupling hypothesis is obeyed, which
confirms that the first block does not influence the growth of the second block [69].
The follow-up papers are similar in presenting statistical analyses that reveal or
confirm mechanistic details about the copolymerizations under study [70, 71], for
example styrene/methacrylate reactivity ratios [71] (see above).

10.5
Termination

Consider polymerization of MMA initiated by the primary radical A.. As shown in
Figure 10.16, termination by disproportionation gives rise to polymer product with
end groups of A at one terminus and monomer (either saturated or unsaturated) at
the other. On the other hand, termination by combination results in product with end
group A at both termini. Thus, as long as M(A) 6¼ j�M(M), where j¼ 1, 2, . . ., the
series of MS peaks from combination products will be distinct from the series due to
disproportionation. Thus, with MS one can directly differentiate the products from
these two termination pathways. Obviously, this applies for anymonomerM, not just
MMA. All this was implicit in the examples of Section 10.3.1, but has here been
fleshed out in detail. Of course, in practice it is best ifM(A) is not too close in value to
j�M(M), so that the two sets of MS peaks are clearly separated. A rough guideline is
that there should be a difference of about 10 amu or more, for example, see
Figure 10.17, in which the different sets of peaks from disproportionation and
combination are clearly visible.

Termination is one of the fundamental reactions of RP, and right from the
beginning it was recognized that it may occur by the two avenues shown in
Figure 10.16. From the point of view of rate, it is not important to know the extent
to which each pathway is taken, because rate depends only on the overall rate
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coefficient for termination, kt¼ ktd þ ktc. However, as is obvious from Figure 10.16,
the individual values of ktd (disproportionation) and ktc (combination) are of impor-
tance for average polymer size, because combination gives rise to longer polymer
molecules. Furthermore, these values are also crucial where the end-group identity is
important, for example, if the end group A gives rise to desirable material properties
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or contains a functional group to be exploited in a subsequent polymer modification
reaction. For these reasons, it is desirable to know the extent to which a monomer
terminates by disproportionation and by combination. However, obtaining such
information has proven to be surprisingly difficult, because until the advent of large-
molecule MS, it was not easy to separate chains according to their end groups.

Workers have realized the exciting potential of MS to improve this situation, in the
fashion foreshadowed above: because with MS one can directly see the different
chains from each type of termination reaction, it becomes possible to learn about this
aspect of mechanism. Mostly this principle has been used in only a qualitative way.
Zammit et al.were the first, noting that disproportionation peaks dominated in their
MALDI-MS spectrum from PLP of MMA initiated by 2,20-azobisisobutyronitrile
(AIBN; A� cyanoisopropyl) [48]. This may also be seen in Figure 10.17 [73]: the
disproportionation peaks aremuch higher in intensity than those from combination.
On the other hand, Barner-Kowollik et al. used MMMP (see Figure 10.11 for the
resulting A) to photoinitiate MA polymerization, and found the situation to be the
reverse of that forMMA: there are still disproportionation peaks, but the combination
ones prevail in intensity. Mechanistically this makes sense, whereas steric hindrance
disfavors combination for monomers like MMA (see Figure 10.16), there is no such
barrier for MA, because it lacks an a-methyl group (Figure 10.18). Dicyclohexyl
itaconate provides an extreme example of steric hindrance (Figure 10.18), and
indeed, the CAMD group found no combination product in their ESI-MS study
of its photopolymerization [29]. Copolymerization of styrene andMMA is interesting
in that the former monomer gives a secondary propagating radical, and thus
terminates predominantly by combination [74], whereas the latter gives a tertiary
radical, and so terminates largely by disproportionation, as already seen. This system
has been investigated byWillemse and vanHerk viaMS [71]. As one can imagine, it is
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complicated. However, it is clear that qualitative expectations are met: as one adds
styrene to themixture, the proportion of termination by combination increases, and it
does so in a way that reflects the relative abundance of each type of radical, as
calculated using known values of reactivity ratios [71]. Figure 10.18 shows the
structures of all the monomers discussed in this paragraph, thereby assisting in
the understanding of these MS findings regarding termination mode.

In order to calculate average polymer size, one needs more than just a qualitative
impression about the termination channel: quantitative information is needed. Most
workers use one of two equivalent indexes: eitherd¼ ktd/ktc or l¼ ktd/kt¼d/(d þ 1).
Because disproportionation results in twice as many polymer molecules as combi-
nation (see Figure 10.16), it follows that d¼ (nd/2)/nc, where nd and nc are the total
numbers of molecules formed by disproportionation and combination, respectively.
This would seem to open the door to determining d viaMS. However, the problem is
that MS does not yield the entire CLD, and thus nd and nc cannot confidently be
determined, because this requires summing the areas of allpeaks fromeach reaction.
Therefore, Zammit et al. [75] hit upon the idea of comparing only peaks of the same i.
This has the added advantage of reducing any effects of mass-related ionization bias:
because only peaks of the same i are being compared, the signal intensity for these
peaks should be proportional to the number of chains.Usingd¼ [nd(i)/2]/nc(i), it was
obtained that d¼ 4.37 for MMA at 90 �C and d¼ 0.057 for styrene at the same
temperature [75].

Zammit et al. observed variations ofdwith chain length and initiator concentration
that they ascribed to experimental error [75]. Recently, Buback et al. [73] realized that
these variations in fact evidence an over-simplified kinetic analysis. The idea is
actually quite simple: because disproportionation generates an exponential number-
CLD whereas combination generates one of the form i� exp(�ki), where k is a
constant, the ratio nd(i)/nc(i) must actually have form 1/i, that is, it must decrease as
chain length increases [73]. This is essentially what Zammit et al. found but were
unable to explain, so they did not even recognize it as a real trend.UsingSchulz–Flory
theory, one may derive the following precise relation for this variation [73]:

1
2 ndðiÞ
ncðiÞ ¼ 1

ði�1ÞCð1l�1Þ ¼
d

ði�1ÞC ; where C ¼ 2ktRið Þ0:5
kpcM

ð10:5Þ

Here, Ri is rate of initiation and all other parameters are as previously defined.
Buback et al. fitted Eq. (10.5) to MS data they obtained from MMA polymerization
initiated by bis-3,5,5-trimethylhexanoyl peroxide (BTMHP; A� 2,4,4-trimethylpen-
tyl; see Diacyl peroxides in Section 10.3.1). Figure 10.17 presents an example of such
data. The value l¼ 0.63 (d¼ 1.70) at 85 �C was found, independent of chain length
and initiator concentration [73]. A very important result from Eq. (10.5) is that nd(i)/
nc(i) depends on parameters other than just d, meaning that definitive statements
about termination mode cannot be made from MS peak intensities alone.

There seems little doubt that thisMS-basedmethod [73] for determining the value
of l is without peer, and it is to be hoped that it will be widely exploited in years to
come, because there is an ignominious lack of good data for this quantity. Evenwhere
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it is declined to carry out such a quantitative kinetic analysis, at the very least workers
presentingMS results for RP should learn the habit ofmaking a qualitative comment
onwhat their data indicates about themode of termination. This is a casewhereMS is
truly an indispensable tool for studying the mechanism of RP.

10.6
Chain Transfer

InRP, a chain-transfer reaction is one inwhich radical activity is transferred fromone
place to another, thereby creating a new radical site and leaving behind a now
unreactive one. Because radicals are very reactive molecules, this reaction takes
many, many forms in RP, most of which have been looked at in some way or another
via MS. Here, we divide these studies into two broad groupings.

10.6.1
Transfer to Small Molecules

In this section, we treat transfer from a growing macroradical to a small molecule.
There are many such classes of transfer [74, 76]. The general chemistry is illustrated
in Figure 10.19 by considering the example of AIBN-initiated polymerization of
MMA in the presence of tert-butylmercaptan (2-methyl-2-propanethiol; tBuS-H) [77],
which is a traditional chain-transfer agent (TCTA). One sees that the tBuS-H converts a
macroradical into a (saturated) dead polymermolecule, and then the resulting small-
molecule, sulfur-centered radical adds tomonomer so that a new polymerizing chain
is formed. It eventually reacts with another tBuS-H molecule and this cycle is
repeated. The result is formation of tBuS–(MMA)–H polymer molecules, as shown
inFigure 10.19. In otherwords, the net outcome is a polymer insertion reaction into the
TCTA.

Commonly the transferred atom in a chain-transfer reaction isH (as with tBuS-H),
but it is not always. For example, halogen atoms may also function this way,
explaining that alkyl halides, for example, CBr4 and CCl4, are used at TCTAs
[74, 76]. For this reason, a CTA should be given generic formula B-Z, where Z is
the transferred atom and B. (denoting a chain-starting group of atoms, not boron) is
the reinitiating radical. In the so-called transfer limit [78], there are countless transfer
events per termination event, and B–(M)–Z is essentially the only product of the
polymerization, where M is monomer. Such conditions are commercially attractive
because they afford simple control of molecular weight [76] and they result in
polymers of uniform composition. However in the general situation of termination
and transfer occurring competitively [78], the situation is far more complex, because
there are (at least) two types of endgroups fromchain start, namelyA fromsymmetric
initiator (the situation becomes even more complicated if an asymmetric initiator is
used) and B fromCTA, and each of these macroradical types may be converted into a
dead chain by three different reactions, namely transfer, disproportionation, and
combination. The different families of species that one may anticipate observing by
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MS are shown in Figure 10.20. Thus, in principle, there can be up to seven series of
peaks, although where Z¼H (e.g., a thiol) this reduces to five, because the products
from transfer will be isobaric with the (saturated) products from disproportionation.

Figure 10.21 [77] shows MS results from the example of Figure 10.19, that is, for
the case of A¼ cyanoisopropyl, B¼ tBuS, andZ¼HinFigure 10.20. Knowing that in
MMA polymerization, there are significant amounts of termination by both dispro-
portionation and combination (see Section 10.5), there is thus the expectation of
either one series of peaks (i.e., transfer control) or five (i.e., competitive termination
and transfer). In fact, there are four. This turns out actually to be three, because the
twomost intense sets of peaks – {898, 998} and {914, 1014} – are fromB–(M)–Zwith
Liþ andNaþ respectively. The {877, 977} series is due toA–(M)–Zwith Liþ . Thefinal
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set of peaks, {860, 960} is ascribed toA–(M)–B [77], but this assignment is implausible
for two reasons: (i) the theoretical masses are 5Da different to the observedmasses, a
DM that way exceeds those for the other three sets of peaks; and (ii) If A–(M)–B species
are observed, then so too must be B–(M)–B, because clearly B-ended radicals are the
most numerous in the system. But such species are not observed. In fact the origin of
the {860, 960} series is not the onlymystery here. The steady-state hypothesis dictates
that for every initiation event there is one termination event. So, the observation of

MA

Transfer Disporportionation

MAZ

Combination

MB Z

MA A

MB B

MA B

MB

Figure 10.20 The different series of dead
polymer molecules that arise from transfer,
disproportionation and combination in a
system comprising monomer M, chain-transfer
agent B–Z, and initiator that yields primary
radicals A.. For convenience each structural

grouping from disproportionation includes
both the saturated and unsaturated species (see
Figure 10.16); although these are 2 Da apart, in
practice they both fall within the one cluster of
MS signals (e.g., see Figure 10.17), hence
grouping them together.

Figure 10.21 MALDI-MS spectrum of
poly(MMA) from polymerization at 60 �C with
AIBN as initiator and tert-butyl mercaptan as
chain-transfer agent. The m/z of each peak is

given, and these values are discussed in the text.
(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [77].
Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA).
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A–(M)–Z means that termination product should also be observed. The dispropor-
tionation products are obviously buried among the transfer products, but there should
be observable combination products; however, there are not.

Remarkably, Kopecek et al. found exactly the same in their MS spectra from
polymerization of N-(2-hydroxypropyl) methacrylamide (HPMA) in the presence of
various functionalized thiols, that is, they generally observed an intense set of peaks
from B–(M)–Z, a less intense set from A–(M)–Z, and a set of unknown structure
[79, 80]. Itmay be that the latter signals result from an unsuspected counterion rather
than an unexpected reaction. It is certainly clear that further work remains to be done
in the study by MS of transfer to thiols.

The main purpose of the work by Kopecek et al. was to confirm the synthesis of
semitelechelic poly(HPMA) for protein modification, where the functionality at the
end of the biopolymer comes from B containing a reactive group [79, 80]. In other
words, in the standard way (see Section 10.2) they were using MS to confirm end-
group identity. Considering the discussion here, the interesting thing is that where
polymerization overwhelmingly results in formation of B–(M)–Z, MS does nothing
more than confirm the occurrence of a polymer insertion reaction, not where
the insertion occurs, that is, the individual identity of each end group. To achieve
this, one requires the occurrence of a significant amount of termination, so that B and
Z can be observed separate to each other (see Figure 10.20). Of course chemical
intuition leaves little doubt as to the transferred atom in most instances, for example
with thiols. Nevertheless as a point of principle, one should recognize that confirma-
tion of the structure B–(M)–ZbyMSdoes not unambiguously prove what B andZare.

There are two more recent studies that are similar in spirit to those of Kopecek
et al. [79, 80]. In the first [81], a-thioglycerol was used as TCTA in the polymerization
of styrene, resulting in the formation of a-dihydroxylated styrene oligomers, as
confirmed by MS. Similarly for the second study [82], in which thioglycolic acid was
the TCTA and BMA the monomer, yielding a-carboxyl-terminated oligomers. The
chemistry in all these cases is easily understood by analogy with Figure 10.19.

A second type of chain-transfer reaction is transfer to solvent. Formally this is
identical to chain transfer to TCTA, with the only difference being that the CTA is
solvent rather than a chemical expressly added for its activity in this regard. A well-
known example is toluene [83], where there is a driving force for hydrogen to be
extracted from themethyl group, thereby producing a benzyl radical, which of course
is relatively stable because the free electron is resonance stabilized by the phenyl ring.
In other words, B¼ benzyl and Z¼H in the previously used notation. Needless to
say, the transfer rate coefficient, ktrX (see Figure 10.19), for a reaction like this is not as
favorable as that for the case of a TCTA. But the point is that the frequency of transfer,
ktrXcX, depends also on the concentration of transfer agent X, cX. Thus, the high value
of a solvent concentration canmake up for ktrX being relatively low, and thereby give a
rate of transfer that is significant.

We are aware of surprisingly few MS investigations of transfer to solvent. For
example, toluene seems never to have been looked at in this regard. One study was of
RP of N-vinylpyrrolidone in 3-methylbutan-2-one [84]. It found extensive dead-
polymer formation by transfer to solvent. It is reasonable to speculate that the
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mechanism of this reaction is transfer of H from the isopropyl position, because this
generates a relatively stable tertiary radical. However as explained above, the
observation of B–(M)–Z via MS does not prove this hypothesis. In another study,
it was found byMS that transfer to xylene occurs when it is used as solvent in acrylate
polymerizations [85]. This comes as no surprise given what is known about toluene.

Finally, there is chain transfer to monomer, that is, monomer itself acts as CTA. This
is the RP reaction inwhich organic chemistsmost struggle to believe.However, it is a
fact that as initiation rates approach zero, chain sizes reach a limit rather than being
ever increasing, as established for MMA [38] and for styrene [86], for example. Such
behavior can only be explained by the occurrence of a transfer reaction, and in the
absence of any other candidate it is reasonably assumed that the CTA ismonomer. As
with solvent, the value of ktrX might be very low, but to some extent a high value of
cX¼ cM compensates for this. Further, it is not the competition with propagation that
counts, but rather it is that with other dead-chain-forming events, which by definition
are rare; otherwise, polymer molecules would not be long.

As with autoinitiation (Section 10.3.1.3), it is often unclear how transfer to
monomer occurs. Styrene contains no labile H, and so it is still debated how it acts
as a CTA [74]. In the cases ofMMA and a-methylstyrene (AMS), there is an a-methyl
group that presumably provides �reactive� hydrogen atoms and thus participates in
the chain-transfer process. Indeed, MS from bulk polymerization of AMS without
TCTA has confirmed that the dominant species is B–(M)–Z, where B–Z¼M [87].
Nevertheless, as already explained in general, this does not prove the mechanism of
transfer to monomer, which in principle may involve H transfer either from or to
monomer [88], as shown in Figure 10.22. Of course, it is most likely that transfer is
from monomer to the radical, as this is the way transfer occurs with TCTA and
solvent, and there is tautomeric stabilization of the product monomeric radical (see
Figure 10.22). But the point must be stressed that MS proves only that transfer to
monomer occurs, not the mechanism of this reaction.
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In the sameway, chain transfer tomonomerhas also beenproven byMS to occur in
RP of DMI [32] and several vinyl phosphonates [89]. In the case of DMI, it seems
reasonable to speculate that the a-methylene group is involved (see Figure 10.18 for
itaconate structure). This is so not just by analogy with Figure 10.22, but also
considering that an adjacent carbonyl group activates a C-H bond for H-transfer
(see Section 10.6.2). This is also consistent with transfer to monomer in vinyl acetate
being held to involve the pendant methyl group of the monomer [88].

Covered in Chapter 11 rather than here is CCTP. Several examples of this have
been mentioned in other contexts in the present chapter [8, 66–68]. The essential
difference between a catalytic chain-transfer agent (CCTA) and a TCTA is that a CCTA
is catalytic, and thus it is regenerated rather than being consumed by the reaction.
Because of this, CCTP delivers polymers of schematic structure (M) [8, 90]. This
means they are isobaric with those from chain transfer tomonomer (see above), even
though the mechanism is different.

All the discussion so far has been of how MS has been used for qualitative
investigation of chain transfer, that is, the confirmation that a molecule B–Z acts as a
transfer agent through the presence of a series of MS signals atMexp equal toMth for
B–(M)–Z. To the best of our knowledge, there have been only two attempts at
quantitative analysis, that is, the use of peak intensities to determine transfer
constants, CX¼ ktrX/kp. Kapfenstein and Davis [77] used a relationship between CX

and the average number of initiator end groups per polymermolecule. To determine
the latter they had to average peak areas across the entire MS spectrum. The value
obtained for CtBuS-H was not consistent with that obtained by traditional methods.
This is not surprising given that this process implicitly assumes that MS intensities
give the entire number-CLD accurately. The same inconsistency problem was
experienced by Suddaby et al. [68], who used the bivariate distribution of chain
length and composition obtained from MS (see Section 10.4.3) to extract CCCTA for
both macroradicals in a CCT copolymerization.

This section hasmade clear that there is a lot of room for further work in the area of
MS investigation of transfer to small molecules. This is especially so with regard to
determination of transfer constants, but also applies for the seemingly simpler task of
identifying transfer reactions that occur. A difficulty is that transfer to solvent and to
monomer usually results in large average sizes. However, it may be anticipated that
improving MS technology will overcome this problem [2].

10.6.2
Acrylate Systems

In RP of acrylates, there occur two reactions in addition to those of the fundamental
suite of RP reactions. These are CTP and b-scission, and they make acrylate systems
fascinating to study [54]. CTP will first of all be considered here, because b-scission
depends on its prior occurrence. There are two forms of CTP: intramolecular CTP,
also known as backbiting (BB), and intermolecular CTP (inter-CTP). These reactions
are shown in Figure 10.23. It is evident that basically they are the same very simple
reaction: radical attack of a C–H bond resulting in transfer of the H atom. All that is
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different is that in one case the transfer is to a site on the same macroradical that is
very close to the radical chain-end, while in the other it is to a distant site, usually on a
different molecule, which may or (usually) may not be a macroradical. In the former
case the result is a short-chain branch, while in the latter a long-chain branch is formed.
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This is a profound difference, which may be unexpected given how similar the two
reactions are.

It has long been known that both forms of CTP occur in ethylene polymerization;
however, it was considered a major discovery when Ahmad et al. proved that CTP
occurs in RP of n-butyl acrylate (BA) [91]. They did this by using 13CNMR to show the
existence of quaternary carbons in the product polymer: these can only result from
CTP (see Figure 10.23). This occurs because the carbonyl group of the repeat unit of a
polyacrylate activates theC–Hbond that isa to it, therebymaking it amenable toCTP,
as shown in Figure 10.23. This is common to all acrylates, and therefore the
occurrence of CTP should be expected throughout this family, not just in BA. On
the other hand, most other vinyl polymers do not have this propitious arrangement,
explaining that CTP is otherwise uncommon.

Nothing about this basic chemistry hints at whether BB or inter-CTP dominates in
acrylate systems. The study ofAhmad et al. does not help in this regard, becauseNMR
cannot indicate how a quaternary carbon arises [91]. One factor that BBhas on its side
is that its transition state involves a six-membered ring, as intimated in Figure 10.23.
This of course is energetically favorable. At low conversions, the polymer concen-
tration is sufficiently low that inter-CTP can additionally be considered unlikely: the
only C–H bonds a radical chain end will encounter are those adjacent to it.
Nevertheless, one should like to see this proven.

It was Farcet et al. who designed an ingenious way of distinguishing between BB
and inter-CTP via MS [92]. Their experiment utilized nitroxide-mediated polymer-
ization (NMP), a topic belonging to Chapter 11. Nevertheless, the finding holds also
for conventional RP, so this important study is entirely relevant here. If D-Z denotes
an alkoxyamine, whereD is an alkyl andZ¼ .O-N(X1)(X2) is a stable nitroxide radical,
then properly functioning NMP delivers polymers of structure D–(M)–Z [93]. In
other words, NMP is a polymer insertion reaction. Farcet et al. realized that the
occurrence of BB does not change this structure, although there will be SCBs, every
chain will still be started by a D group and ended by a Z. However, inter-CTP does
make a difference. Consider the example of Figure 10.24. It shows how inter-CTP can
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Figure 10.24 Occurrence of intermolecular CTP in nitroxide-mediated polymerization of an
acrylate, showing how this can result in polymer molecules with 0 or 2 Z end groups, where D-Z
denotes the alkoxyamine used in the polymerization (see the text).
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result in one polymermoleculewith 2Z groups and anotherwith 0, instead having an
H terminus. If themolecule with 0Z groups later undergoes inter-CTP, then it can be
converted into amolecule containing 1, while that containing 2 can be increased to 3.
Thus, it is clear that inter-CTPwill result in a distribution about the average value of 1Z
per polymer molecule. Since MS is sensitive to the number of Z groups per polymer
molecule (because it detects the different M that result), Farcet et al. realized that MS
could thus indicate whether inter-CTP occurs [92].

Figure 10.25 shows theMALDI-MS spectrum froma properly functioningNMPof
BA [92]. These results are from thefirst 90%conversion ofmonomer into polymer, by
which stage a radicalfinds itself virtually surrounded byC–Hbonds on other polymer
molecules. This of course should favor inter-CTP. However, the preponderance of
MS signals from molecules with 1 Z group, as opposed to the minor quantities of
polymer with 0 and 2 Z groups, proves that BB is the dominant form of CTP over this
nearly complete range of conversion. At lower conversions, the MS signals from 0
and 2 Z groups are barely discernible [92]. Evidently, the stabilizing influence of a 6-
membered ring in the transition state is a powerful facilitator of CTP in acrylate
systems. It would be warranted to repeat this work with a currentMS instrument that
is capable of individually resolving the signals from molecules with 0, 1 and 2 Z
groups (cf. Figure 10.25).

An interesting aspect of the abovemethod is that it relies on end groups rather than
monomer residues. Of course, MS is even blinder to monomer arrangements than

16500 16700 16900 17100 17300 17500

m/z

0 SG1 

1 SG1 
2 SG1 

Figure 10.25 MALDI-MS spectrum of
poly(BA) from nitroxide-mediated
polymerization at 112 �C. The þ signify the
theoretical m/z for chains with 0, 1, and 2

nitroxide (SG1¼Z) end groups as indicated.
(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [92].
Copyright 2002 American Chemical Society).
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NMR, because it cannot say anything about different isobaricmolecules, for example,
n-pentane versus isopentane versus neopentane (which NMR can distinguish).
Given this, the idea occurs that the experiment of Farcet et al. should also work,
in principle at least, with conventional RP. For example, if termination of BA is by
combination, then all chains will have structure A–(M)–A in the absence of inter-CTP
(see Figure 10.20), where A is the end group from initiation. However if inter-CTP
occurs, then this situation will change to there being a distribution around the average
value of 2 A per molecule.

Implicit in Figures 10.23 and 10.24 is the occurrence of tertiary radical propaga-
tion, rate coefficient kpTR. It has long been known that acrylate polymerizations have
markedly nonclassical order with respect to monomer, and it is now recognized that
this is due to very low kpTR: in effect a tertiary radical from CTP acts to retard
polymerization [54, 94]. The latest measurements of kpTR have found that kpTR/
kpSR	 0.001 for BA at common polymerization temperatures [95], where kpSR is kp
for a chain-end (secondary) radical, as shown in Figure 10.23. Thus, a tertiary radical
is long-lived,meaning that it hasmuch time at its disposal to undergo other reactions.
One such reaction is b-scission, as shown in Figure 10.26. In contrast to CTP, which
does not change the number of polymer molecules and therefore does not affect
number-average degree of polymerization, DPn, b-scission creates a new polymer
molecule, and therefore it is like chain transfer to a small molecule in that it reduces
DPn. Further, it produces a so-called macromonomer as nonradical product and it
converts a tertiary radical back into a chain-end radical, thereby reducing the
retardation effect of CTP.

Chiefari et al. ignited interest in this area by using 1H NMR to show that high-
temperature polymerization of various acrylates produces macromonomers in high
yield [96]. The first employment ofMS to prove the formation ofmacromonomers in
acrylate systems comes from Grady and coworkers [85, 97]. A recent MS study even
shows that backbiting followed by b-scission seems to occur in RPof butyl vinyl ether,
resulting in a carbonyl group being incorporated into the polymer backbone [98].
However, it is Barner-Kowollik and colleagues who have made far the greatest effort
to study the consequences of b-scission in acrylate polymerization, usingMS as their
scalpel.

First of all Barner-Kowollik et al.pointed out the sheer complexity that is introduced
by b-scission: even ignoring tertiary radical propagation, termination, and all forms
of small-molecule chain transfer, one still has the reaction scheme shown in
Figure 10.27 [99]. As is so often the case in polymerization, one is left amazed at
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Figure 10.26 b-scission in acrylate polymerization.
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how a simple organic-chemistry reaction introduces such multiplicity by virtue of
polymers being involved (e.g., also the different branch structures possible from the
elementary CTP reaction). In the present instance, the richness is derived from the
different tertiary radicals (TRs) delivered by backbiting (n¼ 2) versus inter-CTP; the
reversible nature of b-scission – this is the same addition-fragmentation equilibrium
that is at the heart of RAFTpolymerization [100]; the fact that b-scission can occur on
either side of the radical position in the TR; and the fact that b-scission introduces a
different secondary-radical (SR) end group into the system, namelyH. And so all this
leads to Figure 10.27.

Still, the end result can be remarkably simple. For one thing, there are actually only
two types of nonradical polymer in Figure 10.27: macromonomer capped by an
initiator fragment (MMA) and macromonomer capped by hydrogen (MMH) (one
hesitates to call MMa �dead� polymer, because the terminal double bond is obviously
reactive). As a radical undergoes cycles of addition,CTPandb-scission, there can only
be oneMMAmolecule formed, as is clear fromFigure 10.27 (and indeed from simple
mass balance). Thus, MMH must be the dominant product, which is why Junkers
et al. described the chemistry of Figure 10.27 as a �macromonomer production
machine� [99]. It is interesting to note that MMH is isobaric with the product from
chain transfer tomonomer (compare Figures 10.22 and 10.27), and in someways the
two processes do resemble each other, as explained: similarly for MMA and dispro-
portionation product (Figures 10.16 and 10.27). Nevertheless, the structures are not
identical, because for MM the two hydrogens at the unsaturation site are geminal,
while for acrylate disproportionation products they are vicinal, because H must be
abstracted from an a-methylene group in the chain backbone [99].
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Figure 10.28 shows theMS of product from a high-temperature RP of BA [101]. As
is shown, the dominant signals are those from MMH. In this way, MS confirms the
mechanism of Figure 10.27. This chemistry has therefore been used by the
Barner–Kowollik group to build up a �macromonomer library� [102] for acrylates,
all the time verifying the structure by MS [99, 102].

A very interesting result was obtained when 1-octanethiol (OctS-H), a TCTA, was
used at very high concentration in BA polymerization: under conditions that
otherwise give MMH as the dominant product, instead this was B–(M)–H, to use
the notation of Figure 10.20, where B¼OctS is the chain-starting group from the
thiol [101, 103]. A typical MS spectrum is presented in Figure 10.29. This result has
been interpreted as meaning that the thiol �patches� a TR [101, 103]. In other words,
in the language of Figure 10.27, the species TRBH reacts with thiol, B–H, to produce
B–(M)–H and B.. This TR is thereby �patched� by a hydrogen atom and the chain is
prevented from becoming a macromonomer (via b-scission) or a branched polymer
(via TR propagation). Instead, it is just a standard linear, saturated polymer.

The reasoning behind this conclusion seems to be as follows. Firstly, that B–(M)–H
is linear rather than branched (the structures being isobaric) follows from b-scission
being dominant in the absence of thiol (see Figure 10.28): adding a thiol will not
change that kb> kpTRcM, meaning that branched structures still do not form readily.
The fact thatMMH formation is suppressed by the addition of thiol shows that a faster

Figure 10.28 ESI-MS spectrum of poly(BA) from AIBN-initiated bulk polymerization at 100 �C in
the presence of a low concentration of 1-octanethiol. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [101].
Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society).
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reactionmust become available to TR species. The only such candidate is reaction of
TRwith thiol. Thusmost of the reactions inFigure 10.27 are not accessed, and instead
one gets TRAH forming A–(M)–H and B., which then forms TRBH via secondary-
radical propagation and CTP, which then forms B–(M)–Hand B., and so on. The fact
that only small amounts of A–(M)–H are observed by MS (cluster b0 in Figure 10.29)
proves that one has transfer-dominant conditions, that is, many cycles of transfer for
each initiation event.

There are two loose ends in all this. One is that the formation of TRs is not proven:
the same product distribution would be generated by chain-end radicals (SRA and
SRB) reacting with thiol in the standard fashion, and TRs never forming simply
because the thiol concentration is so high (e.g., cX¼ 0.4mol l�1 [101]). Secondly, it is
not clear why ktrX,SR/kpSR should be low enough for polymer to grow, but at the same
time ktrX,TR/kpTR should be somuch higher that no addition of TR tomonomer occurs.
The fact that recent NMR experiments have shown that thiol reduces the degree of
branching in poly(BA) systems [104] does not resolve either of these loose ends.

Where acrylate studies once were full of mysteries, now they are rapidly crystal-
lizing into clarity [54], withMSplaying amajor role in thismechanistic advancement.

Figure 10.29 ESI-MS spectrum of poly(BA)
from AIBN-initiated bulk polymerization at
100 �C in the presence of a very high
concentration of 1-octanethiol (�Oct-S-
H�) [101]. The dominant series of peaks is from

�thiol-capped polymer� (TCP) of the shown
structure. (Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [101]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical
Society).
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It has been made clear that uncertainties remain, for example, why did Farcet
et al. [92] not observemacromonomer formation at temperatures where others have?
Improved MS will no doubt be to the fore in tidying up these loose ends.

10.7
Emulsion Polymerization

Emulsion polymerization (EP) performs the seeming miracle of taking a water-
insoluble reactant and converting it into awater-insoluble product, all inwater. Because
most monomers and polymers are hydrophobic, and because water is a highly
desirable solvent, EP is therefore an important means of carrying out RP. In terms
of reagents, the trick to theprocess is a very simpleone: employ awater-soluble initiator.
Thus, radicals are generated in the aqueous phase, and a crucially important aspect of
the process is the passage of these radicals into the particles, which is where
polymerization occurs [105]. It is therefore not surprising that MS has been used to
try to reach abetter understandingof this aspect of EP, termed entry [105]. Inmanyways
these investigations could be classified as ones into initiation, but it seems prudent to
give EP its own section rather than to include theseworks in Section 10.3. It needs to be
stated at the outset that by and large these studieswerenot as successful, in the sense of
giving mechanistically clear results, as most of those in this chapter. This is not
surprising: chemistry inwater is rarely simple, and there are obviousobstacles in trying
to analyze molecules from one phase of a heterogeneous system. For these reasons,
only a superficial treatment of MS-based investigations of EP will be given here.

Thomson et al. were the first on the scene [106]. They used MS to characterize the
water-soluble MMA oligomers from EP at 80 �C initiated by ammonium persulfate.
MALDI MS gave an average size of 8–9 MMA units, in reasonable agreement with
that deduced fromNMR.However, theMS spectrumwas surprisingly crowded. A lot
of these peaks could be identified as species with A¼�OSO3 as one end group, as
would be expected. However, there was considerable variety for the other end group,
not including the anticipated ones of H (from disproportionation) or another �OSO3

(from combination). This suggests a lot of unexpected chemistry occurring in the
aqueous phase and influencing the entry process.

Naturally Gilbert has been involved. In one study, he and De Bruyn used MS to
investigate whether so-called induced decomposition of initiator (which is chain
transfer to initiator, that is, initiator functioning also as a CTA) occurs with vinyl
acetate and persulfate, as is widely reputed [107]. They concluded that this reaction
does occur, but only at persulfate concentrations much higher than those typically
employed in EP. In another study, Lamb et al. tackled the topic of radical entry
mechanisms in redox-initiated EP [108]. Redox initiators are useful because they give
functional entry rates at relatively low temperature. However, the way they produce
radicals is something of a black box. Lamb et al. were able to shed some light on this
for two redox couples, primarily by not finding hypothesized end groups in their MS
spectra. At the same time, it did not seempossible to reach definite conclusions about
what species did initiate their polymerizations.
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In EP one is not limited to chemical initiators. Thus, Pusch and van Herk used
MALDI-MS to probe how an electron beam initiates EP [109]. Not surprisingly,
hydrogen and hydroxyl radicals – from interaction of electrons with water – were
identified as themain initiating species. Also not surprisingly, other initiating species
were found, for example monomeric radicals.

c-initiation has been tremendously important in kinetic investigations into the
mechanism of EP [105]. It is held to function in the same way as an electron beam,
that is, via production of H. and .OH from interaction with water, and to a lesser
extent M. from monomer. As yet this awaits investigation via MS.

10.8
Conclusion

Hart-Smith and Barner-Kowollik recently opined that MS remains of �untapped
potential� in the polymer field [2]. They are correct! This may seem a strange claim to
make given that it comes at the end of a long chapter on the use of MS. However, a
little reflection reveals that this chapter has more been about what can be done with
MS, not what commonly is done in order to study conventional RP mechanisms. For
example, Hart-Smith and Barner-Kowollik quote that approximately 15% of papers
on polyacrylates from the last decade used NMR for characterization, whereas this
figure is only 3% for MS. This makes no sense given what has been exhibited in this
chapter: MS is such a useful tool for learning about what takes place in an acrylate
polymerization that one can almost argue it should be standard practice to look at the
polymer with this technique.

This is not to say that MS provides all answers. For example, as has often been
stressed here, MS cannot distinguish between two different mechanisms that yield
polymer of the same M. However, the way in which MS reveals the precise M of all
polymers in a sample makes it at least as useful a characterization tool as NMR, with
the two often being complementary (for example, NMR can directly prove the
presence of a particular functional group). Further, NMR has no capacity to deliver
MMD,whereasMSalready has ability in this regard, and it can be anticipated that this
situationwill considerably improve in the future. Thus, the utility ofMSwill continue
to grow – an already extremely useful tool for elucidating the mechanisms of RP,
conventional and otherwise, will become indispensable.
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11
Elucidation of Reaction Mechanisms and Polymer Structure:
Living/Controlled Radical Polymerization
Christopher Barner-Kowollik, Guillaume Delaittre, Till Gründling,
and Thomas Paulöhrl

The current chapter will in depth collate, describe, and critically evaluate studies in
which soft-ionization mass spectrometry (MS) techniques have been employed to
study polymericmaterials generated through processes where control is exerted over
the radical polymerization process via the addition of a specific agent. The mass
spectrometric investigation of polymers prepared via free radical polymerization in
the absence of controlling agents is the focus of the Chapter 10. However, one
exception is made: the regulation of the molecular weight via the addition of
conventional chain transfer agents (such as thiols) is also included in the previous
chapter.

It seems apt in the context of the current chapter to distinguish – if only for
descriptive purposes – between radical polymerizations with living characteristics
(i.e., those where there is a linear relationship between the monomer conversion
and the chain length of the individual macromolecules, recently been given the
IUPAC label of �reversible deactivation radical polymerization�) [1] and controlled
radical polymerizations, where the addition of a reagent merely regulates the molec-
ular weight as a function of its concentration yielding broad distributions, yet does
not introduce a linear growth of each macromolecule with conversion under
retention of the end-group functionality. Note that there is no strict or even
IUPAC-recommended definition of controlled polymerization.

Living and controlled radical polymerizations (following the above definition) have
been a constant topic ofmass spectrometric investigations, particularly protocols that
induce living characteristics via reversible activation/deactivation mechanisms.
Control is achieved either by reversible termination or reversible chain transfer,
especially in nitroxide-mediated polymerization (NMP), atom transfer radical poly-
merization (ATRP), and reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT)
polymerization (Scheme 11.1). In addition, soft-ionizationMS has been employed to
map the products of several minor (or not as prominent) living radical protocols as
well as mechanisms only inducing molecular weight control and no living character
onto the polymerization such as catalytic chain transfer (CCT) or enhanced spin-
capturing polymerization (ESCP). All of the above polymerization techniques have
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been extensively subjected to matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization-time of
flight (MALDI-TOF) as well as size exclusion chromatography electrospray ioniza-
tion mass spectrometry ((SEC/)ESI-MS) analysis to assess end-group fidelity as well
as to clarify complex mechanistic questions. Since our last assessments of the state-
of-the-art on the application of soft-ionizationMS toward polymers were prepared via
living/controlled radical processes [2, 3], research in this area has been steady. It is
notable that the investigations have advanced tomore complex systems (such as stars,
see below). Importantly, two systematic studies were carried out by Barner-Kowollik,
Du Prez and colleagues as well as Ladavi�ere and coworkers, who assessed the
differences in the results obtained by different ionization protocols (MALDI vs. ESI)
for polymers prepared via NMP, ATRP as well as RAFT [4, 5]. Such comparative
assessments are highly important – and should be carried out for further systems
(whether living radical or controlled radical), as the two ionization protocols can yield
complementary information.

11.1
Protocols Based on a Persistent Radical Effect (NMP, ATRP, and Related)

It seems appropriate to open the exploration of protocols that induce living char-
acteristics onto a free radical polymerization via a persistent radical effectwith the two
above-mentioned notable comparative ESI and MALDI studies [3, 4]. Both studies
provide significant evidence that ESI-MS methodologies can identify a greater
number of species than MALDI techniques. For example, during the analysis of
polymers generated via a typical ATRP, ESI-MS was able to identify 46 species more
than MALDI-TOF, whereas MALDI-TOF only identified 6 species which did not
appear in the ESI-MS spectra. The number of commonly identified species was 18.
It is very important to note that there exists significant evidence that polymers
carrying labile end groups, that is, those typically obtained via living radical processes,
can be subject to considerable fragmentation during MALDI. Thus, great care is
advised when such polymers are analyzed via MALDI-MS techniques, especially
when mechanistic questions are to be discussed.

Our first survey into the use of soft-ionization mass spectrometry is concerned
with polymers that have been generated via protocols based on a persistent radical
effect with NMP [6], which is one of the earliest living/controlled protocols. Jasieczek
et al. [7] were among the first investigators to probe – via MALDI-TOF, ESI-MS, and

X +   X
kact

kdeact
(a)

X X++
kex

(b)

Scheme 11.1 Simplified mechanisms of controlled/living radical polymerization based on either
(a) reversible termination or (b) reversible chain transfer.
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liquid secondary-ion mass spectrometry (L-SIMS) – polystyrenes prepared via
TEMPO (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine)-mediated living radical polymerization.
Employing a thermally decomposing initiator (dibenzoyl peroxide) in the presence
of TEMPO several ion distributions were detected, of which only two could be
assigned with certainty to polystyrene chains capped by benzoyloxy fragments on
both chain termini. In addition, a population of chains terminated by a benzoyloxy
fragment and an unsaturated styryl moiety were identified. As noted in the
comparative MALDI-TOF-MS and ESI-MS studies discussed above [4, 5], ESI-MS
is often capable of imaging a greater variety of structures than MALDI-TOF-MS.
Thus, it comes at little surprise that no polymer chains carrying TEMPO-based
alkoxyamine end-groups were detected via MALDI-TOF-MS, while ESI-MS and
L-SIMS techniques were able to detect TEMPO-capped chains. It remains unclear
why certain structures preferentially ionize in a given protocol, yet the above study
provides further support to the fact that ESI-MS can detect more structures and leads
to less (potential) polymer degradation processes as MALDI. An additional early
investigation into nitroxide-mediated polymerization was provided by Dourges et al.
– also employing MALDI-TOF-MS – who were able to map TEMPO-end-capped
macromolecules by tuning the matrix and salt system [8]. Similar to Jasieczek et al.,
these authors also found ample evidence for end-group fragmentation during the
ionization process (or in the gas phase). Importantly, the obtained fragmentation
patterns were strongly dependent on the choice of counterion and matrix.
Nevertheless, these early studies provided additional evidence that a reversible
activation/deactivation mechanism is operative in NMP. Expanding the range of
NMP-generated polymers under investigation, Schmidt-Naake and colleagues sub-
jected chlorine-terminated and TEMPO-capped polystyrenes toMALDI-TOF-MS [9].
These authors showed that under conditions of self-protonation, chlorine-, acrylate-
and amine-end-functionalized aswell asmono- and bis-TEMPO-capped polystyrenes
can be readily imaged viaMALDI-TOF-MS. In subsequent studies onNMP-prepared
polystyrenes, the same authors expanded their analysis to variable nitroxide-capped
polystyrenes and investigated their behavior in MALDI-TOF experiments [10, 11].
Ionization conditions were identified where TEMPO-capped polymers could be
ionizedwithout significant fragmentation, while polymers capped by 2,2,5-trimethyl-
4-phenyl-3-azahexane-3-oxyl (TIPNO) and 2,2,5-trimethyl-4-(isopropyl)-3-azahexane-
3-oxyl (BIPNO) displayed a fragmentation of the N-oxyl group, evidenced by the loss
of a tert-butyl or a phenylisobutyl group in the case of these a-hydrogen nitroxides.
In an extension on the studies of NMP of styrene, several authors studied block
copolymers prepared via this process. For example, Burgui�ere et al. have analyzed
block copolymers of n-butyl acrylate (BA) and styrene prepared via NMP [12]. These
authors reacted BA at elevated temperature (T¼ 130 �C) in the presence of TEMPO,
initiated by either a low-molecular-weight alkoxyamine or a TEMPO-capped poly-
styrene. The MALDI-TOF-MS results indicated that the initiating radical fragment
could always be identified at the chain termini. In addition, it was demonstrated that a
block copolymer was produced with styrene. Interestingly, the opposing chain-end
functionality was not the expected alkoxyamine, but rather a vinyl function. The
authors hypothesized that the main chain-stopping event is likely to be a b-hydrogen
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transfer from a propagating radical to free TEMPO radicals, that is, an undesired side
reaction has occurred. Nevertheless, it can also not be excluded that a fragmentation
during the ionization process may occur. The above investigation demonstrates that
molecular information obtained via mass spectrometry can be readily employed to
improve the reaction conditions: To avoid the elimination reaction at the chain
termini (a rather stable alkoxyamine v-end-group is required) the controlling
parameter that needed to be changed was the chemical structure of the nitroxide.
Such a structural change should decrease the rate coefficient for disproportionation
relative to the rate coefficient governing the recombination of propagating radicals
with TEMPO radicals. In a similar approach to block copolymers, Baumann et al.
synthesized polystyrene-block-poly(styrene-co-acrylonitrile) copolymers by chain
extension of TEMPO-capped polystyrene [13]. These authors subsequently investi-
gated the thermal stability of the resulting block copolymers by pyrolysis gas
chromatography coupled with MS, indicating that up to a temperature of 200 �C
the carbon–oxygenbondbetween theTEMPOendgroup and themainpolymer chain
was stable. More recently, it has been demonstrated that hyphenated techniques,
where chromatographic separations are coupledwith amass analyzer as detector, can
be employed to obtain detailed structural information on block copolymers prepared
via NMP. For example, Charles and colleagues coupled liquid adsorption chroma-
tography under critical conditions (LACCCs) with ESI-MS to characterize poly
(ethylene oxide)/polystyrene block copolymers [14]. Via additional MS/MS experi-
ments, the copolymer structure was successfully elucidated. In related work on poly
(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(styrene) copolymers by Phan and colleagues, both ESI-MS and
MALDI-TOF were employed to characterize in depth the difunctional poly(ethylene
oxide) precursors [15], which were based on an alkoxyamine derived from the well-
known SG1mediator (N-tert-butyl-N-(1-diethylphosphono-2,2-dimethylpropyl nitrox-
ide)). These authors confirmed the purity of the macroinitiators via the above
techniques, clearly observing the desired main species. The study also demonstrated
that at low-molecular-weight ESI-MS-based approaches allow for the elucidation of
finerdetails of thepolymericmaterials, evenup tomolecularweights higher than2000
Da under exploitation of the occurrence of higher charge states (remember that mass
spectrometry measures mass-to-charge ratio, m/z). MALDI-TOF spectra of the poly
(ethyleneoxide) precursorswere of a poorer signal-to-noise quality, but still allowed the
observation of singly charged species at these masses.

Apart from polystyrene, a wide range of other homopolymers is also accessible via
NMP and some of the prepared structures were analyzed by both MALDI-TOF and
ESI-MS. The polymerization of BA mediated by SG1 [16] produced polymer for
which themass spectrometric analysis demonstrated that the overwhelmingmajority
of the chains carry an initiator fragment at one end and the nitroxide on the other,
confirming the suitability of SG1nitroxide to induce strong living characteristics onto
BA radical polymerizations. A further example of the analysis of a nonstyrenic
homopolymer by Dire et al. [17] indicated that all chains of a poly(methyl methac-
rylate) (PMMA) prepared in the presence of a large excess of free SG1 were
terminated by an alkene function. This implied that b-hydrogen transfer from
propagating radicals to the nitroxide was the predominant chain-stopping event.
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However, at low SG1 concentrations the authors could demonstrate that two
termination modes existed. Studer and coworkers investigated the 2,2,6,6-tetraethyl-
piperidin-4-on-N-oxyl-mediated polymerization of N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM)
via MALDI-TOF and provided evidence that chain-end degradation occurred during
the MALDI process [18]. Yet, these authors also noted that the degree of chain-end
degradation varied with the applied laser intensity and could be suppressed by
employing lower pulse energies. Charleux and coworkers observed the same chain
end and polymer degradations during the analysis by MALDI-TOF of functional PS
prepared by SG1-mediated polymerization [19]. They used the carboxylic acid
functionality of the alkoxyamine BlocBuilder� (N-(2-methylpropyl)-N-(1-diethylpho-
sphono-2,2-dimethylpropyl)-O-(2-carboxylprop-2-yl)hydroxylamine) to introduce a
nonactivated alkene at the a-end of polystyrene chains. The presence of the
alkene moiety could be observed, but the technique failed to reveal SG1-capped
species although the polymerization was rather well controlled. Very recently,
Delaittre et al. showed that the polymerization of another acrylamide derivative,
namely N,N-diethylacrylamide (DEAM), was well controlled by the alkoxyamine
BlocBuilder�, as proven by the reported kinetic data [20]. A clean SEC/ESI-MS
spectrum of a DEAM oligomer evidenced the presence of a single population
of chains carrying both the initiating fragment of the alkoxyamine and the nitroxide
(see Figure 11.1).

Cyclic polymers are also accessible via NMP. An approach toward such structures
has been taken byH�emery and coworkers, who characterized the obtained structures
viaMALDI-TOF-MS [21]. Heterotelechelic polystyrene chains having a-hydroxyl and
v-carboxyl end groups were cyclized via an intramolecular reaction. NMP using
4-hydroxy-TEMPO and a thermally decaying azo initiator was employed to generate
difunctional macromolecules. The success of the cyclization reaction was evidenced

Figure 11.1 (a) SEC/ESI-MS spectrum of a N,N-diethylacrylamide (DEAM) oligomer prepared by
BlocBuilder�-mediated polymerization. (b) Magnification of the m/z¼ 1291–1299 region.
Reproduced with kind permission from Ref. [20]. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.
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by FT-NIR spectroscopy, SEC, and MALDI-TOF-MS. The MALDI spectrum of the
linear precursor corresponds to the structure [HOOC–(styrene)n–OH þ H]þ ,
whereas the cyclic product can be assigned to [–OC–(styrene)n–O– þ H]þ . The
success of the cyclization was clearly supported by a molecular weight gap of 18 Da
between the two series, corresponding to the water molecule expelled during the
esterification. MALDI-TOF-MS has also been employed to evaluate the success of
modification reactions on nitroxide-terminated polymers. For example, Beyou et al.
have functionalized nitroxide-terminated polymers by a combination reaction
with disulfide compounds such as tetraethyl thiuram disulfide [22]. The obtained
polymers were analyzed via MALDI-TOF-MS, ESI-MS, and L-SIMS. Importantly,
these authors confirmed the observation of earlier studies [7] that data fromMALDI-
TOF-MS have to be interpreted with care, as fragmentation reactions during the
ionization process can readily occur. This phenomenon has been particularly
prominent for polymer chains carrying thiocarbonylthio end groups (see the below
section on RAFT). It is thus highly advisable to record a UV spectrum of the polymer
to be analyzed and adjust the MALDI laser wavelength accordingly, if possible. More
recently, Braslau and colleagues studied via MALDI-TOF-MS the preparation of
v-functionalized polymers, by converting nitroxide-capped polystyrene to a keto-
terminated macromolecule. Although the obtained mass spectra were of relatively
low resolution, the transformation could nevertheless be confirmed [23].

A further highly important technique relying on a reversible termination mech-
anism is ATRP. ATRP is arguably one of the most developed and frequently used
living radical processes used for controlling radical polymerization and to prepare
complex macromolecular architectures [24–27]. ATRP was first reported by Maty-
jaszewski and Sawamoto [24] and has since advanced into several subvariants
[28–32]. Thus, it comes with no surprise that MS has frequently been employed
to assess the structure of ATRP-generated polymers and to elucidate chain-end
populations that reveal important information about the polymerizationmechanism.
In the following, an overview will be given of examples where MS was employed to
study the ATRP process, going from fundamental mechanistic questions to the
analysis of polymers of increasing complexity. Over the period that ATRP has been in
use, both ESI and MALDI have been employed and – depending on the specific
analytical problem – both methods can be viable option for ATRP polymer analysis.
From the very beginning of ATRP developments, MALDI-TOF-MS was used to
evidence the presence of halides within the polymeric material. For example,
Matyjaszewski and colleagues employed this technique to study the chain-end
structure of polyacrylonitrile generated via ATRP using 2-bromopropionitrile as an
initiator and CuBr/2,20-bipyridine (bpy) as a catalyst [33]. Themain chain population
in this specific case was a polymer with a halide end group, with small additional
amounts of unsaturated chains as well as products from bimolecular termination
events being present in the polymeric material. Decomposition of the chain end
during ionization, that is, loss ofHX (X¼Br, Cl), can contribute to unsaturated chain
ends. At high monomer-to-polymer conversions, evidence for additional side reac-
tions was detected, i.e., the loss of the halide and its replacement by a hydrogen
atom [34]. Indeed, a subsequent study into the kinetics of chain-end formation in
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ATRP evidenced that loss of HX is clearly possible (thus limiting the functionality of
the final polymer), underpinning the results of the MALDI-TOF-MS findings [35].
Intrigued by the observation that in ATRP of tert-butyl acrylate (t-BA) the loss of
terminal bromine occurred as a significant side reaction [36], Kubisa and colleagues
undertook a systematic study of the (low molecular weight, Mnffi 2000Da) product
spectrum generated in ATRP of acrylates viaMALDI-TOF-MS [37]. At least under the
reaction conditions of the above study, the authors found that for all three acrylate
ATRP systems studied (i.e., methyl acrylate (MA), BA, and t-BA), macromolecules
without a terminal bromine group were clearly detected together with bromine-
capped species (see Figure 11.2). In addition, the fraction of dead polymer in the
reaction mixture increased significantly as the reaction progressed to higher mono-
mer-to-polymer conversions to the extent that, close to complete conversion, the
majority of macromolecules were irreversibly terminated. Surprisingly, the poly-
merizations proceeded in a living fashion to high conversions, raising the possibility
that the alteration of the chain ends occurred during the ionization process. For the
formation of macromolecules devoid of bromine groups, the authors suggested a
transfer mechanism involving the amine ligand. However, they were careful enough
to stress that mechanistic generalizations to other ATRP systems should be avoided.

Nevertheless, the observation that the reaction conditions (including the choice of
the ligand) can have a dramatic impact on the polymer end groups was also recently
demonstrated by Singha and colleagues via MALDI-TOF [38]. Analyzing poly(ethyl
acrylate) (PEA) prepared using bpy as ligand, these authors demonstrated – via albeit
relatively low resolution mass spectra – the presence of �Br as the end group.
Interestingly, when PMDETA (N,N,N0,N0,N-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine) was
used as a ligand, the mass spectral analysis evidenced almost exclusively termi-
nal-hydrogen material. Some loss of a halogen end group using bpy as a ligand was
also observed in the polymerization of hexyl acrylate by the same group [39]. Earlier,
Matyjazsewski and colleagues observed thewell-resolvedMALDI-TOF-MS spectra of
ATRP-prepared PBAs, with the expected structure (i.e., [CH3–CHO2CH3)–BAn–Br
þ Na]þ ) [40]. A minor peak series was detected indicating the elimination of HBr,
yet, since no unsaturated end groups were detected by 1H-NMR spectroscopy, the
authors concluded that the elimination had most likely occurred during the MALDI
process. A similar situation could have occurred in a study byDervaux et al.where the
ATRP of isobornyl acrylate employing PMDETA as a ligand in a CuBr system was
carefully investigated [41]. The main distribution could be clearly assigned to the
expected terminal-brominematerial (confirmed by the comparison of the theoretical
and experimental isotopic pattern distributions), yet also two minor distributions
occurred which could not be assigned. The question regarding whether these
distributions originated during the ATRP process or during MALDI analysis
remained open. Sometimes, however, it is possible to differentiate between material
that is formed during the polymerization and during the MALDI process. Jackson
and colleagues have prepared low-molecular-weight PMMAs (using ethyl-2-bromoi-
sobutyrate as initiator and CuBr/bpy as catalytic system), which were subsequently
analyzed via a host of techniques, including MALDI-TOF-MS [42]. Besides finding
evidence for the presence of Br elimination, these authors found terminal-lactone
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Figure 11.2 Observed (a) and calculated
(b) isotope distributions for MALDI-TOF mass
spectrum signals of PBA with DPn¼ 10
containing the initiator fragment as a head
group and a bromine atom as a terminal group

(I) or devoid of bromine(II). (c) Mechanism of
formation of species corresponding to the two
series of peaks. Reproduced with kind
permission from Ref. [37]. Copyright 2001Wiley
InterScience.
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polymers, which were likely formed during the polymerization process. A differen-
tiation with regard to their formation time (polymerization vs. ionization) was
possible via the evaluation of not well-resolved peaks in combination with CID
experiments. A single distribution of bromine-capped PMMA without any
side products was found in a study employing 1-adamantyl-2-bromoisobutyrate as
the initiator and PMDETA as the ligand [43], as well as in a study involving the
interesting monomer ethyl-3-(acryloyloxy)methyloxetane [44]. In an investigation
testing the ability of the catalyst to undergo halogen exchange, Singha et al.
have prepared PMMA employing copper(I) thiocyanate (CuSCN) as a catalyst with
N-n-pentyl-2-pyridylmethanimine as a ligand [45]. The MALDI-TOF spectra of
the obtained polymer demonstrated that halogen exchange during ATRP in cases
where the copper catalyst carries a pseudohalide (thiocyanate) counterion is well
possible. The introduction of a thiocyanate group at the polymer terminus may have
some interesting applications. However, pseudo-halide initiators are not as efficient
in ATRP as classical halide ones [46].

The above studies all have in common that the efficiency of the ATRP process is
established by a postmortem analysis of the generated polymeric material. However,
mass spectrometric investigations also open an opportunity to assess the potential
suitability of ATRP catalysts without conducting a polymerization experiment. It has
recently been demonstrated that the activity ofATRP catalysts could be established via
consecutive competitive experiments, evaluating both the relative binding affinities
of several ligands and the relative halidophilicities of the resulting complexes [47].
These studies were subsequently extended – also employing ESI coupled with a
quadrupole ion trap (QIT) mass analyzer – to include the identification of the most
active copper catalysts and the assessment of the effects of the reaction medium on
the relative stabilities of the catalyst complexes. The influence of the chemical nature
of the ligand on both the complex halogenophilicity and the metal–ligand stabilities
was evaluated as well [48]. A similar use of ESI-MS in the context of studying the
catalytic activity of ATRP initiators has been followed by Shen and colleagues [49].

While the above studies all employed copper-based catalytic systems, a significant
effort has been directed to understanding the mechanism and product spectrum in
ruthenium-mediated living free radical polymerizations, which proceed also via the
same basic mechanism. Most importantly, Sawamoto and coworkers applied
MALDI-TOF-MS to study the polymers generated in ruthenium-mediated free
radical polymerization of MMA, MA, and styrene [50]. The observed mass spectra
of the generated polymers were very clean and only displayed a single series of peaks
associated with the theoretically expected molecular structure, that is, having an
initiator fragment at the a-end and a halide (i.e., chlorine) group at the opposite end.
The authors were also able to demonstrate that the theoretical isotopic pattern
distribution of the living polymers matched excellently with the experimental one.
The study compared the living polymers with polymers derived from the same
monomers, yet prepared via conventional (i.e., AIBN (2,20-azobisisobutyronitrile)-
initiated) free radical polymerization, indicating the presence of a high degree
of bimolecular termination. In a rare example of employing a molybdenum-
based catalyst, Kubisa and colleagues studied ATRP of MA in the ionic
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liquid 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate [51]. A combination of
a bromine-containing initiator (ethyl-2-bromopropionate) with the catalyst
MoBr3(PMe3)3/MoBr4(PMe3)3 led to a controlled polymerization, with a high
terminal �Br group fidelity of the polymer evidenced by MALDI-TOF-MS. An even
more intriguing application of the MALDI-TOF-MS for the elucidation of reaction
mechanisms was carried out by Le Grognec et al., who reported on the free
radical polymerization of styrene mediated by molybdenum(III)/(IV) couples [52].
CpMo(PMe3)2Cl2 and CpMo(1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)-ethane)Cl2 species were
used to induce a successful living ATRP process in styrene polymerizations.MALDI-
TOF-MS was subsequently applied to analyze the polymers and four major peak
series were distinguished. The first series of peaks corresponded to vinyl-terminated
polymers; however, the authors concluded by comparison with 1H-NMR spectro-
scopic data that these species corresponded to bromine-terminated species that have
undergone a dehydrobromination sequence under MALDI conditions. The second
series of peaks matched the expected dormant chains, with the third series of peaks
corresponding to a vinyl-terminated series (as above), but carrying sodium instead of
silver as counterion. Finally, the fourth series is associated with dormant chains
carrying a�Cl chain terminus. Even though theMo�Br bond is significantly weaker
than the Mo�Cl bond, radical selectivity is not entirely in favor of bromine
abstraction. Due to the low population of the Cl-terminated chains, no evidence of
proton resonances associated with this series was detected by 1H-NMR spectroscopy.

Statistical copolymers and block copolymers have been prepared in an extensive
variety by ATRP since its initial conception. Some of the studies on copolymer
formation processes employed soft-ionization mass spectrometric analysis. For
example, Klumperman and colleagues investigated olefin copolymerizations under
ATRP control, specifically MMA and 1-octene [53]. These authors observed a
relatively complex spectrum of overlapping distributions for molecular weights
lower than 15 000 Da. Identified distributions could be assigned to chains all having
the p-toluenesulfonyl initiator fragment at the a-end but carrying different v-end-
groups: (i) a halide corresponding to the dormant chains, (ii) a hydrogen arising from
the loss of the aforementioned halide, and (iii) a lactone [54]. The authors attributed
the lactone end group to the cyclization of the terminal two repeat units and the
subsequent loss of chloroform. Most observed copolymer chains contained at least
one 1-octene group.

A multitude of di- and triblock copolymers – too numerous to exhaustively cover
them all here – have been prepared via the ATRP process and their structural features
have to some extent been characterized via mass spectroscopic techniques. For
example, Bednarek et al. demonstrated that ABA-type block copolymers with poly
(oxyethylene) and PMMA segments can be analyzed via MALDI-TOF-MS via a
combinationofmass-centeredpeakassignmentsand isotopic-pattern recognition [36].
Kuckling and colleagues prepared block copolymers of poly(glycidol) andPNIPAMvia
a switch fromanionic polymerization toATRP. The required change in end groupwas
monitored via MALDI-TOF-MS, evidencing that a relatively clean ATRP macroini-
tiator had been generated [55]. A further elegant dual mechanism polymerization was
recently reported by Frey and coworkers, who prepared poly(lactide)-block-poly
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(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) polymers employing an -OH functional ATRP initiator
for the ROP process [56]. MALDI-TOF-MS was used to evidence the high end-group
fidelity of the ATRP poly(lactide)macroinitiator. An example of using ESI-MS to study
the structure of ATRP macroinitiators has been reported by Matyjaszeski and cow-
orkers in their successful attempt to incorporate vinyl acetate (VAc) into block
copolymer structures [57]. Their approach in generating block copolymers of
VAc followed two principal approaches, that is, the use of a difunctional initiator
and the redox initiation of a halogen-terminated (macro)initiator. The provided data
confirmed the presence of PVAc-Br (see Figure 11.3) and PBA-Br. It is an interesting
observation – not limited to ATRP – thatmost studies into block copolymers often rely
on the characterization of the precursor blocks via MALDI-TOF, yet the generated
block copolymers are rarely investigated themselves. This is presumably due to the
complexity of the resultingmass spectra, which are difficult to interpret and in which
peak overlap often occurs. Thus, it comes as no surprise that whenVidts et al. carefully
investigated the poly(ethylhexyl acrylate) prepared viaATRPwithMALDI-TOF, noting
only a minor side distribution caused by a bromine/hydrogen interchange, they
refrained from analyzing the block copolymers of poly(ethylhexyl acrylate) and poly
(acrylic acid) (PAA) which were subsequently prepared [58]. One of the fewer recent
examples of employing ESI-MS for the analysis of block copolymer precursors comes
from Zhang et al., who characterized hydroxyl-functionalized PMMA carrying an
opposite �Br terminus, which they subsequently employed to generate PMMA-b-
PBA copolymers [59]. As relatively typical for ESI-MS, these authors observed
several series of multiply charged signals as well as some minor species, to which
they did not assign a chemical structure. Nevertheless, they noted that ESI-MSmay
be better suited for the analysis of ATRP-prepared polymers and may detect more
species – a notion that has since been confirmed [5]. An example came very recently
to contradict the aforementioned observed trendwhenSchubert employedMALDI-
TOF MS/MS to determine the block chain lengths of poly(ethylene glycol)-b-PS
block copolymersmade by ATRP from a bromine-capped PEG initiator [60]. During
the ionization, scission between the two blocks occurred and helped to accurately
determine the length of the PS blocks.

Onahigher level of architectural complexity, the degree of functionalization of star-
shaped ATRPmacroinitiators can be accessed via the analysis of the isotopic pattern
distribution of individual polymer peaks. Typically, the number of initiating groups
(and thus the molecular weight of the polymer) is determined via 1H-NMR
spectroscopy. However, such an approach is limited since it only provides
average numbers and does not differentiate between polymer chains with
different molar masses. Kubisa and Bednarek, for example, have applied isotopic-
pattern identification via MALDI-TOF-MS on poly(3-ethyl-3-hydroxy-methyloxe-
tane)-derived macroinitiators and successfully determined the degree of end-group
functionalization [61]. A clear fine splitting signal due to the isotope distribution was
observed, largely caused by the 79Br and 81Br isotopes. Such an approach is applicable
to macromolecular architectures which feature halogens with large masses.
Although in principle possible, the applicability of the above technology to NMP-
andRAFT-generated star initiators is significantlymore challenging, if not impossible
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due to the lack of a distinctive isotope distribution such as that of 79Br and 81Br. Over
the past years ATRP has been frequently employed to generate more complex
macromolecular architectures, which have subsequently been characterized via
MALDI-TOF-MS and listing all of these here is not within the scope of the present
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Figure 11.3 (a) ESI mass spectrum, (b) expanded ESI mass spectrum, and (c) simulated isotope
pattern of pVA-Cl. Reproduced with kind permission from Ref. [57]. Copyright 2004 American
Chemical Society. (d) Corresponding reaction scheme.
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chapter.Nevertheless, a recentexamplebyLiandcolleaguesshowcased thepreparation
of tadpole-shaped polymers (circular polystyrene attached to a PEG tail) via a combi-
nation of ATRP and two modular ligations based on Cu-catalyzed azide/alkyne
reactions [62]. The spectra of the precursor polymers (PEG strand, molecular weight
close to 2000Da) were recordedwith relatively high resolution, while thefinal tadpole-
shaped macromolecules of higher molecular weight yielded MALDI-TOF spectra
featuring a broad molecular weight distribution with nondiscernable and isotopically
nonresolved peaks. Nevertheless, a MALDI-TOF measurement was employed to
estimate the molecular weight (in this case close to 9500Da), which agreed well with
the value deduced fromNMR. Such a molecular weight match indicates that in some
cases soft-ionization MS can yield relatively accurate number average molecular
weights without the need for sophisticated techniques for data treatment.

ESI-MSwas also employed to great extent to study the end-group transformation of
ATRP made polymers, particularly for the characterization of nucleophilic substitu-
tions of the bromide end-group functionality. For example, our teamwas able to equip
ATRP made polymers with the highly reactive cyclopentadiene (Cp)-moity [63]. The
mild procedure used nickelocene as the source of the Cp unit, tributylphosphine as
ligand and sodium iodide as metathesis reagent at ambient temperature. Although
the Cp moiety is clearly visible in NMR, the quantitative integration of the corre-
spondingmultiplett remained problematic due to the presence of different nickel-Cp
species. Again it was ESI-MS that provided detailed information on the end-group
fidelity of themacromolecular building block anddemonstrated thehigh efficiency of
the transformation (see Figure 11.4).

Further interesting examples of applying soft-ionization MS techniques to ATRP-
made polymers come from the field of telechelic polymers. For example, Shen et al.
employed MALDI-TOF-MS to characterize C60-capped polystyrenes prepared by
ATRP [64]. These authors studied both the polystyrene precursor molecules and the
C60-functionalized final products via MS. Concomitantly with the findings of Kubisa
and coworkers [37], these authors found no polymer with bromine end groups. It can
thus not be excluded that bromine is easily cleaved off from the main polymer chain
under MALDI conditions. The analysis of the C60-monosubstituted polymers clearly
showed that the reaction was successful although the polymer underwent some
rearrangement during the ionization process again leading to the loss of the bromine
functionality. In a further example, the efficiency of an end-group modification of
ATRP polymers was recently monitored via MALDI-TOF by Monge et al. [65] These
authors transformed bromine-terminated poly(t-BA) via the Gabriel reaction into
amine-terminated species. MALDI-TOF confirmed that the reaction was successful,
yet a side distribution was observed caused by a transesterification of the ATRP
initiator fragment at the opposite chain terminus.

Finally, both MALDI-TOF and a novel matrix-free ionization method, desorption
ionization on silicon (DIOS), were employed to study PMMA chains tethered to
porous silicon and anodic aluminum oxide surfaces via surface-initiated ATRP by
Gorman et al. [14]. The study effectively demonstrated that ATRP surface-tethered
chains can be efficiently analyzed via MS techniques. Matrix-free DIOS-MS was
effective for the direct analysis of the polymers up to a molecular weight of
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approximately 6 kgmol�1. Beyond this molecular-weight threshold, the signal-to-
noise ratio rapidly decreased. Based on the MS analysis, the study concluded that
under the same polymerization conditions, PMMA grown on both substrates had a
significantly lower molecular weight and a broader molecular weight distribution
than the polymer formed in solution. In a study investigating Co(II)-mediated living
radical polymerization Langlotz et al. [66] employed liquid injection field desorption/
ionization mass spectrometry (LIFDI-MS) to monitor the reaction intermediates
online during the polymerization process. The LIFDI methodology is a very soft-
ionizationmethod and especially suited for systems where moisture and air must be
rigorously excluded from the reaction system.

11.2
Protocols Based on Degenerative Chain Transfer (RAFT, MADIX)

Perhaps the liveliest application of MS techniques to elucidate a macromolecular
reaction mechanism via a postmortem inspection of the products has been in
the field of reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymeriza-
tion [67–72] and themechanistically equivalent technique ofmacromolecular design
via the interchange of xanthates (MADIX). It is not within the scope of the current

Figure 11.4 Electrospray ionization mass
spectra of the end-group transformation of
PiBoA-Br into cyclopentadienyl-capped PiBoA-
Cp in the charge state z¼ 1. The isotopic pattern

clearly changes from bromide terminated
species to Cp-terminated species. Reproduced
with kind permission from Ref. [63]. Copyright
2011 American Chemical Society.
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book chapter to review the entirety of themechanistic debate that has been part of the
development of RAFT chemistry almost from its beginning. Rather, the current
chapter will compile themost important conclusions drawn fromMS data regarding
the RAFT/MADIX mechanism as well as demonstrate that MS has aided greatly in
the design of novelmaterials based onRAFTchemistry. To this day, a debate about the
details of the mechanism of the RAFT process is ongoing although a preliminary
summary (not solution) was published in 2006 in an article by an IUPAC working
party as well as other overview articles [73–80]. The first investigations into the
microstructure of RAFTpolymers have been conducted via MALDI-TOF-MS [67] to
demonstrate that the fundamental mechanism suggested by the CSIRO group is
indeed plausible, that is, generating polymers that feature the R and Z groups on
opposite ends of the polymer chain. However, polymers made by RAFT/MADIX are
colored and feature UVabsorptions over a wide wavelength range. Thus, care has to
be taken to ensure that the laser pulse during aMALDI experiment does not lead to a
fragmentation of the thiocarbonylthio end groups. Indeed, such fragmentation
reactions have been observed and can lead to difficulties in spectral interpretation
or even incorrectly assigned peaks. The early MALDI-TOF-MS data on RAFT
polymers were later unambiguously confirmed using ESI-MS coupled to a quadru-
pole mass analyzer on PMAs made via cumyl dithiobenzoate-, cumyl p-fluorodithio-
benzoate- and 1-phenylethyl dithiobenzoate-mediated polymerizations, where no
danger of UV-induced fragmentation exists [81]. These initial ESI-MS studies
included collision-induced decay (CID) experiments (i.e., MS/MS) to underpin the
structure of the polymeric material. After the introduction of the process and in a
quest to elucidate the structure of RAFT-made polymers constituted of variable
monomers, Ganachaud et al. employed MALDI-TOF-MS of RAFT-generated PNI-
PAM [82]. Although all the expected R- and Z-group carrying chain ends could be
clearly identified, the relative low level ofmass spectroscopic resolution coupled with
a significant noise level did not allow the detection of polymer chains carrying
initiator (AIBN) fragments. The analysis further indicated that significant amounts of
vinyl-terminated polymeric materials were present, suggesting that either dispro-
portionation events were operative or that the RAFT end group was eliminated,
perhaps via reactions akin to a Chugayev elimination. In a further study concerning
RAFT-generated PNIPAMs [83] M€uller and colleagues not only identified the
expected chains with thiocarbonylthio groups on one end and the R group on the
other chain terminus, but also detected evidence of initiator fragment-capped
chains, which must be present – even if in low proportion – in polymeric material
generated via the RAFT process. The propensity of RAFT-generated polymers to
undergo fragmentation during the MALDI process may have, however, also inter-
fered in the above analysis, as the authors observed series of peaks that could not be
assigned to a specific product (see Figure 11.5). Similar to the findings of Ganachaud
et al. [82], a significant number of vinyl-capped polymeric materials were found.
In a postsource decay analysis (PSD) [84], these authors showed that large numbers
of vinyl-terminated polymers are generated, underpinning the notion that thiocar-
bonylthio end groups can indeed be readily eliminated under formation of a terminal
vinyl moiety.
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Figure 11.5 MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of
poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) prepared in
presence of cumyl 1-pyrrolecarbodithioate
(sample taken at 13% conversion). (a)
Complete spectrum of Kþ -ionized sample. (b)
Determination of the chain-end structures, with
experimental (top) and simulated (bottom)
data. (c) Simulation of signal overlap of

assumed disproportionation/transfer signals.
(d) Post-source decay MALDI-TOF mass
spectrumof poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) with 8
monomer units. The most intense fragment
peak corresponds to the loss of the dithioester
residue. Reproduced with kind permission from
Ref. [83]. Copyright 2002 American Chemical
Society.
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In a further MALDI-TOF-MS study, Favier et al. investigated the products gen-
erated in a RAFT-mediated polymerization ofN-acryloylmorpholine (NAM) employ-
ing (tert-butyl dithiobenzoate) as aRAFTagent [85]. It is noteworthy that these authors
carried out a systematic variation of the counterion to maximize the quality and
information depth of the MS spectra. Similar to the studies mentioned above, these
authors also found circumstantial evidence that a series of (proton-terminated
species) peaks may have been generated during the ionization process, rather than
during the polymerization. In addition, the study identified the expected dithioester-
cappedmaterial as well as oxidation products of the same. The relevance of oxidation
products generated from thiocarbonyl thio compounds as well as the identification of
these products viaMSwill be discussed in depth below. In the same study the authors
also noted products that may have been generated via termination reactions of the
intermediate radicals (resulting from the addition of a propagating radical onto
the thiocarbonyl sulfur atom, before fragmentation), although the agreement with
the theoretically expectedmolecularweights of those structures is relatively poor. The
search for intermediate termination products via theMS techniqueswill be discussed
in greater detail below. In a related study employing NAM as a monomer, D�Agosto
et al. generated amphiphilic poly(NAM)-block-polystyrene copolymers [86], which
were also characterized via MALDI-TOF-MS. A series of five chain populations was
identified; however, only two of these populations could be identified with certainty,
that is, the expected population of RAFT-prepared chains carrying sodium as a
counterion as well as potassium, and a series of peaks assigned to a population of
macromolecules featuring the (acid-containing) R group on one side and a proton at
the other end. A study by Loiseau et al. investigated the microstructure of RAFT-
prepared PAA via MALDI-TOF-MS as negative-ion spectra of neutralized PAA and
identified peak series corresponding to proton- and thiol-terminated species, yet
could not identify the (main) thiocarbonylthio-capped species [87]. In aMALDI-TOF-
MS study on thiocarbonylthio polymers generated in dispersed systems, Sanderson
and colleagues clearly identified a dominant population congruent with the RAFT
polymer, yet also identified distributions associated with bimolecular termination
events of secondary propagating radicals, as well as species carrying both the initiator
fragment and the thiocarbonylthio group. Again, non-assignable peak series were
observed,whichmay further support the notion that theMALDI-TOFmass spectra of
RAFT polymers can be problematic to interpret. One of the first examples of a
MALDI-TOF-MS investigation into polymers generated by the MADIX/RAFT pro-
cess was reported by Zard and colleagues on the example of styrene, vinyl acetate and
acrylates. Again, besides the expected thiocarbonylthio-capped polymer species,
chains carrying hydrogen caps as well as initiator fragments were reported [88].

Given the above findings employing MALDI-TOF-MS, it appears that despite
the undoubted advantages of the technology such as access to higher molecular
weight regimes, the study of RAFT/MADIX-generated polymers is problematic.
As already noted above, ESI-MS (coupled to either QIT detectors or higher
resolving mass analyzers) is an attractive alternative for RAFT polymer analysis.
Consequently, ESI-MS has found an increasing use in this domain, especially for the
clarification of mechanistic questions. Among the earliest investigations on the
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complex mechanism [72] of the RAFT process via ESI-MS are two complimentary
studies, where size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) was interfaced online to a QIT
detector equipped with an ESI source [89, 90]. Via such an approach, the cumyl
dithiobenzoate as well as the cumyl phenyldithioacetate-mediated polymerization of
MA and BA were studied. No termination products of the intermediate radicals –
neither with themselves nor with secondary propagating radicals – could be iden-
tified. Such an observation is quite surprising, as conventional bimolecular termi-
nation products could be readily observed although the concentration of these species
should be considerably lower than those of the intermediate termination products
(based on the relative radical concentrations). Either three- and four-armed star
polymers cannot bemapped byESI-MS – a notion that, however, can be discounted as
intentionally made star polymers readily ionize in ESI-MS processes – or the
potential star polymer species form in much lower concentrations (and thus with
a much reduced termination rate coefficient) as suggested by some of the early
mechanistic models [74, 91, 92]. In contrast to the above findings, Geelen et al. [93]
found evidence of three-armed star structures usingMALDI-TOF-MS. However, the
approaches of Feldermann et al. [89] as well as Ah Toy et al. [90] were significantly
different to that of Geleen et al., while the former applied no fractionation to their
samplesmeasured via ESI-MS, the latter carried out prefractionation beforeMALDI-
TOF-MS analysis. Both studies were based on polyacrylates, which can give rise to
structures through the formation ofmid-chain radicals that are isobaric to terminated
RAFT intermediates. In a further study on styrene-based systems, some evidence for
intermediate-radical termination could be identified by Zhou et al. [94] Thus, on the
balance of all evidence it seems likely that the RAFT intermediates may terminate
to a certain extent, however, not in the quantities predicted by some kinetic models
[74, 91, 92]. A highly interesting study on the same topic was provided by Bathfield
et al. [95] who found in the polymerization of N-acryloylmorpholine (also via a
MALDI-TOF investigation) that the intermediate RAFTradicals only terminate with
very short radicals, that is, initiator-derived fragments. It thus seems probable that
RAFT intermediate radicals only terminate to significant extents – due to their
sterically hindered nature – with small radical species and largely refrain from
terminationwith oligomeric or polymeric radicals. Interestingly, this notionhas been
followed byPerrier and coworkerswith success to provide a compromisemechanistic
model of the RAFTmechanism, incorporating both elements of slow fragmentation
and intermediate-radical termination [96, 97]. Since the abovemechanistic investiga-
tions, ESI-MS has become a standard tool – if not the preferred tool – for the mass
spectrometric investigation of RAFTpolymers. In a very recent example, our group
demonstrated that even synthetic rubbers (acrylonitrile/butadiene (NBR)) generated
via the RAFTprocess are readily ionizable via ESI-MS coupled to linear quadrupole
ion trap detectors, confirming high degrees of end-group fidelity of RAFT-made
NBRs [98]. When Vana and coworkers used a trimethoxysilane-containing RAFT
agent to control the polymerization of vinylic monomers at the surface of silica
particles, they first carried out polymerizations in solution [99]. They subsequently
analyzed the products by ESI-MS and observed two series of peaks corresponding to
single and double charged species of the expected structure.
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While the above studies concentrated on the elucidation of the structure of linear
chains, the formation of star polymers via RAFT polymerization has also been
studied via ESI-MS methods. Barner-Kowollik and colleagues have investigated
in two studies the formation of star polymers via the RAFTprocess, in the so-called
R-group approach-RAFT polymerizations, where the core itself carries one or
multiple radical functionalities during macromolecular growth. These authors
could demonstrate that star RAFT polymers readily ionize during ESI-MS, thus
suggesting that the above discussed 3- and 4-armed star polymers formed during
linear RAFT processes should also ionize. Both acrylate and styrene systems
were investigated [100, 101]. The occurrence of coupling of the core with propagating
chains as well as star–star coupling was proven. In the case of acrylate systems,
additional species originating from the generation of mid-chain radicals and
their follow-on reactions (i.e., termination and b-scission) were identified with
high certainty. Similarly, the Z-group-approach RAFT polymerization was investi-
gated by Vana and coworkers, who reported well-resolved ESI-MS spectra of
PVAc and poly(vinyl propionate) star polymers [102], which displayed the expected
structure (i.e., no star–star coupling reaction was observed). Directly probing
the ability of three- and four-armed polymers to ionize during MALDI-TOF-MS,
Monteiro and colleagues synthesized those structures directly and also found them
to be readily ionizable [91]. Recently, Maynard reported the synthesis of 4-armed
v-functionalized PNIPAM stars by the core-first method [103]. MALDI-TOF spectra
of both the star polymer and its arms after cleavage from the core confirmed the
expected structures.

ESI-MS was also employed to great extent to study the end-group transformations
of RAFT polymers, particularly oxidation processes due to the peroxides formed in
cyclic ethers. The first report on this matter described how PMAprepared via cumyl
dithiobenzoate-mediated polymerization, could be readily and quantitatively trans-
formed into thioester-capped material via simple stirring with tert-butyl peroxide at
ambient temperature for 12 h [104]. Circumstantial evidence that storing RAFT
polymers in cyclic ethers such as tetrahydrofuran (THF) leads to the loss of end
groups was recently substantiated via an in-depth ESI-MS investigation employing
linear quadrupole ion trap as well as FT-ICRmass analyzers. These studies evidenced
that the peroxy radicals generated in the presence of air in cyclic ethers could remove
the thiocarbonylthio end group and lead to the (quantitative) formation of hydro-
peroxy-cappedmacromolecules [105–107]. Interestingly, the above oxidation process
can be efficiently employed to quantitatively convert RAFT-made polymers into
terminal-hydroxyl entities, via coupling a transformation step in THF with an in situ
one-pot reduction. The efficiency of the process has been evaluated for a series of
RAFT agent and monomer combinations via ESI-MS (see Figure 11.6).

In 2010 Theato reported the synthesis of several polymethacrylates by RAFT
polymerization using either an activated ester-containing RAFT agent or its subse-
quently alkyne functionalized counterpart, followed by removal of the dithioester end
group by radical addition with AIBN [108]. MALDI-TOF MS analysis confirmed the
efficiency of the reaction scheme.
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To note another example for the end-group modification of polymers synthesized
byRAFTpolymerization, ESI-MSwas employed to provide an in-depth analysis of the
photo-induced incorporation of alkenes into the polymer chain end [109]. Specifically,
irradiation of a solution of 1-pentene and benzyl dithioacetic acid ester functional
poly(alkyl acrylate) at the absorption wavelength of the thiocarbonyl group (315 nm)
resulted in an efficient incorporation of the alkene into the polymer chain end (see
Figure 11.7).

A mechanistic study revealed that conjugation proceeded by the UV-induced
radical b-cleavage of the dithioester followed by an addition of the alkene and
subsequent recapping by the RAFT -end-group. An integration of the mass spectral
abundances of the photoconjugation product allowed for the derivation of quanti-
tative data on the concentrations and concentration ratios of the species formed.
Other minor products could be assigned to the incorporation of two 1-pentene units,
Norrish type II fragmentation or radical termination by disproportionation. It would
clearly exceed the scope of this chapter to illustrate more examples of end-group
modifications of RAFTpolymers. An excellent and comprehensive overview on this
topic was published in 2010 by O�Reilly and Willcock [110].

Figure 11.6 Electrospray ionization mass
spectra of the transformation of P(t-BA) with a
trithiocarbonate moiety in the middle of the
chain into hydroxyl functional ptBA in the charge
state z¼ 1. The reagents AIBN/THF and PPh3

were added sequentially at t¼ 0 and 35min. Full
conversion was reached after 45min.
Reproduced with kind permission from
Ref. [107]. Copyright 2010 Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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11.3
Protocols based on CCT

CCT polymerization is certainly the most efficient and simple method to obtain
macromonomers via a free-radical pathway [111–115]. It is based on the transfer of a
hydrogen atom from a radical species to an olefin, which is catalyzed by certain
transition metal complexes. The most employed class of catalyst is undoubtedly
based on low-spinCo(II) complexes such as cobaloximes. This technique additionally
allows one to obtain low-molecular-weight polymers (oligomers), whereas in classical
free radical polymerization high-molecular-weight species are formed at the very
beginning of the reaction. The catalytic cycle is believed to rely on two consecutive

Figure 11.7 SEC/ESI-MS investigation of the
species formed during the photoinduced
conjugation reaction between pentene
and poly(butyl acrylate) carrying a dithioester
end group from cumyl phenyl dithioacetate-
(CPDA)-mediated polymerization at 315 nm.
The development of the relative abundance

of the major components during the reaction
and the SEC-traces before and after the
conjugation is shown in the lower left and
lower right graphs of each inset, respectively.
Reproduced with kind permission from
Ref. [109]. Copyright 2011 American
Chemical Society.
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reactions: (i) the abstraction of a hydrogen atom ina-position of amacroradical giving
rise to a dead unsaturated polymer chain and ametal complex at one higher oxidation
state and (ii) the back transfer of the hydrogen atom onto a monomeric double bond
producing a monomeric radical able to reinitiate the polymerization and the
regeneration of the complex in its lower oxidation state (Scheme 11.2). Since these
events have an impact exclusively on the chain end groups, MS is a method of
choice to validate the proposed mechanism and identify the products which should
ideally correspond to the mass formulam¼ n�M þ Mion, where n is the degree of
polymerization, M is the mass of the repeat unit, and Mion is the mass of the
counterion [116, 117].

In practice, there is always a portion of chains which have been initiated by a
conventional initiator fragment although they are sometimes rather difficult to
observe due to their relatively low concentration. In methacrylate-based systems,
the occurrence of Co�C bonds is very limited and does not affect the general
mechanism. However, in systems consisting of secondary radical species, this
phenomenon is more pronounced – very predominant in the case of acrylates –

and can have a dramatic effect leading to a delay in the establishment of the CCT
polymerizationmechanism. Typically, in these cases an induction period is observed:
up to a critical conversion – which depends on the Co concentration – an increase in
molecular weight occurs before the transfer mechanism takes over [118, 119]. For
instance, Roberts et al. isolated the oligomers formed during the induction period of
the polymerization of MA in the presence of a cobaloxime and analyzed them by

Scheme 11.2 Catalytic cycle operative in catalytic chain transfer (CCT) polymerizations in the
presence of a methacrylate and a Co(II) species.
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MALDI-TOF [120]. Two distinct series of peaks were observed; one corroborating the
CCT mechanism, that is, no initiator fragment was present on those chains; the
second one carrying the cobalt catalyst. To obtain further evidence for these con-
clusions, the authors reacted a samplewitha-methylstyrene at elevated temperatures
and under oxygen-free conditions. The product was again analyzed by MALDI-TOF
and the formation of a-methylstyrene-capped oligoMA was evidenced, originating
from the catalyst-capped chains, while the CCT-formed chains were intact. These
experiments proved that the Co�C bond can be cleaved at high temperature. Due to
its low propagation rate and its tertiary radical structure, the a-methylstyrene
oligoradical exclusively underwent CCT to yield unsaturated species.

Some research groupswere interested in the possibility of in situ copolymerization
of the macromonomers generated during CCT polymerization with the starting
monomer [121, 122]. Thus, Davis and coworkers isolated dimers, trimers, and
tetramers obtained from the CCT polymerization of MMA and introduced them in
the polymerization of n-butyl methacrylate (BMA) and deuterated MMA in the
presence of a cobaloxime. Based on MALDI-TOF analysis, they concluded that
copolymerization may occur at high conversions (high relative concentration of
unsaturated oligomers in the medium) in the case of MMA, leading to a small
amount of branching, yet that for BMA the steric hindrance around the radical helped
to maintain an undisturbed CCT mechanism throughout the whole reaction.
Different types of macromonomers have been synthesized and MALDI-TOF or
ESI-MS were often employed to evidence their structure. In a further example,
Muratore et al. synthesized vinyl-capped PMMA by CCTpolymerization in order to
obtain xerogels by copolymerization with either N,N-dimethylacrylamide or HEA
and N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone [123, 124]. To obtain acrylate-based macromonomers, a
method based on copolymerization with CCT-effective monomers can be used. For
instance, Kukulj et al. demonstrated that it is possible to obtain a large majority of
vinyl-capped polystyrene by incorporating only 10mol% of a-methylstyrene in the
reaction mixture [125]. Hence, Heuts, Davis, Barner-Kowollik, and coworkers
obtained unsaturated oligoBA also using a small amount of a-methylstyrene [126].
However, when they used benzyl methacrylate as a comonomer at high catalyst
concentration MALDI peaks corresponding to pure PBA were found together with
CCTproduct peaks. An alternative way of obtainingmacromonomers using CCTwas
recently introduced by Soeriyadi et al. by taking advantage of the RAFTprocess [127].
In this approach low-polydispersity end-functionalized PMMA and PBMA were
obtained in one-pot. By action of a cobaloxime catalyst vinyl-capped oligomers of
MMA were generated as proven by the absence of saturated species by ESI-MS and
MALDI-TOF (see Figure 11.8). Although no further experimental data is provided,
the synthesis of a-carboxylic acid v-vinyl heterotelechelic counterparts has been
accomplished. Other groups previously focused their attention on the synthesis of
telechelic oligomers using a CCT process. For example, Haddleton and colleagues
used a dimer of hydroxyethyl methacrylate as an addition fragmentation chain
transfer agent [128] to obtain dihydroxy telechelic PMMA also bearing a double
bond at its v-end [129]. A few years later, the same authors employed an identical
process with benzyl methacrylate as a transfer agent in the polymerization of MMA
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Figure 11.8 (A) ESI-MS spectra of PMMA
prepared by RAFT polymerization using
2-(2-cyanopropyl)dithiobenzoate as a transfer
agent (Mn¼ 1000 gmol�1) before (above) and
after (below) addition of CoBF; (B) comparison

between vinyl/saturated theoretical and
experimental spectra for DPn¼ 11.
Reproduced with kind permission from
Ref. [127]. Copyright 2010 Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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followed by catalytic hydrogenation to produce saturated dicarboxyl telechelic
PMMA [130].

Gridnev et al. obtained v-vinyl heterotelechelic oligomers by using the same
MMA dimer approach but surprisingly did not invoke an addition fragmentation
mechanism that would give in this case species indiscernable in a mass spectrum
from species obtained by the simple dimer reinitiation mechanism they
claimed [131]. In the same study, these authors also showed that it is possible to
use unreactive olefins which are only able to initiate, thus giving an a-functional
v-vinyl oligomer by CCT polymerization, as proven by Kþ IDS MS (potassium
ionization of desorbed species). A special case of CCTpolymerization was reported
by Morrison et al. with the use of 2-phenylallyl alcohol (PhAA) [132]. PhAA is
actually not able to homopolymerize by CCTpolymerization since it undergoes an
isomerization to 2-phenylpropanal catalyzed by cobaloxime. The authors used this
particularity to producev-functionalized PMMA: as soon as a PMMAmacroradical
adds a unit of PhAA, the chain end isomerizes to an aldehyde unable to propagate
further

11.4
Novel and Minor Protocols

Recent years have seen the development of alternative protocols to control
radical polymerization. Some of these have been assessed via mass spectrometric
methods. Our group recently introduced the thioketone-mediated polymerization
(TKMP) process [133]. TKMP is based on the idea that thioketones carrying
substituents which will stabilize an adduct radical can impart living characteristics
to a radical polymerization process. The working principle is in essence identical
to that of NMP, with the difference that in TKMP the dormant species is a
stabilized radical, whereas in NMP it is a nonradical species [134]. A TKMP
process will only function if the adduct radical displays a sufficiently high
lifetime to serve as an effective sink for the propagating radicals, which are thus
reduced in their concentration. The TKMP process is thus related to the retardation
phenomenon in some RAFT systems, where an additional level of control is
induced via the longevity of the RAFT adduct radical [135, 136]. Soft ionization MS
can contribute to unraveling the mechanism of TKMP systems via an analysis of
the product spectrum. In TKMP systems that induce living behavior, products
associated with bimolecular termination of the adduct radicals with propagating
free radicals can be clearly identified [137]. Such an observation explains why typical
TKMP systems show living behavior that is coupled with continuously broadening
molecular weight distributions. However, ESI-MS on TKMP-prepared polymers
clearly evidences the adduct radical – a testament to its stability [138]. Interestingly,
an early SEC/ESI-MS study on RAFT polymers also provided evidence for the
observation of RAFT adduct radicals as directly observable (and stable) species in
mass spectra [90].
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11.5
Conclusions

The present collation of mass spectrometric studies in living/controlled radical
polymerization processes has demonstrated that soft ionization techniques coupled
to suitable modern mass analyzers can provide in-depth molecular insight into the
generated polymericmaterials. In particular, these techniques are not only capable of
providing information on the end-group fidelity of macromolecular building blocks
prepared by radical techniques, but they also substantially contribute to an enhanced
understanding of the underpinning polymerization mechanisms. Outstanding
challenges – including an accurate detection of absolute concentrations of polymer
chains – are most likely overcome by the emergence of hyphenated techniques with
high-resolution chromatographic separations, as already demonstrated on selected
examples. In particular, the further exploitation of the hyphenation of size-exclusion
chromatography (SEC) with ESI-MS (online) as well as MALDI (offline) is envisaged
to bring further advances in polymer chain quantification and in counteracting
ionization suppression effects. Via the coupling of SEC to ESI-MS – especially in
combinationwith high-resolutionmass analyzers such as theOrbitrap – themultiply
charged species occurring during ESI ionization may be further exploited to access
molecular weight regimes exceeding 10–20 kDa. Additionally, physicists and devel-
opers ofMS instrumentation are called upon to work on technical solutions to extend
themass ranges ofmass analyzers, that is,m/z ratios, beyond the currently accessible
3000 to 4000m/z – in collaboration with the polymer chemistry community. On the
part of the ionization processes – especially MALDI – the use of less energetic laser
irradiation or IR-MALDI may reduce the impact of in-source fragmentation on the
more labile end-group chemistries often encountered in polymers prepared via
living/controlled radical polymerization processes.

List of Abbreviations

AIBN 2,20-azobisisobutyronitrile
ATRP atom transfer radical polymerization
BA n-butyl acrylate
BlocBuilder N-(2-methylpropyl)-N-(1-diethylphosphono-2, 2-dimethylpropyl)-O-

(2-carboxylprop-2-yl)hydroxylamine
BIPNO 2,2,5-trimethyl-4-(isopropyl)-3-azahexane-3-oxyl
CCT catalytic chain transfer
CID collision-induced decay
Cp cyclopentadiene
DIOS desorption ionization on silicon
DEAM N.N-diethylacrylamide
ESCP enhanced spin-capturing polymerization
ESI electrospray ionization
FT-NIR Fourier transform near-infrared
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LACCC liquid adsorption chromatography at critical conditions
LIFDI liquid injection field desorption/ionization
L-SIMS liquid secondary-ion mass spectrometry
MADIX macromolecular design via the interchange of xanthates
MALDI matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization
MMA methyl methacrylate
MS mass spectrometry
NAM N-acryloylmorpholine
NIPAM N-isopropylacrylamide
NMP nitroxide-mediated polymerization
PAA poly(acrylic acid)
PhAA 2-phenylallyl alcohol
PMDETA N,N,N0,N0,N-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine
QIT quadrupole ion trap
RAFT reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer
SEC size exclusion chromatography
SG1 N-tert-butyl-N-(1-diethylphosphono-2,2-dimethylpropyl nitroxide
t-BA t-butyl acrylate
TEMPO 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine
TIPNO 2,2,5-trimethyl-4-phenyl-3-azahexane-3-oxyl
TOF time of flight
UV ultraviolet
VAc vinyl acetate
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12
Elucidation of Reaction Mechanisms: Other Polymerization
Mechanisms
Gra_zyna Adamus and Marek Kowalczuk

12.1
Introduction

Understanding of polymerization mechanisms and a detailed description of the
individual reactions taking place at the initiation, propagation, and termination of the
polymer chain growth are essential from the point of view of the relations between
polymer structure, properties, and function. Mass information alone may be insuf-
ficient to elucidate macromolecular structures, especially in the case of new poly-
merization methods and/or polymerization processes proceeding through complex
and unknown mechanisms. In these cases, multistage tandem mass spectrometry
(MSn) can be utilized to determine how a polymer�s constituents are connected to
each other and to characterize individual end groups of polymers aswell as to identify
macromolecular sequences and architectures especially of copolymers [1]. Recent
studies demonstrated that the collision energy necessary to drive fragmentation of
polymers decreased in the order of polyethers> polymethacrylates> polyesters>
polysaccharides. The characteristic collision energy to obtain 50% fragmentation,
expressed as the characteristic collision voltage (CCV), was employed as a tool to
compare different classes of polymers. These results suggest, that among the
polymers studied polyesters fragment relatively readily (low CCV), while polyethers
require the highest collision energy. [2] In the current chapter recent reports on the
application of multistage MS methods for the elucidation of ionic and coordinative
ring-opening polymerization (ROP) mechanisms of cyclic ethers and esters are
presented. Furthermore, application of MS techniques for the evaluation of ring-
opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP) and step-growth polymerization
mechanisms, in which bifunctional or multifunctional monomers react to form
oligomers and eventually long chain polymers, are discussed. In such cases, the
situation is more complex since macromolecules with undefined initiating and
terminating substituents are frequently formed especially in condensation
processes.

Mass Spectrometry in Polymer Chemistry, First Edition.
Edited by Christopher Barner-Kowollik, Till Gruendling, Jana Falkenhagen, and Steffen Weidner
� 2012 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Published 2012 by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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12.2
Ring-Opening Polymerization Mechanisms of Cyclic Ethers

Among oxirane monomers, the most important ones for potential applications are
ethylene oxide (EO) and propylene oxide (PO). Their polymerization can proceed via
radical, ionic coordinate, and ionic mechanisms, yet only the latter ones have wide
practical application. Anionic polymerization of EOmay be initiated by bases, such as
alcoholates, hydroxides, or other compounds of alkali or alkaline earth metals; their
reactionmechanismwas previously described [3]. Based on the principles of an ionic
mechanism, microstructural, and conformational studies of polyether copolymers
derived fromEO and POhave been performed employing ESI-MS andMALDI-TOF-
MS methods together with ESI-MS/MS. Since the properties of the of EO/PO
copolymers depend on initiator, molecular weight, molecular weight distribution,
and sequence, analysis ofmass spectra, including accuratemassmeasurements, was
performed together with ESI-MS/MS experiments which enable to establish indi-
vidual fragmentation pathways. By utilizing the acquired data, including accurate
mass information, the incorporated initiatormoleculewas identified and the random
or block nature of the copolymer molecules was recognized. Moreover, a complete
sequence of the comonomers was derived for the block EO/PO copolymer oligomers
studied [4].

Remarkable progress in the EO polymerization has been recently observed when
N-heterocyclic carbene-organocatalyzed ROP of this monomer has been
developed [5].

Using N-heterocyclic carbene catalysts (NHC, Scheme 12.1) in the presence of
alcohols or trimethylsilyl nucleophiles (NuE) as chainmoderators, polyethylene oxide
(PEO) of dispersities lower than 1.2 andmolarmassesmatching the [EO]/[NuE] ratio
were obtained. The controlled/living character of these NHC-catalyzed polymeriza-
tions has been proved via MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry among other techni-
ques. The molecular structure of the synthesized PEOs revealed a quantitative
introduction of Nu and OH groups at the chain ends as evidenced by MALDI-TOF
MS analysis (Figure 12.1). Moreover, simulations of the theoretical isotope dis-
tributions of signals being attributed to the cationized adduct (with Naþ ) of the
targeted a-benzyl,v-hydroxyl PEO were in agreement with the experimental ones
(Figure 12.1b).

Cationic ROP of cyclic ethers may proceed via an activated monomer (AM)
mechanism or via an active chain end (ACE) mechanism [6]. MALDI-TOF MS was
employed for an evaluation of the AMmechanism of cationic ROP of ethylene oxide,
initiatedwith ethylene glycol in the presence of acid-exchangedmontmorillonite clay.
Polymers with narrow dispersity were obtained and the molecular weights were
controlled with the feed ratio of the monomer to the initiator. The MS studied
confirmed the chemical structure of the polymer end groups (HO-(EO)n-OH) and no
cyclic byproducts were observed [7].

Polymerization of oxiranes may be initiated by ionic coordination catalysts with a
metal, M, such as Al, Ca, Fe, Li, Sn, or Zn and ligands, Y, such as Br, CI, NH2, OH,
OSnR0, or OR. These catalysts ionically coordinate with the oxirane oxygen, after
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which there is a nucleophilic attack to open the ring and form the species that
propagates and forms high-molecular-weight polymer. Recently, mixtures of hin-
dered (poly)phenols and alkylaluminum compounds have been used as catalysts for
the polymerization of ethylene oxide (EO) and propylene oxide (PO). It was found that
certain ligands bearing four phenol groups form particularly active catalysts when
combined with triisobutylaluminum and triethylamine as initiator. Repeated chain-
exchange reactions among aluminum complexes have been postulated and PEO of
low Mw (produced under conditions of low EO/Al by the bisphenol based system)
was analyzed by MALDI-TOF mass spectroscopy (MS). The resulting spectrum
(Figure 12.2) indicates that indeed ring-opening by trialkylamine is the predominant
initiation reaction pathway [8].

Hyperbranchedmacromolecules have become of increasing interest as a potential
alternative for dendrimers since their synthesis do not require tedious, stepwise
synthetic approaches. Such polymers are generally prepared by polymerization of
ABm-type monomers, which leads to randomly branched structures. Glycidol is
frequently used in the synthesis of branched polyethers and it has been polymerized
cationically to branched polymers by Penczek and coworkers as well as Dworak and
colleagues [9, 10]. The controlled anionic ROP of glycidol has been studied by Frey
et al.usingMALDI-TOFMS [11]. Thehyperbranchedpolyolswith polyether structure
were obtained in a controlled manner and the degree of branching of the hyper-
branched polyethers was determined. Partially deprotonated (10%) 1,1,1-tris(hydro-
xymethyl)propane (TMP) was used as an initiator for the anionic polymerization.
MALDI-TOF MS studies evidenced a complete attachment of the hyperbranched
structures to the TMP initiator and the absence of macrocyclics as well as hyper-
branched macromolecules without initiator. In the further studies MALDI-TOF-MS

Scheme 12.1 Proposedmechanismof zwitterionic ring-opening polymerization of ethylene oxide.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [5].
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was employed for the molecular characterization of poly(L-lactide) multiarm star
polymers [12] as well as hyperbranched polyglycerol-based lipids [13].

12.3
Ring-Opening Polymerization Mechanisms of Cyclic Esters and Carbonates

Aliphatic polyesters have a leading position among the family of biodegradable
polymers, since their hydrolytic and/or enzymatic degradation yields hydroxy acids
which in most cases are metabolized. Regardless of the variety of biodegradable

Figure 12.1 MALDI-TOF mass spectrum and SEC trace (RI detection on top right) of a-benzyl,
v-hydroxy polyethylene oxide. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [5].
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polyestermaterials available on themarket, till now, there is no unique biodegradable
polymer which can fulfill all requirements needed for specific applications in, for
example, health care. Therefore, there is a continuous demand for the development
of new monomers and catalytic systems as well as a detailed characterization of new
polymer materials with well-defined architecture and properties. Polyesters are
currently synthesized via two ways: by polycondensation, which will be described
later, or by ROP of cyclic esters and their related compounds.

The chemistry of b-lactones has been of ongoing interest due to their usability as
monomers for the preparation of biomimetic polymers. A suitable synthetic route to
poly(b-hydroxyalkanoate)s (PHAs) is the ROP of b-alkylsubstituted four-membered
b-lactones, which enable better control of molecular parameters (Mn; Mw/Mn) than
step growth or biotechnological processes. Moreover, various racemic as well as
enantiopure b-substituted-b-lactones have recently become available [14–17].
Depending on the type of initiator the ROP of four-membered b-lactones proceeds
according to anionic, cationic, and coordination–insertion mechanisms.

It is known that in ROP of b-lactones, depending on the anionic initiator used, the
anion can attack the lactone ring at the carbonyl carbon or carbon atom adjacent to
the ether oxygen atom position leading to the acyl-oxygen or alkyl-oxygen bond
cleavage with the formation of alkoxide or carboxylate propagation active species,
respectively. However, during both initiation and propagation steps of anionic ROP
of b-lactones, side-reaction such as transesterification and chain-transfer reaction
can occur, which influence the chemical structure of chain-end-groups and molec-
ular weight [17, 18]. The extent of these undesirable side-reactions strongly depends
on the kind of the initiating system employed as well as the reaction conditions
(temperature, solvent, concentration of monomer) under which the ROP of b-
lactones is conducted. In the presence of typical anionic initiators, the mode of

Figure 12.2 Portion of the MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of polyethylene oxide using a tetraphenol
ligand/Al(i-Bu)3/NEt3 initiator system. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [8].
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b-lactones ring scission depends strongly on the initiators nucleophilicity and
the structure of the lactone monomer. The mechanism of anionic ROP of b-
propiolactone and a,a-dialkylsubstitutet-b-lactones initiated by weak nucleophiles
such as alkali metal carboxylates is well-known. These types of initiators open the
alkyl-oxygen bonds of b-lactones via the formation of carboxylate active species.
Moreover, as confirmed by NMR, these polyesters contain end groups derived from
the initiator used. Further studies revealed that when the carboxylate initiators
are activated with the crown ethers or cryptands b-butyrolactone polymerizes
according to the above process [19]. The electrospray ionization tandem mass
spectrometry technique (ESI-MS) allowed fast and reliable identification of the
various macromolecules of poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) synthesized via ROP of b-
butyrolactone and thus enabled verification of the polymerization mechanism.
The correctness of the mechanism of anionic ROP of b-lactones initiated by weak
nucleophiles was provided by ESI-MS structural studies of poly(3-hydroxybutyrate)
samples prepared via polymerization of b-butyrolactone using carboxylate salts (e.g.,
potassium crotonate and sodium 3-hydroxybutyrate) as initiators. Evaluation of the
structure of the resulting polyesters at the molecular level clearly evidenced that the
propagation proceeds on the carboxylate anions and the polyesters obtained this way
contain end groups derived from the initiator [20].

Adamus andKowalczuk applied ESI-MSn techniques (in positive- and negative-ion
mode) for the study of the ROP of (R,S)-b-butyrolactone initiated by complexes of
penicillin G potassium salt with 18-crown-6 [21]. Based on the MS results, these
authors demonstrated that carboxylate anions of penicillin G open the alkyl-oxygen
bonds of the (R,S)-b-butyrolactone via the formation of poly[(R,S)-3-hydroxybutyrate]
macromolecules bearing penicyllin G and carboxylic end groups. In addition, MSn

fragmentation experiments performed in positive- and negative-ionmode confirmed
the chemical structure of the end groups and showed some differences in the
fragmentation pathway of the penicillin G covalently bonded to the poly[(R,S)-3-
hydroxybutyrate] polymer chains in contrast to those observed previously by other
authors for pure penicillin G. In further studies, it was demonstrated and confirmed
by ESI-MS that the oligomeric (R,S)-3-hydroxbutyrate can be obtained via anionic
ROP of (R,S)-b-butyrolactone when highly polar DMSO was employed as a solvent,
activating the anionic polymerization species [22]. This finding was applied to the
synthesis of ibuprofen-oligo(R,S)-3-hydroxbutyrate and aspirin-oligo(R,S)-3-hydro-
xbutyrate conjugates. In both cases, the structure of respective conjugates was
evaluated with the aid of multistage MS ESI-MSn. The ESI-MSn fragmentation
experiments of selected conjugate macromolecules confirmed that the respective
initiator moieties (2-(4-isobutylphenyl) propionate or acetylsalicylate, respectively)
are covalently bondedwith polyester chains [23]. The versatility ofmass spectrometry
in the structural studies of dipeptide-based oligoconiugates, obtained via anionic
ROPofb-butyrolactonewith a dipeptide bearing two carboxylate groups as potassium
salt, has been demonstrated by Buruiana et al. [24]. The application of multistage
electrospray MS enabled the determination of the chemical structure of the indi-
vidual conjugate macromolecules composed of 3-hydroxybutyrates oligomers cova-
lently conjugated to dipeptide. Moreover, the results obtained indicated that the
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above-mentioned reaction is accompanied by formation of 3-hydroxybutyrate oligo-
mers with crotonate and carboxyl end groups.

For a long time, discrepancies concerning the mechanism of the reactions of
b-lactones with strong nucleophiles in aprotic solvents existed in the literature.
Different initiationmechanismswere proposedwhen strong nucleophileswere used
as initiators in anionic polymerization of these monomers [25–27]. The mechanistic
studies performed by Jedli�nski and coworkers revealed that in contrast to the
polymerization of b-lactones initiated by weak nucleophiles, in the case of the
polymerization of these lactones initiated with strong nucleophiles (e.g., alkali metal
alkoxides) initially the alkoxide initiator attacks the carbonyl carbon atom with a
subsequent acyl-oxygen bond scission.

Subsequently, an elimination of the alkali metal hydroxide occurs with formation
of an unsaturated ester, unreactive in further polymerization. According to the
authors, the alkali metal hydroxide is an actual initiator of the polymerization and
propagation proceeds via a carboxylate active species with alkyl-oxygen bond cleavage
with a total inversion of the configuration (Scheme 12.2). Polymerswith hydroxyl and
unsaturated end groups are formed due to the elimination of water from the
potassium salt of b-hydroxy acid formed during the initial step [28, 29]. The direct
evidence of ROP, the mechanism of b-lactones, initiated with strong nucleophiles
was provided by ESI-MSn [20].

The ESI-MS analysis of low-molecular-weight poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) obtained
with potassium metoxide/18-crown-6 complex as an initiator revealed the presence
(at each step of polymerization) of two series ofmolecular ionswith amass difference

Scheme 12.2 Proposed mechanism for anionic ring-opening polymerization of b-butyrolactone
initiated by alkali metal alkoxides.
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of 18 Da (Figure 12.3). The respective series of ions represents two kind of poly(3-
hydroxybutyrate) chains possessing the same degree of polymerization but contain-
ing different end groups that is, crotonate and hydroxybutyrate, respectively. More-
over, the molecular ions corresponding to polymer chains with end groups derived
from the alkoxide initiator were not observed. The obtained results were in perfect
agreement with previous findings based on NMR analysis [28, 30] and model
reactions [31].

It was therefore demonstrated that poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) prepared via anionic
polymerization of b-butyrolactone using potassium alkoxide/18-crown-6 as an
initiator does not contain end groups derived from the initiator. Thus, an evaluation
of the structure of poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) at the molecular level supports the
proposed addition-elimination mechanism of the ROP of b-butyrolactone initiated
by strong nucleophiles, since clearly macromolecules with either hydroxy or croto-
nate end groups only are formed.

Electrospray multistage MS (as a technique supplementary to NMR analysis) was
employed in a structural study of polyesters obtained via anionic ROP of racemic
a-methyl-b-pentyl-b-propiolactone initiated by supramolecular complexes of potas-
siummethoxide and potassium hydroxide with 18-crown-6, respectively [32]. In this
case, evaluation of the end groups of the resulting polymer (possessing a relatively
long alkyl side chain inb-position) byNMRwas difficult, due to the overlapping of the
respective resonance signals, and no detailed information was provided. Structural

Figure 12.3 ESI-mass spectrum of poly
(3-hydroxybutanoic acid) obtained via
polymerization of b-butyrolactone initiated with
a potassium methoxide/18-crown-6 complex.

Two types of polymer chains, (a) and (b), are
visible, showing different end groups.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [20].
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studies with the aid of ESI-MSn indicated that regardless of the anionic initiator used
(potassiummethoxide or potassiumhydroxide) themass spectra of the resulting poly
(2-methyl-3-hydroxyoctanoate) contained two kind of polyester macromolecules
terminated by 2-methyl-3-hydroxyoctanoate and carboxylate as well as (2-methyl-2-
octenoate) and carboxylate endgroups.On the basis of the end-groups analysis aswell
as the distribution of polyester macromolecules with hydroxyl and unsaturated end
groups, the authors postulated that ROP ofa,b-dialkyl-substituted-b-lactones follows
the addition–elimination mechanisms previously proposed for simple b-lactones
and potassium hydroxide acts as a real initiator in both systems. In further studies,
Adamus and Kowalczuk applied ESI-MSn to the studies of ROP of b-alkoxy-substi-
tuted-b-lactones initiated by a potassium acetate supramolecular complex, that is,
tetrabutylammoniumacetate (Bu4N

þAc), aswell as by tetrabutylammoniumhydrox-
ide (Figures 12.4 and 12.5) [33].

Application of ESI-MSn fragmentation experiments for structural studies enable
the determination of molecular masses and structures of fragment ions of mass-
selected macromolecules, thus showing the chemical nature of the polyesters
studied and their end groups. Similar behavior of b-alkoxy-substituted-b-lactone
with respect to b-alkyl-substituted-b-lactone and a,b-dialkyl-substituted-b-lactone
(including side reactions leading to unsaturated end groups) was observed under
conditions of anionic ROP [33]. Moreover, the authors observed that the distribution
of the signals of macromolecules with unsaturated (4-alkoxy-2-butenoate) and
carboxylate end groups in the ESI-mass spectra of polyesters obtained by ROP of
b-alkoxy-substituted-b-lactones depends on the nucleophilicity of the initiator
system employed. In the case of the ROP of b-alkoxy-substituted-b-lactones initiated
via tetrabutylammonium acetate or supramolecular complexes of potassium ace-
tate, the chains containing unsaturated end groups were distributed at the lower
mass range of the polyester samples studied (Figure 12.4, series B). However, in the
case when tetrabutylammonium hydroxide was used as a initiator, the macromo-
lecules terminated with unsaturated end groups were observed for each step of
polymerization and their distribution was similar to that of the hydroxyl ones
(Figure 12.5, series B).

The authors concluded that formation of unsaturated end groups in the anionic
ROP of b-alkoxy-b-lactones initiated by activated acetate is caused either by a chain
transfer reaction to the monomer and/or by intermolecular carboxylate-induced
a-deprotonation [34]. However, when tetrabutylammonium hydroxide is employed
as an initiator, the unsaturated end groups are formed preferentially due to an
elimination reaction and therefore their distribution is different to that observed in
the case of polymerizations initiated by acetates (compare distribution of series B in
Figures 12.4 and 12.5). The above findings were also observed in ring-opening
copolymerization of b-alkoxy-substituted-b-lactone with b-butyrolactone [35].

Recently, Hendrick and coworkers and subsequently Coulembier and colleagues
reported the application of N-heterocyclic carbenes as a reactive organic catalyst for
the controlled ROP of cyclic esters such as lactides, e-caprolactone, and b-butyro-
lactone. The mechanistic studies performed by Coulembier et al. suggested that the
alcohol adducts of N-heterocyclic carbenes due to their reversible dissociation with
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Figure 12.4 (a) ESI-mass spectrum (positive
ion-mode) of poly(3-hydroxy-4-etoxybutyrate)
synthesized via ROP of b-etoxymethyl-
b-propiolactone initiated by a supramolecular
complex of potassium acetate; (b) expansion of
spectrum a) in the mass rangem/z 1100–1420,
(c) spectral expansion in the mass range m/z
1100–1420 of the ESI-mass spectrum of poly(3-

hydroxy-4-etoxybutyrate) synthesized using
tetreabutylamonium acetate. Series A
represents polyester macromolecules
terminated by acetate and carboxyl end groups;
series B represents polyester macromolecules
terminated by 4-etoxy-2-butenoate and carboxyl
end groups. Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [33].
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the formation of alcohol and triazolidene carbenes enable the ROP of cyclic esters
which proceeds via the monomer activation mechanism.

According to the above mechanism, the free carbene opened the acyl-oxygen
bond of the cyclic ester with the formation of intermediates of the hydroxyl-
terminated polymer and free carbene (Scheme 12.3) [36, 37]. The formation of a
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Figure 12.5 ESI-mass spectrum (positive ion-
mode) of poly(3-hydroxy-4-etoxybutyrate)
synthesized using tetrabutylammonium
hydroxide. Series C represents polyester
macromolecules terminated by hydroxyl

(3-hydroxy-4-etoxybutyrate) and carboxyl end
groups; series B represents polyester
macromolecules terminated by 4-etoxy-2-
butenoate and carboxyl end groups.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [33].

Scheme 12.3 Proposed mechanism for ring-openning polymerization of lactide with alkohol
adduct of N-heterocyclic carbene. Reproduced from Ref. [37].
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hydroxyl-terminated polymer–carbene adduct was confirmed by structural studies
with the aid of ESI-MS of low-molecular-weight products obtained via ROP of
L-lactide. The ESI-mass spectrum revealed the presence of two main series of
periodically repeating signals. These signals represent the mono and doubly
charged linear macromolecular triazole-O-P(L-LA)n-OMe chains (L) (Figure 12.6).
Moreover, the signals of lower intensities corresponding to the linear triazole-O-P(L-
LA)n-OH (L00) and HO-P(L-LA)n-OMe (L0) molecular chains as well as P(L-LA) cyclic
oligomers (C) were observed (Figure 12.6).

The studies performed by Coulembier at al. indicated that under optimum
conditions the ROP of lactide in the presence of alcohol adducts of N-heterocyclic
carbene occur upon complete consumption of the monomer with a concomitant
reduction of undesirable transesterification reactions. However, when lactide is
polymerized with an excess of carbene 1 to the alcohol, the polymerization is less
controlled.

Moreover, these authors demonstrated that the application of the catalyst/initiator
system for the ROP of b-butyrolactone enables the synthesis of PHB polymers with

Figure 12.6 ESI mass spectrum of poly(L-lactide) no terminated by CS2. DPn of the poly(L-lactide)
chains and macrocycles are given in parenthesis. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [37].
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predictable molecular weight (up to 200 repeat units) and end groups. However,
polymerization of this monomer targeting higher molecular weights is generally
accompanied by long reaction times and the formation of macromolecules termi-
nated by crotonate end groups.

Endo and coworkers studied the mechanism of anionic copolymerization of bis
c-lactone and epoxide (glicydyl phenyl ether) with potassium tert-butoxide based
on MALDI-TOF-MS structural studies of the co-oligomers obtained [38]. The
MALDI-TOF-mass spectra of these co-oligomers revealed the presence of three
series of signals that can be assigned to the linear alternating co-oligomer macro-
molecules terminated by carboxylate chain ends or alkoxide chain ends and cyclic
ones. The formation of three type of co-oligomers suggested that the copolymeri-
zation process studied was accompanied by two side reactions, namely intermolec-
ular transesterification (causes the reduction of the molecular weight and transfor-
mation of alkoxide active chain ends into a carboxylate end group) and backbiting
(formation of cyclic oligomers). Thus, from the information obtained fromMALDI-
TOF-mass spectra, the mechanism of the copolymerization was established.

The ROP of b-lactones in the presence of coordination–insertion initiators can
proceed according to an O-alkyl and O-acyl bond cleavage mechanism. Although
these initiators were abundantly employed for the polymerization of b-lactones, only
limited mechanistic information could be found. In contrast, numerous studies of
the polymerization mechanisms of larger lactone rings such as e-caprolactone and
lactide with various coordination–insertion initiators have been published. Two
classes of initiators, that is, multivalentmetal alkoxides and carboxylates weremostly
used where ROP of larger lactones occurs selectively via O-acyl bond scission.

Althoughmany studies of the polymerization mechanisms of larger lactones with
a number of covalent metal alkoxides and carboxylates making use of 1H and 13C
NMR spectroscopy have been published since 1960s, the first publications concern-
ing mechanistic studies with the aid of MS techniques appeared only in the late
1990s.

Kricheldorf and coworkers applied classical MS, fast atom bombardment MS as
well as MALDI-TOF MS in order to obtain direct experimental evidence for
confirmation of the structure of the tin containing polylactone macrocycles formed
via ring expansion polymerization of L-lactide, e-caprolactone, b-D,L-butyrolactone,
and 1,4-dioxane-2-one initiated by cyclic 2,2-dibutyl-2-stanna-1,3-dioxepane [39]. The
authors in their previous studies established the formation of such macrocyclic
polylactones by NMR techniques. The macromolecular peaks of the original polye-
sters were never detectable in chemical ionization mass spectra due to the complete
thermal degradation via transesterification when the resulting macrocyclic oligo-
lactones were subjected toMS. In the case of fast atom bombardment (FAB-MS) and
(MALDI-TOF-MS) measurements, the alcohols or phenols used as matrices may
cause hydrolysis of the Sn�Obonds of themacrocycles. Thus, theMALDI-TOFmass
spectra showed the macromolecular peaks of linear OH-terminated telechelic
polylactones. However, when the macrocyclic polylactones are stabilized by the
formation of the more stable Sn�S bonds, MALDI-TOF mass spectra confirmed
the macrocyclic structure of the polylactones studied.
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Recently, the structure of multi- and triblock copolymers synthesized via ROP
copolymerization of 1,5-dioxepan-2-one (DXO) with e-caprolactone initiated by cyclic
tin-alkoxide have been investigated by Albertson and coworkers [40]. MALDI-TOF
mass spectra of different DXO/CL copolymers showed that regardless of the
copolymer type or composition the main series of peaks in the mass spectra
correspond to sodium-cationized linear chains terminated by hydroxyl and carboxylic
end-groups. Moreover, OH-terminated telechelic macromolecules containing an
�O�CH2�CH2�Oether bridge in themiddle, due to the insertion ofmonomer into
the Sn�O bond and acyl-oxygen cleavage, as well as cyclic oligomers (formed as a
result of intramolecular transesterification reactions) were identified. The high
abundance of macromolecules terminated by hydroxyl and carboxylic acid end
groups as well as cyclic oligomers indicate that side reactions take place during the
synthesis as well as during the storage of the poly(ether-ester) samples studied.

Duda and coworkers applied MALDI-TOF MS for structural studies of poly(L-
lactide) prepared via ROP of L-lactide initiated by tin(II) butoxide in THFat 80 �C [41].
The MALDI-TOF spectrum of the poly(L-lactide) indicated almost exclusively peaks
corresponding to the C4H9O(C(O)CH(CH3)O)nH polyester macromolecules doped
withNaþ . Although tin(II) alkoxide active species belong to themost reactive ones in
the case of lactide polymerization, they provide only a low extent of the intermolecular
transesterification. The authors concluded that polymerization of LA initiated with
Sn(OBu)2 proceeds as with other covalent metal alkoxides.

Kricheldorf and coworkers presented the first results concerning the application a
single-site bismuth initiator for the ROP of lactones [42]. The structural studies of the
poly(e-caprolactone) obtainedwith the use of diphenyl bismuth etoxide indicated that
regardless of the polymerization temperature the MALDI-TOFmass spectra display
the samepattern illustrated in Figure 12.7. The presence of onemain series of signals
corresponding to the linear polylactone chains La (having ethyl ester andCH2OHend
groups) was observed, which is in perfect agreement with the coordination–insertion
mechanism proposed by these authors. Furthermore, a small amount of cyclic
oligoesters Cwas found. The oligomers (regardless if cyclic or not) are not detectable
as a separate maximum in the SEC elution curves and represent a weight fraction of
<1%. The formation of cyclic oligoesters by backbiting was observed for the metal-
alkoxide initiated polymerizations of lactones (and lactide) at temperatures of 100 �C.
Yet, surprisingly cyclic oligolactones were found in this study even at a reaction
temperature as low as 20 �C. However, only traces of cycles were detectable at this
temperature.

Kricheldorf and coworkers also employed diphenyl bismuth etoxide as an initiator
for the ROP of trimethylene carbonate [43]. The dependence of themolecular weight
on the monomer/initiator ratio and MALDI-TOF-MS structural studies of the
resulting poly(trimethylene carbonate) suggested that this polymerization obeys a
coordination–insertionmechanisms. Due to the backbiting reaction cyclic oligomers
were also formed and detected by MS.

Among the numerous catalytically active tin compounds, tin(II) 2-ethylhexanoate,
(denoted as SnOct2) plays a predominant role, as it is themost widely used initiator in
the polymerization of cyclic esters for research purposes as well as for the technical
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production. However, the reaction mechanism of Sn(Oct)2 had not been fully
elucidated for a long time. Therefore, the ROP of the lactones with Sn(Oct)2 initiator
has been systematically studied and several polymerization mechanisms were
proposed. The proposed mechanisms can be divided into two categories. The first
one involves the direct catalytic action of Sn(Oct)2 [44, 45]. Sn(Oct)2 has been
proposed to activate monomer, forming a donor–acceptor complex which further
participates directly in propagation. According to this mechanism, Sn(Oct)2 is
liberated in every propagation step. Thus, Sn(II) atoms are not covalently bound

Figure 12.7 MALDI-TOFmass spectrum (a) and its extension (b) of poly(e-caprolactone) initiated
with Ph2BiOEt at 60 oC in THF. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [42].
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to the polymer chain at any stage of polymerization. The second group of authors has
proposed an �active chain-end� mechanism. These authors assumed that Sn(Oct)2
must be converted into tin(II) alkoxide in order to be able to initiate the polymer-
ization. According to this mechanism, Sn(Oct)2 reacts with compounds (purposely
added or already present in the reacting mixture) containing hydroxide groups and
gives a real initiator, that is, tin(II) alkoxide or hydroxide [46–51]. Then, the
polymerization proceeds via the insertion of the monomer between the metal (tin
(II)) alkoxide bond.

The studies of Sn(Oct)2 as initiating system performed by Vert and coworkers
stressed the complexity of this system and difficulties in understanding the detailed
mechanism, because it is not possible to check the chemical nature of the end groups
for high-molecular-weight polymers [52]. The experimental data which show that tin
containing end groups could be detected in polyestermacromolecules were provided
by Duda and coworkers [53]. These authors used MALDI-TOF MS for structural
studies of poly(e-caprolactone) prepared via ROP of e-caprolactone initiated with Sn
(Oct)2 in the presence of butyl alcohol (BuOH) or water as a coinitiator (conducted in
tetrahydrofuran as a solvent at 80 �C).

It was assumed that for successful detection the Sn(II)-containing species con-
nectedwith the polymer chains byMALDI-TOF-MS, at least two prerequisites should
be fulfilled. A high starting concentration of Sn(Oct)2 is needed to have macro-
molecules with Mn sufficiently low to detect Sn in isotopic profiles of individual
macromolecules. In addition if there is too much water in the system the Sn(II)�O
bonds will hydrolyze before the MALDI experiment is conducted.

The MALDI-TOFmass spectra of e-caprolactone/Sn(Oct)/(butyl alcohol or water)
reacting mixture recorded under living conditions enabled the direct observation of
species with a tin atom covalently bonded with the polyester chain. The formation of
the following populations of macromolecules was revealed: Bu[O(O)C(CH2)5]nOS-
nOct (A), Bu[O(O)C(CH2)5]nOct (B), Bu[O(O)C-(CH2)5]nOH,(C) H[O(O)C(CH2)
5]nOct, (D) H[O(O)C(CH2)5]nOH, (E) macrocyclics [O(O)C(CH2)5]n, (F) and macro-
cyclicswith incorporated tin(II) alkoxidemoieties [O(O)C(CH2)5]nOSn (Figure 12.8).

The identification of the tin-containingmacromolecules was not only based on the
agreement between the observedm/z and the calculated molar mass values but also
on the particular isotopic distribution provided by the tin atom (Figure 12.9).

The presence in the mass spectra signals representing a population of macromo-
lecular chains containing Sn atoms in the chains (either linear and/or cyclic ones)
constitutes a strong argument for the polymerization proceeding with Sn-alkoxides
as active species.

In the further studies, the authors demonstrated that Sn(Oct)2 itself also does not
play an active role in theROPof L,L-dilactide and that the L,L-dilactide/Sn(Oct)2 system
is mechanistically similar to the CL/Sn(Oct)2 system [54]. The tin containing end
groups were also observed in poly(L,L-lactide) macromolecules by MALDI-TOF MS.
The authors conclude that L,L-dilactide/Sn(Oct)2 polymerization proceeds by simple
monomer insertion into the . . .�Sn�OR bond, reversibly formed in the reaction
. . .�SnOct þ ROH. . .�Sn�OR þ OctH, where ROH is either the low-molar-mass
coinitiator (an alcohol, hydroxy acid, or H2O) or a macromolecule fitted with a
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hydroxy end group. These interconversions take place throughout the entire poly-
merization process. Formation of the real initiator from Sn(Oct)2 and a hydroxy
group-containing compound (ROH) was also envisaged by kinetic arguments.

More recently, it was demonstrated that the mechanism of polymerization in the
CL or LAbySn(Oct)2/primary amine (RNH2) systemdoes not differ appreciably from
that coinitiated with alcohol (ROH) [55]. The MALDI-TOFmass spectra of the poly
(e-caprolactone) and poly(L-lactide) obtained with a Sn(Oct)2/primary amine (RNH2)
system show almost exclusively the presence of signals corresponding to C4H9NH�
[C(O)(CH2)5O]n�H and C4H9NH� [C(O)CH(CH3)O]n�H chains (Figure 12.10).

Kricheldorf and coworkers investigated SnOct2 in combination with 1,4-butane-
diol, 1,1,1-tris(hydroxymethyl)propane or pentaerythritol as initiator systems for the
synthesis of telechelic polyesters or star-shaped homopolyesters of e-caprolactone or
L,L-lactide. Homo and copolymerizations of trimethylene carbonate (TMC) were also
studied, yet they were plagued by intensive side reactions such as the formation of
cyclic oligomers [56].

Figure 12.8 Comparison of the 1000–1550m/z fragments in the MALDI-TOFmass spectra of the
e-caprolactone/tin octoate/butyl alcohol reacting mixture recorded under living conditions (a) and
after the HCl aq treatment (b). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [53].
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Figure 12.9 Comparison of the 1291–1308
m/z fragment of the MALDI-TOF mass
spectrum of the e-caprolactone/tin octoate/
H2O reacting mixture (bold line) with the

isotopic distribution computed for the
cyclic species: SnO-(CL)10, Naþ (F010, Naþ )
(thin line). Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [53].

Figure 12.10 MALDI-TOF mass spectra (linear mode) of the e-caprolactone/(Sn(Oct)2)]/
(BuNH2) (a) and (L,L-lactide)/Sn(Oct)2/BuNH2 (b) reactingmixtures. Reproduced with permission
from Ref. [55].
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Rokicki and coworkers investigated the influence of a catalyst and reaction
conditions on the synthesis of oligocarbonate diols by the transesterification of
propylene or ethylene carbonates with aliphatic diols [57]. Based on the information
obtained from the MALDI-TOF-MS analysis of oligomeric products, these authors
indicated that during the transesterification of cyclic propylene or ethylene carbo-
nates with aliphatic diols (in the presence of coordination catalyst for example, tin
carboxylate) only relatively small amounts of oxyethylene fragments were inserted
into the oligocarbonate diols. Such informationwas valuable for these studies and the
discussion of this reaction mechanism.

The reactions of the respective comonomer pairs that is, ethylene carbonate–
propylene carbonate, ethylene carbonate-e-caprolactone, and propylene carbonate-
e-caprolactone initiated by the p-tert-butylphenol/KHCO3 systemwere investigated
by Zsuga and coworkers [58]. The liquid chromatographic/electrospray ionization
mass spectrometric characterization of the co-oligomers formed indicated
the predominant presence of oligomers without carbonate linkages. Oligomers
carrying carbonate linkages were also identified, however, their fraction was very
small. Three major co-oligomer series were found in each case, which were
identified as co-oligomers with tert-butylphenol and hydroxyl end groups as well
as cyclic co-oligomers. Based on the LC-ESI MS results the authors proposed and
discussed the mechanism of the formation of cyclic co-oligomers by backbiting
reactions as well as formation of linear co-oligomers terminated by tert-butylphenol
and hydroxyl end groups due to the chain degradation of co-oligomers containing
carbonate linkages.

Rokicki and coworkers investigated the mechanistic aspects of the coordination
polymerization of six-membered cyclic carbonates (5,5-dimethyl-1,3-dioxan-2-one,
DTC) initiated by tin(II) alkoxide-based catalyst [59]. The MALDI-TOF
mass spectrometric analysis of the polymerization products revealed that predom-
inantly macrocyclic oligocarbonates are formed in the presence of a stannane
catalyst. The lack of the mass spectrometric signals corresponding to cyclic
oligocarbonates containing a residue diol originated from the catalyst used indi-
cated that only one kind of Sn�O bond in the dimeric catalyst is active in the
coordination–insertion of a cyclic carbonate monomer. Moreover, these authors
observed that the addition of small amounts of diol or water into the system leads to
the formation a linear product with hydroxyl end group in addition to the cyclic
macromolecules.

12.4
Ring-Opening Metathesis Polymerization

ROMP is a chain growth polymerization process in which cyclic olefins are converted
to polymeric macromolecules (Scheme 12.4). This metal-catalyzed redistribution of
carbon–carbon double bonds belongs to generally known olefin metathesis, which
stems from the Greek word meaning �changing places�. ROMP of monomers
containing strained, unsaturated ringswas one of the earliest commercial applications
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of olefin metathesis. A review of the fundamental aspects of living ROMP together
with its historical development from a catalyst-design perspective has been
published by Grubbs and coworkers [60]. The driving force for ROMP is the
ring-strain release which determines the irreversible nature of ROMP. A general
mechanism for ROMP obeys initiation which begins with coordination of a
transition metal alkylidene complex to a cyclic olefin and following [2 þ 2]-
cycloaddition to a four-membered metallacyclobutane intermediate which starts
the polymer chain growth.

Various organometallic ROMP catalysts have been studied including the so-called
ill-defined catalysts and more defined titanium, talantum, tungsten, molybdenum,
and ruthenium organometallic systems. Despite of the considerable progress in
organometallics, there are major gaps in understanding of mechanistic details, due
to the complexity of transition-metal catalysis in conjunction with difficulties to
perform proper kinetic studies. Recently, transition-metal catalysts have been
studied in the gas phase via ESI-MS, where either selected components of the
catalytic systems or the complete reaction mixtures were evaluated and, in several
cases, a direct online monitoring of reactions occurring in solution by coupling to
ESI-MS has been realized [61]. For example Hofmann and coworkers applied this
new screening methodology, which combines in situ synthesis of complexes with an
assay by ESI-MS, to investigate highly active, cationic ruthenium–carbene catalysts
in ring-opening metathesis polymerization. It was establish that the reactivity
trends determined in the gas phase parallel solution-phase reactivity. Moreover,
the overall rate in a solution is also determined by a favorable dimer/monomer
preequilibrium providing the active catalyst by facile dissociation of dicationic,
dinuclear catalyst precursors. The study demonstrated that the rapid assay of a
variety of structural effects on metathesis rate, combined with mechanistic analysis
enables optimization of the catalyst structure for given applications [62]. Electro-
spray ionization MS and subsequent MS/MS analyses were used by Metzger and
coworkers to study two first-generation ruthenium catalysts. It has been shown that

Scheme 12.4 General mechanism of a typical ring-opening metathesis polymerization.
Reproduced from Ref. [60].
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reactions of first-generation ruthenium olefin metathesis catalysts in a solution
can be studied by ESI-MS. The authors detected and characterized 14-electron
ruthenium intermediates directly from solution and demonstrated the catalytic
activity of these species directly by gas phase reaction with ethylene [63]. Mass
spectrometricmethodshavebeenappliedbyChenandcoworkers for theexperimental
determination of the phosphine binding energy in first- and second-generation
ruthenium metathesis catalysts. The gas-phase values estimated by deconvolution
of the energy-resolved collision-induced dissociation cross-sections of electrosprayed
ruthenium carbene complexes were consistent with the quantum chemical calcula-
tions as well as solution-phase results [64]. MALDI methods have been used for
monitoring of ROMP of various monomers using several catalytic systems. Binder
et al. demonstrated that in comparison with the classical kinetic analysis (which
enables the qualitativemonitoring of the chain-growth reaction of the ROMPprocess)
MALDI mass spectrometric method allows the monitoring of the reaction directly at
the point of the crossover reaction, thus enabling a better evaluation of the polymer-
ization [65]. The study was based on the crossover reactions of four structurally
different monomers in a ROMP-based block copolymerization and were conducted
via (a) kinetic analysis and (b) MALDI MS. While the kinetic analysis revealed large
differences between the use of Grubbs first- and third-generation catalysts (with
Grubbs third-generation catalyst being the significantly faster and more efficient
catalyst during the crossover reaction), MALDI analysis revealed large differences in
the quality and efficiency of the crossover process. Recently,MALDI-TOF-MShas been
applied successfully for evaluation of grafting-through ROMP using ruthenium N-
heterocyclic carbene catalysts. The synthesis of bottle-brush polymers has been
performed by Grubbs and coworkers. Bivalent-brush polymers were prepared by
grafting-through ROMP of drug-loaded poly(ethylene glycol) macromonomers. Using
this synthetic approach anticancer drugs, i.e., doxorubicin and camptothecin were
attached toanorbornene-alkyne-PEGmacromonomers via a photocleavable linker.The
MALDI spectra confirmed the expectedmass increase after the coupling reaction [66].

As mentioned above, a very significant amount of new ROMP catalysts have been
prepared but only a few structures provide excellent results. It is therefore reasonable
to agreewithRobertGrubbs that, �given the increasing rate at whichnew catalysts are
now appearing, we look forward to further surprises and control mechanisms� [67].
There may be a hope that MS techniques will help to establish the correct ones.

12.5
Mechanisms of Step-Growth Polymerization

The mechanism of step-growth polymerization refers to a process where
bi-functional or multifunctional monomers react to form oligomers and eventually
long-chain polymers.However, a high extent of reaction is required to achieve high-
molecular-weight polymer. Pioneering works ofMontaudos on statistical modeling
of the mass spectral intensities of copolymers provided information on the
distribution of monomers along the copolymer chain and has been applied to
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determine the composition and microstructure of copolymers (both addition and
condensation types) [68]. Since then the distribution of functionality and the
determination of the extent of cyclization was predominantly studied using various
MS techniques. The application of MS is of particular importance for the under-
standing of polycondensation reactions of esters and amides. In 2005, a review on
MS characterization of polymers derived via step-growth polymerization including
polycondensation and polyadditon has been published [69]. In this review pathways
for dendritic and hyperbranched polymers, supramolecular polymers and nano
condensates have been also discussed.

Recently, MALDI-TOF/TOF-MS/MS was employed by Montaudo and coworkers
to analyze poly(butylene adipate) oligomers and to investigate their fragmentation
pathways. Oligomers terminated by carboxyl and hydroxyl groups, methyl adipate
and hydroxyl groups, dihydroxyl groups, and dicarboxyl groups were studied. It was
found that different end groups do not influence the fragmentation of sodiated
polyester oligomers and similar series of product ions were observed in all MALDl-
TOF/TOF-MS/MS spectra. According to the structures of themost abundant product
ions identified in this study, three fragmentation pathways have been proposed to
occur most frequently: b-hydrogen transfer rearrangement, leading to the selective
cleavage of the �O�CH2�bonds, �CH2�CH2� (beta–beta) bond cleavage in the
adipate moiety as well as ester bond scission [70].

MS studies were conducted to identify products obtained by heating blends of
condensation polymers (such as polyesters–polycarbonate, polyester–polyamide, and
polyester–polyester) where exchange reactions occurred. It was shown that MALDI
TOFMS (andMS in general) can be used tomonitor the yield of the reactive blending
reactions by measuring the amount of unreacted homopolymer [71].

Ballistreri and coworkers employed MALDI-TOF MS to determine the end groups
present in the samples of copolymers of (R)-3-hydroxybutyric acid (HB) and
e-caprolactone (CL) synthesized by transesterification of the corresponding homopoly-
mers in solution in the presence of 4-toluenesulfonic acid. Due to the fact that the
copolyesters studiedpossess a ratherhighdispersity, theauthors fractionated the samples
and subsequently recorded the spectra of a few selected fractions. Based on the results
obtained fromMALDI-TOFmass spectra of the SEC fractions of the studied copolyester,
those authors concluded that samples rich in HB units contained mostly hydroxyl- and
carboxyl-terminated species, and the samples rich inCLunits containedmostly tosyl- and
carboxyl-terminated species. These results strengthened the evidence gathered by NMR
analysis, that is, that the tosyl groups are linked only to terminal CL units [72].

Similar copolyesters synthesized by transesterification of the corresponding
homopolymers, i.e., atactic poly[(R,S)-3-hydroxybutyrate], a-PHB, and poly(L-lactide)
(PLLA) or poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL), respectively, were investigated by Adamus
et al. [73]. The structure of the individual copolyestermacromolecules, including end-
group chemical structures, was established initially usingMALDI-TOF-MS and then
SEC/MALDI-TOF-MS.

The MALDI-TOF mass spectra of the investigated copolymers show the occur-
rence of linear hydroxyl- and carboxyl-terminated chains. In the case of poly[(R,S)-
3HB-co-CL] copolyesters, the presence of small amounts of cyclic copolyester
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oligomers and/or linear copolyester chains terminated with tosyl and carboxyl end
groups were also observed (Figure 12.11). However, in the latter case, the MALDI-
TOF-MS technique was found to be of limited value for the differentiation of the
cyclic byproducts and/or linear species with the tosyl moiety derived from the
catalyst, due to the overlapping of the respective ions.
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Figure 12.11 MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of
unfractionated poly[(R,S)-3-hydroxybutyrate-co-
(e-caprolactone)] copolyester and spectral
expansions in themass ranges: (a)m/z895–980
and (b)m/z 1345–1430. Series A corresponding
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corresponding to cyclic copolyester oligomers
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with tosyl and carboxyl end groups. Reproduced
with permission from Ref. [65].
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The presence of linear and cyclic oligomers in poly[(R,S)-3HB-co-CL] copolyester
samples was confirmed by MALDI-TOF-MS analysis of separated narrow fractions.
Due to the lower hydrodynamic volume of cyclic species than of linear ones with the
same molecular backbone, cyclic macromolecules with higher masses are eluted at
the same retention volume as lower mass linear oligomers (Figure 12.12).

The sequence distribution was determined using the signal intensities of the ions,
corresponding to individual copolyester chains, in the MALDI-TOF mass spectra.
Furthermore, sequence analysis gave information about the degree of transester-
ification. The authors concluded that in this type of transesterification reaction the
microstructure of the starting homopolymers as well as the experimental conditions
of the reaction strongly affect the structure of the resulting copolyesters.

The development of synthetic strategies toward well-defined polyester oligo-
mers is sometimes needed for understanding the performance of these materials
in a variety of applications and allows deeper insight into their physical and
biomaterial properties. Recently, a series of individual polyester oligomers up to
the 64-mer was prepared via an exponential growth strategy [74]. The molecular
weights and associated purity for all of the oligomers were verified by both
electrospray and MALDI TOF MS. In all cases, molecular ions of the desired
oligomeric species were observed with little or no contamination. High-resolution
mass spectral analysis was also found to correspond with the anticipated molec-
ular formulas.

Adamus et al. reported a detailed molecular and structural characterization of
the copolyester oligomers obtained via facile transesterification of (R,S)-b-butyr-
olactone with two isomeric hydroxy acids (6-hydroxyhexanoic or (R,S)-2-hydro-
xyhexanoic acids) conducted in bulk without catalyst at 70 �C with the aid of ESI-
MS/MS spectrometry [75]. The mass spectra of the studied oligocopolyesters have
enabled the identification of their molecular structures. The linear copolyester
oligomers terminated by hydroxyl and carboxylate end groups were identified in
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the ESI mass spectra. Moreover, the mass spectra provided information about the
composition and sequence distribution. The random arrangements of co-mono-
mer structural units along the oligocopolyester chains were confirmed by ESI-
MS/MS experiments of the individual oligocopolyesters ions with different
composition and an investigation of their fragmentation pathways. In further
studies, Adamus characterized with the aid of ESI-MS/MS technique poly[(R,S)-3-
hydroxybutyrate-co-L-lactide] oligocopolyesters prepared by equimolar reaction of
(R,S)-b-butyrolactone with L-lactic acid and in a mirror experiment by reaction of
(R,S)-3-hydroxybutyric acid with L-lactide, respectively, conducted in bulk without
catalyst at 70 �C [76]. In both cases linear copolyester oligomers terminated by
hydroxyl and carboxylate end groups were identified in the mass spectra.
Moreover, the mass spectra of the copolyester obtained via the reaction of
(R,S)-3-hydroxybutyric acid with L-lactide contained signals corresponding to the
copolyester macromolecules with both even and odd numbers of LA units. The
last ones were formed due to the intermolecular transesterification that occurs
during the synthesis. However, it is interesting to note that no intramolecular
transesterification to cyclic by-products was observed in either reaction. The
structure of the end groups established by ESI-MS/MS analysis indicated that
both acydolysis and alcoholysis reactions took place during the formation of the
copolyester oligomers. However, in the equimolar reaction of (R,S)-3-hydroxy-
butyric acid with L-lactide the alcoholysis is the main reaction. The mass spectra
provided information regarding the sequence distribution and indicated that
despite the synthetic pathway applied, random poly[(R,S)-3HB-co-LA] copolye-
sters were predominantly formed. Small differences in the microstructure of the
copolyester samples of P[(R,S)-3HB-co-LA] (depending on the synthetic pathway)
have been detected based on the ESI-MS/MS experiment performed for the
individual copolyester ions selected from both samples and the investigation of
their fragmentation pathways.

Kricheldorf and coworkers investigated the role of cyclization in the synthesis
of polyamide-6 by high-temperature polycondensation of e-caprolactame with
e-aminocaproic acid [77]. The MALDI-TOF-MS analysis applied toward the
characterization of products obtained after different reaction times indicated
that only two types of polyamide products are formed, that is, cyclic and linear
(terminated by amino and carboxylic end group) macromolecular chains. More-
over, the authors observed that the molar ratio of cyclic versus linear polyamide
increased together with the increase of molecular weight, and the mass spectra of
high-molar-mass samples exclusively displayed only the signals of the cycles.
Regardless of the feed ratio of e-caprolactame/e-aminocaproic acid, after suffi-
ciently long reaction time, all reaction products achieve the same molecular
weight which indicated that the chain growth was limited by cyclization at the
given reaction temperature (250 �C). The authors concluded that these results are
in good agreement with the proposed theory of thermodynamically controlled
polycondensations (TCPs). According to this theory, the content of cycles in
polyamide-6 should varies from 0% at low conversions (<80%) up to 100% at
100% conversion.
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MALDI TOFMShas been employed for studying the transurethanisation reaction
of a,v-bis(hydroxycthyloxycarbonylamine) alkanes with longer chain diols and the
structure of the resulting product was confirmed [78].

Applying partial acid hydrolysis to polyester–polyurethanes, a series of hydroxy-
terminated oligomerswere obtained. Thismethodologywas found to be selective and
hydrolyses ester bonds while leaving the urethane groups containing polyurethane
hard segments completely intact. Such a tool enables the characterization of poly-
urethanes using size exclusion chromatography andmatrix-assisted laser desorption
ionization MS (SEC/MALDI) [79].

Due to their three-dimensional topologies, easily tailored functionality, and unique
solution, bulk, and self-assembly properties, dendritic polymers are subject of special
scientific interest. Most applications of the physical and photophysical properties of
dendrimers have been covered in a recent review [80]. MS has been widely used for
the characterization of such structures to accurately calculate the repeat unit and end-
group masses. For the preparation of dendrimers with polymeric repeat units
characterization of well-defined azide-functionalized macromolecules is frequently
needed. Recently, a variety of different monoazide functionalized polymers was
examined, including polycaprolactone (PCL), poly(ethylene glycol), as well as poly-
styrene, and evidence ofmetastable ions was provided.Metastable ions are formed in
MALDI-TOFMSwhen a parent ion is generated during laser desorption fragments at
some point during the flight path in the field free region between the ion source and
the detector. In this study the post-source metastable ions were identified by a
non-uniform, non-integermass off-set relative to the parent ion, and were confirmed
by their disappearance using linear mode detection [81].

12.6
Concluding Remarks

ROP prepared polymers are extremely useful materials particularly in the area of
biomedical and pharmaceutical applications. They can also be employed as carries in
various delivery systems for drugs, bioactive cosmetic compounds, and pesticides.
Thus, there is a continuous need for molecular level characterization of such
materials with well-defined architecture including end groups. Moreover, opportu-
nities of controlled synthesis of polymers with desired topology requires detailed
verification of the precursor structures as well as the synthesized for example,
hyperbranched macromolecules. For all such needs MS offers new opportunities
due to continuous development of MS instrumentation. MS is nowadays a routine
technique for the characterization of polymers and the expansion in its application
for polymer analysis has been indicated in the scientific literature since the late 1980s
after the revolutionary development of theMALDIandESI ionization techniques [82].
This trend was also observed in the publications on the ROP of cyclic esters and ether
as well as in research devoted to ROMP, polycondensation, and polyaddition
processes. Among these studies only a limited number of published reports was
focused on the elucidation of novel polymerization mechanisms or verification of
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already proposed mechanistic pathways. There are still open mechanistic or micro-
structural questions that are to be addressed especially for substituent�s effects as
well as the nature and structure of active intermediates. This particularly concerns
the possibility of employing simple organic molecules as ROP catalysts or pro-
moters, providing alternatives to organometalic catalysts as the removal of the
metal contaminant is important for biomaterial applications. Resolving the out-
standing questions besetting theROPmechanismmay benefit from the application
of relatively new mass analyzer techniques such as Orbitraps and FT-ICRs, which
feature a strongly improved sensitivity and mass resolving power. Multistage
MS techniques contribute most to the field of structural characterization of ROP,
ROMP and step-growth prepared (co)polymers. However, there is still a need to
elucidate and understand the fragmentation mechanisms taking place during the
MSn experiments.

Successful examples ofMS application in evaluation of somenovel polymerization
mechanisms as well as verification of already proposed ones in ROP of selected
oxacyclic monomers and in ring-openingmetathesis polymerizations as well as step-
growth polymerization systems were discusses in the current chapter. Special
emphasis has been given to carbene-organocatalyzed ROP of cyclic ethers and
esters, anionic ROP of four membered ring lactones, coordination–insertion ROP
of lactones and lactide as well as cyclic carbonates. The MS studies of ROMP and
polycondensation reactions to polyesters and polyamides were also addressed.
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13
Polymer Degradation
Paola Rizzarelli, Sabrina Carroccio, and Concetto Puglisi

13.1
Introduction

Polymer degradation is one of the most important areas of polymer chemistry, being
a major factor restraining application of these outstanding and versatile materials.
The idiom �polymer degradation� takes account of different processes, induced by
one ormore environmental factors such as heat, light,microorganisms, or chemicals
that deteriorate polymers producing alterations in their properties. The degradation
is the result of irreversible changes that are usually undesirable or, in some cases,
required, as in biodegradation or recycling, or else induced to support structure
determination.

Degradation plays an important role in every life phase of a polymer, that is, during
its synthesis, processing, use, and even after it has accomplished its planned purpose.
As a result, stabilization is required to extend the life time of most polymers.
Compounding with stabilizers is the preferred and well-established method for
improving stability. However, monitoring and controlling degradation requires the
understanding of many different phenomena, including the diverse chemical
mechanisms underlying structural changes in macromolecules, the complex
reaction pathways of additives, the interactions of fillers, as well as impurities, and
the complicated relationship between molecular-level changes and macroscopic
properties.

Various schemes to classify polymer degradation exist. Because of its complexity,
with regard to both the causes and the response of the polymer, classification is
usually performed on the basis of the dominating features. We will refer to the
classification based on the main factors responsible for degradation: thermal,
thermo-oxidative, photo, photo-oxidative, hydrolytical, chemical, biological degrada-
tion, and so on.

Modernmass spectrometry (MS)methods for their high sensitivity, selectivity, and
speediness offer the opportunity to explore the finest structural details in polymer
degradation. In fact, whatever the cause, the deterioration mainly yields degradation

Mass Spectrometry in Polymer Chemistry, First Edition.
Edited by Christopher Barner-Kowollik, Till Gruendling, Jana Falkenhagen, and Steffen Weidner
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products frequently bearing characteristic end groups, which can be revealed and
differentiated by MS, being indicative of specific degradation pathways [1–12].

13.2
Thermal and Thermo-Oxidative Degradation

The study of thermal the degradation of polymers is an activefield of investigation. In
the last decade, about 200 of papers (articles and reviews)1) concerning thermal
degradation studies of synthetic polymers by MS have appeared in the literature.
Understanding the thermal degradation of polymers is of paramount importance for
developing a reasonable technology in polymer processing and higher-temperature
applications. Most processing equipment restricts access of oxygen to the molten
polymer and pyrolysismay be the predominating degradation reaction.However, the
contribution of thermal oxidation cannot be ignored. For this reason, studies on
thermal [10–48] and thermo-oxidative [5, 11, 13, 21, 30, 36, 41, 43, 48–57] degradation
processes by MS will be discussed together.

Investigations of thermal decomposition are routinely performed by thermogra-
vimetry (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). They have proved useful
for defining suitable processing conditions as well as drawing up valuable service
guidelines. Nevertheless, thermal analysis methods do not provide information
about the degradation mechanisms involved. The �hyphenated� thermoanalytical
techniques, TG-MSandTG-FTIR, have been demonstrated to bemore powerful tools
in providing information on decomposition products [2, 5–7, 10, 26, 33].

Gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) is an active method for iden-
tification of additives and contaminants as well as for investigating degradation
products [2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 11]. Recently, in combination with solid-phase micro-
extraction (SPME), it has been used successfully to study the degradation products
of several polymers [5, 11, 51].

Due to the high heating speed, accurate temperature reproducibility, and a wide
temperature range, pyrolysis-GC/MS (py-GC/MS) is regularly used for polymer
characterization [47] and it is the most frequently method employed in thermal
degradation processes [2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 13, 18, 19, 31, 37, 38, 41, 48].

Direct-pyrolysis mass spectrometry (DPMS) has been and is still used in several
studies as a method to acquire structural information as well as to investigate
degradation processes [1–3, 6, 7, 10, 12, 15, 21, 39, 40].

Even though all these techniques have been long employed, the instrumental
progresses have been more and more focused and well-matched in studying
degradation of polymers [11, 33, 34, 41].

However, modern soft ionization MS techniques emphasize the detection of
primary thermal decomposition products, carrying detailed information on the

1) Scopus search, with restrictions to review and journal contributions in English, published in the last
decade (2000–2010), using the keywords: �mass spectrometry� and �thermal degradation� and
�polymer.�
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relationships between polymer end-chain structures and degradation mechan-
isms [4, 8, 9, 14, 16–18, 20–25, 27–30, 32, 34–36, 42–46, 49–57]. Since soft ionization
techniqueshavebeenemployed,polymerdegradationhasgainedadedicated section in
relevant reviews [6–9]. For these reasons and in view of the very significant number of
papers on thermal degradation by conventional MS methods, most of them usually
relatedtothecharacterizationof low-molecular-massdegradationproducts, thischapter
will be focused on recent findings obtained mainly by soft ionization MS techniques.

A great difference exists between the thermal decomposition mechanisms of
condensation and addition polymers. Thermal degradation pathways of condensa-
tion polymers are frequently dominated by the polarity and reactivity of the functional
groupswithin their structure and their thermal decomposition reactionswill be ionic
and selective. Most addition polymers undergo thermal degradation through radical
and unselective mechanisms. Macroradicals may decay through several simulta-
neous routes, involving bond cleavages, for example, b-scission, recombination,
small stable molecules from side-groups elimination, or H-abstraction [1].

To simulate the reactions that take place during the processing of poly(ethylene
terephthalate) (PET) under N2 atmosphere, Samperi et al. [23] performed several
isothermal degradation experiments. PETsamples processed for 1 h at 320, 340, and
370 �C were analyzed by matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization-time of flight
(MALDI-TOF) MS and relevant changes were observed in the spectra (Figure 13.1).
The study revealed the formation of cyclic oligomers (symbol A, Figure 13.1) that
becomeunstable as the heating temperature rises. Instead, a significant growth in the
abundance of ions assigned to PET oligomers bearing two carboxyl chain ends was
detected (symbol C, Figure 13.1). Moreover, MALDI spectra showed two new peak
series attributed to sodiated ions bearing terephthalic anhydride units (symbolsM,N,
and P, Figure 13.1). On the other hand, the presence of vinyl ester groups was not
detected. A recombination reaction between vinyl ester and carboxyl ended oligo-
mers, leading to the formation of anhydride-containing species, was proposed as an
alternative pathway to the vinyl ester hydrolysis reaction [23].

Similar degradation experiments were carried out on poly(butylene terephthalate)
(PBT) [24]. The structural characterization of the reaction products was performed by
MALDI and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Experimental data showed that
linear PBTchains aswell as cyclic oligomers, formed at temperatures below 290 �Cby
ring-chain equilibration mechanism, underwent thermal decomposition at higher
temperature by a bH-transfer mechanism. The formation of unsaturated oligomers
was detected by MALDI and also by NMR techniques, whereas, in contrast with the
thermally degradedPETsample andwith the results ofManabe et al. [13], terephthalic
anhydride-containing oligomers were not detected by MALDI [24].

Ciolacu et al. [53] investigated the oxidative degradation and the subsequent
discoloration of PET byMALDI-TOF-MS combined with thin-layer chromatography
(TLC), laser desorption/ionization on silicon-mass spectrometry (DIOS-MS), and
time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS). MALDI spectra of the
degraded polymer showed the formation of cyclic oligomers via two mechanisms.
The generation of linear oligomers with carboxyl end groups was ascertained, and it
was proposed that the process occurred via chain scission at the ether linkage present
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Figure 13.1 Enlarged sections of matrix-
assisted laser desorption ionization-time of
flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectra of poly
(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) samples heated
for 60min at (a) 30 �C, (b) 320 �C, (c) 340 �C,
and (d) 370 �C. Cyclic oligomers (A) become
unstable as the heating temperature rises.

Instead, the abundance of oligomers
bearing two carboxyl chain ends (C)
increases. New peak series, attributed
to sodiated ions bearing terephthalic
anhydride units (M, N, P), were detected.
Reproduced fromRef. [23] with kind permission
of Elsevier.
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in PET. Furthermore, aMALDI analysis, performeddirectly on the TLCplate, showed
the presence of terephthalic acid, diethyl terephthalate, and of a small amount of
mono- and dihydroxy diethyl terephthalate units, which were indicated as respon-
sible for yellowing [53]. In addition, Ciolacu et al. tested a nanostructured organo-
metallicmacromer trisilanolisobutyl-POSS (T-POSS) to prevent discoloration of PET
and to attain stabilization duringmelt processing. Thermal studies showed that theT-
POSS additive improves the thermo-oxidative stability, resulting in better color
stability of the material. The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and MALDI
results confirmed that the stabilization is achieved by covalent interaction of the
nanostructured additive to PET [54].

Rom~ao et al. studied the thermo-mechanical and thermo-oxidative degradation
mechanisms of bottle-grade PET (btg-PET) by using 1HNMR andMALDI-TOF-MS.
In thermo-oxidative degradation, the concentration of low-molar-mass compounds
increased with time and the main products were cyclic and linear di-acid oligomers.
The diethylene glycol (DEG), one of themost important comonomer in btg-PET, was
evidenced to be the precursor to color changes in btg-PET [36, 44].

Degradative reactions occurring in bisphenol A-polycarbonate (BPA-PC) have
received continued attention over the past two decades. It is reported [5, 58] that
thermo-oxidative degradation phenomena are relevant during the polymer service
life, whereas thermolysis and hydrolysis are the main degradative processes occur-
ring during injection molding operations.

Oba et al. proved by py-GC/MS the presence of branching and cross-linking
structures on thermally oxidized PC samples. They postulated that the latter were
formed by coupling of methylene and/or phenoxy radicals [48]. Further studies by
MALDI-TOF-MS, size exclusion chromatography (SEC), SEC/MALDI-TOF, and
NMR analysis [49, 50] showed that the cross-linking occurs through the coupling
of bisphenol units to yield biphenyl structures. MALDI and SEC/MALDI spectra of
the thermal oxidized PC samples (Figure 13.2) showed the presence of polymer
chains containing a variety of terminal groups: acetophenone (symbols L and S,
Figure 13.2), phenyl substituted acetone (symbols E, I, and Q, Figure 13.2), phenols
(symbol O, Figure 13.2), benzyl-alcohol (symbol G, Figure 13.2), and biphenyl
(symbols N, T, and V, Figure 13.2). The presence of biphenyl units justified the
occurrence of cross-linking processes, which are responsible for the formation of the
insoluble gel fraction.

The identification of thermal oxidation products of PC established the mechan-
isms for their formation: (i) hydrolysis of carbonate groups of PC; (ii) oxidation of the
isopropenyl groups of PC; and (iii) oxidative coupling of phenols end groups to form
biphenyl groups (Scheme 13.1).

Montaudo et al. [21] monitored also the thermal decomposition process of PC by
MALDI-TOF and fast atom bombardment-MS (FAB-MS). MALDI spectra of the
pyrolysis residues at 300 �C showed only a progressive reduction of the abundance
of cyclic oligomers. At 350 �C, the occurrence of an extensive hydrolysis reaction
producingphenolendgroupswasobserved.Oligomersbearingphenylandisopropenyl
end groupswere also detected at 400 �Ctogetherwith condensed aromatic compounds
such as xanthones that became the most abundant species at 450 �C [14, 21].
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Gies et al. exploited the evaporation-grinding method (E-G method) [59] in
combination with MALDI-TOF-MS to check the chemical modifications involved
in the synthesis of high-MW poly(p-phenylene sulfide)s (PPS). Results showed that
the production of high-MW PPS involved linear chain extension, oxidative branch-
ing, and arylthio metathesis reactions, with the possibility of thermally induced free-
radical chemical mechanisms [45]. Gies and Hercules also examined the thermal
curing of poly(o-hydroxyamide) (PAOH) and a poly(benzoxazoleamide) precursor by
combining the evaporation-grinding method for MALDI analysis and evolved gas
analysis/GC/MS. Changes observed in the MALDI spectra were suggested to result
from cyclodehydration and structure modifications due to decarboxylation and
branching [28].

Carroccio et al. investigated the thermal [15] and thermo-oxidative [52] degradation
mechanisms of commercial Ultem� polyetherimide (PEI), respectively, by DPMS
[15] and MALDI-TOF [52]. The structure of the pyrolysis compounds detected in the
DPMS analysis suggested that they were mainly formed by the scission of
the isopropylidene bridge of bisphenol A; the oxygen-phthalimide bond; and the
phenyl-phthalimide bond, which are apparently the weakest bonds of PEI. Extensive
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Figure 13.2 Matrix-assisted laser desorption
ionization-time of flight (MALDI-TOF)
spectrum of a size exclusion chromatography
(SEC) fraction, collected at 28mL, of a poly
(bisphenol-A-carbonate) sample oxidized at
300 �C. SEC/MALDI spectrum showed the
presence of polymer chains containing as
terminal groups: acetophenone (L, S), phenyl

substituted acetone (E, I, Q), phenols (O),
benzyl-alcohol (G), and biphenyl (N, T, V).
The presence of biphenyl units justified
the occurrence of cross-linking processes,
which are responsible for the formation
of the insoluble gel fraction. Reproduced
from Ref. [50] with kind permission
of Elsevier.
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H-transfer reactions and subsequent condensation reactions have been accounted
for the high amount of char residue [15]. Highly valuable structural information was
extracted from MALDI spectra of the thermally oxidized PEI soluble fractions.
Identification of end groups established that the degradation mechanisms involved
three cleavage reactions of the biphenyl ether units, oxidative degradation of the
isopropylidene bridge of BPA units, and thermal cleavage of phenyl-phthalimide
units [52].

Aliphatic polyamides (PAs) are widely used materials, especially for fiber produc-
tion and engineering resins. When the polymer is subjected to thermal, light, or
mechanical energy particularly in the presence of moisture or oxygen, a gradual
increase of yellowing, and eventual embrittlements are clearly observable. Puglisi
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Scheme 13.1 Thermal oxidative degradation
processes of poly(bisphenol-A-carbonate):
(i) hydrolysis of carbonate groups of PC;
(ii) oxidation of the isopropenyl groups of PC;

and (iii) oxidative coupling of phenols
end groups to form biphenyl groups.
Adapted from Ref. [50] with kind permission
of Elsevier.
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et al. [22] investigated the thermal decomposition processes occurring in nylon 66
(Ny66) byMALDI-TOF-MS. The formation of a gel fractionwas observed after a short
heating time. MALDI spectra of the soluble fraction evidenced that secondary
amino groups and cyclopentanone chain ends originated from the degradation
process. The gel fraction was partially hydrolyzed to break down the network
structure. The MALDI spectra of the soluble material revealed the presence of N,
N-substituted amide as side chains and of azomethine structures. These species were
suggested to be responsible for the gel formation on heating Ny66 samples. Similar
experiments on nylon 6 (Ny6) samples showed that only secondary amino groups
were formed, leading to branching but not to cross-linking [22]. Gel formation
was also evidenced in themeltmixing reactions of oxazoline-cyclophosphazene units
(CP2OXA) and Ny6 samples, terminated with one specific reactive chain end
(–COOH or –NH2). MALDI spectra on the soluble part of partially acid hydrolyzed
gel revealed that oxazoline rings can react with amide groups along the Ny6 chains
and with secondary amino groups, formed by a condensation reaction involving the
elimination of NH3 from two amino chain ends [35].

Carroccio et al. determined the oxidation products of Ny6 and Ny66 films aged
in air by usingMALDI-TOF-MS. Structural identification of the reaction products in
MALDI spectra, collected at different temperatures and exposure time, supported an
a-Habstraction as themain thermo-oxidation process, with subsequent formation of
hydroperoxides. The latter subsequently decompose, yielding oligomers containing
aldehydes, carboxylic, amides, methyl, and N-formamides as terminal groups [55].

The chemical structures of pyrolysis products frompolyether-based polyurethanes
(PUs) have been investigated by using diverseMS techniques [20, 37] providingmore
detailed data and enabling to confirm prior findings on thermal degradation
processes. Lattimer and Williams elucidated in detail the degradation mechanism
of PUs byMALDI, direct probe chemical ionizationMS (CI-MS), and attenuated total
reflectance FTIR (ATR-FTIR). The formation of the initial degradation products was
explained by three decomposition pathways. Diphenylmethane diisocyanate, an
�amine-isocyanate,� 1,4-butanediol, and hydroxyl-terminated polyurethane and
polyether oligomers as pyrolyzates derived from dissociation to isocyanate and
alcohol. Dissociation to amine, olefin, and CO2 produced an amine-isocyanate,
methylene dianiline, and butenyl-terminated polyurethane and polyether oligomers.
Cyclic urethane oligomers were originated from an �intramolecular exchange�
reaction [20].

Lattimer [16] also analyzed the low-temperature pyrolysis products from a poly
(ethylene glycol) (PEG) sample. After pyrolysis, the residue was analyzed byMALDI-
MS and by CI-MS. MS analysis showed that degradation of PEG started at 150 �C in
inert atmosphere. Eight series of oligomeric pyrolyzates were identified with the
support of tandem mass spectrometry (CI-MS/MS) and by deuteration of hydroxyl
end groups in the pyrolyzate. The pyrolysis experiments indicated that the
decomposition scheme is free radical in nature. Identification by MS of the end
groups indicated that the most favorable initial degradation step was homolytic
cleavage of C�O bonds, followed by H-abstraction to produce saturated (ethyl and
hydroxyl) end groups. At higher temperatures, the increasing abundance of �methyl
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ether� terminated oligomers pointed out that C�C bond cleavage became more
prevalent [16].

Gallet et al. investigated the thermal oxidative degradation of poloxamer 407, a poly
(ethylene oxide–propylene oxide–ethylene oxide) triblock copolymer. The combina-
tion of MALDI-TOF-MS, SEC/NMR, SEC/MALDI-TOF-MS, and SPME/GC-MS
allowed establishing a new mechanism of oxidation. The detection of 1,2-propane-
diol,1-acetate,2-formate as the first volatile degradation product to appear let the
authors suggest that the degradation started via a six-ring intramolecular decom-
position reaction of the poly(propylene oxide) block [51].

Using MALDI-TOF-MS, Kawasaki et al. [29] and Watanabe et al. [46] have studied
the ultrasonic degradation respectively of PEG and of poly(ethylene oxide-block-
propylene oxide) copolymers, PEG-b-PPG. Five degradation pathways involving
free radical reactions were suggested. By applying chromatographic separation,
it was evidenced that the initial ultrasonic degradation occurred mainly at the
boundary of two PEG and PPG chains, followed by the degradation at the PEG or
PPG block [46].

Thermal degradation of poly(L-lactide) (PLA) [6, 7, 10, 11] andpoly(hydroxyalkanoic
acid)s, particularly poly[(R)-3-hydroxybutyrate] (PHB) and its copolymers, has been
widely studied also in the last decade with the support ofMS [10, 11, 32, 38]. PHB has
a narrow thermal processing window, the knowledge of thermal properties is
important to improve the thermal processing conditions of this biopolymer. Kawalec
et al. proposed a new mechanism of thermal degradation of PHBs, induced by
carboxylate groups by using electro-spray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS).
The degradation via intermolecular R-deprotonation by carboxylate has been sug-
gested to be the main PHB decomposition pathway at moderate temperatures [32].
Anhydride production was proposed by Ariffin et al. as an additional pyrolysis
mechanism of PHB. To confirm the mechanisms out of the random scission, minor
pyrolyzates from PHB were characterized by NMR, FTIR, and FAB-MS. As a result,
crotonic anhydride and its oligomers were detected as minor products from con-
densation reactions between carboxyl groups [38].

Rizzarelli and Carroccio [43] described a map of the thermo-oxidative degradation
processes occurring in synthetic (PBSu) and commercial (Bionolle 1001�) poly
(butylene succinate). MALDI combined with the use of extremely thin polyester
films provided a virtualmagnifying glass on the thermal-oxidation products of PBSu.
Degradation experiments were carried out on extremely thin films to maximize
the percentage of degradation products with respect to the nonoxidized chains in
the bulk. In fact, the MALDI spectra presented several new well-resolved peaks
(Figure 13.3), which provided information on the end groups of the oxidation
products.

Ana-Habstraction processwas suggested as the primary step during the oxidation
of both samples (Scheme 13.2). The initial step in this process consists of a
H-abstraction from the methylene group adjacent to the ester linkage, leading to
the formation of a hydroperoxide intermediate. Remarkably, the hydroperoxide
intermediate decomposes by radical rearrangement reactions via a hydroxyl ester
or from a radical which may follow two different pathways [43].
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Moreover, thermal degradation experiments were also performed under N2 at
240–260 �C. The new species identified in the MALDI spectra of both samples
support a decomposition pathway taking place through a b-H-transfer bond scission,
followed by the generation of succinic anhydride from succinic acid end molecules
via a cyclisation decompositionmechanism [43]. This result was found in agreement
with a previous study concerning the thermal degradation mechanism of poly
(propylene succinate) (PPSu), investigated using py-GC/MS [31].

Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) is a polymer whose degradation has been
widely investigated for its industrial value. Two radicalic mechanisms are generally
accepted for the initiation of the degradation: main chain random scission and the
homolytic scission of themethoxycarbonyl side group. Regardless of themechanism
of the initiation step, the degradation product is almost exclusively a methyl meth-
acrylate (MMA)monomer (>99%) [58]. Latestfindings highlight for thefirst time that
PMMA degradation does not exclusively advance via radical intermediates. In fact,
Bennet et al. identified by ESI-MS the thermo-oxidative degradation products of
PMMAmodel compounds.Data showed that degradation of vinyl terminatedPMMA
proceeded via the incorporation of oxygen leading to the formation of ethylene oxide-
type end groups. These epoxide end groups are subsequently eliminated via the
formation of formaldehyde and 2-oxo-propionic acid methyl ester, resulting in the
effective removal of a MMA monomer unit from the polymer chain [30].

MALDI-TOF-MS, NMR and py-GC/MS were used to study the effects of end
groups on thermal degradation of poly(butyl cyanoacrylate). The NMR and MALDI
results indicated that with cyanoacrylate polymers the initiator is present as the end
group and that it can influence the degradation process [18].

In view of the wide use of poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) and poly(styrene) (PS),
considerable efforts have been made and several techniques have been applied to
detect their thermal decomposition products. Adam et al. [27] employed single-
photon ionization TOF-MS (SPI-TOF-MS) and resonance-enhanced multiphoton
ionization TOF-MS (REMPI TOF-MS), and Roland et al. [19] used py-GC/MS.
Recently, Li et al. [42] investigated the thermal decomposition of PVC and PS by
synchrotron VUVphoto-ionizationMS at low pressure. Data confirmed two stages of
the PVC thermal decomposition process: the low-temperature step during which
HCl and benzene are produced, and the high-temperature stage to form various
aromatic hydrocarbons. It has been reinforced that PVCpyrolysis involves significant
cross-linking and aromatization reactions [42]. MALDI-TOF-MS has shown that the
thermal degradation reaction in hexa-adducts (PS)6C60 results from the breaking of
the C�C bonds in a and b positions to fullerene C60, the latter being about three
times less favored than the direct fullerene arm bond [25].

Lattimer studied the low-temperature pyrolysis products from the residue of
polytetrahydrofuran (PTHF) by MALDI and CI-MS. Assignment of 11 series
of oligomeric pyrolyzates structures was aided by CI-MS/MS and by deuteration of
�OH end groups in the pyrolyzate. A free radical mechanism was proposed to
explain the main degradation products, bearing �ethyl ether,� �propyl ether,� �butyl
ether,� or �aldehyde� and one hydroxyl end group, which is retained from the low-
molecular-weight starting polymer [17].
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13.3
Photolysis and Photooxidation

The techniques for investigating polymer photo-degradation are numerous and they
are often supported by accelerated testing methods. In the past, UV, IR and wet
chemistry methods have mainly been used to identify the products formed and to
follow the mechanisms of photodegradation [58, 60]. Traditional spectroscopic
techniques continue to be themost employed in photodegradation studies.However,
UV and IR supply structural information only on functional groups or segments of
molecules, not on the entire molecule. Additionally, molecules formed in oxidation
processes are often very reactive, do not accumulate, and are present only in minor
amounts among the reaction products requiring a high sensitivity to be monitored.
Applications of soft ionization technique, especially ESI andMALDI-MS for the study
of polymer photo-oxidation are quite recent [56, 57, 61–68].

Photo-aging of PAs is of great concern since many security devices are manu-
factured using these high performancematerials. Carroccio et al. [61, 62] determined
by MALDI-MS the structure of the molecules produced during photo-aging of Ny6
and Ny66. Noteworthy results were obtained by the identification of almost 40
compounds in MALDI spectra that allowed drawing a detailed map of the photo-
decomposition mechanisms. Besides the H-abstraction and subsequent hydroper-
oxide formation, two other major processes appear to be operating in Ny6:
chain-cleavage reactions Norrish type I and II (Scheme 13.3). These photo-oxidation
processes had earlier been revealed exclusively in polyolefin samples.

Remarkably, the kinetic tracings of the oxidation products (Figure 13.4), repre-
sentative of the three oxidationmechanisms found to be operating, showed that both
Norrish I and II photoproducts appear after an induction period, whereas the
oligomer generated by H-peroxide decomposition is formed immediately [61].

The Norrish I photo-cleavage was evidenced byMALDI-MS to be active in PBSu as
well, together with thea-Habstraction and consequent hydroperoxide formation and
the oxidation of hydroxyl end groups [63].

Carroccio et al. employed MALDI-MS to investigate and compare photo and
thermal-oxidation processes in commercial PEI (Ultem� 1000). The structural
changes were attributed to the cleavage of C�N bonds and two photo-cleavage
pathways were suggested: the phthalimide unit cleavage to yield phthalic anhydride
and the cleavage of the phthalimide N�CH3 bond. On the contrary, the photo-
scission of the isopropylidene bridge justified the formation of degradation products
similar to those observed in the thermal oxidation. In fact, the cleavage of the
isopropylidene bridge is a nonspecific oxidation process, occurring each time the
molecule is excited by any kind of energy (thermal or photo) [56].

In a similar way, Carroccio et al. [57] compared thermal and photooxidation
processes occurring in PBT. The major oxidation products suggested that an a-H
abstraction mechanism supplied to both the photo and thermal oxidation of PBT,
leading to the formation of similar series of oligomers discriminated byMALDI-MS.
In fact, the extraction of methyl hydrogen, yielding a methylene radical which reacts
with oxygen to form a hydroperoxide intermediate activated both the photo and
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thermal processes. The decomposition of this hydroperoxide, when occurring
thermally, led to several end groups. Conversely, photooxidation was more selective,
and the oxidation products bearing phenyl and phenol end groups, derived from loss
of CO2, were not observed. Despite the data reported in the literature [13, 60], the
results gave evidence that the a-H abstraction plays an important role in the photo-
oxidative degradation process and became the prominent mechanism at higher
exposure times [57].

Nevertheless, MALDI-TOF-MS failed in the detection of small amounts of species
originated from photo-Fries rearrangement in a PC sample, revealed by fluorescence
spectroscopy [64].

Malanowski et al. studied the mechanism of photolysis and photo-oxidation of
noncrosslinked poly(neopentyl isophthalate) (PNI) coatings. Structural changes
induced by short (l> 254 nm) [65] and long (l> 300 nm) [66] UV irradiation were
investigated using ATR-FTIR, SEC, and MALDI-MS. The mechanism proposed
involves Norrish photo-cleavage (type I) of the ester group. It was suggested that the
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Scheme 13.3 Overall photo-oxidation
processes in nylon 6. Besides the
H-abstraction and subsequent hydroperoxide
formation, chain-cleavage reactions Norrish
type I and II appeared to be operating in nylon 6.

These photo-oxidation processes had
earlier been revealed exclusively in
polyolefin samples. Reproduced
from Ref. [61] with kind permission
of the ACS.
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six different radicals formed (photolysis) directly abstract hydrogen, producing
mainly isobutyl and phthalic acid end groups, or react with oxygen, leading to the
formation of primarily acid and –OH end groups (photooxidation). Moreover, an
H-abstraction from the polymer backbone, followed by oxidation reactions played an
important role in photodegradation too. The alkoxy radical formed as a consequence
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of this process can rearrange to an anhydride via a cage reaction [65]. The three
analytical techniques proved that the Norrish I mechanism was operative in the
photo-degradation of PNI both in laboratory and outdoor conditions [66].

Recently, Bennet et al. by using ESI-MS obtained significant results on the
degradation of PMMA [67], and poly(butyl acrylate) (PBA), as well as poly(2-
hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA) model compounds [68], exposed to 95 �C and
high UV radiation, separately as well as in combination. Vinyl-terminated polymers
were compared to their saturated analogues; the terminal vinyl bond was found to be
a source of instability and consistent changes are evident in ESI spectra of vinyl-ended
PMMA exposed to UV radiation (Figure 13.5).

However, all PMMAdegraded via the samemechanismunder all conditions tested
(Scheme 13.4).

UV and thermal radiation showed a synergistic effect on degradation of PMMA,
with the vinyl-terminated sample also exhibiting cross-linking [67]. The cyclic
degradation mechanism proposed for PMMA was found to be relevant in PBA
and PHEMA as well. In addition, PBA and PHEMA were susceptible to other
degradation and cross-linking reactions, while cross-linking was especially rapid in
PHEMA exposed to UV radiation [68].
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quadrupole mass analyzer) showing vinyl-
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Deca quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer.
These spectra show advanced degradation at 56
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13.4
Biodegradation

In the last decade, the attention and worldwide consumption of biodegradable
polymers has increased even though competition with commodity plastics, which
are cheaper and familiar to customers, hampers their commercialization. In recent
years, several analytical methods were used to investigate the potential biodegrada-
tion of polymeric compounds in different environments (e.g., soil, compost, or
aqueousmedia) [69]. Studies on biodegradation of polymers byMS are a new field in
comparison with other degradation processes [11, 69–80]. However, several MS
techniques have been recently tested to develop new methodologies in order to
evaluate the biodegradation of polymeric materials [69–71, 80].

Aliphatic polyesters constitute the main class of environmentally friendly poly-
mers [81]. It is known that polymers with ester bondsmay be hydrolytically degraded
under natural conditions through the cleavage of ester bonds. Different studies on
hydrolytic degradation of poly(a-hydroxy acid)s, especially poly(L-lactic acid) (PLA)
and their copolymers, by diverse MS methods have been published [10, 11, 79].
H€oglund et al. determined by ESI-MS the water-soluble degradation products of PLA
and PLA grafted with acrylic acid (PLA-AA) after different hydrolytic degradation
periods. Surface modification significantly influenced the rate of degradation and
resulting product patterns [79].

Currently, polyglycolide (PGA) and its copolymers with LA, poly(glycolide-
co-caprolactone) with e-caprolactone (CL), and poly(glycolide-co-trimethylene car-
bonate) with trimethylene carbonate are widely used asmaterials for themanufactur-
ing of absorbable sutures. Kasperczyk et al.usedESI-MS togetherwithNMR to follow
the hydrolytic degradation of various PGA/PCL copolymers. ESI-MS resulted in
revealing the detailed chemical structures of various sequences formed during
degradation [78].

ESI-MS, ESI-MS/MS [74, 75], and GC/MS [11] were applied in hydrolytic degra-
dation studies of biodegradable homo and copolyesters of 1,5-dioxepan-2-one (DXO),
CL and of crosslinked polyester-ether networks. In particular, ESI-MS revealed the
influence of hydrophilicity on the water-soluble degradation products of homo and
copolyesters of DXO and CL. In fact, the product pattern of DXO-CL-DXO triblock
copolymer mainly consisted of DXO-based oligomers, more hydrophilic [74].

High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) connected to ESI-MS (HPLC/
ESI-MS) has been shown to be an effective tool for the analysis of the enzymatic
degradation products of biodegradable polymers [72, 73, 77]. Rizzarelli et al. [72]
separated and identified the water-soluble monomers and cooligomers from the
enzymatic hydrolysis of poly(butylene succinate-co-butylene sebacate), P(BSu-co-
BSe)s, and poly(butylene succinate-co-butylene adipate), P(BSu-co-BAd)s, films by
online HPLC/ESI-MS. Optimization of the HPLC analysis allowed the separation of
isobaric cooligomers, differing only for the comonomer sequence. Figure 13.6a
shows the single ion current (SIC) trace of theB2SSe oligomers, whereas parts b and c
show the tandemmass spectra of the (M-Hþ ) parent ions atm/z 447 taken at the two
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maxima of the SIC trace. The ions at m/z 263 and 347 are diagnostic and are due to
BSuB and BSeB species that can be exclusively produced from the fragmentation of
BSuBSe and BSeBSu, respectively. Therefore, the predominant sequence was found
to be BSuBSe, generated from the enzymatic hydrolysis of the sebacic ester bond.
Similar conclusions were inferred from ESI-MS/MS of all of the sequences detected,
and it was concluded that the sebacic ester bond was preferentially degraded with
respect to the succinic ester bond [72].

In a similar fashion, Pulkkinen et al. performed the online characterization of the
enzymatic degradation products of 2,2(-bis(2-oxazoline)-linked poly-e-caprolactone
(PCL-O) using HPLC/ESI-MSn. Specific structures of the PCL-O oligomers
evidenced that pancreatic enzymes cleavedmainly ester bonds and thus were largely
unable to break down the amide bonds in the polymer chain [77].

13.5
Other Degradation Processes

In recent years, other degradation processes including chemical [82–84], radia-
tion [85], ultrasonic [29, 46], and electron irradiation [86] induced degradation, have
been investigated by MS techniques, especially ESI and MALDI-MS.

Osaka et al. used ESI-MS and MS/MS, and MALDI-TOF post source decay (PSD)
fragmentation analysis for the characterization of solvolysis products of linear and
cyclic PLAs [82]. ESI-QTOF-MS was applied to unambiguously confirm cyclic
degradation products by the treatment of poly[(3,3,3-trifluoropropyl) methylsiloxane]
(PTFPMS) with various solvents via backbiting reactions. Complete degradation of
PTFPMS takes place in acetone at elevated temperature and longer incubation times.
Degradation is distinctly retarded in ethyl acetate. Surprisingly, depolymerization
occurs also in its non-solventmethanol [84].Gruendling et al.presented a detailedMS
analysis of the degradation products originated during storage of dithioester-
functional PMMA and PS carrying cumyldithiobenzoate end groups in THF as well
as in an inert solvent, dichloromethane. Based on the ESI-MS evidence, they
postulated an unexpected radical degradation mechanism for the PMMA macro-
RAFT agent stored in THF. In inert solvents, degradation was significantly less
extended and mainly produced vinyl terminated polymer due to cleavage of the
dithioester as well as some sulfine from reactionwith dissolved singlet oxygen. These
findings strongly suggest a substitution of cyclic ethers as solvents for RAFT
polymers in their synthesis and analysis [83].

Polyurethane coatings exhibiting sustained physicomechanical properties
were exposed to a mixed radiation field supplied by a nuclear research reactor.
They were suggested as an additional barrier in the design nuclear waste disposal
containers. FTIR, DSC, dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA), wide angle X-ray
diffraction (WAXS), and MALDI were used to characterize the changes that
occur because of radiation and to relate these changes to polymer structure and
composition [85].
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13.6
Conclusions

Mass spectrometry continues to be extensively employed for the detection of products
originating from degradation processes. Table 13.1 gives a picture of the selected
polymer degradation studies carried out by MS in the last decade.

Thermal deterioration and changes induced in polymeric structures by heat in
inert atmospheres have been investigated by MS more extensively than that of any
other source of degradation. Even though soft ionization MS is acquiring more
and more importance as a technique to study polymer degradation, a surprising
number of papers concerning thermal degradation are based on traditional MS
methods, including TG-MS, GC/MS, or py-GC/MS, as well as DPMS, and required
the support of other spectroscopic techniques. Undoubtly, the thermal degradation
pathways of a polymer chain can often be deduced from the pyrolysis products
formed, and in such instance pyrolysis MS methods yield unique information,
polyaddition polymers being more suited than polycondensates. The structural
characterization of pyrolysis products by DPMS is particularly advantageous since
the pyrolysis is accomplished �online� under high vacuum and nearby the ion
source. The pyrolysis products are rapidly volatilized and immediately ionized,
thus preventing the occurrence of secondary reactions and any further rearrange-
ment [1, 12]. On the other hand, TG-MS, GC/MS or py-GC/MS, and DPMS fail to
provide a direct observation of the chemical changes occurring during degradation
on amolecular level within the polymer backbone, necessary for understanding the
thermal degradation mechanisms. The applications of soft ionization techniques,
especially MALDI and ESI-MS, opened new vistas onto thermo and photooxidative
degradation mechanisms of diverse polymers [30, 53, 57, 61–63, 67, 68] and
highlighted the great potential of the approach that should be more widely applied
in thermal degradation investigations. Studies on polymer oxidation by MALDI
and ESI-MS are quite recent and involve the collection of mass spectra at different
irradiation times and/or temperatures to observe the structural changes induced by
heat or light under an oxidizing atmosphere. The polymer sample can be directly
analyzed, and the recorded mass spectrum arises from a mixture of nonoxidized
and oxidized chains. The results obtained for the systems so far investigated are
surprisingly highly informative, as compared with previous studies based on
conventional techniques. In fact, the mass spectra yield precise information on the
size, structure, and end groups of molecules originating from oxidation processes,
allowing discrimination among possible oxidation mechanisms and providing
remarkable information on their induction period. Obviously, MALDI as well as
ESI-MS suffer significant restraints. In fact, only the soluble part of the degradation
products generated in the processes can be directly analyzed. If some cross-linking
occurs, the cross-linked portion becomes insoluble and cannot be analyzed.
Furthermore, it is paramount for successful MALDI and ESI-MS analysis that the
polymer backbone is readily ionizable and, whenever ESI-MS is utilized, the
molecular weight of the polymer should be relatively small so that the observation
of singly charged molecules is encouraged.
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14
Outlook
Christopher Barner-Kowollik, Jana Falkenhagen, Till Gruendling, and Steffen Weidner

The synthesis of macromolecules of an increasing architectural diversity and
complexity is the lifeblood of modern macromolecular chemistry, allowing for
specialized applications in fields ranging from industrial coatings to medical drug
delivery systems. The high complexity of modern polymers with regard to molar
mass, chemical functionality, composition, and topology requires a versatile tech-
nique for their comprehensive characterization. Today, mass spectrometry, in
combination with the soft ionization techniques ESI and MALDI, has been estab-
lished as an extremely valuable tool for the analysis of polymeric materials.

Mass spectrometry is unique in that it provides the capability to characterize
individual molecular species in a polymeric material. Combined with the very high
sensitivity and mass resolution of modern mass analyzers, the great chemical
information content has made mass spectrometry a universal tool in functional
polymer characterization.

In the current publication, a number of expert authors have presented an
introduction to the state- of-the-art of modern polymer mass spectrometry. This
technique, in addition to being an extremely useful tool for the everyday character-
ization of functional synthetic polymers, comprises a vibrant research field which is
constantly reinventing itself. Recent technological developments, such as the intro-
duction of solid-state lasers, novel high-resolution mass analyzers such as the
Orbitrap, novel ionization techniques such as APPI and detectors of increased
dynamic range and increased sensitivity at high molecular weights will further
improve the applicability of mass spectrometry for the polymer analysis field. The
developments benefit from the progress in experimental equipment on the one hand
and from the ever increasing demand for high quality and detailed structural
information which is needed to tackle the growing complexity of modern polymers,
on the other hand.

The coupling to liquid-phase separation techniques allows the chemical hetero-
geneity and molar mass distribution of polymers to be more readily interpreted and
therefore facilitates the sample identification process. The combination of MS with
additional gas-phase separation techniques, such as ionmobility spectrometry (IMS),
is a field of great potential. The many possible applications of IMS, providing what
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canbe regarded as chromatography in the gas phase at the high speed and resolutions
inherent to mass spectrometry, are still to be exploited.

Especially in the field of polymer synthesis and when monitoring polymer
degradation processes, mass spectrometry provides a powerful analytical tool for
polymer chemists. Living/controlled radical polymerization techniques have revo-
lutionized polymer chemistry in the last decade. A great deal of our current
mechanistic knowledge about these polymerization techniques is due to studies
employing soft ionization mass spectrometry. The determination of the mechanistic
details of nonradical polymerization methods (such as coordination polymerization,
polycondensation, and polyaddition) has also strongly benefited from the develop-
ment and application of suitable MS methods. Moreover, these sophisticated MS
tools are providing new impulses for the investigation of copolymers and their
functional building blocks, precursors, or macroinitiators. Similar to the field of
proteomics – where tandem mass spectrometry has been widely used for sequence
analysis of peptides and proteins – soft ionization tandem mass spectrometry is
gaining in importance for the structural identification of copolymers.

In order to significantly improve the usability of MS techniques, especially in
polymer characterization, software tools for automated data processing are being
developed. Further research into this area, however, is highly desirable, with the
ultimate goal being a fully automated (co)polymer identification and quantitative
analysis pipeline providing information on the functionality, composition, and
molecular weight of polymers in a reproducible and robust manner.

In a very short time-span,mass spectrometry (especially MALDI- and ESI-MS) has
been shown to complement the existing spectroscopic methods, which has led to an
increasing interest in its applications in both research and industry.We hope that the
current book – in addition to being a valuable handbook for the interested polymer
scientist –may provide important impulses for analytical chemists and students alike
for the application and further development of this valuable technique in the
macromolecular sciences.

Karlsruhe and Berlin, February 2011
Christopher Barner-Kowollik
Jana Falkenhagen
Till Gruendling
Steffen Weidner
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